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Abstract
To learn about the changes taking place in the historical documentary production community in the
United States during a particular moment defined by the downsizing of the NEH, I spoke with community
members. After conversing with nearly fifty individuals associated with this "art world" (including
documentarians. historians, funders, legislators and spectators — called "stakeholders" in my study)
certain overall patterns emerged. It became clear that decisions regarding historical documentary
production are always negotiated within a social context. My central argument is that this extended
community resembles a cultural ecology• in the sense that its members are interconnected. Using this
ecology metaphor, I argue that stakeholders inevitably structure each other's choices (directly or
indirectly), though these spheres of influence are not always openly discussed. For example, historians
advise documentarians, who react to suggestions by funders, who are constrained by legislators, who
must answer to spectators, and so on; all stakeholders participate in this ecology and no one is fully in
charge. Historical truth is therefore a political matter, negotiated among many interested parties. As a
researcher, I am also a member of this ecology, and thus conceive of this project as an ecological
narrative illuminating and participating in the process of making history.
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ABSTRACT
MAY THE BEST HISTORY WIN;
DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION AND THE
POLITICS OF HISTORICAL REPRESENTATION AMIDST THE
DOWNSIZING OF THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
Nicole Marie Keating
Advisor: Dr. Klaus Krippendorff

To learn about the changes taking place in the historical documentary production community
in the United States during a particular moment defined by the downsizing o f the NEH, I
spoke with community members. After conversing with nearly fifty individuals associated
with this "art world" (including documentarians. historians, funders, legislators and
spectators —called "stakeholders" in my study) certain overall patterns emerged. It became
clear that decisions regarding historical documentary production are always negotiated within
a social context. My central argument is that this extended community resembles a cultural
ecology• in the sense that its members are interconnected. Using this ecology metaphor, I
argue that stakeholders inevitably structure each other's choices (directly or indirectly),
though these spheres o f influence are not always openly discussed. For example, historians
advise documentarians, who react to suggestions by funders, who are constrained by
legislators, who must answer to spectators, and so on; all stakeholders participate in this
ecology and no one is fully in charge. Historical truth is therefore a political matter,
negotiated among many interested parties. As a researcher, I am also a member o f this
ecology, and thus conceive o f this project as an ecological narrative illuminating and
participating in the process o f making history.
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There is one memory o f that Lughnasa time that visits me most often; and what fascinates
me about that memory is that it owes nothing to fact. In that memory atmosphere is more
real than incident and everything is simultaneously actual and illusory. In that memory, too,
the air is nostalgic with the music o f the thirties. It drifts in from somewhere fa r away - a
mirage o f sound —a dream music that is both heard and imagined; that seems to be both
itself and its own echo; a sound so alluring and so mesmeric that the afternoon is bewitched,
maybe haunted, by it. And what is so strange about that memory is that everybody seems to
be floating on these sweet sounds, moving rhythmically, languorously, in complete isolation;
responding more to the mood o f the music than to its beat. When I remember it, I think o f
it as dancing. Dancing with eyes half closed because to open them would break the spell.
Dancing as i f language had surrendered to movement —as i f this ritual, this wordless
ceremony, was now the way to speak, to whisper private and sacred things, to be in touch
with some otherness...

— Brian Friel, "Dancing at Lughnasa ”
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PREFACE:
THE UNMAKING OF A DOCUMENTARY SERIES
AND THE MAKING OF A RESEARCH PROJECT

In the culture I live in, history is the name o f the space where we define what matters.
— Meaghan Morris

In the mid-1990s, I worked at a small documentary production company in New York
City (Celeste Productions, Inc.)- Celeste is one o f the few women-owned documentary
production companies in New York and specializes in social-issue documentaries dealing
with topics such as birth control and parenting. The producers at Celeste were working on
two one-hour documentaries when I started there, one on RU-486 and one on the changing
roles o f fathers in contemporary America. I joined the company to work on a National
Endowment for the Humanities planning grant proposal for a documentary series covering
the history o f family life in America {Private Histories).1 After two successful rounds of
NEH application (we attained both a planning grant in 1994 and a scripting grant in 1995),
the NEH rejected the proposal for a production grant in 1996. In the meantime, I had
returned to graduate school at the University o f Pennsylvania with hopes of writing my
dissertation on the making o f Private Histories. Upon hearing o f the rejection, the making

'i have changed the names o f both the project and the company for the purposes of
this dissertation. It is worth noting that I have worked on a number o f other historical
documentaries, including Eyes On the Prize: America at the Racial Crossroads, The
Great Depression (the pilot episode on The American Experience), American Cinema,
and Reminiscing in Tempo (on the life o f jazz musician Duke Ellington), so my
familiarity with the documentary production industry facilitates my participation in the
current research project and informs my general understanding o f the subject area.
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ix
of the series as well as my dissertation was cast into doubt. Attempting a reversal of fortune,
I decided to examine the unmaking of a historical documentary rather than the making of one
(especially within the context o f current cultural anxiety surrounding the legitimacy o f
"objective" truth claims about the past). What were the factors that led up to the NEH
rejection in the third round in 1996?

Specific issues dealing with the quality of the

application aside,2 certainly one must consider the general U.S. political climate at the time
- particularly with respect to the financial health of the National Endowment for the
Humanities. In April o f 1996, Congress announced severe budget cuts directed towards both
the NEH and the NEA. The NEH budget for public programs (including media projects)
was reduced 60% from 1995 to 1996 - from 23 million to 10 million (the amount usually
slated for media projects alone). As historian Robert Brent Toplin reports: 'i n 1995, the
endowment [NEH] backed 34 films with a total of SI 0.2 million; in 1996, it [backed] 11 with
a total of $4.5 million.”3 Official wisdom doubted even a bare bones existence for both
organizations in the future.4
O f course controversy is not new to the NEH, though its tales of woe are often
overshadowed by the flashy and more highly publicized travails typical of the NEA.

2One can assume that because American Families succeeded in two rounds of
application it demonstrated a certain level o f competence, and though obviously elements
o f the proposal package itself were crucial in the panel's decision to deny funds, the NEH
would be the first to admit that competition was increasingly severe due to the political
climate and resulting budget cuts.
3Robert Brent Toplin, ‘'Plugged In to the Past,” The New York Times (Arts and
Leisure), Sunday, August 4, 1996, p. 26.
4The NEH budget has remained the same from 1996 —1999 (there have been no
increases, but neither have there been any major decreases, despite periodic threats to the
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NEA/NEH controversy is generally associated with Mapplethorpe's explicit photography and
Andres Serrano's "Piss Christ," but the "culture wars" extend far beyond these notorious
cases. In 1986, the NEH-funded PBS series The Africans was widely criticized, most notably
by Lynne Cheney herself (then the NEH Chairperson) who called it an "anti-Western
diatribe." Cheney succeeded in getting the NEH removed from the list of series underwriters,
and as a result o f this furor, 53 members of Congress sent a letter to the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting seeking an investigation into the fairness o f PBS programming. In
1993, outrage erupted once again: The Liberators: Fighting on Two Fronts in World War II,
an Academy Award-nominated PBS documentary on African-American soldiers during
World War II was removed from circulation due to questions concerning accuracy.5 (The
NEH did not fund this series directly, though the NEH does provide some money for the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, which funds PBS). Just one year later in 1994, the
release o f the NEH-funded National History Standards for public schools generated
vociferous debate.6 They were pronounced "politically correct"7 and "biased with a liberal
slant"8 by many, including Lynne Cheney once again - an interesting twist since Cheney
herself had directed the NEH when funding for the project had initially been granted. Then,

contrary).
5For more discussion o f such controversies, see B.J. Bullert, Public Television:
Politics and the Battle over Documentary Film (New Brunswick: Rutgers University
Press, 1997).
‘’The National History Standards were also partially funded by the Department of
Education.
7"Ways to Look at the Past (Or Did It Really Happen?)," The New York Times,
November 13, 1994, p. 3.
sIbid.
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in 1996, the 104th Congress led by Newt Gingrich took action: the NEH overall budget was
slashed nearly 40% —from $172 million in 1995 to $110 million for 1996. It seemed likely
(though certainly not definite) that the days o f these twin organizations were quickly coming
to an end.
These controversies are symptomatic o f an overall crisis within our culture
concerning the nature o f "truth" in historical representation, and raise many provocative
questions regarding documentary filmmaking in this country. The NEH has been one of the
primary funding sources for documentary filmmakers since its inception, so where would all
of these documentarians turn for funding if the NEH collapsed? Although this project
touches on questions concerning the future, my primary questions deal with the past. How
have funding sources in general (including the NEH among others)9 influenced the
documentary production industry? And how can an examination o f the documentary
production process —in light of the political controversy (i.e. 'The culture wars”) engulfing
the NEH - illuminate issues concerning the connections between politics and art in the form
of documentary production? As such, this study takes place during a particular moment in
the history o f documentary production. The NEH served as a catalyst bringing various
stakeholders (such as documentarians, historians, and legislators) together, and the resulting
community experienced a series of shock waves during the “downsizing o f the NEH”

9Although my interest in this project was triggered (at least in part) by the NEH
budget cuts, as time progressed my research which became increasingly focused on
documentarian funding needs and sources in general, with respect to the NEH, private
foundations, corporate funders, etc. Still, my interest in the NEH budget cuts created a
motivating force for this dissertation, and is a focal point for my script (details of the
script arrangement are discussed in Chapters Three and Four).
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xii
described above. This downsizing was particularly significant since NEH funding is often
considered a “stamp of approval” which generates interest at other foundations as well. This
study thus becomes a snapshot of a specific time period characterized by change, complexity
and upheaval. O f course, certain elements concerning the connection between documentary
production and politics are relatively generalizable (since production and distribution always
have and probably always will require some degree of funding), yet other elements regarding
this particular moment o f crisis -- such as the instability resulting from the decimation o f a
relatively stable resource -- remain fairly unique to this time period.
In this project I am also particularly concerned with historical documentaries, so that
narrows my domain further still. As greater numbers o f learners (both inside and outside of
traditional classrooms) are learning about history through moving images, it becomes
increasingly important to understand how visual media communicate history differently from
traditional written texts. Since historical understanding is fundamental to collective identity,
changes in historical practice no doubt affect our sense o f community. In this project, I
argue that historical practice is a "cultural ecology” (i.e. a cultural network connected
through dialogue) because it evolves from conversations and interactions between multiple
participants. I conduct an interview-based study o f key’ representatives o f this historical
documentary production community in order to demonstrate this claim. My focus o f analysis
is therefore the interactions within the production community. My own narrative inevitably
becomes part o f this ecology and reflects on its ecological participation, therefore becoming
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an ecological narrative.10 It is important to note that the reliance on moving image
technology for historical representations merely renders interdependencies more overt due
to the tremendous amount o f resources necessary to produce these cultural artifacts. In
examining the representation o f history through visual media, then, certain elements common
to the production of history in all media come to light.

Initially motivated by a desire to grapple with the concept o f truth," I ultimately
focus on the politics of historical narrative in visual form, and argue that all history-making
is an ecological process. In this sense, it is an interactive, socially contingent process shaped
by many spheres o f influence within a larger context. My focus has therefore shifted from
an ethnography o f the production process exemplified by the making o f one documentary to
an interview-based inquiry into the overall historical documentary production process. The
specifics o f this interview-based orientation are outlined in later sections of this dissertation.

The historical documentary is a variation on a theme that has resounded throughout
cultures for millennia. Human beings have always told stories about the past. The reasons
for this are varied and complex and will be dealt with in the ensuing pages; for now it is
important to emphasize that questions under consideration here extend beyond the
boundaries o f "documentary film" or "television documentaries." At base we are dealing

10While biological ecologies are connected through “food chains,” cultural
ecologies (as stated above) are generally connected through language and dialogue.
These issues, as well as the term “ecological narrative,” are explored further in later
sections.
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with a form o f symbolic communication used for a variety of purposes in the course of
maintaining and establishing cultures. Documentaries use acoustic and visual components
(creating a certain visual specificity) whereas history books rely on text, leaving much to the
reader’s imagination. The oral tradition integrates the body o f the narrator and spoken word
(gesture and voice, etc.), while musicians incorporate rhythm, melody and ballad, but all
methods are interrelated and essentially result in the telling o f stories. A major factor in the
success or popularity of these stories has been at least the tacit assumption o f truth. Without
this assumption historians are generally shunned by their cohorts and co-opted (willingly or
unwillingly) by departments o f fiction. But what does it mean to tell a true story? How can
we ever know what really happened in the past? Historians use a variety o f methods to
establish the veracity of accounts. Evidence can be found in written records and documents,
photographs and artifacts, oral histories, material culture, and previous historical scholarship.
But what counts as evidence is itself an incredibly broad and complicated matter, and when
compounded by the issue o f interpretation,12 it becomes entangled in the politics of
participants. (I usually refer to these participants as “stakeholders,”13 i.e. those who have a

1'Although “truth” may be elusive, perhaps “honesty” can be salvaged. . .
12It is important to note that interpretation comes into play on various levels: what
counts as an event is a matter o f interpretation by someone (such as a storyteller, a
historian, a filmmaker, etc.), what counts as evidence is a matter o f interpretation by
someone, and what counts as truth is also a matter o f interpretation by someone. Also,
politics influences interpretation, but interpretation can also be seen as a political process.
13By “stakeholders” I refer to participants in the historical documentary
production industry, including (in this model) documentarians, historians, funders,
legislators and spectators (though I only interviewed a few spectators, for reasons
discussed below). Additional participants no doubt are involved, but for the purposes of
this investigation I focus on these five groups. The term “stakeholder” is used frequently
in management studies and systems research (see Banville, C., Landry, M., Martel, J.M.,
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slake in the outcome and therefore participate in the ecological process.) Certainly we are
all familiar with events in our own lives that are interpreted quite differently by various
participants. Furthermore, these events seem to change as they are re-articulated through
time, and though the passage of time may detract from the freshness o f accounts, it also
provides opportunities for reflection and perspective. Finally, the "whole story" often
remains illusive; there are so many different voices and layers of interpretation that hope for
a singular "wholeness," "fullness," or "completeness" seems forever to escape our grasp.
How then, are stories channeled in particular directions of interpretation? Politics (both
personal and institutional) certainly plays an important role. In this project I examine how
politics (as illustrated by the collaborative, ecological process o f documentary production)
influences our interpretation of a particular breed o f storytelling we call history.

The structure o f this dissertation assumes the following form:
In the Introduction, I describe some o f the incidents occurring at the Celeste
production office that triggered this inquiry. These incidents ultimately led to the shaping
of research questions outlined in Chapter One, in which I also flesh out the theoretical
significance of these questions and describe the research methods used to answer them. In
Chapter Two (serving as a literature review), I provide a context for understanding historical
representation through documentary by discussing the many different facets o f history. For
example, history is alternately viewed as science, construct, memory, entertainment,

and Boulaire, C. (1998). “A Stakeholder Approach to MCDA,” Systems Research 15, 1532). In this dissertation, I use the term “stakeholder” interchangeably with such terms as
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narrative, politics, and dialogue (other conceptions exist o f course but I have chosen to focus
on these). In Chapter Three, I present the methodological framework of this dissertation,
which is based on the ecological metaphor, "art world” theory, and dialogism. In Chapters
Four and Five, I perform my analysis o f the historical documentary process by examining
first the relationships between stakeholders, and then one stakeholder’s view (i.e. my own
view) of the whole. In the final chapter, I first analyze the ecology metaphor in greater detail
and then apply it in this context; I also provide review, synthesis, and concluding remarks.

"participant,” "player,” “actor,” “interviewee,” “professional,” "member,” etc.
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MAY THE BEST HISTORY WIN:
DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION
AND THE POLITICS OF HISTORICAL REPRESENTATION

INTRODUCTION: NOTES FROM THE PRODUCTION OFFICE
Successful television is all about one thing: complex characters and simple conflicts.
— Producer, Celeste Productions

It was a stormy day inside and out on one particular December afternoon when staff
members o f Celeste Productions met for a staff meeting. Iris and Tamara (the co-directors
of the project and the company) had just arrived. Iris, an athletic, high-spirited woman in her
forties, rolled her bike into the office after her morning swim. Tamara, a warm, creative new
mother in her late thirties pushed a baby carriage into the office accompanied by a babysitter.
A few flimsy walls had been constructed to divide space in this SoHo loft, but these markers
were small compensation for the fact that approximately 12-15 people (as well the baby and
babysitter) often occupied this limited space.
The meeting started without further ado:
Staff member #1: We need to reiterate throughout this script that the
experience for the dominant culture was not the experience for everybody.
Staff member # 2 :1 appreciate your opinion but that approach is problematic
and will not work. If we discuss other groups we need to cut to them visually
and that would disrupt the narrative flow. I'm sorry but it just wouldn't work
dramatically.

The above interchange characterized one major strand o f debate that occurred
frequently during the research and development o f Private Histories. In this Introduction I
include a description of three such scenarios (including the one above), followed by an
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analysis of their cultural significance with respect to points relevant to my research. / include
these anecdotal descriptions (by way o f introduction) because witnessing scenes like these
triggered my interest in performing a cultural analysis o f the historical documentary
production process. This description therefore illustrates my motivations for undertaking
this project. Since Private Histories was not funded, it was not possible to perform an
ethnography.

Through dialogue with producers, spectators, funders, legislators, and

historians, however, I work to better understand the way history is presented cinematically.14

The scene described above, for example, illustrates one type of controversy that was
frequently confronted during the scripting o f the pilot episode o f Private Histories:
Courtship and Marriage - namely, the constant juggling between political issues and viewer
appeal. Throughout the course of research and development, the often overwhelming task
of converting four centuries o f rich and varied family life history into five hours o f "good
television” was particularly challenging with respect to the tensions between prevailing and
marginalized family life histories. Each group, (whether defined by race, class, gender,
sexuality, ethnicity, religion, etc.) had a different story to tell - yet how could all these stories
be collapsed into one narrative line without destroying the so-called "narrative flow?" A
number of alternative models for series organization were presented at the outset o f the

14I use the term "cinematic history” interchangeably with such terms as "visual
history,” and ‘film ic history.” When I use these terms, I refer to history on film, video,
television or multimedia forms (since technically, “cinema” refers to "motion pictures”).
For a discussion o f the term “cinematic history,” see Robert Rosenstone, ed. Revisioning
History: Film and the Construction o f a New Past (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1995).
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development process in an effort to offset this dilemma. Staff members suggested organizing
the series according to group divisions thereby creating a structural imperative for multiple
narratives within the overall narrative construction. The producers ultimately decided against
this approach, arguing that it is important to demonstrate the interactions between groups as
well as the distinct histories. They decided in favor o f a thematic approach (each part of the
series covering a different theme: courtship and marriage, childhood, work and family, and
aging), but in some ways this choice simply deferred the decision-making process concerning
how to incorporate the various strands o f the larger history. Ultimately these decisions had
to be made, and this inevitability came back with a vengeance on the above-described
December afternoon.

Scene II:
On another cold December day, half o f the staff members walked into the office
weary from exhaustion and winter colds, but the deadline was fast approaching so all
continued to work.

Within the office, tension was building concerning how multiple

narratives should be incorporated into one narrative stream.

Consider the following

exchange:
Staff member #1: I just want to say one thing for the record: wholesale
genocide cannot be whitewashed.
Staff member #2: But last time someone at the NEH said that our approach
is too negative so we don't want to focus on the problems. We shouldn't
make white men feel bad. We need to show them the problems, make them
empathize without accusing them. Maybe we should start with the Native
American story to highlight that...
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Staff member #3: Every history textbook has the Native American story
first...does that mean anything? Our justification for focusing on the
dominant culture is that to create a coherent narrative, you need to focus on
the dominant culture.
Staff member #2: But we need more immigrant stories...that is the bulk o f our
experience....
Staff member #4: Maybe we should tell an Asian immigrant story in the 19th
century. We don't have an Asian story so far...

As this interchange points out, the attitudes pervasive at fundraising organizations play an
especially influential role in the decision-making process. A few weeks after the meeting
discussed above, the NEH received Part II o f the script, at which point they responded
critically that the storyline was overwhelmingly focused on dominant culture. They had not
mentioned this complaint vis-a-vis Part I (although Part I was equally as focused on
dominant culture) so the producers were justifiably confused. Still, the representative of the
NEH (and therefore a highly influential person regarding funding decisions) was not
questioned, and the producers got to work frantically attempting to radically revise the script
the week before the deadline.
Issues concerning diversity (such as the one described above) were generally
evaluated with respect to such factors as dramatic appeal and historical accuracy. In both
scenarios described thus far, for example, the documentarian pitted diversity considerations
against dramatic appeal, arguing that the inclusion o f multiple storylines and perspectives
would interrupt the narrative flow. In other cases, historical accuracy was given priority.
Although staff members had mentioned the very same concerns throughout the entire process
o f development, it was not until the funding representative made comments that changes
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began to happen. Although this anecdote in some ways suggests the production process is
authoritarian rather than collaborative (material dictated by funding organizations), the
important point is that many people's ideas were intersecting during the course of production
and affecting notions o f "historical accuracy." Various participants' opinions obviously held
varying degrees o f weight depending on status, but high status actors were, in turn, also
responding to constraints on their behavior. The result is a complicated network of influence
and interconnection.15

Scene IIP.
A long-awaited letter o f support (from a scholar on the board o f advisors) arrived
in the office in one afternoon mail delivery. Iris and Tamara frantically tore open the letter,
hoping to find some words of encouragement. In the letter, the scholar made the following
comment:
I particularly like the way the producers have confronted the inevitable
tension between the demands o f historical accuracy and viewer appeal.
Negotiating this tension is all the harder as a result o f the rapid change in
historical interpretations that occurs, in turn, because o f the rapid growth of
scholarship in family history. Equally there is a tension between present-day
family issues and history which has been carefully mediated. Compromises
between these varying interests are always necessary in work that attempts to
reach a general public, and the producers have made them intelligently and
deliberately. Tne result is an excellent balance.

15For related studies o f these "complicated networks," see Larry Gross, ed., On the
Margins o f Art Worlds (Westview Press, 1995), and Howard Becker, Art Worlds
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982). This “art world” approach is discussed
further in Chapter Three.
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The above-excerpted letter is riddled with contradictions.

The advisor states that

"negotiating this tension is all the harder as a result o f rapid change in historical
interpretations," though the fact o f this "rapid change" would suggest exactly the opposite.
If historical interpretations continually change, it naturally follows that the credibility o f
each individual interpretation is inevitably undermined, thus leaving room for alternative or
ambiguous interpretations. Perhaps this particular advisor meant to suggest that the everchanging maelstrom of academic inquiry might be difficult for television producers to
manage, thus congratulating Iris and Tamara for performing the task with success. Still, the
advisor acknowledges the tension between historical accuracy and viewer appeal, and while
crediting the producers with successfully negotiating this tension, the underlying suggestion
is clearly that although raw historical accuracy can be dry and lacking in entertainment value,
these producers avoided this pitfall despite the additional complications o f wavering
scholarship.

These issues point to the rigid distinctions often imposed on forms o f

storytelling; academic history, television, and the oral tradition, etc. are often seen to have
little in common.
The holy grail of viewer appeal was thus held in delicate balance between the
"necessary evils" o f historical accuracy and diversity considerations. As thus becomes
apparent (in this scenario as well as in the ones described previously), documentary
producers usually make decisions according to a number o f competing criteria. The overt
aim for producers is to produce; in so doing they juggle various concerns such as the desire
to attract viewers, attain funding, maintain historical accuracy, create aesthetic forms, and
promote certain political agendas, etc., yet the distinctions between these categories are
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tenuous at best and usually blurry or downright invisible. Furthermore, these concerns are
frequently in conflict; one “god” is often sacrificed in order to appease another.
Compounding these matters, staff members are not always in strict agreement concerning
priorities, so there is often a fair amount o f in-fighting each day at the office. With these
factors present in the conversations among production teams, how do producers make
decisions about what the past is and how to present it? O f course, a key point is that no one
person makes decisions here, rather a combination o f diverse stakeholders influences
creation. It is a collaborative process involving stakeholders often speaking in the name of
institutions (even being employed by, for example, PBS, NEH, a documentary production
company, etc.) - a process worthy o f further examination.
Additional scenarios throughout the production process of Private Histories illustrate
numerous ways in which competing concerns within the documentary production process
work to construct narrativized (re)presentations of history in historical documentaries. After
witnessing these incidents, I felt motivated to question the underlying mechanisms at work
in this form o f cultural production, particularly with respect to the social construction of
history through documentary.
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CHAPTER ONE:
HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARIES AND THE PRODUCTION OF HISTORY:
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Although a number o f scholars have conducted studies o f the media production
process16 in hopes o f gaining greater insight into the nature o f media message systems by
investigating "behind-the-scenes" operations (through interviews, ethnography, and other
qualitative methods) no in-depth studies o f this kind have been made thus far focusing
specifically on historical documentaries and the construction o f history through film or
television. On the other hand, in recent years we have witnessed something o f an explosion
o f academic scholarship dealing with historiographic or collective memory issues,1'

l6Including Annenberg dissertations by Barry Domfeld, published as Producing
Public Television: Producing Public Culture (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1998) and Lisa Henderson (Cinematic Competence and Directorial Persona in Film
School: A Study o f Socialization and Cultural Production)-, Laura Grindstaffs Producing
Public Intimacies: Behind the Scenes o f a Daytime Television Talkshow; B.J. Bullert's
Public Television: Politics and the Battle over Documentary Film (New Brunswick, NJ:
Rutgers University Press, 1997); Rosalind C. Morris’ New Worlds from Fragments: Film,
Ethnography,and the Representation o f Northwest Coast Cultures (Boulder, CO:
Westview Press, 1994); Dwight Hoover’s Middletown: The Making o f a Documentary
Film Series (Gordon and Breach, 1992); Roger Silverstone's Framing Science: The
Making o f a BBC Documentary (London: Heinemann Educational Books, 1981); Philip
Elliot's The Making o f a Television Series (London: Sage Publications, 1979); Gaye
Tuchman's Making News: A Study in The Construction o f Reality (New York: The Free
Press, 1978); Mark Fishman's Manufacturing the News (Austin, TX: University of Texas
Press, 1980); Muriel Cantor's The Hollywood Television Producer: His Work and
Audience (New York: Basic Books, 1971); Todd Gitlin's Inside Primetime (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1983); and Hortense Powdermaker's Hollywood: The Dream Factory
(London: Seeker and Warburg, 1951).
17Consider, for example, Barbie Zelizer’s Remembering to Forget: Holocaust
Memory through the Camera’s Eye (Chicago: The University o f Chicago Press, 1998)
and Covering the Body: The Kennedy Assassination, the Media, and the Shaping o f
Collective Memory (Chicago: The University o f Chicago Press, 1992); Michael
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particularly with respect to media presentations. In this project, I hope to create a bridge
between these two fields o f inquiry.
Philosophers, film theorists, cultural studies and communication scholars (among
others) have long sought to disentangle connections between various manifestations of
historical "events." Film scholars in particular have tended to focus on representations o f
such events in various media rather than the process of re-presenting. Although text-based
or reception-oriented analysis o f media representations o f historical events is no doubt
worthy of scholarly attention, examination o f the process of producing these representations
will add significantly to comprehensive understanding.

This study therefore seeks to

complement work that has been conducted from more text-based and spectatorship-oriented
perspectives.
Though philosophers have grappled with questions concerning the meaning of history
for centuries, since the 1960s large numbers o f historiographers have publicly questioned
objectivist approaches to historical representation. By contrast, historical documentarians
(as well as funders and legislators) have remained relatively silent. Documentary producers
may occasionally broach historiographic topics during interviews,18 but the majority o f these
producers - who are essentially history teachers for mass audiences - have not publicly

Schudson's Watergate in American Memory: How We Remember. Forget, and
Reconstruct the Past (New York: Basic Books, 1992); Iwona Irwin-Zarecka's Frames o f
Remembrance: The Dynamics o f Collective Memory (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction
Publishers, 1994); and Jacques Le Goffs History and Memory (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1992).
l8For examples of this type of interview consider Constance Penley and Andrew'
Ross, "Interview with Trinh T. Minh-ha," Camera Obscura 13-14 (1985), pp. 87-103;
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interrogated their own historical practices. This silence points to an extraordinary gap in
media research studies. After my experiences at Celeste, and especially in light o f the NEH
documentary funding budget cuts, I fe lt an increasing need to ask these documentary
producers directly about their roles as historians.
The reasons that the production grant for Private Histories was rejected by the NEH
were complex and multiple: there were reasons given by the NEH, reasons interpreted by
Celeste, reasons provided by journalists commenting on the NEH budget cuts, and my own
explanations developed in this dissertation. One way to better understand the "unmaking"
o f this documentary (and by extension the overall production process), as well as the larger
controversy regarding historical representation leading to the NEH budget cuts - is to contact
the participants themselves, engage in dialogue, and simply ask them questions about the
process. I wanted to understand not one agency’s use o f criteria for decision-making but
rather the many voices of documentarians, historians, funders, legislators, and spectators who
enter into what amounts to a dialogue about how history is told. The research question thus
becomes: What does the medley o f voices speaking about the documentary production
process (i.e. languaging expressed by stakeholders) tell us about current conceptualizations
o f historical practice and representation, especially in light o f funding cuts and the overall
“culture wars ”? My research ultimately revealed the interrelated, "ecological" nature of the
production world. My interviews are snapshots of an ongoing dialogue between stakeholders
as they argue, make claims and counter-claims, and produce or promote what the public is

and "Truth Not Guaranteed: An Interview with Errol Morris," Cineaste 17, pp. 16-17.
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to see. These groups form a network through this occasional dialogue, and it is this
interconnected production world/ecology as a whole (rather than a particular producer or
project per se) that I explore in this dissertation.
Though a number o f media ethnographies have explored documentary production,
most o f these center on particular productions rather than on the larger documentary
production world itself. O f course these ethnographies generally express an awareness o f the
various factors operating within the production world. In many ways, it is the discussion o f
these influences that carved out a space for my own efforts to focus specifically on the
production world as a system o f interest.

Barry Domfeld, for example, refers to the

importance o f understanding the context o f documentary film production in his book
Producing Public Television: Producing Public Culture (1998), based on his experiences as
a participant-observer during the production o f the PBS television series Childhood. He
argues that '“what the producers, scholars, and institutions in which they work do is reflective
of tensions within American public culture more broadly speaking,"19 and promotes a view
that breaks down the boundaries between between producers and viewers. He asserts that
producers are simultaneously viewers/consumers, and that the seemingly rigid dividing line
between production and reception is more fluid than it may appear. He uses interviews,
observations, and document analysis to bolster his claims, grounding his work in
ethnographic experience. This experience leads him to conceptualize public television as a

I9Barry Domfeld, Producing Public Television: Producing Public Culture
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998), p. 60 (p. 205/draft).
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“cultural field'” (a term derived from Bourdieu20):
By seeing production as a cultural field we attempt to locate simultaneously
and in relation to each other the perspectives and interests of producers,
production staff, PBS administrators, viewers, and the myriad institutions
with which they interact. The field metaphor allows us to discuss both
agency and process in terms o f structural relations.21

Domfeld uses the "cultural field” approach in his analysis of the production o f Childhood,
but I saw this as an opportunity to adopt the “cultural field” itself as the focus o f analysis.
I therefore shift the subject/ground arrangement by centering on “structural relations.”
In Public Television: Politics and the Battle over Documentary Film (1997), B.J.
Bullert also examines public television documentary production, but she does so by
performing interview-based case studies o f five different documentaries, focusing on the
relationship between independent producers and PBS programmers in an effort to examine
"how specific programs by independent producers became controversial.”22 Having worked
as a documentary producer herself (as had Domfeld), she began with certain preconceptions
about an "us/them” relationship between producers and programmers. After immersing
herself in performing interviews, however, she started to think more in terms o f a “cultural
field” or “production world,” but she refers to it as a “family system”:
I began to feel...as if I had been drawn into a dysfunctional family with distorted
power relationships, implicit and unstated rules, roles for “power parents” and
children distinguished as “rebels,” “heroes,” “scapegoats,” and “helpers.” The power
relationships between programmers and independent filmmakers mirrored the power
relationships in family systems models, where everyone is part of the dynamic but no
20Pierre Bourdieu, “The Field of Cultural Production, Or: the Economic World
Reversed,” Poetics 12: 311-356, 1983.
2‘Domfeld, 1998, pp. 59.
22B.J. Bullert, Public Television: Politics and the Battle over Documentary Film
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1997), p. x.
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one accepts the blame.23
The documentary production world does indeed operate like a “family system" in that all
members are interrelated. But unlike a family, stakeholders see each other in institutional,
professional terms and communicate among each other only occasionally, often through
written correspondence or through third parties. I thus include documentarians, funders,
historians, legislators, and viewers,24 and adopt the ecology metaphor to characterize this
world. Through an examination of the entire “field,” “world” or “ecology.” I can best
explore the "sacred beliefs o f the system”25 including the myths o f historical “objectivity”
or “balance” that are explored in the following section.

Producing the Lost Object: A Theoretical Backeround

Was it the lies that killed as, or the truth that let us down?
— Bruce Springsteen
The making o f historical documentaries cannot be understood in isolation but must
be seen within the larger contexts of both 1) historical practice and 2) documentary
production overall. In this section I provide an introduction to concepts in historiography
and documentary theory that are covered in greater detail in Chapter Two.
In recent years much historiographic research has focused on history as a social

23Bullert, p. xii.
24PBS programmers are not actually included in my model, which was by
necessity limited to certain groups. This is not to suggest that PBS programmers are not
crucial participants in this world, in fact it would perhaps have been beneficial to include
them. But the list o f participants is infinite (including lobbyists, secondary school
educators, video distributors, etc.) and for practical purposes I needed to limit the scope
of my analysis.
25Bullert, p. xii.
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construct (rather than objective representation o f some concrete prior reality).26 In The
Content o f the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation, Hayden White
writes that "[there exists the] perception, general in our time, that real life can never be
truthfully represented as having the kind o f formal coherency met with in the conventional,
well-made or fabulistic story."27 White articulates the concern that historical narratives are
nonrepresentational by nature due to the effects of the narrative discourse itself on our
perception o f past events. From this perspective, narrative is viewed as a "text" in its own
right, a "text" which shapes perception o f history "with distinct ideological and even
specifically political implications."28 Later, he alludes to the riddles and conundrums
surrounding even the most basic assertion that we can know anything at all about prior events
(in fact, even the ontology o f the event itself is put into question). White refers to Hegel’s
writings on history, which highlight belief in the political ontology o f historical record: "For
Hegel, the content (or referent) o f the specifically historical discourse was not the real story
o f what happened but the peculiar relation between a public present and a past that a state
endowed with a constitution made possible."29
Robert Brent Toplin tackles these issues in Ken B urns' The Civil War30 in which

26A position also articulated by such writers as, for example, Robert Rosenstone,
Vivian Sobchack, Dominick LaCapra, etc.
27Hayden White, The Content o f the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical
Representation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), p. ix.
28White, The Content o f the Form, p. ix.
29Ibid., p. 29.
j0Robert Brent Toplin, Ken Burns' The Civil War: Historians Respond (Oxford:
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various historians discuss their reactions to the Burns documentary. This analysis by
historians suggests that historical representation promotes certain ideologies to the exclusion
o f others, and presents a slice o f the past is so particular and so thin that its relationship to
"reality” is unclear at best. Howard Zinn refers to this aspect of historical representation as
"partiality”: "All written history is partial in two senses. It is partial in that it is only a tiny
part o f what really happened. That is a limitation that can never be overcome. And it is
partial in that it inevitably takes sides, by what it includes or omits, what it emphasizes or deemphasizes.”31 In Vivian Sobchack's The Persistence o f History, Hayden White describes
this process in a slightly different way:
Any attempt to provide an objective account o f the event, either by breaking
it up into a mass o f its details or by setting it within its context, must conjure
with two circumstances: one is that the number o f details identifiable in any
singular event is potentially infinite; and the other is that the "context" o f any
event is infinitely extensive or at least is not objectively determinable.32
But if there is no reliable "stuff o f history," then what are historians doing when they write
about the past? Constructivists33 argue that rather than recording and reporting on the past,
historians actually construct it through narratives.

The complexity o f the past, so

overwhelmingly intricate and tangled, is rendered comprehensible by narratives privileging

Oxford University Press, 1996).
3'Howard Zinn, Declarations o f Independence: Cross-Examining American
Ideology, (New York: Harper Collins, 1990), p. 51.
32Hayden White, "The Modernist Event," in Vivian Sobchack, ed. The Persistence
o f History’: Cinema, Television and the Modem Event (New York: Routledge, 1996), p. 22.
33The list here is long, but just to name a few, consider Mark Freeman's Rewriting
the Self: History, Memory, Narrative (London: Routledge, 1993); Donald P. Spence’s
Narrative Truth and Historical Truth (New York: Norton, 1982); Charlotte Linde's Life
Stories: The Creation o f Coherence ((New York: Basic Books, 1991); and Realism by
Linda Nochlin (New York: Penguin Books, 1971).
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certain world views over others. This process involves a series of manipulations, selections,
and contextualizations that siphon out people, places, events, and things from the past in
order to conform to particular paradigms (or ideologies, individual interests, cultural
sentiments, situational conditions, political concerns, etc.), which in a circular fashion have
been constructed by these narratives as well.34
The emergence o f social history itself is a good example o f this type of construction.
For years, issues concerning the daily lives o f nonfamous people were not considered worthy
o f historical attention - it was only when these "ordinary people" (often code for
disenfranchised groups such as women, "minorities," and the working classes) gained
political and economic freedoms that their stories were heard and given legitimacy. The
emergence of social history creates the impression that events were "rediscovered" to provide
a more comprehensive understanding, yet there are always perspectives that will be left out
(e.g. the perspectives o f people killed in war who are not able to tell their stories, or slaves
who could not write or speak English, etc.). Since we can never capture and record the
entirety o f the past, each story communicates something about a speaker’s agenda, as well
as something about who has a right to speak and the prevailing conditions o f speaking. In
studying history, then, we often learn more about the values of a narrator’s present culture
than we do about the "events" of the past that history purports to document.35

34For a philosophical examination o f these concepts, see, for example, Paul
Ricoeur, Time and Narrative (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1984); Arthur C.
Danto, Narration and Knowledge (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985).
35There are limitations here. One example o f an element that is sometimes
thought to constrain the construction o f history is coherence —some would argue that all
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Historiography and Documentary Theory
Mass media including film and television (in this case, historical documentaries) play
a crucial role in this construction o f values since they are potent mechanisms for
disseminating social messages. Although this is true in terms o f the construction o f culture
in general, this study focuses specifically on historical dimensions so I restrict my comments
to that domain. As Bill Nichols, Michael Renov, Linda Williams and other documentary
theorists have argued, historical narratives presented in documentary fashion generally
disavow the constructed nature o f narrative structures while claiming to represent reality
through nonfictional documentation. Historical documentaries thus purportedly report true
stories of the past, and though it is tacitly understood that the documentarian plays a role in
orchestrating the rise and fall o f action, the overt assumption is that the documentarian
locates these crescendos and decrescendos (rather than composing them). However, since
one goal for most documentarians is to tell a “good story,’06 certain elements from the past
are inevitably emphasized over others. The mere act of choosing a topic begins a process o f
selection,37 followed by a search for compelling or memorable characters, dramatic conflicts,
and clean resolutions. Hence the documentarian is clearly constructing stories just as

narratives must be consistent in order to allow consensual acceptance by the larger
community.
36Good stories are generally considered understandable, compelling, involving,
engaging, interesting, challenging, etc. (often this has more to do with listeners or readers
than with the story itself).
37An emphasis on the selective perception o f objects, facts and events in some
ways keeps one in the domain o f objectivism, while an emphasis on the selection o f
concepts and topics reinforces narrative theory.
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dramatic filmmakers are, though their basic tools and resources are different; dramatists
invent stories from imagined realities, while documentarians select stories from publicly
acknowledged realities.38 However, these "publicly acknowledged realities” are also in some
sense imagined realities that are reinforced by repetition in media and ossified through
consensus by large groups o f people over long periods o f time.
For many years, documentary film afforded a somewhat exceptional status in this
regard when considered alongside other forms o f cinematic history. Documentary films were
generally assumed to be "based on the record of photos, films, newspapers, quotations from
historical figures, and other evidence.”39 They were (and in some cases, still are) considered
evidence-based, much like academic history. The nature o f the filmic medium, associated
with verisimilitude as it is, also contributes to the fact-oriented status o f documentary. The
term "documentary” itself conveys a sense of veracity ("document” was synonymous with
"evidence or proof’ in archaic usage).40 As Alan Rosenthal puts it: "a strong and widely held
assumption in the past was that documentary has a special claim to the truth.”41 But Alan
Rosenthal outlines how this line o f thinking has been challenged by many theorists who
argue that "semiology and structuralism have shown that the documentary film, like the
feature film, uses signifying practices that, structured like language, are already symbolic.

1 0

George Gerbner has commented that: “drama is the fiction o f creation, news is
the fiction o f selection” (Guns and Popular Culture Conference. Ryerson, Toronto, May
1998).
39Toplin, The Civil War, p. 5.
40 The Random House College Dictionary.
41Alan Rosenthal, ed., New Challenges fo r Documentary, (Berkeley: University o f
California Press, 1988), p. 12.
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Hence, all film, including documentary, is ultimately 'fiction.’”42
Documentary theorists like those mentioned above (including Nichols, Renov,
Sobchack, and Williams) are increasingly challenging the cinema verite notion that, literally,
"cinema is truth,” arguing that filmmakers use selection, interpretation, manipulation, etc.,
to create their own imagined actualities. Though it is no doubt true that photography and
cinematography create imagery by using specific lenses, framing devises, focal lengths,
darkroom techniques, soundtrack combinations, etc., the mechanical nature o f the medium
does convey a high degree o f verisimilitude. The sense that historical narratives represent
a "reality” is thus compounded in documentaries because o f the seemingly veridical nature
o f photography/cinematography in general. Because o f its mechanical qualities, the camera
is often considered a scientific instrument capable of a high degree of exactitude.43 Although
the academic community now regularly questions the veridical nature o f photographic
technology,44 for the most part the general public still accepts what Renov has called the
"indexical character o f the photograph.”45 The authority o f historical documentary film
portrayals is thus inevitably enhanced by the technical qualities of the medium, and this
authority is then transferred from the visual to the discursive. In other words, the historical

A2Ibid.
43See, for example, Brian Winston ("The Documentary Film as Scientific
Inscription,” in Michael Renov, ed., Theorizing Documentary [New York: Routledge,
1993]): "it seems necessary for the documentary, in some ways, to negotiate an escape
from the embrace o f science,” despite the arguments of many that "the photographic
camera never lies; or rather: the camera lies no more than does the thermometer, the
microscope, the hygrometer, and so on. All these devices produce analogues o f nature"
(p. 40).
■^See Nichols, Renov, Williams, Winston, etc.
45Michael Renov, "Toward a Poetics o f Documentary,” in M. Renov, ed.
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evidentiary status o f documentary films increases by way o f association with cinema's
seemingly indisputable visual evidentiary status.

Since documentary film seems to

convincingly convey the “real,'’ a sense o f the historically “real” is piggybacked onto the
presentation.
As Renov, Nichols, and others have argued, however, this realism is not much more
than an illusion.

In cinematic history, this illusion is assisted by the magic of

cinematography and videography. As Trinh T. Minh-ha has explained:
The real world: so real that the Real becomes the one basic referent —pure,
concrete, fixed, visible, all-too-visible. The result is the elaboration o f a
whole aesthetic o f objectivity and the development of comprehensive
technologies o f truth capable of promoting what is right and what is wrong
in the world, and by extension, what is “honest” and what is “manipulative”
in documentary. This involves an extensive and relentless pursuit o f
naturalism across all the elements of cinematic technology.46
Trinh T. Minh-ha thus elaborates upon the ways in which editing styles, recording strategies,
film stocks, filming techniques, etc. participate in the illusion of the Real or in the illusion
of an "objective discourse,” which Derrida has called “theoretical fiction.”47 This illusion
of an "objective discourse” is then inevitably influenced by politics.

What happens, however, if we follow this line o f thinking concerning reality
constructions to its logical conclusion? One could argue that while constructivism heightens

Theorizing Documentary, (New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 29.
46 Trinh T. Minh-ha, “The Totalizing Quest o f Meaning,” in M. Renov, ed.,
Theorizing Documentary, (New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 94.
47Quoted in Renov, 1993, p. 13.
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our awareness o f a “politics of history” and a “politics of reality”48 by leading us to question
the boundaries between “documentary and fiction” or “fact and illusion,” it also threatens to
plant the seeds o f a historical revisionism that privileges some stories or voices over others
(i.e. the powerful at the expense o f the disenfranchised, the literate over the illiterate, etc.).
While “objective discourse” silences some voices, its fact-orientation anchors others.
Although the threat of revisionist history is a clear concern here, the approach adopted in this
dissertation emphasizes the grounding o f ideas in experience.

It is informed by the

experientialist account of truth offered in George Lakoff and Mark Johnson's Metaphors We
Live By (discussed further in Chapter Three), which provides a synthesis between absolute
objectivism and absolute subjectivism. In commenting that: “We understand a statement as
being true in a given situation when our understanding o f the statement fits our
understanding o f the situation closely enough for our purposes,”49 the experientialist account
emphasizes human interaction [my emphasis] with the environment; it also points to the fact
that understanding is always constrained by external circumstances. In so doing, Lakoff and
Johnson manage to find a “middle way” between what they refer to as the “myths of absolute
objectivism and absolute subjectivism.” Since dialogue is a fundamental form of interaction,
a dialogical or ecological approach to historical representation is compatible with a
fundamentally experientialist orientation. The general rule applicable to the methodology
of the current project is a simple one: It cannot hurt to ask.

48See Chapter Six.
49George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1980), pp. 179-194.
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It Can VH u rt to Ask: A D ialoeical M ethod o f Inquiry

Many o f the writings mentioned up until this point have been focused on abstract
conceptions o f history, the documentary form, and cultural controversy. In this project I
bring this work back to the people by involving them in the process o f research. This project
is rooted in my original intentions to perform a participant-observation study, and so
observation and interaction are still key elements of my work. We often assume a great deal
about the perspectives o f the historians, producers, spectators, funders, legislators, etc.
without actually talking to them and allowing them to talk back. By engaging these actors
in dialogue and listening to their languaging, they can breathe and come alive as persons
rather than abstract components o f academic research. In the words o f Klaus Krippendorff:
With the notion of languaging we overcome the Cartesian dualism (e.g. the
semiotic two world assumption); we overcome disembodied notions o f
language (e.g. as a formal system of representations); we take account o f how
real people (not convenient statistical abstractions o f them) actually do use
language in their lives; and, we acknowledge the fundamentally constructed
or artifactual nature o f the world. As a form o f languaging, discourse
provides us with new and powerful foci for social analysis quite different
from Marxian social classes, anthropological constructions o f linguistic
communities, Weberian bureaucracies, all o f which homogenize people,
interactions, and relational practices.50

By taking “account of how real people actually do use language in their lives,” the dialogical
method (described in greater detail in Chapter Three) is therefore compatible and consistent
with my theoretical approach. My understanding o f historical representation and practice

50Klaus Krippendorff, "Redesigning Design: An Invitation to a Responsible
Future," in Paivi Tahkokallio and Susann Vihma, Eds., Design —Pleasure or
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borrows much from feminist scholars (also discussed in Chapter Three) who privilege
pluralism and context over universalized scientific "facts.” The dialogical method is a
natural outgrowth o f these theoretical positions. In Celebrating the Other: A Dialogic
Account o f Human Nature, Edward E. Sampson outlines this connection:
The postmodern era has witnessed many challenges to the Western, liberal
and Enlightenment-derived framework for understanding...the era has
w-itnessed the vigorous emergence o f numerous social movements on behalf
o f the silenced seeking to gain a voice in the affairs o f the day, and to name
the terms of that voice...Yet in their common challenge to the domination o f
the monologic and self-celebratory formulations that have long reigned
supreme in Western civilization, these diverse movements do share a concern
with the nature o f their otherness and, indeed, with celebrating that otherness
through a dialogic alternative.51
This "dialogic alternative” thus becomes the basis for the current project’s methodology;
through dialogue I interrelate theory and method. Only through respecting individuality>and
otherness can we recognize personal historical accounts (both within documentaries and
otherwise). My own approach acknowledges multiple truth claims, so it makes sense to rely
on a dialogical method that engages multiple voices and acknowledges the larger ecological
narrative in which these voices unfold. Since I view this production community as an
"ecology" of interacting stakeholders, I also use a method that emphasizes dialogue (i.e. my
own interactions with stakeholders) as a way of exploring this world and becoming part of
it.
My methodology is therefore based on interviews and conversations with various

Responsibility? (Helsinki: University of Art and Design, 1995), p. 2.
51Edward E. Sampson, Celebrating the Other: A Dialogic Account o f Human
Nature (Boulder: Westview Press, 1993). p. 14.
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stakeholders involved in some aspect of the documentary production/viewing/funding
process. I conducted forty-seven interviews52 with approximately ten participants from each
of the five groups of stakeholders (documentarians, historians, funders, legislators, and
spectators), representing social dimensions such as race, class, gender, sexuality, religion,
ethnicity, and generation with as much balance as possible. I also asked interviewees whom
they consider the '"stakeholders" to be within the historical documentary production
community, and about how these stakeholders collaborate, conflict, etc. All interviewees are
identified except in cases where the interviewee requested otherwise. I asked questions
concerning approaches to producing/perceiving/evaluating historical representation in
documentary form, especially in view of the NEH budget controversy - always keeping in
mind the focus of my research question (to repeat and elaborate): What does the medley o f
voices speaking about the documentary production process (i.e. languaging expressed by
producers, spectators, funders, legislators, and historians) tell us about current
conceptualizations o f historical practice and representation, especially in light offunding

32I had originally intended to conduct fifty interviews, but since I reduced the
number of spectators interviewed, the total number o f interviews was also reduced.
Ultimately I interviewed 16 documentarians, 10 historians, 10 funders, 10 legislators, and
5 spectators. These numbers add up to more than forty-seven because four o f these
stakeholders had multiple roles and so they were counted twice, as a result the number of
stakeholder group members did total fifty-one. (I decided to reduce o f the number o f
spectators interviewed because even with 10 interviews the spectator pool would still be
quite unrepresentative, but I still wanted to get a sense of the “spectator” perspective —I
elaborate on this decision later.) These numbers turned out to be uneven because some
stakeholder groups were more accessible than others. This is interesting in itself as it
speaks to the degree to which certain stakeholders become the spokespersons for others.
(Also, o f the four stakeholders counted twice, three had either primary or a secondary
roles as documentarians, so that added to the number o f documentarians interviewed as
well.)
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cuts and the overall “culture wars "? How does this production community operate ? IVhat
criteria are taken into account when evaluating documentary constructions? What claims
are considered (in)valid or (in)effective in the reproduction o f histories fo r film/television?
What compromises or concessions do they make in face o f each other?

What are the

reasons (justifications, excuses, explanations) given by participants fo r accepting or
rejecting methods o f documentary production? I tailored the nature o f my questions53 to
particular interviewees and allowed settings to dictate questioning processes rather than vice
versa.

An Overview o f M ethodological Practice:
Interviewing. Organizing. Analyzing, and Reentry

Although the practicalities of project methodology are covered in greater detail in
Chapter Three, in this section I provide a brief overview o f key aspects o f this dialogical
approach.
Interviewins. It's interesting to consider the etymology o f the word "interview," for
it's actually a compound word combining the terms "inter" (between/among or
mutually/together) and "view" (to see). Fundamentally then, interviewing allows us to "see
together" —to look at issues from different perspectives continually modified by interactions,
and then resulting in new perspectives. The style o f interviewing adopted here is roughly
based on the model developed by Thomas R. Lindlof in Qualitative Communication
Research Methods:

53See sample questions in the Appendix A.
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Interviewing takes on the form and feel o f talk between peers: loose,
informal,
coequal,
interactive,
committed,
open-ended,
and
empathic...Questions are merely one element o f communicative engagement,
set apart by their conceptual origins and the fact that they are purposely
inserted in a conversational stream. The main event o f the interview is
dialogue. Chance, surprise, and persistence contribute at least as much to the
happy results o f an interview as advance planning.54

In Lindlofs book, he refers to Bingham and Moore's conceptualization of
interviewing as "conversation with a purpose." My interviews were conducted with that
notion in mind. I began with a series of points that I hoped to cover, but did not limit myself
to those points if the conversation followed a different direction.

I interviewed most

participants on the telephone, but if possible I interviewed them in person so I was able to
witness their expressions, gestures, and physical presence while listening to the spoken word.
Whether I was on the telephone or in person, however, I worked to maintain an open-ended
conversational approach.
Organizing Responses: The “Heuristic Script ” After conducting interviews and
transcribing them, I began a qualitative analysis o f stakeholder claims (see Chapters Four and
Five o f this dissertation). As part of this process, I assembled responses in dialogue form,
constructing a heuristic "script" (see Appendix B) simulating a hypothetical "roundtable
discussion"55 for the purposes of understanding relationships and connections between

5T hom as R. Lindlof, Qualitative Communication Research Methods (London:
Sage Publications, 1995), p. 194.
35There have been a number o f actual roundtable discussions (or conferences)
concerning historical documentary production, notably 1) Historians and Filmmakers:
Toward Collaboration (a roundtable held at the NY Institute for the Humanities, NYU,
1982), preceedings edited by Barbara Abrash and Janet Stemburg, and 2) Telling the
Story: The Media, The Public, and American History (a conference organized by the New
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various responses (i.e. I arranged responses in a form that tells a story, cultivating a sense of
actual interaction between voices - much like the technique o f preliminary "scriptwriting"
often used in documentary pre-production). This exercise facilitates expression o f the
dialogical components embedded within speech-acts; it also replicates the process used by
many documentarians when constructing a story, thereby providing an opportunity for
acknowledgment o f my own role as storyteller. In organizing responses this way, I clearly
and obviously constructed a narrative (based on actual quotes) - one that reproduces as
faithfully as possible the narratives o f others. In so doing, my narrative becomes as much
a part o f the ecology of documentary production as those o f its primary stakeholders. It
admits my own accountability, reflexivity, and participation within this network of voices
(i.e. since my own implication in this process is impossible to avoid, I wanted to make it
explicit). I thus see myself as part o f the cultural ecology under investigation and act
accordingly, as detailed in later sections.
It is important to emphasize that this script is constructed. Although the quotes
included in the script are authentic, the conversation outlined in the script did not actually
happen.

I conducted individual interviews with participants and then arranged their

responses in the form of a script for heuristic purposes only. This process is therefore a
methodological device that should not be misconstrued as an attempt to reify these scripted
conversations.

England Foundation for the Humanities, in Boston, 1993), proceedings edited by Sean B.
Dolan. The proceedings emerging from both of these meetings have become a wonderful
resource. Neither o f these gatherings included legislators, however, and funders played a
minor participatory role. Also, the proceedings basically provide a transcript o f the
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It is worth noting, however, that all research methods emphasize or deemphasize
different aspects of material under investigation, and the “scripting” method is no exception
- it is just another form o f organizing information.

Any method (whether counting,

categorizing, measuring, etc.) perserves certain things and ignores others, thereby imposing
various priorities and constraints. Sorting items into categories decontextualizes information
and collapses differences, while counting or tabulating emphasizes a quantity and also
decontextualizes. No matter what method is chosen, some things are omitted and some
things are preserved, so it becomes necessary to choose the appropriate method for the
questions and topics under investigation. The “scripting” approach to the presentation o f
interview material preserves the dialogical nature o f the statements made by stakeholders
(statements ultimately connected to much larger conversations). I would be ignoring this
dialogical component if I were to include these quotes independently o f one another since
interviewees’ statements undoubtedly emerge from their encounters with other stakeholders.
I therefore use actual quotes and preserve the dialogical components embedded within these
quotes by adding a conversational framework. In this way, the “scripting” approach works
to recapture the dialogical components implicit within all utterances.
Analyzing Responses.

To analyze responses, I began with the assumption that

participants negotiate competing concerns when thinking about historical representation
within film/television documentaries. As I looked at how this negotiation process affected
the production community as a whole (each action or decision creating a “chain reaction” or
“ripple effect”), five primary concerns emerged: viewer appeal, historical accuracy, funding

meetings, so they are by definition more descriptive than analytical.
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needs, aesthetic form, and political agendas. I took these as a heuristic starting point for my
research, to be revised or supplemented as the research progressed. While examining the
languaging surrounding the transformation o f historical scholarship and lived events into
public television, it became increasingly clear that these five general concerns were known
and used by virtually all stakeholders (although to various degrees). I therefore looked at
how these competing considerations were negotiated in various specific relationships within
this network or ecology, an analysis that then allowed me, as a stakeholder, to understand this
community from a systemic perspective. Once this analysis was in progress, I was able to
begin interrogating and collapsing my initial conceptual structures. (For example, the
distinctions between these broad categories in some ways become false distinctions. Are not
judgments concerning historical accuracy merely testaments to certain political agendas?
Have not audience engagement strategies - or narrative arrangements - structured the telling
of history to amplify these political messages?) Voices o f interviewees gradually modified
my own conceptualizations.
After arranging responses using the above-mentioned "scripting" exercise
(continually making modifications according the responses given), I was in a better
position to understand how participants work to create historical representation in
documentary form. In a sense, I constructed my own story o f stakeholders’ stories - a
story grounded in the "heuristic script."
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Dialogical Reentry. One challenge facing the current project is that I must work
to assess the "validity” o f the "stories I construct” (i.e. my arguments) while
simultaneously questioning the nature of "accurate interpretations.” Should I take the
very liberty of interpretation that I suggest needs to be constrained? Should I appropriate
the stories my interviewees tell me for the purposes o f a dissertation? Is there an
ecological version of truth I need to maintain? My answer to these questions is that
"validity” can be demonstrated by re-entering my ecological narrative into the very
ecology it seeks to describe to see how it fares there.56 Attempting such a validation, all
interviewees received a draft o f this project during the late stages o f its development and
were given the opportunity to respond to it in a way they deemed appropriate. I thus
worked to make this project a collaboration between myself and the various actors in
whose dialogue I entered, and whose responses I must therefore elicit, encourage and
respect.

56See Krippendorff, 2000.
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rH APTER TWO:
THE CONTFVTOF EMERGING COMPETITION:
SCIENTIFIC HISTORY AND ITS ALTERNATIVES

Any examination of the making o f historical documentaries is integrally related to
questions concerning how “history” is defined. These definitions have changed over time,
and in this chapter, I explore the dimensions o f history that have achieved salience during
various periods, including history as science, construct, memory, entertainment, narrative,
and politics. This exploration is intended to add richness, texture, and necessary context to
the subsequent analysis o f the historical documentary process.
In the following pages, I first present the scientific (or **traditional”)57 approach to
history, and then discuss alternative models (the “corresponding approach” specified below
refers to the relevant field of study). Chapter two therefore includes an examination o f the
following facets o f history:
■ history as science
corresponding approach: scientific
Alternatives to scientific history:
■ history as construct
approach: social constructivism
■ history as memory
approach: collective memory studies
■ history as entertainment/myth

58

57I use the terms “traditional history” and “scientific history” in this context
interchangeably.
58I associate the “entertainment” facet o f history with “myth,” since entertainment
so often serves the purposes of myth in our culture. I associate the “narrative” facet o f
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approach: cultural studies
■

history as narrative
approach: narrative theory

■

history as politics
approach: political theory

After outlining and describing the above facets, I then focus on the following model (in
chapter 3), incorporating it into my own analysis:
■

history as dialogue
approach: dialogical/ecological

I adopt the dialogical approach in my dissertation for two main reasons: (1) my
methodology focuses on interviewing, which is a dialogical process and (2) this study
probes into the process o f interaction among interviewees.

D isciplining the Past: The “Scientification ” o f H istory

As stated in the preface, the significance o f this dissertation stems at least in part
from the increasing use o f historical documentaries in educational settings. Historians,
educators, and community leaders have expressed apprehension concerning the use of
moving image technology for educational purposes. As historian Robert Brent Toplin
observes: “this surge in history on tele vision... troubles many people who value traditional
approaches to learning. They worry that the public now looks more to television for ideas

history with “fiction,” since the rhetorical, narrative structures o f history and fiction are
often so similar. The distinctions here are blurry, however, as “myth” could be associated
with “narrative,” and “fiction” could be associated with “entertainment” (forging
distinctions based on subtle differences).
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about the past than to books. Viewing is replacing reading, they warn, and what viewers see
on a television screen is much less sophisticated than the history they encounter in print.”59
Since the consensus is that movies "entertain” while books "inform and educate,” people
fear that reading will soon become outmoded (see editorial cartoon in Illustration 1).
Though the category '‘educational television” has existed for decades, a bias in favor of
"book learning “ is deeply ingrained in the educational practices o f the industrialized world.
In the words o f Barbie Zelizer:
By definition, the shaping o f history has long been seen as the terrain o f the
historian. Historians have traditionally taken on the role o f the premier
spokespeople when representing events o f the past, and their use of historical
records to craft versions of the past has come to be seen as the preferred way
o f addressing such events. Their record has tended to depend on the recovery
o f certain types o f documents that are typically transmitted through a
preferred mode o f transmission —the book. In most cases, the constitutive
narratives o f such a record receive the status o f “history.”60
In this chapter, I explore these cultural distinctions, examining the extent to which this bias
has evolved in conjunction with the Enlightenment and the ensuing scientific/industrial
revolution.
Historian Robert Rosenstone, for example, has spent much of his career battling the
fear that rigorous historical scholarship is diluted by the use o f film and television in
historical education: “A century after the invention of motion pictures, the visual media have
become arguably the chief carrier o f historical messages in our culture... Y et.. .the history

59Robert Brent Toplin, “Plugged In to the Past,” p. I.
“ Barbie Zelizer, “Every Once in a While: Schindler’s List and the Shaping of
History,” from Yosefa Loshitzky, ed., Spielberg’s Holocaust: Critical Perspectives on
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Illustration 1 — The Tonies vs. The Movies
From The Palm Beach Post (by Wright) reprinted in the
Washington Post National Weekly Edition, January 12, 1998

film has never been considered a way o f constructing the past with a legitimacy of its own/’61
This lack o f legitimacy reveals the clear bias in favor of literary representations of history
over image-based representations. Moving image technologies - infused with sights, sounds,
stories, and voices —are as different from literary history as is the oral tradition (which relied
primarily on sound rather than images), the form o f verbal communication dominant until
the advent o f the written word thousands o f years ago. As Rosenstone makes clear, the

Schindler's List (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1997), p. 18.
61Robert Rosenstone, ed., Revisioning History: Film and the Construction o f a
New Past (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), p. 3.
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significance o f this transformation from print-based history to cinematic history is immense
- perhaps comparable to cataclysmic changes like the development o f writing:
The historical film is a vision - a vision game that involves such an enormous
perceptual and conceptual change from the academic sense of the past that to
find its equal we would have to skip past the significant alterations in
historical practices of the last three hundred years and return to that period
over two thousand years ago when, in the Western world, the written word
began to replace the oral tradition.62
There are no doubt differences between print-based representations and cinematic history,
but it is not clear that one form is obviously superior to another. At the dawn of a new
millennium, we are witnessing a time period in which a “new tradition” - expressed through
radio, film, television and multimedia forms —is clearly ascendant.
Ironically, it is from this historical perspective (by tracing the development of
"history”) that it becomes discemable that the "scientific” mode o f historical representation,
privileged during the Enlightenment, is just one form o f historical practice - one way of
constructing and understanding the past - that is increasingly challenged by alternative
modes, such as “narrative,” “popular,” or “personal” approaches to historical representation.
Embedded within these transformations are contradictory assumptions concerning the nature
of truth, a concept integral to the practice o f scientific history. “Truth,” after all, is what
purportedly distinguishes fact from fiction, and history from myth. As historian Felipe
Fernandez-Armesto contends:
Students o f every subject have to make up their minds about how to respond
to the challenge of doubt, but for historians the dilemma it imposes is
particularly grave.. .Scientists have their routines which, even if wrong are at
least agreed. Philosophers are inured to the inaccessibility of the real and the
62Rosenstone, ed., 1995, p. 6.
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knowable. Students o f literature have always wallowed in subjective
judgements and can probably face with equanimity a future in which nothing
else is allowed them. History without objectivity is harder to contemplate
because historians have left themselves with no other justification for what
they do.63
Fernandez-Armesto also quotes the famous words o f Cicero: “Who does not know that the
first law o f history is that the historian shall dare to tell nothing but the truth?”64 While the
alternative versions o f history discussed above are becoming more pervasive, faith in
objective truth —the premise of “scientific history” - remains largely in place. A strange mix
o f circumstances results, in which alternative approaches such as “personal” or “popular”
versions o f historical events are validated, “scientific history” is questioned, and yet faith in
"the truth” remains sacred and invulnerable to attack. As Todd Gitlin argues in Twilight o f
Common Dreams: Why America is Wracked by Culture Wars: “Truth remains the Holy
Grail. Beneath the smoky “instability” of postmodernism, virtually everyone claims to be
telling it like it is.”65 These contradictions are yet to be resolved, but perhaps they can be
understood.

Before we can trace the development o f scientific history it is necessary to define it.
A few key points highlight the basic characteristics o f scientific history.

In general,

scientific historians:
■

Believe in the existence of an observer-independent and rule-governed reality that

63Felipe Femandez-Armesto, Truth: A History and a Guide fo r the Perplexed
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997), p. 191.
MIbid.
65Todd Gitlin, The Twilight o f Common Dreams: Why America is Wracked by
Culture Wars (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1995), p. 202.
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■

■

■
■

■

leaves physical traces behind to be discovered, described and archived. Their
approach mimics the physical sciences that came to the fore in the period
described as the Enlightenment.
Value objective accounts of these traces, i.e. accounts that are not "contaminated”
by acts o f description, interpretation and archival practices. They devalue
accounts that they consider subjective, reflexive, relative, or biased.
Work to separate accounts that can be trusted from those that cannot. The method
for doing this is the scientific method, and one technique employed is
triangulation. This entails a belief in a coherent universe that allows only one
accurate description; contradictions or multiple interpretations are considered to
be the results of faulty data or observer bias.
Privilege physical, photographic evidence over written evidence, and written
evidence over oral interpretations.
Privilege the voices o f legitimate historians (who have done the work of
extracting a true account by scientific procedures) at the expense o f alternative
(i.e. potentially unreliable, invalidated) voices.
Generally adhere to the correspondence theory of truth (i.e. “a proposition is true
just in case it corresponds to facts or the world”)66, which suggests that “truth
involves a direct fit (or correspondence) between a statement and some state of
affairs in the world.”67

These general beliefs evolved over centuries and across continents. In the following
pages, I offer an account of this development, though it is important to point out that this
account itself follows the standard Western narrative o f progress and achievement.68 Of
course, a detailed discussion of the entire development o f “history” (including such general
phases as the oral tradition, written history, religious history, “preprofessional” history,

^Frederick F. Schmitt, Truth: A Primer, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1995), p. 145.
67Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 80.
68By considering the scientific approach the “standard” and the other approaches
"alternatives,” I am perhaps reinforcing the dominance o f scientific history. Also, the fact
that I cover scientific history first assists in this reinforcement. I acknowledge this
drawback but have followed this course o f action in order to promote clarity - this
seemed to be the most coherent way to present this material. O f course, as I argue in this
dissertation, narrative strategies often enhance dominant paradigms for exactly that
reason - the tendency to privilege clarity over messy inclusiveness. As I continue to
assert, however, I am very much a part o f this problem and not at all removed from it.
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scientific/professional history, and postmodern history)69 is clearly beyond the scope o f this
project. There are moments in this historical progression that are highly relevant to the
current study, however. It is because o f the "scientification” o f history that there is concern
that historical documentaries cannot meet the rigorous standards o f academic history,
particularly with respect to validation and verification of data. This concern has played a role
in many culture war debates and policy changes, including the NEH budget cuts o f 1996.

The beginning of “history” (as to be distinguished from the “prehistoric”), is often
thought to coincide with the development o f writing. In the third millennium BC - five
thousand years ago - the transition to writing gradually took place, and history became
associated with writing after centuries o f dependence on the oral tradition. As Alexander
Marshack has observed:
History, according to the accepted definition, began with writing, with
recorded languages written on clay, stone, and papyrus, languages we have
learned to decipher and to read, if not to speak... Prehistory is mute.70
Marshack's comment that “history...began with writing” captures an important concept.
Time itself clearly did not begin with writing, and neither did events occurring in time - but
an argument could be made that “History” did, for history as a subject is perhaps more about
records and documents than it is about the events being recorded. (After all, the discipline
of history, as it was later developed by Ranke, is based on writing - ‘th e document.”) In the

69See Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt, and Margaret Jacob, Telling the Truth About
History (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1994).
^Alexander Marshack, “The Art and Symbols o f Ice Age Man,” in David
Crowley and Paul Heyer, eds., Communication in History: Technology, Culture and
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15th century, writing became even more accessible, influential, and available with the advent
of printing, which allowed for the wide dissemination o f written historical information.71
After many years o f tight control by religious groups (many monasteries controlled
historical information), a new approach to history developed during the Renaissance. During
this time, history was increasingly practiced by “amateurs,” and was considered a
"gentlemen's sport,” available to the well-heeled as a sign o f cultivation.72 In the 18th
century, the discipline o f history was professionalized and began to occupy a somewhat hazy
territory between the humanities and the social sciences; it became influenced by the
Enlightenment and subject to the laws o f evidence and verification.
Much has been written about the development o f academic disciplines during the
period described as the Enlightenment (also called the Age of Reason), defined here as the
period o f European intellectual history centering around the mid-18th century and
characterized by the empiricist philosophy o f John Locke and the scientific optimism of Issac
Newton. In Discipline and Punish, for example, Michel Foucault describes a system in
which "discipline” organizes our ways of perceiving the world long after we have left the
classroom, prison, army: “Traditionally, power was what was seen, what was shown and
what was manifested...Disciplinary power, on the other hand, is exercised through its

Society (White Plains, NY: Longman Publishers, 1995), p. 10.
71For further discussion o f the development o f communication technologies, see
Carolyn Marvin, When Old Technologies Were New (NY: Oxford University Press,
1988).
72O f course historical knowledge or “literacy” is still considered a sign o f
cultivation.
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invisibility...”73 Increased knowledge in the physical sciences generated the industrial
revolution as well as the ‘‘mechanical revolution”; the laws of mechanics were soon applied
to many spheres of life, including history and education in general. For this reason, "history”
as an academic discipline is a fairly recent development, coinciding with the development
of "disciplines” per se.
In the early 18th century, a German professor of history named Leopold von Ranke
developed techniques for reading and dissecting historical documents,74 including
triangulation. This method uses a three-document rule for verification purposes which
assumes that documentary accounts o f the same historical events must be consistent; if
alternative accounts exist it follows that truth can be found among those documents that are
consistent or do not deviate from each other. Essentially the method assumes a singular fact
and privileges the "preponderance of evidence” in its favor. It also assumes that history must
be consistent and universal (i.e. one consistent history for all). With the advent o f scientific
history, archives became data and information was forced through a rigorous system of
documentation, attribution, and validation.75 As Rosenstone has argued:
Like any discipline, history is an agreed-upon game that creates is own rules,
including rules for assessing what it is to contribute to the game. For over two
centuries in the West, empiricism has been the heart of the enterprise. Since the rise
of the academic discipline a century ago, the basic contribution has been the article
or monograph, a work based upon well-researched data that is meant - in an image
that surely nobody really believes any more - to become a building block for a huge
historical edifice that will ultimately comprise all knowledge of the past... And yet
73Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish (New York: Random House, 1979), p.
187.
74Appleby, Hunt, and Jacob, 1994, p. 73.
75For a more detailed discussion o f these transitions, see, for example, Appleby,
Hunt and Jacob (1994) and Dominick LaCapra, History, Politics, and the Novel, (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1987).
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there has always been another kind of contribution to our understanding of the past,
one that depends less upon data than upon what we might call vision, upon how we
look at and think about and remember and make meaningful what remains of people
and events.76
As history became associated with the social sciences, it became further and further
removed from its origins in centuries of oral tradition.77 The term “social science"’ is
interesting in itself because it is perhaps the ultimate consequence o f scientism. Within
"social science,” the social - that most incomprehensible, contradictory, paradoxical, and
mysterious of phenomena - is disciplined, analyzed and perhaps controlled. The degreed
"historian” became the single legitimate voice of the past, an authoritative voice amidst the
discordant cry o f the so-called “masses.” In order to convey this authority, the historian’s
voice was imbued with all of the qualities privileged by Enlightenment sensibilities:
rationality, stoicism, and objectivity. Formal techniques within historical writing conveyed
this sense of rationality, soon encoded as “truth.” Veering from these tightly guarded formal
dictates threatened the historian’s legitimacy, and therefore these codes were institutionalized
and structurally reinforced.
Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt and Margaret Jacob argue that “in the eighteenth century
a small group o f determined reformers established science as the new foundation for
truth.. .eventually they grafted this conviction onto all other inquiries.”78 The colorful stories
found in preprofessional “gentleman’s” history were eclipsed by levelheaded, scientific
historical accounts. Dominick LaCapra has also traced this evolution:

76Rosenstone, ed., 1995, pp. 5-6.
77These changes within the discipline of history were o f course happening within a
larger context; history always serves the various needs of the culture, nation, etc.
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Until the professionalization of history...there were strongly interactive
relations between novelistic and historical narratives, indeed at times an
almost agonistic rivalry. With the widespread professionalization o f history
and the importance o f a scientific self-understanding in the historical
profession came a significant parting o f the ways. Narrative in historiography
either continued largely along its preprofessionalized, nineteenth-century
tracks (the path o f much popular history), or was at times complemented, at
times displaced, by more scientific ambitions and the demand for rigorous
explanatory procedures.79
As LaCapra points out, the emotionally wrenching stories privileged during the oral tradition
- and then maintained though perhaps de-emphasized during the preprofessional era - were
repudiated when history was professionalized. Rules o f evidence were developed that
dictated the boundaries o f historical discourse: “Imitate mechanical science, follow its
methods, seek laws for everything from human biology to the art o f governing —that was the
advice bequeathed to the Western world by the Enlightenment.”

sn

The historian became a

scientist who developed a research question, gathered data in the archives, and then reported
answers in legitimate academic publications. “Mere stories” or emotional reactions were
considered out o f place in a forum designed to convey only the “facts of history.” This
method posed problems for the community at large because these historians created a
hermetically sealed world - a world replete with its own customs and jargon - to which the
general public (which to some extent the historians were intended to serve) could not gain
access. Because historical work is now preserved in writing and print rather than through
memory alone, the interest o f the public is no longer an absolute prerequisite to the

78Appleby, Hunt and Jacobs, 1994, p. 15.
79 LaCapra, 1987, p. 8.
mIbid., p. 16.
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maintenance of an ongoing historical record. Alienating the public, however, is not without
certain risks, one being the potential development o f alternative or “popular” historical forms
that challenge “authorized” representations. Larry Gross describes a similar situation with
respect to the arts:
The resulting pattern o f constant innovation in the arts undermines their
ability to embody the common experiences and meanings o f the society, to
serve the central communicative functions o f socialization and integration —
roles now assigned to the “popular” arts and the mass media.81
Gross later invokes the term “reservation” to describe the “cultural spaces” inhabited by
those living on the “fringe.” " Likewise, historians live on a type o f “reservation,” since (as
a result o f the de-personalization and professionalization o f history) they too have become
detached from the community of consumers (and to a certain degree detached from their
subject matter as well). Like the division o f labor/assembly line approach to industrial
manufacturing, the specialization of “professional historians” created a situation in which
scholars have become experts in their specialties, yet they have also become alienated, less
integrated, and therefore less relevant to the community at large - which eventually looks for
alternatives.

8'Larry Gross, “Art and Artists on the Margins,” in L. Gross, ed., On the Margins
o f the Art Worlds (Boulder: Westview Press, 1995), p. 3.
%1Ibid.
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UNSUNG HISTORIANS: ALTERNA TIVES TO SCIENTIFIC H ISTO RY

To give an accurate and exhaustive account o f that period would require a fa r less
brilliant pen than mine.
—Max Beerbohm

As a result o f the “scientification” and "‘professionalization” o f history described
above, historical voices outside o f the academy have often been marginalized and perhaps
ignored, but never totally silenced. Storytellers from all walks o f life partake in unofficial
historymaking, and though their voices ring out, these voices are often considered
illegitimate.

A certain degree o f contestation emerges when unofficial historymakers

compete for listeners despite the fact that their stories are often degraded, devalued, and
labeled as mere “entertainment,” “memory,” or “politics, not history.” Scholar Hans Kellner
argues that “the sources o f history include in a primary sense the fundamental human practice
of rhetoric,”83 and emphasizes that all historical accounts, including professional historical
accounts, are stories or representations deploying rhetorical strategies (such as invoking the
scientific tradition, for example). In this section, I consider various forms o f historymaking
outside the traditional borders o f the academy, including historical documentaries, oral
histories, “popular” histories such as Hollywood historical dramas, and “faction” (i.e. the
overt blurring of boundaries between history and imagination, fact and fiction). There is
much overlap between these forms, but for the purposes of analysis, in this section I isolate
and examine five o f the various faces o f history discussed earlier: construct, memory,
entertainment, narrative, and politics. Social constructivism and collective memory studies

83Hans Kellner, Language and Historical Representation: Getting the Story
Crooked (Madison, Wisconsin: University o f Wisconsin Press, 1989), p. xi.
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are areas o f research that have challenged the “academy” from within the walls o f the
academy, so I turn first to an examination o f these academic developments.

History as Construct: The Social Constructivist Alternative

Everything has to be taken on trust; truth is only that which is taken to be true. It's the
currency o f living. There may be nothing behind it, but that doesn 't make any difference so
long as it is honored.
— Tom Stoppard

In the 20th century (particularly the latter part), a wave o f scholarship endorsing a new
form of anti-objectivism began to crop up across disciplines. In diverse fields throughout the
humanities and the social sciences (and to a certain extent in the natural sciences as well),
scholars began to question long-standing understandings o f an “objective reality,” and
developed arguments stressing the constructed nature o f our perceptions, including our
perceptions o f the past. In The Social Construction o f Reality: A Treatise on the Sociology
o f Knowledge, Berger and Luckmann argue that perception is active rather than passive, and
that we construct realities rather than merely absorb them.84 According to this worldview,
notions of “truth” dependent upon specific versions of reality are inevitably constructed as
well.

In general, the social constructivist approach to history is characterized by the

following points:
■ Historical accounts are considered social constructs that are formed
collaboratively. They constitute historical reality by being acted upon in the
expectation o f also being acted upon by others.
■ The reality-constituting acts o f historical accounts occur in languaging (e.g.
speech acts). They are given in response to requests and perceived needs, and are
84Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction o f Reality: A
Treatise on the Sociology o f Knowledge (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1966).
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then responded to as historical reality.
Facts are “made” rather than “found.”
Multiple accounts reflect the multiple embodiments of historical accounts.
Constructivist truth is neither objective nor subjective but socially interactive.
Unlike scientism, social constructivism denies the possibility o f objective
accounts o f history and instead locates history in telling and retelling, embracing
different voices.

O f the above general points, the approach to “facts” is a clear point o f distinction between
scientific historians and constructivists. The notion o f a “fact” is inextricably linked to a
belief in an objective truth, for a fact is often defined as ‘That which is known to be true.”85
Prior to the changes ushered in by social constructivists, scientific historians were charged
with accumulating

an ever-increasing set o f facts that they hoped would ultimately lead

(theoretically) to a comprehensive picture o f the past.87 A wave o f skepticism concerning
objectivity took hold in the “60s” (e.g. consider the publication o f Thomas Kuhn’s The
Structure o f Scientific Revolutions in 1962),88 no doubt hastened by a complex array of
factors including the social movements of this era.89 It was during the period from 19551975 that the foundations o f the American professional historian establishment were shaken
by radical political change, stemming in part, as Peter Novick argues, from the Vietnam War:

85

The Random House College Dictionary.
86One way of looking at this “accumulation” is that it actually involves “selection”
o f material consistent with a certain picture o f the past.
87See Peter Novick. “[The Death of] the Ethics o f Historical Practice [And Why I
am not in Mourning],” The Annals o f the American Academy o f Political and Social
Science (Special Issue on “The Future o f Fact"), Volume 560: 28-42, November 1998.
Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure o f Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University
o f Chicago Press, 1962).
89
These social movements are generally considered battles fought along lines
defined by race, gender, sexuality, generation, political affiliation, etc. such as the “civil
rights movement,” the “peace movement,” the “women’s liberation movement,” and then
later the “gay rights movement.”
QQ
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'Continual brazen mendacity by government spokesmen produced a concomitant increase
in skepticism about ‘official truth,’ and for some, about truth of any kind - not least the
academic.”90 In response, constructivists assert that “every fact has a factor,”91 and look for
who made these facts, what constitutes them, and how they are maintained through time.
Jerome Bruner, for example, has noted that facts are “malleable” or “ephemeral”: “I do not
believe that ‘facts' ever quite stare anybody in the face. Our factual worlds are more like
cabinetry carefully carpentered than like a virgin forest inadvertently stumbled upon.”92
But how can historians proceed if they are forever in a state o f doubt concerning
historical fact?

In this project, I argue that a new level of understanding involves

"embodiment” such as the type described in Lakoff and Johnson’s experientialist approach.
Both "objectivists” and “anti-objectivists” dwell in disembodied abstractions, while
constructivists working on experientialist theory and dialogism outline a type o f embodiment
that roots so-called “facts” in people’s voices and their claims-making activities. This
approach will be discussed further in later sections.

^Novick, 1998, p. 17.
91Ruth Hubbard, The Politics o f Woman’s Biology (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers
University Press, 1990).
92Jerome Bruner, “What is a Narrative Fact?” The Annals o f the American
Academy o f Political and Social Science (Special Issue on “The Future o f Fact "),
Volume 560: 17-27, November 1998.
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History as M emory: Collective M em ory Studies

The real name o f the past is memory
And that o f the future, desire
— Carlos Fuentes

Social constructivist approaches to history emerged as part of the attack on scientific
history.

Collective memory studies have also formed part o f this response, and are

characterized by the following themes:
■ Collective memory has a strong social dimension. It emphasizes sharing, and
admits that the very experiences recalled are intrinsically structured by the social
processes in which they arose.
■ Collective memory allows for multiple, perhaps contradictory interpretations and
the idiosyncrasies o f individual recollection. Because it locates memories in
groups, each of these groups contains members with different memories. These
members may clash since collective memory values nuance and contestation.
■ Collective memory theory locates many sites for analysis - such as historical
monuments and memorials - previously overlooked by traditional history.
■ The truth o f collective memory is in recall, triggered either by physical markers
(monuments, memorials, photographs, texts) or social events, rituals, ceremonies
and occasions for telling. Collective memory is a construct o f the aggregate of
individual memories that a variety of these physical markers, etc. may trigger.
■ Collective memory scholars argue that traditional history is often unidimensional,
catering to established interpretations and prevailing social groups.

Both constructivism and the field o f collective memory challenge scientific history,
but the collective memory approach focuses on shared memories rather than social
constructs. Memory is normally considered personal, while history is thought to be rather
impersonal (or detached from individual perspectives). Collective memory studies thus
value the personal93 on the way to the collective. This is highly relevant to the study of

93By “personal” I refer to close, intimate concerns rather than merely individual
concerns.
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historical documentary production since personal memories (or "oral histories”) are often the
stuff of historical documentaries because they are frequently assumed to have more dramatic
appeal than the “dry facts” o f history. The increased tolerance for the role of collective
memory within the academy is therefore paralleled by this emphasis on personal memory in
historical documentaries. An interesting juxtaposition regularly occurs in “talking head”
style historical documentaries, in which the memories o f “ordinary people” are commonly
included alongside the “official stories” told by academic historians. The implication here
is that both o f these stories have merit, while in traditional/scientific history, these
“subjective recollections” are usually elided. The field o f collective memory studies has
worked to counter this tendency within the academy, creating a certain amount of tension visa-vis traditional historians. As Barbie Zelizer has commented: “The development of new
modes of inquiry into memory has had the most direct effect on the one academic field
traditionally privileged to tell the story o f the past - history. Traditional historians... have
viewed contemporary memory studies with some degree o f distrust, suspecting that they are
attempting to encroach upon history's authority.”94 Collective memory studies thus
challenge traditional history within history’s domain: the academic establishment.
It is difficult to pinpoint the exact moment when collective memory studies emerged
as a potential threat to traditional history’s dominion, but many scholars point to the work
o f Maurice Halbwachs (1877-1945). Halbwachs was bom in France and studied philosophy
before ultimately becoming a Durkheimian sociologist. His book On Collective Memory,
originally published in Paris in 1950, outlined his thesis that “no memory is possible outside

94Zelizer, 1995, p. 216.
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frameworks used by people living in society to determine and retrieve their recollections.’’95
Essentially, he argued that human memory requires a collective context, and in so doing he
reconfigured thinking about an aspect o f human life previously considered highly individual.
Without overstating the importance o f one scholar,96 there is no doubt that Halbwachs’
groundbreaking work paved the way for later scholars to build on his theories. By the time
o f the first English language translation of On Collective Memory, the notion o f collective
memory had gained much momentum.
These developments dovetailed nicely with work being completed simultaneously in
the area o f social constructivism (discussed earlier) in that both collective memory studies
and social constructivism challenge the authority of monological master narratives. Research
in collective memory studies in some ways compensates for the emerging distrust in
traditional history by shifting the emphasis from concrete historical facts to the fluidity o f
memory in the collective. Although it may not have been Halbwachs’ original intention
when he began thinking about the "social frameworks o f memory,” these changes have
perhaps paved the way for the historical documentary form to emerge as a threat to
traditional print-based history. Interest in memory and the gradually increasing tolerance for
narratives, oral histories, popular accounts, and personal stories has created a setting in which
series such as Eyes on the Prize and The Civil War — dependent on oral history and

95Maurice Halbwachs, On Collective Memory (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1992), p. 43.
96He was not working in a vacuum and was clearly influenced by the work of
other thinkers, such as Durkheim, Bergson, Bartlett, and Jung, among others.
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storytelling as they are - have become incorporated into mainstream educational practices.97
The use o f new technologies including film, television and digital media has enhanced and
promoted nontraditional historiographic perspectives now circulating within academia. A
focus on stories, multiple individual accounts, memories and “personal” histories
(representational styles best captured by moving image media98 and perhaps best understood
with the help o f collective memory studies) have become commonplace, both in literary
culture99 and in academia. Still, some have argued that this increasing use o f moving image
media for historical purposes "popularizes” and therefore trivializes and distorts serious
academic topics. This debate is the subject o f the next section.

"Although documentaries often focus on memories, they cannot so easily present
collective memory, as they usually show individuals recollecting their experiences.
However, many individual stories may suggest what has become “collective memory.”
98See comment by Ken Bums (from interview): “I work in a medium specifically
designed to tell stories.”
"V is- a-vis literary culture, James Atlas has argued (“The Age of the Literary Memoir
is Now,” New York Times Magazine, May 12, 1996, p. 25): “It began, like any revolution,
almost imperceptibly. Could it have been the tremendous success of “Darkness Visible,”
William Styron’s memoir o f his bout with suicidal depression, that opened the floodgates?
Or was it “Girl, Interrupted,” Susanna Kaysen’s best-selling memoir o f life in a mental
institution? Or maybe it wasn’t until Mary Karr burst on the scene last year with “The Liars’
Club” that the full force o f this new trend started to make itself felt. But if the moment of
inception is hard to locate, the triumph o f memoir is now an established fact.”
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History as Entertainment: The “Disnevfication ” o f History

In the realm o f drama, you change everything. You change everything to have it mean
exactly the same thing it meant before.
— Michael Mann, Filmmaker

Historical dramas are often considered ‘'mere entertainment," yet at the same time
they are becoming a primary source o f historical information for much o f the American
public. As Toplin articulates: "Hollywood’s interpretations of American history can make
a significant impact on the public’s thinking about the past.”100 Still, there is much resistance
to the notion that "storytelling” is an essential aspect of historical education. There is an
underlying feeling that if history is entertaining, then it must not be rigorous. In this section,
I challenge this assumption by collapsing the binaries between "education” and
"entertainment,” and "academic” and "commercial” culture.

This cultural studies

approach101 to history is characterized by the following themes:
■ History and entertainment are both cultural products that serve as myths, creating
the "versions of reality” that people use to function in the world.
■ Historical accounts often reveal more about the culture producing these accounts
than about the historical "event” purportedly documented.
■ The distinction between "respectable” history and "mere entertainment” is largely
economic and political - stories told by the privileged classes are deemed
"respectable,” while popular accounts, often called "mere entertainment,” are
considered less worthy.
■ All voices regardless of race, class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, religion, etc. are
100Robert Brent Toplin, History by Hollywood: The Use and Abuse o f the American
Past (Chicago and Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1996), p. 1.
101My examination o f the context surrounding production (rather than focusing on
particular documentary texts) has also been influenced by cultural studies. For further
examples of cultural studies research, see work by John Fiske, Lawrence Grossberg,
Stuart Hall, Janice Radway, Peter Stallybrass, Graeme Turner, Cornel West, and Angela
McRobbie, among others. (For a comprehensive collection, see Lawrence Grossberg,
Cary Nelson and Paula Treichler [eds.], Cultural Studies [NY: Routledge, 1992].)
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valued. Previously silenced works are recovered and legitimized.

An outpouring of “alternative" histories (including such films as JFK, Nixon,
Misissippi Burning, Pocahontas, Amistad, Schindler's List, Anastasia —just to name a few)
offering opportunities to apply the cultural studies perspectives (articulated above) have been
much debated. Professional historians - as well as much o f the general public - have argued
that these dramatizations have a corrupting influence on the rigor o f academic history. As
Rosenstone has further observed:
Among academic historians there is a general, if largely unarticulated, feeling
that historical works conveyed through film, particularly dramatized history-,
can never be as worthwhile or as “true" as historical works conveyed through
the printed page. Such a notion seems to arise from a sense that words are
able to provide a serious and complex past reality that film, with its supposed
need to entertain people, can never hope to match.102
As discussed previously, Rosenstone argues forcefully for a new understanding o f dramatic
film's potential to generate and communicate historical ideas. Although the prejudice against
moving images as a tool for communicating about history extends to both documentary and
dramatic representations, the documentary form is usually considered more legitimate in this
regard (see discussion in Chapter One). Despite this elevated status, comprehensive analysis
of narrative structure and rhetorical devices reveals that the boundaries between documentary
and drama (and fact and fiction generally) are often blurred. The historical documentary
form therefore shares much in common with its not-so-distant cousin, the historical drama.103

102Rosenstone, Revisioning History (1995), p. 202.
l03One film worth mentioning at this point is Oliver Stone’s JFK. In the spring o f
1995, Oliver Stone gave a lecture at the University of Pennsylvania in which he discussed
his career as a filmmaker, focusing particularly on the making o f JF K and Nixon. During
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In the words of Roberta Pearson, fiction and nonfiction “employ similar strategies o f
historical representation.” 104
To illustrate these concepts I briefly consider the case o f Disney’s Pocahontas.l05 In
summer 1995, Disney released this animated feature (marketed mostly for children)
accompanied by a slew o f merchandising tie-ins including mugs, t-shirts, dolls, pajamas, and
assorted additional gadgets and gizmos. The movie told the story o f Pocahontas, a young
Native American girl who reportedly saved Jamestown settler Captain John Smith's life after
he had been captured by her father, the chief of the Powhatan tribe in Virginia. Historians
such as Simon Schama complain that “no one...is in much danger o f confusing Pocahontas
[the Disney movie] with a history lesson, not least because its makers have gone out o f their
way to avoid the less upbeat features o f the true story.” 106 Schama goes on to outline some
of the characteristics of the “true story,” including the fact that Pocahontas was actually only

his talk, he promoted what he referred to as a “prismatic notion of truth,” which
essentially amounts to a belief in multiplicity and anti-objectivism. At the same time, he
argued that the real truth is often kept under wraps and that we must do our best to
interrogate official histories. During the question/answer period, I asked him how he
reconciled these two seemingly contradictory viewpoints. In other words, if truth is
“prismatic,” how could one truth ever be more “real” than another? Oliver Stone asked
me to repeat the question. When he did finally attempt a response, he never addressed the
question directly. Whether or not Oliver Stone has sorted out the philosophical
complexities o f his arguments, the fact remains that his films (particularly JFK), have
done much to trigger debate in this country concerning who has a right to speak about
history.
I04Roberta E. Pearson, “The Twelve Custers, or, Video History,” in Edward
Buscombe and Roberta E. Pearson, eds., Back in the Saddle Again: New Essays on the
Western (London: British Film Institute, 1998), p. 197.
l05This brief departure into an examination o f historical drama is necessary to
elucidate the blurring o f boundaries between drama/documentary central to the larger
discussion.
l06Simon Schama, “The Princess of Eco-Kitsch,” The New York Times, June 14,
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14 years old during the time o f the portrayed events, rather than 18 or 19, as she was
presented in the film. According to most history books, however, Pocahontas was 10 to 12
(not 14) when the British arrived in 1607, and even these history books are tentative in their
assessments, often placing the year of her birth at circa 1595.107 Inconsistencies on such
matters reveal that historians have no more access to the "true story” than Disney does
(particularly when historians use these so-called "hard facts” to poke holes in Disney’s
presentation).

Actually, there is reason to believe that the documentation that many

historians rely upon in their own accounts of the Pocahontas story may have been fabricated.
Florida historian William Coker contends that it is likely that the story o f Pocahontas found
in Smith’s diary may have been plagiarized from published accounts of Spaniard Juan Ortiz’s
experiences in Florida, where he apparently was rescued from murder by a Ucita chief by the
chief s daughter. Coker comments: "It’s something nobody can prove one way or the
other... But on the other hand, the evidence. I think, leans particularly heavily in favor of him
borrowing the story.”108 The notion that this is "something nobody can prove” undermines
confidence in the "true story” often invoked by historians to distinguish between high culture
(academic history) and low culture (Disney entertainment). All forms of history - whether
fictionalized or academic —serve cultural purposes. Admittedly Disney is oriented towards
an aesthetically (and commercially) pleasing slant on history, but academics have their own
slants; aesthetics considerations - though perhaps o f a different tone - are by no means

1995.
107Sarah Kershaw, "Coming to Classrooms: The Real Pocahontas Story,” The New
York Times, July 12, 1995.
Associated Press, "Was Captain Smith’s Diary Fact or Fiction?” The New York
| AO
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absent from their accounts.
These cultural constructions were also revealed when The New York Times devoted
an entire page o f a Sunday Arts and Leisure section to letters received from readers in
response to a critique o f Disney entertainment ("Cuddling Up to Quasimodo and Friends,"'
written by Paul Goldberger on June 23, 1996). For example, one reader wrote:
fm glad someone finally spoke up about the vulgarity of Disney’s attempts
to "cash in” by either destroying the classics or desecrating history whitewashing everything, as Mr. Goldberger pointed out, until all the
unpleasant truths have vanished and everyone is wearing a happy face. Once
upon a time, art existed to raise mankind’s consciousness, to educate and
enlighten. Disney takes art and truth and twists them into caricatures,
horrifying the intelligentsia and harming hoi polloi who don’t know the
difference and may come to accept Disney’s versions as the real thing.109
Particularly striking is the chord of elitism evident in this letter. The writer’s reference to
"harming the hoi polloi” is condescending and disdainful, reflecting an assumption that those
outside of the "intelligentsia” must be protected from Disney’s "violations.” Popular culture
is thus derided and assumed to distort ‘Truth” and "vulgarize” history simply because it is
popular. Class issues are paramount here. The field o f cultural studies reveals how social
classes and political motives often dictate what is considered “true.”
Critics o f traditional or elitist accounts o f history argue that films like Disney’s
Pocahontas tells us something about how contemporary culture views the Pocahontas story.
Pearson points to this phenomenon in her study o f Custer representation:
The interminable and not very interesting debates about historical accuracy
in which historians were wont to engage still continue, but now many
Times, July 12, 1995.
109"Letters: Cuddly Quasimodo: Is This a Good Thing?” The New York Times
(Arts and Leisure), July 7, 1996, p.20.
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historians and film historians writing about screen histories agree that such
texts always speak more about the present than of the past; they can be more
fruitfully analyzed in terms o f the era that produced them than in terms of the
era they purport to depict.110
In this way, each historical representation is a "lens” that perhaps reveals more about the
culture producing representations than it does about the past. As Mark C. Carnes points out:
"Even some explicitly 'historical’ films are chiefly important for what they say about the era
in which they were made.”111 Robert Brent Toplin has also noted that scholars "do much
imagining about the past when they attempt to understand history,” 112 a point that further
undermines the dichotomy between academic history and all forms cinematic history whether documentary or dramatic. Since my main focus is on the documentary tradition, I
turn back to it in the following section.

History as Narrative: The “Narrativization/Fictionalization ” o f H istory

There is fiction in the space between.
—Tracy Chapman

Another alternative to "scientific history” is "narrative history,” an approach that
emphasizes history as a "story” rather than as an accumulation o f facts. If constructivism
points to history as a social construct, collective memory studies highlight shared memory,
and cultural studies collapses distinctions between history and entertainment, then the

110Pearson, 1998, p. 197.
11'Mark C. Cames, ed. Past Imperfect: History According to the Movies (New
York: Henry Holt and Co., 1995), p. 10.
112Toplin, History by Hollywood, p. 9.
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narrative approach to history underscores the importance o f rhetoric. By foregrounding the
notion o f “stories,” narrative theory permits the expression o f multiple, and perhaps
contradictory accounts. The narrative approach to history is characterized by the following
points:
■

"Facts” are incomprehensible unless wrapped in stories that weave these facts
into plots.
■ Narrative structures are important determinants o f what stories are.
■ Narrative truth (understandability, re-articulability, cultural significance) replaces
objective or representational “historical truth.”
■ Stories are embedded in the cultural processes of their telling.
■ Different stories based on the same facts can coexist. Readers, listeners, tellers,
etc. choose (according to their cultural backgrounds, situations, and needs)
among competing narratives for those exhibiting “narrative truth.”
As the above points imply, narrative theory is concerned with the structural aspects o f
historical representation (over accuracy considerations, for example). Judith Zinsser refers
to this structuring process in her book History and Feminism: A Glass H alf Full:
When we open a history book we encounter certain people, in a certain place,
living through time. One picture, one fact, one detail from these lives will
not be enough. To be history there must be a sequence o f events and many
interactions between groups and individuals. There must be a sense of
chronology, a sense o f change, a sense of purpose. Whether explicit or
implicit, this construction and representation o f the past will reflect an
explanation, a way o f making logical the relationships within a specific set
o f facts. At every point in the process, the historian makes choices among a
multiplicity of events and personalities, from a wide range o f possible causes.
Those choices transform the past into history.113
Zinsser suggests that choices about events and characters are informed by the narrative
structures available. By emphasizing the existence of these “choices,” the narrative aspect

113Judith Zinsser, History and Feminism: A Glass H alf Full (New York: Twayne
Publishers, 1993), p. 17.
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o f history is emphasized, and because “stories” are more often associated with fiction than
with fact, a fact/fiction blending occurs. Out o f this blending, a new genre - often called
"faction” - has emerged. In a newspaper article entitled “Now! Read the True (More or
Less) Story! Publishers and Authors Debate the Boundaries of Nonfiction,” journalist Doreen
Carvajal writes: "With the growing popularity o f personal memoirs, political confessionals
and 'nonfiction novels,’ truth is coming under increasing pressure in the publishing
industry's quest for entertaining, vividly written stories that are easier to market with the
stamp o f authenticity.”114 The overall consensus seems to be that we don’t know the real
truth anyv/ay, so why not make it interesting. As John Berendt says o f his best seller
Midnight in the Garden o f Good and Evil: “I call it rounding the comers to make a better
narrative.”115 Joyce Carol Oates has analyzed this phenomenon and surmised that “with the
best o f intentions, in recalling the past we are already altering —one might say violating —the
original experience, even if it is just the previous night’s dream, which may have been
wordless and was certainly improvised... Any memoir or autobiography... may contain
elements of truth, but its very organization belies the messiness and myopia of real life..

16

Oats concludes that “writing is an art, and art means artifice, the artificial. That we are
keenly aware of this today testifies to our higher standard of truth no less than to our

114Doreen Carvajal, “Now! Read the True (More or Less) Story!: Publishers and
Authors Debate the Boundaries of Nonfiction,” The New York Times, February 24, 1998,
p. E l .
115Ibid.
116Joyce Carol Oats, “Believing What We Read, and Vice Versa,” The New York
Times, February 26, 1998, p. A23.
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diminished expectation o f encountering it.” 117
As the above quotes suggest, narrative theory has shown us that factual and fictional
narratives are structurally quite similar, and that their “truths’" rely on narrative structures that
are believable, whether found in written history, memoir, documentary film. etc. The "true
story" is therefore increasingly considered, in the words o f Bill Nichols, “simply a disguised
fiction.’’118 Michael Renov elaborates on this point: “all discursive forms - documentary
included - are. if not fictional, at least fictive, this by virtue of their tropic character (their
recourse to tropes or rhetorical devices).” 119
In "Mirrors Without Memories: Truth, History, and the New Documentary," Linda
Williams confronts questions concerning this uneasy alliance between documentary and
fiction. Speaking about a sample o f historical documentaries, Williams states that:
The "event" remembered is never whole, never fully represented, never
isolated in the past alone but only accessible through a memory which resides
"in the reverberations between events." It is precisely [the] refusal to fix the
final truth, to go on seeking reverberations and repetitions that, I argue, gives
[some films the] exceptional power o f truth.120
Williams does not suggest that truth in film is entirely elusive or irrelevant, rather she argues
that it is important to recognize personal, subjective, emotional truths.121

Williams’

117Ibid.
118Bill Nichols, Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts in Documentary
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991), p. xi. For further discussion on this topic,
see also Nichols’ Blurred Boundaries: Questions o f Meaning in Contemporary Culture
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994).
119Michael Renov, ed., Theorizing Documentary (NY: Routledge, 1993), p. 7.
120Linda Williams, "Mirrors Without Memories: Truth, History, and the New
Documentary," Film Quarterly 46:9-21, Spring 1993, p. 15.
I2IA number o f documentarians emphasized these “emotional truths” in my
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reference to the “reverberations and repetitions” of truth (as opposed to a fixed, final truth)
are highly significant in this regard. Reverberations and repetitions are important facets of
narrative, and they suggest an approach to truth that allows for gray areas, subtleties, and
nuance rather than rigidly dichotomized notions of truth and falsity typical o f scientific
history. With Williams' statement that "the photograph - and by implication the moving
picture as well - is no longer...a 'mirror with a memory' illustrating the visual truth of objects,
persons and events but a manipulated construction,"122 she challenges the long-held belief
that documentary film - associated with the truth claims of the camera —is able to capture
directly an unmediated reality. Her view thus supports the narrative approach to history
(among others), which stresses that all processes of re-presentation (including historical
documentary production) are structured by cultural, social and political factors.

interviews with them. Emotional truths are similar to “poetic truths” discussed by
Fernandez-Armesto (1997, p. 66) and typically valued by artists. For example, consider the
following quote by painter Eugene Delacroix: I didn’t begin to do anything passable in my
trip to Africa until the moment when I had sufficiently forgotten small details and so
remembered the striking and poetic side o f things for my pictures; up until that point I was
pursued by the love o f exactitude, which the majority o f the people mistake for truth.
(Journal entry, October 17, 1853; Philadelphia Museum o f Art, Delacroix Exhibit, Fall
1998.)
122Ibid., p. 9.
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History as Politics: The H istory Standards Debate and the “Politicization” o f History

It is sometimes very hard to tell the difference between history and the smell o f skunk.
— Rebecca West

Although most of the “alternatives to scientific history” discussed thus far are
strongly influenced by political considerations, the “political approach” is (as the name
suggests) defined by politics. The following beliefs characterize this approach:
■ Historians o f all kinds, whether academic or popular, always work to have their
versions o f reality heard, legitimized, institutionalized.
■ History resides in the public whether it is transmitted through writing, records,
fictions, etc.
■ Political ‘Truth” lies in the congruence between history presented, recalled or desired,
the public responses it triggers, and the institutional support it generates.
■ Diverse histories o f events enter public debate that evaluates, selects, and adapts
these histories relative to each other.
■ The political approach to history is in many ways an overall agenda that drives
methods o f doing history such as narrative history and cultural studies.123
The last point is key: one o f the central messages here is that politics affects all approaches
to history - it is impossible to escape its influence. To illustrate the “politicization” of
history. I briefly examine the history standards controversy (1994-1996) - a site in the battle
against the NEH and other federal cultural agencies within the larger culture wars. Before
proceeding with that examination, I first provide necessary background on (1) the overall
culture wars and (2) the attack on the NEH.

123Although I have been presenting the “political approach” as one alternative to
scientific history, it is categorically different in the sense that, as stated in the above text,
politics permeates most approaches to history -- even scientific history involves
publication and deliberation (among certified historians who cannot help but be part of
the public).
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The Culture Wars
In this dissertation, issues in documentary theory (i.e. the politics o f documentary
representation, etc.) overlap with debates commonly referred to as "the culture wars." A
most compelling point o f this intersection is located in the controversies surrounding both
the NEH-funded "history standards" (educational standards for primary and secondary
schools within the U.S.) and the future of the documentary unit at the NEH (particularly in
relation to historical documentaries). Scholars124 have argued that the current cultural
anxiety concerning "objective truth/history" generating these controversies is related to the
presence o f increasingly diverse voices (previously silenced) in ongoing conversations.
These larger philosophical struggles125 concerning historiography are therefore linked
to multiculturalism. In Loose Canons: Notes on the Culture Wars, Henry Louis Gates
defines the multiculturalist position in the following way:
Stated simply, the thrust o f the pieces gathered here is this: Ours is a latetwentieth century world profoundly fissured by nationality, ethnicity, race,
class, and gender. And the only way to transcend those divisions - to forge,
for once, a civic culture that respects both differences and commonalities is through education that seeks to comprehend the diversity o f human culture.
124Including (see below), Henry Louise Gates, Lawrence Levine, Todd Gitlin, bell
hooks, etc.
I2:iThese issues are dealt with in a number of works published recently, such as the
following: Lawrence W. Levine, The Opening o f the American Mind: Canons, Culture
and History (Boston: Beacon Press, 1996), Lynne V. Cheney, Telling the Truth: Why our
Culture and our Country Have Stopped Making Sense —and What We Can Do About It
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995), Todd Gitlin, The Twilight o f Common Dreams:
Why America is Wracked by Culture Wars (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1995),
bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress (New York: Routledge, 1994), Christine E. Sleeter,
Multicultural Education as Social Activism (Albany: State University of New York Press,
1996).
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Beyond the hype and the high-flown rhetoric is a pretty homely truth: There
is no tolerance without respect —and no respect without knowledge. Any
human being sufficiently curious and motivated can fully possess another
culture, no matter how "alien" it may appear to be.126
He then defines the position opposing multiculturalism (usually assumed by the cultural
right) as follows:
William Bennett and Allan Bloom...symbolize for us the nostalgic return to
what I think of as the "antebellum aesthetic position," when men were men,
and men were white, when scholar-critics were white men, and when women
and persons o f color were voiceless, faceless servants and laborers, pouring
tea and filling brandy snifters in the boardrooms o f old boys' clubs.12'
Multiculturalism becomes caught in the labyrinth o f historiography once we consider that
multicultural contributions to historical scholarship challenge deeply embedded notions of
history as a scientific discipline. In order to bring these "voiceless, faceless servants"
(mentioned in the above quote) back to life, historians must somehow locate their faces and
voices, vvhich is a paradox since this search is motivated at least in part by their absence.
Historians have therefore developed new methodologies and tools, such as oral history,
personal narrative, and composite historical reconstructions in order to expand the scope of
their investigations.128 These innovations have carried over into historical documentary
production techniques, but as soon as history acknowledges less rigorous "scientific’"
methods, it opens itself to charges of “politicization.” Accusations by government agencies

126Gates, p. xv.
l27Henry Louis Gates, Loose Canons: Notes on the Culture Wars (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1992), p. 17.
128See, for example, John Demos, The Unredeemed Captive: A Family Story from
Early America (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1994). Demos pieced together the story of
the kidnapping o f a young Puritan girl by Mohawks in 1703 from bits and pieces o f letters
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funding these historical documentaries (i.e. the NEH) are a demonstration o f history
becoming a battleground in which political interests are advanced through monetary support
o f projects. As mentioned earlier, the controversies surrounding such PBS documentaries
as The Africans in 1986 and The Liberators in 1993 added fuel to the fire, and in the year
famous for Newt Gingrich's129 "Contract With America," drastic budget cuts were
announced.
One can trace the roots o f the "culture wars" back much further than Mapplethorpe,
Serrano, or the advent o f the Gingrich "Contract" - a momentum for change was certainly
evident during the 1960s revolutions (specified earlier) —but in 1987 a major backlash
occurred in the field o f education, most notably with the publication o f two tremendously
influential books by "literary critics" focusing on the multiculturalism debate: The Closing
o f the American Mind, by Allan Bloom and Cultural Literacy: What Every American Needs
to Know, by E.D. Hirsch. These books articulated the concern that without a common
curriculum we cannot forge a communal identity.130 The question thus becomes: Which
"communal identity" do we choose to forge? Choosing one story obviously alienates
Americans who are not part of that story —a move clearly at cross-purposes with the goal of

and diaries.
129It may seem ironic that Gingrich, formerly an academic historian himself,
would have been the Representative leading the effort to eliminate federal funding for the
arts, humanities, and educational broadcasting. But it is Gingrich's academic credentials
that provided him with the background necessary to understand the critical importance o f
controlling historical/cultural representation in any effort to control politics. Though he
was not entirely successful in this effort, he did manage to chip away at the relatively
small amounts o f money set aside for cultural spending in the United States.
130The notion o f community involves commonality, particularly in terms o f (1)
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communal identity. Some have argued that the hope for a common curriculum is therefore
not about commonality or community at all, but rather about cultural colonization.
In Telling the Truth, Lynne Cheney counters the “colonization” argument by
asserting that humanities "transcend" politics.131 Since by definition social conservatives’j2
have "tradition" on their side, they refer to precedent, evidence, and standards (found in the
"canon”) when defending their positions. Liberal scholars often respond that the defense of
the scientific nature of history is a rhetorical device used to promote “traditional” scholarship
that maintains the status quo. For example, scholars such as Lawrence Levine argue that the
very act of calling the humanities "transcendent" (see above quote by Cheney) is in itself a
highly political act; the “transcendent” truth is usually merely the "prevailing" one (rendered
all the more powerful by terming it "transcendent"), a status defined by race, class, gender,
sexuality, etc.:

having things in common sharing and/or (2) a common place.
13’Lynne V. Cheney, Humanities in America: A Report to the President, the
Congress, and the American People (Washington D.C.: National Endowment for the
Humanities, September 1988) in Cheney, Telling the Truth, p. 14.
I32By "social conservatives" I refer mainly to the political and cultural right (i.e.
Republicans in Congress supporting, for example, Gingrich's "Contract With America").
They tend to be firm believers in objective historical accuracy, yet their actions often
belie their claims. In an ironic configuration o f role-playing, "social conservatives" often
assume the role o f "courageous soldier" rather than "impartial judge" in the ongoing
culture wars -- even as they defend the purity o f the so-called "empirical facts." History is
thereby presented more like a minefield o f political carnage than a domain o f pure
empirical truths, and as social conservatives fight bloody political battles against the
"politicization o f history" they ironically acknowledge and affirm this characterization,
revealing their own participation in politicization. Both "social conservatives" and
"social liberals" are politicizing history, in fact it would be impossible to do otherwise
since history is by nature political.
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The admission that literature, history, and canons are more complex and
more variable...entails a loss of control and an acceptance o f the truth that
the academic world, like the larger universe, is more chaotic, less ordered,
less predictable and more affected by such matters as geography, class, race,
ethnicity, gender than many o f us have been willing to accept. The idea that
somehow the canon transcends the real world and exists in some ideal
universe where pure values and eternal verities are free to assert themselves
retains its appeal but remains as chimerical as ever. The university, for all its
privileges, is the real world, and its canons have always reflected the temporal
aspects o f that larger society of which it was - and is - part.133
If, as Levine suggests, history is often determined by ‘‘politics,” it becomes necessary
to define this term more precisely. Politics refers to negotiations o f authority, the power to
speak or have the last word within collections o f people such as the "polity,” the "public,”
or small groups. Etymologically, "politics” means that which is public, freely accessible by
everyone, and open to contestation.

The "politics o f history” therefore implies an

understanding o f the past within the public sphere. In academic literature, the public sphere
"exists midway between the formal government and private individuals and is inhabited by
citizens; it is the locus in which public opinion is formed.” 134 A "public” consists of political
actors who have an interest in promoting their view o f reality, are aware o f the interests o f
others, and use public means (from public speeches to the mass media) to promote their
views, i.e. to make their views o f reality widely acceptable. Stories, mythologies, and
histories'35 are circulated throughout the public sphere and play a large role in "structuring

l33Levine, 1996, p. 99.
I34Jeffrey Shandler, ed., "Public Space: The Annenberg Scholars’ Conference,”
Publications in the Annenberg Public Policy Center’s Report Series, March 1995, p. 5.
135 Since these mythologies work to structure the ideological foundation o f society
(ideology defined as “a theory o f reality”) there is much at stake in controlling the stories
society tells about itself. These stories come in many forms - i.e. prose, poetry, theatre,
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realities/’136 As becomes apparent in an examination o f recent political debates concerning
governmental cultural funding within the United States,137 history is clearly a battleground
for cultural and ideological contestation within the public sphere.

Attack on the NEH
Since the NEH has played a major role in funding historical documentaries produced
within the United States, the health o f this organization affects the climate o f historical
documentary production. As stated in the Preface, the overall NEH budget was cut 40% in

music, film, television, history, etc. History is an especially interesting example o f this
type o f ideological apparatus at play. Since “historical” stories are purportedly “true,”
their influence is often amplified. As discussed previously, standpoint is generally
denied or elided within historical narratives, so these narratives seem to possess the aura
o f a disinterested, dispassionate, neutral and objective truth.
l36For further discussion o f these concepts, see Graeme Turner, British Cultural
Studies (Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1990).
13'in his description of the attempt to dismantle the CPB, Ralph Engleman points to what
he refers to as the “New Right” and comments that "the question is whether the last vestiges of
independent mass communication systems will be destroyed along with a notion of citizenship
distinct from consumership” (Ralph Engleman, Public Radio and Television in America: A
Political History [London: Sage Publications, 1996], p. 300). He goes on to state that “the
struggle over public broadcasting, involving the public’s right and ability to engage in informed
political debate independent o f private commercial forces, has crucial implications for the future of
American democracy” (Engleman, p. 300). If it is generally understood that citizens express
citizenship through voting rather than through their dollars, then democracies have a responsibility
to ensure that citizens have the opportunity to become informed voters. While creating these
opportunities, democratic governments practice community-building functions (i.e. to
communicate relevant information, etc.), and governmental and cultural spheres inevitably
overlap. In this sense, Gingrich and his gang were perhaps astute when they expressed concern
about the possible threat of federal cultural agencies —a concern that is actually a rather
backhanded acknowledgement of the power of cultural activities. An oft-expressed view (see
Rothstein, 1997) is that these cultural activities are relatively insignificant “fringe concerns” or the
“fat of society” that should be the first to go in lean times - a luxury that is desirable but not
necessary. This attitude reveals a rather naive attitude with respect to the function of cultural
practices, which are anything but “fringe,” - they in fact are crucial to the process of defining
group identities (see Gross, 1995).
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1996 - from $172 million in 1995 to $110 million for 1996 (the NEA was also cut 40%,
from S 162 million to S99.5 million). Since 1996, both the NEH and the NEA budgets have
basically stabilized. Still, the substantial cut in 1996 forced the NEH to retool and reorganize
its operation by reducing its staff and merging various departments. Most o f these cuts have
been attributed to 1) the aftermath o f NEA controversies, especially with respect to funded
work by Mapplethorpe and Serrano, and 2) a desire to balance the federal budget. These cuts
were a drop in the bucket with respect to the federal budget, however. Considering the
money spend on federal cultural agencies - less than five-hundredths o f 1% o f the U.S.
national budget is spent on all forms of cultural subsidy138 - these budget cuts have
negligible economic but considerable symbolic significance (symbolic gestures often
carrying immense cultural value). Compared to other wealthy countries, the United States
spends much smaller amounts per person on cultural funding: France spends S32.00 per
person to help finance the arts, while Germany spends S27.00. The United States, on the
other hand, spends roughly 38 cents per person.139
All practices involving the arts and the humanities are fundamental to the process of
building and maintaining cultures140 (including national identities, which are highly relevant

l38Robert Hughes, "Pulling the Fuse on Culture: The Conservatives’ All-Out
Assault on Federal Funding is Unenlightened, Uneconomic and Undemocratic,” Time,
August 7, 1995, p. 60.
™Ibid.
l40The modes o f communication used in various arts and humanities are therefore
integral to the life of any society. Part o f the reason that “culture” is often considered
"fringe” is that there is often a tendency to conflate “culture” with “high culture.” (See
Larry Gross, 1995.) Critic Arthur Rothstein makes this mistake in his article entitled
“Where Democracy and its Money Have No Place,” (NYT, October 26, 1997, Arts and
Leisure, p. 1, 39) in which he contends that the federal government has no role in funding
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to governmental concerns). As Larry Gross has commented, the arts work as a “vehicle of
the symbolic functions that integrate and maintain social reality/’141 Artistic, expressive
activity is thus a crucial aspect of community formation; in fact “culture” develops through
the use of various modes of communication that “articulate.. .basic beliefs,” while generating
"communal order.” 142 Within the arts and humanities, history occupies a particularly
important place in various cultures because it is so central to a group’s origin and present
identity: "history, like politics, is about national identity.” 143 Without history, we are like
a "tree without roots.”144 estranged from our past and therefore ill-equipped to comprehend
the present or carve out a future. In debates surrounding the NEH budget cuts, confusion and
anxiety concerning the role of “culture” (i.e. arts/humanities) in general - and of academic
history in particular - has been revealed.

For example, during the history standards

controversy the government’s interest in maintaining control o f substantive issues with
respect to the representation of history became apparent.
In the following section, I briefly describe the controversy surrounding the NEHfunded history standards as an example o f how politics influences historical representation.
I concentrate on this particular battle to isolate a specific site in the culture wars that also
relates to attacks on the NEH. As the authors of the history standards have argued, the

art, since art is by definition elitist. What he overlooks as that though "high art” may be
elitist, art itself is a natural outgrowth o f human cultural activity.
141Larry Gross, “Art and Artists on the Margins,” 1995, p. 4.
142Ibid. See also Janet Wolff, The Social Production o f Art (New York: New
York University Press, 1981).
l43Gary B. Nash, Charlotte Crabtree, Ross E. Dunn, History on Trial: Culture
Wars and the Teaching o f the Past, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997), p. 7.
144From a wall inscription from a Chinatown History Project in New York.
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history standards controversy is connected to the larger drive to demolish the NEH and other
"federal cultural agencies," and thereby also linked to the overall culture wars:
In their attempt to bury the National History Standards, the culture warriors
have much bigger prey: the NEH, the NEA, the ED, and the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting. Less than a week following the Senate action on the
history standards, Lynne Cheney spoke out again in the Wall Street Journal.
In a punchy op-ed piece titled, "Kill My Old Agency, Please” she cited the
history standards and other NEH-funded projects she didn't like as evidence
that "a prolonged period o f postmodernism,” which teaches that "objectivity
is an illusion,” had poisoned both the NEH and the NEA.145
The history standards debate, taking place largely from 1994-1996, was thus a key site in the
culture wars, underscoring the significance o f history in popular, political, educational and
scholarly contexts. In their book History on Trial: Culture Wars and the Teaching o f the
Past, Gary B. Nash, Charlotte Crabtree and Ross E. Dunn document their experiences
working on the history standards and dealing with the controversy emanating from them. I
use their book as a key resource in the following section.

The History Standards Controversy
The history standards controversy essentially erupted on October 20, 1994 when one
of the strongest original backers o f the history standards project, Lynne Cheney, wrote an op
ed piece (entitled “The End o f History”) vehemently attacking the standards in the Wall
Street Journal.

Cheney, the former head o f the NEH, was shocked and appalled by the

outcome o f the project she had helped to initiate and fund. Though the standards would not
be officially released for another month, Cheney “delivered a preemptive strike against the

Quoted in Nash, Crabtree, and Dunn, 1997, p. 3.
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new guidelines.” 146
The National History Standards were part o f America 2000, a project initiated in
1991 by President Bush and intended to improve the state o f education in the United States
by the end of the millennium.

Congress formed the National Council on Education

Standards and Testing (NCEST) to explore the possibilities. Their report endorsed national
education standards for five academic disciplines (including English, mathematics, science,
history, and geography), a national system of assessments but not a single national test, and
school delivery standards. A separate commission was set up to form standards for each o f
the five subjects mentioned above. The NCEST appointed a History Task Force chaired by
Lynne Cheney to oversee the development o f history standards, funded by both the National
Endowment for the Humanities (chaired by Lynne Cheney as well) and the Department of
Education. The project was divided into three separate categories: K-4 Standards, U.S.
History Standards, and World History Standards. The U.S. History Standards, which became
the focus of the debate, comprised 31 general standards147 concerning "what students need
to understand” (including five standards on historical thinking such as "historical
comprehension,” "historical analysis and interpretation,” and ‘'historical research
capabilities”). Each standard also encompassed a series of subsections concerning "what

I45Nash, Crabtree, and Dunn, 1997, p. 240.
'46Ibid., p. 3.
147As an example o f these standards consider the following - "Standard #3:
Students should understand: The institutions and practices of government created during
the revolution and how they were revised between 1787 and 1815 to create the foundation
o f the American political system.” Another standard concerned “How the United States
changed from the end o f World War I to the eve o f the Great Depression.” (These
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students should be able to do,” as well as numerous teaching activity examples.
The project seemed to be running smoothly, but when Lynne Cheney read the
standards (before they were released) she was outraged, claiming that ‘“the authors tend to
save their unqualified admiration for people, places and events that are politically correct/’148
Although an effort was made to acknowledge diversity and multiculturalism in the
standards, they covered all aspects of American history from the Colonial period to the
present. As it turns out, many o f the criticisms o f the standards were actually directed
towards the teaching examples rather than the standards per se, though this was never made
clear in Cheney's criticisms. Some of these criticisms were described by Nash, Crabtree and
Dunn as “pure sophistry - and deliberate misrepresentation.” 549 Because the actual 31
"standards” were often oriented towards more '“traditional” history, the designers often used
the teaching examples as a way to introduce diversity. The critics, however - perhaps due
to anger that diversity was introduced at all - merely focused on the teaching examples in an
effort to bolster their claims. Essentially, Cheney abhorred the multicultural aspects o f the
history standards and led the campaign against them. A few days after her Wall Street
Journal article, Rush Limbaugh joined in the effort (although it is likely that he had not read
the standards because they still had not been released yet), announcing that "this country does
not deserve the reputation it’s getting in multicultural classrooms, and the zenith o f this
bastardization o f American history has been reached with new standards that have been

standards were reprinted in Nash, Crabtree and Dunn, pp. 202 and 208 respectively.)
148Lynne V. Cheney, “The End o f History,” Wall Street Journal, October 20,
1994, p. A26.
l49Nash, Crabtree and Dunn, p. 200.
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written as part of Goals 2000 to standardize history."150 He suggested these standards "worked on in secret” - should be “flushed down the sewer o f multiculturalism.” 151
A "media war”152 erupted as Cheney’s diatribe began to catch fire in media outlets
throughout America. Conservative syndicated columnists jumped on the bandwagon and
issued their own anti-history standard tirades in various publications around the country
within a matter o f weeks.153 John Leo’s "The Hijacking o f American History” appeared in
U.S. Mews and World Report on November 14, 1994; he later wrote another article for the
same publication on February 6, 1995 entitled "History Standards are Bunk.” Charles
Krauthammer reinforced Cheney’s initial statement with yet another op-ed piece in the Wall
Street Journal entitled "History Hijacked” on November 4, 1994. John D. Fonte spread the
news to the West Coast with his article "Rewriting History,” for the San Diego UnionTribune on November 6, 1994. The Wall Street Journal also published four letters to the
editor under the headline "The History Thieves” on November 8, 1994.154 The assault and
the ensuing debate also saturated the airwaves through television and radio coverage. As
Nash, Crabtree and Dunn report: "For weeks, Nash and Cheney duked it out on TV and
radio. In one twenty-four hour period beginning on October 26, they went at each other on

I50Transcript of Rush Limbaugh radio program, October 24, 1994. Quoted in
Nash, Crabtree and Dunn, p. 3.
l5lTranscript of Limbaugh television program, October 28, 1994. Quoted in Nash,
Crabtree, and Dunn, p. 3.
l52Nash, Crabtree and Dunn, p. 189.
15jNash, Crabtree and Dunn describe this offensive in Chapter 8 o f History on
Trial, entitled "The Right-Wing Assault.”
l54The authors of these letters include Balint Vazsonyi, senior fellow at the
Potomac Foundation, Kim Weissman and J.D. Dampman (Nash, Crabtree, Dunn, pp.
188-189).
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PB S's MacNeil-Lehrer News hour. ABC’s Peter Jennings’ World News Tonight, the Pat
Buchanan radio show, and Bryant Gumbel’s Today show.” 155
The history standards project was not without its defenders. As Nash, Crabtree and
Dunn assert, “they [the Right] did not target the standards themselves...Rather, they
concentrated their fire on the ‘examples o f student achievement,’ which were included in the
books at the behest of K-12 professional organizations to give teachers practical ideas for
implementing the standards.” 136 As time progressed, many educators, journalists, scholars
and others concerned with education and history read the standards and concluded that
Cheney and her entourage had been misleading in their condemnation.

(See graphic

concerning "myths and realities” of the controversy in Illustration 2, reprinted in Nash,
Crabtree, and Dunn, p. 251).

Soon, the '“media war” escalated, waged at least in part on

editorial pages throughout the country. The defenders fought back: In the Los Angeles
Times, an editorial entitled “Now a History for the Rest o f Us,” appeared on October 27,
1994, "Broaden History” appeared on the editorial page of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer on
November 12, “Living History - New Standards Reflect Vital Reality” appeared in the
Minneapolis Star Tribune on November 14, “History Guidelines Offer Good Ideas” appeared
in the Lincoln Star on February 2, 1995, and “Maligning the History Standards” appeared

l55Nash, Crabtree, and Dunn, p. 193.
156Ibid., pp. 200-201.
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Myths Realties
A fter Lynne V Cheney wrote a blistering o ped piece for 71m Wail S tm t Journ il in October 1994, oth er editorial* a nd column* began appearing m tionw ide
th a t were aleo highly critica l o f the U S. hietory standards.
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in the New York Times on February 13th.157 In each of these pieces, the editors argued that
the history standards had been misunderstood by right-wing critics. Despite this defense and
support, suspicion concerning the soundness o f the standards persisted, and in January of
1995 the United States Senate voted in a sense-of-the-Senate resolution to condemn the
standards. Eventually the standards were revised and then published on April 3, 1996.
What is clear from the above overview is that this controversy was but one battle in
the larger "Culture Wars” fought out over the identity of a nation. When Lynne Cheney (and
the Right in general) argued that the history standards were biased and politically motivated,
they omitted the fact that all history is a form o f (re)presentation and therefore inevitably
shaped by public, political dimensions; the very public nature o f the standards has a political
aspect to it. All cultural practices - including historical representation - cannot be rigidly
separated from the social, political worlds that make these cultural practices relevant and
possible. Nash, Crabtree and Dunn spend a great deal of energy in History on Trial trying
to defend the history standards by proving that these standards were in fact relatively evenhanded, fair-minded and politically impartial despite the many accusations to the contrary.
Although this defense was probably necessary in order to salvage the project that they had
been working on for years (especially considering the political climate), the defense itself in
many ways undermines their overall project by reinforcing the plausibility of politically
neutral historical facts - a notion that is a larger problem because it is more basic, systemic,
and structural. By challenging the critique that their standards were politically motivated

151Ibid., pp. 194-196.
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instead o f acknowledging this political aspect and perhaps stimulating a discussion
concerning the political nature o f all historical representation, the authors missed an
important opportunity. Traditional history is ‘'naturalized,” so to speak, so that it does not
appear politicized. Work that challenges traditional history therefore appears politicized by
contrast to the "naturalized” presentation. The "politicization” o f history then seems worthy
of analysis and study, despite the fact that it is the "de-politicization” of history that is
actually quite striking. History is always political, though scholars and others try to depoliticize it through rhetorical strategies.

Perhaps before we can understand the

"politicization o f history,” we must understand the “de-politicization of history.”
Inevitably, a focus on either the “de-politicization” o f history or the "politicization”
o f history is a further indication o f the culture wars that led Lynne Cheney to write the op-ed
piece in the Wall Street Journal referred to earlier: "Kill My Old Agency, Please.” The
history standards controversy is yet another site where the larger cultural crisis concerning
the question of objectivity became visible. As the controversy ignited, however, it added fuel
to the fire o f the culture wars ready to consume the National Endowment for the Humanities,
a primary funding source for historical documentary filmmakers. As filmmakers struggled
with this new economic reality affecting their work, they also needed to contend with the
history standards controversy itself and what it represented, particularly with respect to how
the attitudes underlying this controversy might shape their work if they were ever to get
funding again in an increasingly antagonistic marketplace.
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Chapter Summary

"Politicization” is but one o f the many dimensions of history that have been traced
in this chapter. Along with "scientification,” “memory-orientation,” "narrativization." etc.,
"politicization” is a primary paradigm for understanding historical discourse. Importantly,
however, it is also categorically different in the sense that it can also be used to explain how
these alternative approaches to history are negotiated, amplified or modulated. Most o f these
alternative approaches could be understood in terms o f politics: scientific history by
highlighting public discussions among "certified” historians”; constructivism by emphasizing
the public acts that constitute history; collective memory by emphasizing shared, public
memories; history as entertainment by focusing on the public factors that differentiate history
from entertainment; and history as narrative by revealing the rhetorical nature o f history
within the public sphere. The political model, however - while acknowledging the interests
that shape history - does not adequately address the dialogical process through which
histories emerge in a public context. The dialogical model discussed in the next chapter
therefore focuses on the course o f making history, specifically concentrating on how
stakeholders within the historical documentary production community influence one another
and work together to create historical representation. I therefore turn to cultural ecologism
(i.e. the study o f cultural ecologies, or cultural networks connected through dialogue) to
explain how the interactions among several species o f stakeholders constitute these
stakeholders as a community engaged in producing historical documentaries.
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Essentially, the categories reviewed in this chapter refer to some o f the ways in which
people view history - as science, construct, memory, entertainment, narrative, and politics.
It must be stressed that one o f my primary aims in this chapter has been to challenge a
limited understanding of history or “historical documentary production" by underscoring the
multifaceted, constructed nature of history per se. I have worked towards that aim in order
to provide context and richness to the forthcoming dialogical analysis, in which I highlight
the voices that animate these abstract, theoretical concepts.
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CHAPTER THREE:
D1ALOGISM. ART WORLDS. AND THE ECOLOGY METAPHOR:
A METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

In the previous chapter, I argued that numerous facets o f history have emerged
over the years. Each o f these approaches has particular strengths and weaknesses, but
generally speaking the element o f dialogue has been relatively overlooked. Dialogism
emphasizes contextuality, mutuality and open-ended interaction between subjects by
highlighting co-construction rather than monologism. In this sense, dialogism is not in
conflict with most o f the alternative approaches discussed in the previous chapter; rather,
it complements and adds to their theoretical developments.
Because the methodology of the current project is founded on the principles o f
dialogism, I examine the process o f making history by looking at the interactions between
various actors involved in this process. I highlight and promote this interaction-oriented
perspective by simulating a network o f conversations or dialogues between these various
participants in my heuristic script. As a result, I emphasize interviewees’ connectedness
(and their responsiveness to each other) rather than their narratives as isolated textual
accounts. The details o f this process are outlined below. First, however, I elaborate on
the theories that form the foundations o f this methodological approach (dialogism, art
world theory, cultural ecologism, feminism, and experientialism/metaphor analysis).
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Dialogism
Although framework for analysis as complex and multifaceted as dialogism
certainly has many predecessors and contributors, the development of dialogical theory is
often associated with the writings o f Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin (1895-1975).
Bakhtin is primarily known for his work as a Russian literary scholar, and dialogism
emerged as a way of challenging the dominance o f formalist linguistics influenced by the
Enlightenment project. Formalists sought to “tame the diversity, uniqueness and
particularity o f each individual utterance by searching for an underlying formal system
that was stable and universal/’158 Dialogism sought to challenge this project by
emphasizing that individual utterances are “extraordinarily diverse” 159 and “boundless
because the various possibilities o f human activity are inexhaustible.”160 Dialogue has
been called "a metaphor for the welter o f communication that exists in the social world
generally.” 161 It is characterized by the following conceptions (in the words o f Bakhtinian
scholar Michael Holquist):
Everything means, is understood, as a part o f a greater whole - there is
constant interactions between meanings, all o f which have the potential o f
conditioning others. Which will affect the other, how it will do so and in
what degree is what is actually settled at the moment o f utterance... A
word, discourse, language or culture undergoes “dialogization” when it
becomes relativized, de-privileged, aware o f competing definitions for the

1^Sampson, Edward E., Celebrating the Other: A Dialogic Account o f Human
Nature (San Francisco: Westview Press, 1993), p. 114.
159Ibid.
160M.M. Bakhtin, Speech Genres and Other Late Essay (Austin: University o f
Texas Press, 1986), quoted in Sampson, 1993, p. 114.
161Michael F. Bemard-Donals, Mikhail Bakhtin: Between Phenomenology and
Marxism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), p. 34.
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same things. Undialogized language is authoritative or absolute. Dialogue
may be external (between two different people) or internal (between an
earlier and a later self)-162
Dialogue is related to Bakhtin’s “heteroglossia,” which means literally “many tongues” or
"differentiated speech” 163 —the presence of many sub-languages within a language.
Holquist refers to heteroglossia as “that which insures the primacy o f context over
text."164 Heteroglossia is a concept that intersects with dialogue by highlighting the
multiplicity o f social factors involved in the operation o f meaning:
.. .At any given time, in any given place, there will be a set o f conditions —
social, historical, meteorological, physiological— that will insure that a
word uttered in that place and at that time will have a meaning different
than it would have under any other conditions; all utterances are heteroglot
in that they are functions o f a matrix o f forces practically impossible to
recoup, and therefore impossible to resolve.165
Heteroglossia points to the social factors shaping any utterance. The emphasis on
a constant interaction between forces referred to earlier underscores the presence o f
dialogue. Interaction (almost always) implies influence and, as stated above, "there is
constant interaction between meanings, all o f which have the potential o f conditioning
others."166 In Celebrating the Other, Edward E. Sampson talks about the central role that
these "others” play in the formation of social realities:
The image conveyed by Bakhtin, Mead, Code and others is o f a very active
and ongoing process in which each party makes adjustments to the other’s
l62Michael Holquist (ed.), The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays by M.M.
Bakhtin., (Austin: University o f Texas Press, 1981), pp. 426-427.
l63Sue Vice, Introducing Bakhtin (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press,
1997), p. 18.
I64Holquist, 1981, p. 428.
165Ibid.
1^Holquist, ed., 1981, p. 426.
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anticipated responses. I do not simply reflect your depiction o f me, but
rather adjust myself as I anticipate your responses, even while making
responses to you that help to shape the very responses you are likely to
offer back to me.167
This description calls to mind the image o f a feedback loop. From this perspective, we
never operate in a vacuum but are constantly affected, influenced, shaped, and
conditioned by the actions and reactions o f those around us. Though dialogism began as
a theory o f linguistics, it has many implications for social and political philosophy. If all
individuals are continually affected by the actions and reactions o f others, then no
individual stands outside o f this loop as a sole arbiter o f events. From the dialogical
perspective, all players must be acknowledged. In contrast, monologism promotes the
voice o f the speaker, a singular logic of isolated individuals out o f context and
unresponsive. As Sampson comments:
Not only have proponents o f the monologic perspective ignored their own
activities, but by failing to see the dialogic nature of their human subjects
they have led us down the wrong pathway for understanding human
nature. They direct us to look within the individual, when our attention
needs to be focused between individuals (my emphasis). This failure of
their conceptual vision also participates in covering up the dimension of
power that is involved in the social construction o f self and other. The
monologic approach thereby helps to sustain existing relationships of
power that require just such a failure o f vision in order to be sustained.168
The notion that “our attention needs to be focused between individuals” (quoted
above) has greatly influenced the current project’s methodology. In my decision to
examine the relationships between stakeholders within the historical documentary

167Sampson, p. 106.
x™Ibid., p. 19.
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production community, I incorporate the dialogical perspective. In this sense both theory
and method (within this dissertation) are inextricably linked. By focusing on the dialogue
between participants in the historical documentary production process, I thereby avoid a
monological approach to a critique o f monological tendencies within historical
representation. Both substance and method within this dissertation are therefore
compatible, allowing for a consistent and unified investigation. O f course, there are still
many voices (i.e. stakeholders) involved in the documentary process that are inevitably
left out due to practical limitations, but the model itself - set up to simulate dialogues and
conversations between participants - facilitates an appreciation for the multitudes o f
people involved in the process.

Art Worlds and Cultural Ecologies
Another model informing my methodological framework is the art world
paradigm developed by Howard Becker in sociology.169 In his book Art Worlds he
defines this approach:
All artistic work, like all human activity, involves the joint activity o f a
number, often a large number, o f people. Through their cooperation, the
artwork we eventually see or hear comes to be and continues to be. The
work always shows signs o f that cooperation. The forms o f cooperation
may be ephemeral, but often become more or less routine, producing
patterns of collective activity we can call an art world.170
This model, Becker argues, facilitates “an understanding o f the complexity o f the

169To compare with discussions in the field o f philosophy, see Arthur C. Danto, “The
Artworld.” Journal o f Philosophy 61:19, October 15, 1964, pp. 571-584.
l70Howard Becker, Art Worlds (Berkeley: U. o f California Press, 1982), p. 1.
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cooperative networks through which art happens.” 171 Becker's theories are an outgrowth
of institutional analyses by sociologists such as Everett Hughes, for example, who
examined worlds o f work (including such diverse work environments as real estate,
nursing, and academia), focusing on the ways that these different organizations operate.172
Drawing from these institutional studies within sociology (that concentrate on networks
rather than individuals), Becker looks at the “work side o f art” by examining art worlds as
"working environments,” and by performing an institutional analysis of different roles
within these environments (i.e. art world theory focuses on working artistic communities
rather than on particular artists or works o f art). This view challenges the long-standing
"mystery o f art” orientation, which holds that the creation o f art is categorically different
from other types o f work.173 Although I consider it important to acknowledge mysteries
whenever possible, this dissertation is informed by institutional analysis/art world theory
in the sense that I view all types o f work as potentially “aesthetic” and all aesthetic
enterprises as forms o f “work.” By invoking the “art world” paradigm, I am able to
situate documentary production within a context or “world,” conceive of this world as a
working community o f “cooperative networks,” and thereby enable an analysis o f how
institutions such as the NEH or PBS influence the way that documentary production
"happens.” Still, institutional analysis often assumes an overarching rational framework

xlxIbid.
I72See Everett Hughes’ works such as Institutions and the Person (Chicago:
Aldine Pub. Co., 1968), Men and their Work (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1958), and On
Work, Race and the Sociological Imagination (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1994).
173For a discussion o f these various approaches, see Vera L. Zolberg, Constructing
a Sociology o f the Arts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), especially
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or social science orientation that is challenged in this dissertation by a more dialogical
approach.
There are certain commonalities however. Art world theory, like dialogism,
emphasizes the interrelated nature o f elements within cultural environments. When
applied to the documentary production world, an another interesting juxtaposition occurs
(alongside the art/work juxtaposition), since documentarians are generally charged with
producing truth as well as art. As a result, they occupy a middle ground that has been
analyzed by Larry Gross, John Stuart Katz, and Jay Ruby in Image Ethics:
There is a complex "contract” at the heart of the documentary tradition associated
with photography and film —the promises made, or implied, to both the subjects and
the audiences that the image maker will be held to standards of truthfulness, while
yet aspiring to art, that is, to a personal vision and statement. This dual contract
creates a tension between apparently incompatible demands placed on the imagemaker. On the one hand there is the role of discovery and observation, and on the
other, of invention and composition... Critics and theoreticians still argue about
whether the documentary is art or reportage. If documentarians choose to regard
themselves as artists and are so received by the public, conventional wisdom argues
that their primary moral obligation is to be true to their personal vision - that is, to
make an artistically competent and sincere statement. Artists, at least in modem
Western culture, generally have had no other ethical constraints...However, at least
in academic circles, Marxist analyses of the arts have raised the possibility that all art,
even photographic art, has political and ideological content...174
Since truth is a cornerstone o f most systems o f morality, the truth/art melange found in
documentaries generates a “complex contract” and interesting juxtapositions. As
discussed in previous chapters, truth is not usually considered to be the product o f

Chapter One.
l74Larry Gross, John Katz and Jay Ruby, ed., Image Ethics: The Moral Rights o f
Subjects in Photographs, Films, and Television (New York: Oxford University Press,
1988), pp. 20-21.
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anything —it is thought to simply exist “out there” in all of its “purity.” 175 In the words of
artist Georges Braque: “Truth exists. Only lies are invented.” One can fin d truth, but the
notion of producing it conveys a sense o f manipulation, alteration, fragmentation,
selection, omission, paradox, contradiction, etc. When the art world model is applied to
documentary production, then, this model transfers qualities associated with
"manufacturing” onto conceptions of truth, creating a “truth world” - a world in which
truth is collaboratively constructed by the various participants involved. Although this
transference has definite benefits in the sense that it underscores the relative, contingent,
and political aspects of “truth” within historical representation, it also challenges some of
contemporary society’s most basic foundations and institutions, such as the legal system.
A statement like “telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,”176 does not
allow for many contingencies.
Regardless o f the implications for our legal system, this art world model is a
critical aspect o f the current project’s methodology. When applying the “art world”
model to the history-making world, the manufactured aspects o f historical work are
emphasized. By referring to the “complexity o f cooperative networks”177 (or “cultural
ecologies,” as I refer to them in the current project) that produce historical work, this
theoretical application allows us to examine how history is manufactured by these
cooperative networks, which are connected through “dialogue.” The emphasis on

17:>The cliched phrase “the simple truth” conveys a sense of these underlying
cultural ideologies regarding the notion o f truth.
I76A statement we all are quite familiar with after the impeachment hearings
resulting from the Lewinsky sandal.
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"dialogue” underscores the connections between community members, accentuating the
continual interrelationships that influence and shape our cultural practices and beliefs.
The term "cultural ecologies” mentioned above is similar to "cooperative
networks” or "art worlds”; I have chosen to use the ecology metaphor in my analysis of
the historical documentary production world because the ecological perspective stresses
that we are implicated in the stories/histories that we tell, and that no one is fully in
charge. Cultural ecologism espouses the notion that observers are always involved in the
ecologies they observe, thereby inevitably becoming participants as they observe. A
related concept is the “ecological narrative,” developed by KJaus Krippendorff in his
article entitled "Ecological Narratives: Reclaiming the Voice o f Theorized Others.” 178
Ecological narratives highlight the ecological (i.e. contingent, self-implicating) nature of
the stories that we tell ourselves in order to make sense o f the world. Krippendorff refers
to "ecological narratives” as "a way o f writing a story of social phenomena that embraces
the stories o f its human constituents and can be reembodied in their lives.” 179 This
technique is employed to deal with the difficulties involved in writing about dialogue
without becoming monological, or as Krippendorff puts it: "I too stand to be accused of
theorizing about theorizing. But after considerable deliberations, I am proposing a form
o f writing that might circumvent this practice. I am calling it an ecological

l77Becker, 1982, p. 1 (quoted above).
l78Klaus Krippendorff, “Ecological Narratives: Reclaiming the Voice of
Theorized Others,” Chapter One in Cipruit, Jose V. (ed.). The Art o f the Feud:
Reconceptualizing International Relations. Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 2000.
nfb id ., p. 17.
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narrative..."180 The term draws on the qualities of both “ecologies" and “narratives."
which combine to characterize the ways that narratives are used in communities to bring
people together - not as governed by a master narrative, but in an ecological interplay o f
multiple narratives generated by many narrators, each with its own narrative truth or
purpose. “Ecological narratives” can therefore be used to implicate theorists in their
research, to respect the voices of theorized others, and to allow for an ongoing,
interactive, dialogical process. 1 incorporate the “ecological narrative” approach in this
dissertation by highlighting the voices o f the participants themselves, by focusing on how
these participants respond to each other dialogically, by implicating myself in this
ecology through reflexive analysis, and by providing a space where participants are able
to respond to my work (see the Epilogue). Through the “ecological narrative” approach, I
essentially acknowledge being part o f the production community I am analyzing.181
Notions of “ecology” have influenced this project in a number o f ways - through
"ecological narratives” (as we've discussed) as well as through the use o f the term
"ecoculture” or “ecoculturalism,” which is used by Jennifer Daryl Slack and Laurie Anne
Whitt in their article entitled “Ethics and Cultural Studies.”182 In this article, Slack and
Whitt refer to “ecoculturalism” as “an appreciation o f the significance and o f the sense in
which human beings, and the social and political formations in which we are immersed,

18’The use o f “ecology” has some overlaps with “reflexivity” but one defining
feature o f an ecology is that no participant (species, for example) is in charge o f the
whole; each participates in other participants' lives.
182Jennifer Daryl Slack and Laurie Anne Whitt, “Ethics and Cultural Studies,” in
Cultural Studies (New York: Routledge, 1992).
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are implicated - in the etymological sense o f being enfolded, involved, or engaged - in
the environment.”

I Ol

As Slack and Whitt argue, this approach to cultural studies is

borrowed from ecological science:
Ecological science offers a theoretical model that embraces a holism184
while recognizing and respecting the integrity, uniqueness, and value o f
the constituent individuals whose relations o f interdependence
overdetermine the whole. It is crucial to appreciate this point. The
interconnected nature o f individuals within such a whole implies that the
fate and well-being o f each is not only bound up with, but has implications
for, that of each o f the others; the ‘'other” is, in this sense then, never
completely “other.” 185
Although Slack and Whitt emphasize similarities between culture and the natural
environment, I use the term specifically with respect to the connections between members
of a particular subculture (i.e. the historical documentary production community). I argue
that the same general principles apply - that this community must be understood in terms
o f the relations between its members (as dialogism and art world theory suggest as well).
Slack and Whitt state that the model of an ecosystem is “based on the priority o f
integrated, differentiated wholes over their component parts, o f relations over discrete,
individual objects that are related.” 186 They go on to suggest that “theorizing in cultural
studies might find constructs such as these fruitful and generative.”187 In this dissertation

lS3Ibid., pp. 587-588.
184This wholistic view is not shared by all: Krippendorff s use of the term
"ecology” challenges the concept of a “whole” that results from a participant extracting
him or herself from the ecology in order to get a sense o f the “whole,” thereby adopting a
"superior” position. He advocates a juxtaposition of the wholisms of all participants
rather than a monological wholism.
195Ibid., p. 586.
lS6/bid., p. 585.
1Z1Ibid.
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I make good on their suggestions by applying these constructs to my own study of this
production community. The ecology metaphor and its application in this context are
examined in greater detail in Chapter Six.

Interconnection and Feminism
My methodological approach also incorporates much from feminist theory,188
specifically work developed by such theorists as Helene Cixous, Julia Kristeva, and Luce
Ingaray.

I OA

Engaged with deconstructionists who actively challenge traditional binaries,

they seek to promote widening and participatory contextualizations. In some ways,
French feminists are similar to cultural feminists190 who “celebrate femaleness” 191 by
arguing that typically “female-sided” traits such as emotion, connectedness, and
nurturance must be valued alongside traits traditionally associated with the "male half' o f

188For a general discussion of various types o f feminism, see Rosemarie Tong,
Feminist Thought (San Francisco: The Westview Press, 1989); Alison M. Jaggar and
Paula S. Rothenberg, Feminist Frameworks: Alternative Theoretical Accounts o f the
Relations between Women and Men (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1993); Alice Echols,
Daring to be Bad: Radical Feminism in America, 1967-75 (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1989).
189Consider also feminist philosophy o f science by such writers as Sandra
Harding, Evelyn Fox Keller, and Lorraine Code.
190Including, for example, Mary Field Belenky [et al.], Women's Ways o f
Knowing: The Development o f Self Voice, and M ind (New York: Basic Books, 1986);
Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's Development
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982); see also works by Jane Alpert,
Adrienne Rich and Mary Daly.
191Cultural feminism is characterized in this way by Alice Echols in Daring to be
Bad: Radical Feminism in America 1967-1975 (Minneapolis: University o f Minnesota
Press, 1989), p. 6. In this book, Echols provides a detailed examination o f cultural
feminism.
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the binary split such as reason, independence, and activity.192 An important distinction,
however, is that cultural feminists invert the binary whereas French feminists collapse the
binary altogether.193 In this dissertation, I join in this latter project by challenging notions
of a singular history while supporting multiple interpretations. By privileging knowers
(through dialogue) in multilayered claims-making activities, multiplicity, connectedness
and involvement are emphasized. My method o f inquiry is therefore inextricably linked
to my conception o f documentary film production as an ecology o f many interested
participants. Listening to dialogue among these participants, I challenge abstract notions
of an all-knowing, abstract, disembodied "observer’ of "others” and unidimensional
"events" (i.e. the "God’s-eye view”). Through dialogue I prioritize connection to people
and their various claims, allowing for multilayered expressions from a sometimes
harmonious, sometimes cacophonous medley of voices.
Dr. Edward M. Hallowell, a medical doctor who has written extensively about the
importance o f "connectedness,” has described its significance in the following way:
Connectedness refers to a feeling of being a part of something larger than
yourself. It prevents worry. I think of connectedness in terms of six different
domains. First, there is a familial connectedness, the kind we are bom into.
Second, there is historical connectedness, the connection between the individual
and the past. Third, there is social connectedness, or the connections to friends,
neighbors and colleagues. Fourth, there is connectedness to information and
ideas, the feeling of being at home with the very wide and complex world of what
is known and thought. Fifth, there is connectedness to institutions and
I92These discussions o f "maleness” and "femaleness” refer to gender rather than
biological sex type. In other words, both men and women possess elements o f maleness
and femaleness in their personalities (similar to yin/yang principles).
193An example o f an inversion would be exchanging terms so that positive terms
would be associated with femaleness. Collapsing the binary would involve a refusal to
think in binary terms at all since binaries reinforces the logical order (itself associated
with maleness).
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organizations, the feeling of belonging to where one works, plays, or learns.
Finally, sixth, there is connectedness to what is beyond knowledge, call it
religious or transcendent connectedness, a sense of being a part of nature...The
more you develop and increase your feelings of connectedness in all these six
domains, the less you will suffer from toxic kinds of wony, and the happier and
healthier you will be.194
The "connectedness” described above has been consistently emphasized by a number o f
feminists. In 1982, Carol Gilligan made a significant contribution to this way o f thinking
with In A Different Voice, which describes a specifically feminine morality that privileges
relational epistemologies over individualism. Influences o f this approach can be found in
my examination of stakeholder relations. Through interviews and scriptwriting, I
examine how connections are negotiated, seen, and maintained in dialogue. Also, as
stated above by Hallowell, one source o f "connectedness” is historical understanding; the
social importance of historical education may thus be understood in terms o f this
connection-making function.

Experientialism and Metaphor Analysis
In Metaphors We Live By, Lakoff and Johnson argue that ‘The essence of
metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another.”195 In
this project, I understand the historical documentary production community in terms o f
the ecology metaphor. Ecology is normally used in a biological context (although it is
increasingly used with respect to social phenomena), and so in Chapter Six I perform a
metaphorical analysis by first examining the source of the metaphor: the biological

I94Edward, M. Hallowell, M.D., Worry: Controlling it and Using it Wisely (New
York: Random House, 1998).
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ecology. I then apply aspects o f this metaphor to the historical documentary production
community (finding parallels through an analysis o f the script). Because the “ecology”
metaphor illuminates the social aspects of historical representation, it provides further
support for the experientialist approach to truth developed by Lakoff and Johnson (first
mentioned in Chapter One). These authors challenge the “myths of absolute objectivism
and absolute subjectivism” by highlighting human interaction with environments: “What
the myths of objectivism and subjectivism both miss is the way we understand the world
through our interactions with it.” 196 Lakoff and Johnson argue that “objectivists”
minimize the extent to which cultural conditions shape our understandings, and
"subjectivists” minimize the degree to which these cultural conditions are grounded in
our environments and through our experiences (hence the term experientialism). They
contend that metaphor —through its incorporation o f both imagination and rationality - is
one way that we combine both objectivist and subjectivist ways of thinking (metaphor
thus encapsulates the experientialist orientation). Because dialogism emphasizes the
interaction between stakeholders within art worlds or cultural ecologies, experientialism
is an important theoretical cornerstone of this project’s methodology.

The five theoretical approaches mentioned above (dialogical theory, art world
theory, ecologism, feminism, and metaphor analysis/experientialism) thus inform the
foundations of the current project’s methodology. Close examination reveals that there is

195Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 5.
]96Ibid., p. 194.
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much overlap here. Dialogical theory emphasizes the negotiated connections between
various participants within a network, while the art world model is premised upon the fact
that a collaborative network is productive o f artifacts. The ecology metaphor also points
to the significance o f cooperative or competitive interaction among species o f actors
within a larger system which individual participants do not fully comprehend. Likewise,
feminists highlight the importance of relations (over individualistic ideologies) in a way
that informs dialogical theory, the art world model, and ecological metaphors. These
approaches are thus interrelated. In the next section, I put theory into practice, focusing
on the practical details ("nuts and bolts'”) o f the current project’s methodology.

M ETH ODOLOGY

As mentioned in Chapter One, the practical implementation o f the current
methodological framework is characterized by four different stages: interviewing,
organizing interview testimony (scriptwriting), analysis, and reentry. These stages are
outlined in greater detail below. Although some o f this material has been briefly
introduced previously, I provide a more comprehensive discussion here to create a bridge
between the theoretical groundwork discussed above and the pragmatic realities of
methodological practice. In this section I also delve more deeply into the specifics of my
actual experience.
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Interviewing
As mentioned in Chapter One, I conducted a total o f forty-seven relatively
unstructured interviews with stakeholders in the documentary production community.
These interviews were divided with approximate equality between the various groups
established earlier (documentarians, historians, funders, legislators - and a few
spectators). Although I planned to cover certain pre-established topics in each interview
(see sample questions included in Appendix A), I tried to allow each conversation to
evolve organically. The breakdown of the above total includes 16 documentarians, 10
historians, 10 funders, 10 legislators, and 5 spectators. Four participants were counted
twice because they fit into more than one category o f stakeholders; it is not unusual for
stakeholders to be involved in more than one aspect o f the production community. The
documentary production world is a fluid and somewhat ‘‘incestuous" environment
(particularly along lines defined by documentarians, historians, and funders) in which
historians may start producing films, documentarians may become funders, and historians
might work for funding organizations. It is interesting to note that both “spectators" and
"legislators" are different in this regard, yet in opposite ways. Virtually anyone could be
considered a spectator, including all members o f the above categories, yet legislators are
somewhat isolated and removed from the rest o f the stakeholders. In this sense, the
"ecology” o f the historical documentary production world is composed of perhaps two
concentric spheres o f activity including an inner territory with three overlapping circles
and one separate circle (see Illustration 3). In the outer circle would be the “spectators,"
and in each inner overlapping circle would be, respectively, documentarians, historians,
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and funders. In the separate inner circle would be the legislators. The overlap between
circles (or lack o f it) suggests that all participants are considered spectators, yet
documentarians, historians and funders occupy a space in which they are closely related
and often interchangeable, while legislators affect the other spheres yet maintain a

SPECTATORS
LEGISLATORS

FUNDERS

•OCUMENTA RIANS

SPECTATORS
HISTORIANS

Illustration 3 — Stakeholder Positioning: A Visual Representation
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certain discrete identity. What becomes clear in this diagrammatic conceptualization is
that the category “spectator” is somewhat problematic because it is often used by other
participants (documentarians and flinders particularly) to describe a set o f people that is
theoretically distinct yet practically indistinguishable (all stakeholders are spectators,
though some have specialized perspectives).197 Though the creation of a "spectator”
category assists the research process for both scholars (such as myself) and producers
because it establishes an entity that can be analyzed, it also reinforces a false dichotomy
between “us” and “them.” Also and importantly, all o f the other stakeholder groups
(documentarians, historians, funders and legislators) are defined by their professional
affiliation whereas spectators are not, an element that further differentiates spectators
from other stakeholders.
Because of the factors described above - as well as the fact that it is incredibly
difficult to locate a “representative sample” of this extremely varied and amorphous
category - I ultimately chose to interview fewer designated “spectators” than I had
originally intended.198 I did want to interview some spectators so that I could get a sense
o f their perspectives. However, I felt that any conclusions drawn from this limited
exposure would be tenuous; in order to justify any sort o f analysis I would need to
interview a much higher concentration. This proved to be outside o f the scope o f this
project, though it suggests some possibilities for future work.
Another facet o f the interviewing process that emerged is that some groups of

I97See
Domfeld, 1998, p. 61-62.
1
A sense of spectators’ roles does enter into the perceptions of other principle
QO
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participants were more accessible than others. For the most part, documentarians and
historians were quite amenable to being interviewed. In fact, documentarians were so
excited about being interviewed for a change that there are somewhat overrepresented
here; they were also anxious to give me additional names of people to call, etc.

199

By

contrast, the legislative community was not as enthusiastic. I chose to interview not
visible politicians but rather their legislative aides who might not make overall policy
decisions but do work out the details relevant to my analysis. Still, these legislative aides
were generally resistant, and often either declined interviews, refused to allow the
interview to be recorded, or refused to allow their actual names to be used.200 Likewise,
funders were often reluctant, but perhaps due to the fairly permeable boundaries between
documentarians, historians, and funders (described above), some funders were open to
interviews, maybe because they also identified with one o f the other groups o f
stakeholders.
Historians were also quite agreeable and interested, although many o f them felt
somewhat ill-equipped to discuss the material at hand if they had not worked on historical
documentaries or served on a board o f advisors. I tried to stress that I was interested in
their attitudes about these issues, not necessarily their personal experiences. Ultimately,
however, I began to contact mainly those historians who had been directly involved in the

stakeholders, however, so I try to highlight those perceptions whenever possible.
I99I also knew a number o f documentarians from my time working in the industry,
so I’m sure that my personal affiliations played a role here as well.
200This situation was exacerbated by the Lewinsky scandal consuming much of
Washington during the period that I was conducting these interviews. Legislators were
not as concerned with humanities funding as they otherwise might have been.
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production o f historical documentaries (generally by serving on a board of advisors). I
found that that these historians were most willing to help elucidate the link between
historians and the larger historical documentary production network.
Although I made every effort to include representatives from a variety of political
perspectives (from each group o f stakeholders), it still remains true that the majority of
documentarians, historians, and funders have much at stake in defending governmental
support o f the arts and the humanities. As a result, my intention to present all
perspectives in the arts/humanities funding debate met with resistance because the
majority o f the people involved in the documentary production world are likely to be
supportive o f governmental funding for documentaries. In general, the only groups of
participants far enough removed from this incentive to provide significantly opposing
perspective are legislators and spectators.201 This created some difficulties because
interv iewing these two groups - legislators and spectators - was problematic for other
reasons discussed above. Interestingly (but not surprisingly perhaps), it was particularly
those legislators who might have offered an opposing perspective that were most resistant
to being interviewed.
Overall, most interviewees enjoyed the interviews and were quite helpful and
accommodating. Many of them volunteered information about other potential
interviewees, references or resources that later became quite valuable. After conducting

20'Though there are exceptions - consider, for example the many traditional
historians who oppose the funding o f less traditional historical documentaries. There are
also a small number o f filmmakers who would prefer that the government had no hand in
filmmaking, though the majority o f filmmakers are happy to receive money from most
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and then transcribing these interviews, I was then faced with a mountain of transcripts to
organize and analyze.

Organizing Interview Material — Scriptwriting
When faced with the task o f making sense o f hundreds of pages o f transcripts, I
chose to arrange interviewee responses in script format (i.e. my “heuristic script" o f a
constructed conversation between stakeholders).202 The decision to do this was based on
a number o f considerations referred to in Chapter One. My primary concern was that I
wanted to arrange interviewee responses in a way that would convey the interconnected
aspect o f this production community. In terms o f Krippendorff s ecological narrative:
“To show what something means is to embed it, where possible, within the networks o f
its responsive articulations."203 One way to do this is to arrange interviewee responses in
the form o f a script, creating a simulated version o f a “roundtable discussion” that might
conceivably take place between these groups o f people at a conference or professional
meeting, etc. In so doing, the script replicates the conversational aspects that are no
doubt present in any interview, whether or not all o f the implied listeners are present
(although once again I must underscore the fact that at no point along the way was I
oriented towards suggesting that these conversations really had taken place). Also, since

anyone offering it.
202Ultimately, a fifty-page script was constructed from over a thousand pages o f
transcripts. This ratio o f selection is similar to the ratio often used in documentary
production itself (i.e. the ratio o f interviews completed to interview material included in
the final cut).
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the script is the representational format used most frequently in and therefore most
familiar to this community - and since I intended to have stakeholders comment on the
script - this format was definitely the most appropriate one for my analysis. (It was
perhaps my experience working in the industry that led me to consider this mode of
organization in the first place.) In this script, the concepts elucidated in dialogical theory
and art world theory (described above) are concretized and exemplified. Interestingly,
this approach was not difficult to operationalize. When compiling the script, it soon
became apparent that comments from various interviews naturally flowed into comments
from others, as if a conversation really had taken place between various participants.
Often, interviewees covered similar topics or scenarios, and responded not just to me but
to imagined or virtual stakeholders. At points, interviewees asked rhetorical questions
that other interviewees had coincidentally addressed, or controversial points were made
by interviewees that were then vehemently contradicted by others, almost as if a heated
debate really had occurred.
Before deciding to use a script to organize my interview material, I considered
alternative methods such as collecting sentences and phrases and arranging them in
themes, but this approach would not have captured the relationships within this
community of people and the responsiveness o f their narratives. Likewise, counting
words and phrases and placing them into categories would only describe the material
according to separate categories, and once again would not have illuminated connections.
Furthermore, counting words and phrases is not what filmmakers and historians do, and

203Krippendorff, “Ecological Narratives,” p. 14.
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would not have led to an understanding o f the kind of conversations that stakeholders
engage in during the course of documentary production (or the kind o f narratives that
stakeholders - filmmakers and historians in particular - are accustomed to producing).
Another important consideration in my decision to assemble this script was that it
engendered a process and an artifact ripe for reflexive analysis (performed in Chapter
Four). In many cases, I asked participants (such as documentarians) about their own
constructions o f “scripts” or “stories” from historical material, and so the fact that I was
then arranging their responses in script format allowed me to reflect upon my own
practice o f “narrativizing” information. Because I am certainly not exempt from this way
o f making sense o f the world, by constructing this script I was able to acknowledge and
analyze my own participation in the construction of a narrative about this production
world. Since most historical documentary producers go through a scriptwriting stage in
the course o f producing their documentaries, I was gaining insight into this process by
working on my own script.
In order to accomplish the above-stated goals, I followed a few basic procedures.
First, I transcribed all o f the materials from my taped interviews, and then organized these
transcripts into large loose-leaf binders according to stakeholder group (i.e.
documentarian, historian, etc.). I was able to record most o f the interviews (the majority
o f interviewees agreed to this without a problem), but there were a couple o f exceptions;
in those cases I merely included written notes from the unrecorded interviews in the
transcript binders. After assembling all o f the transcripts into binders, I then read through
them systematically and highlighted important material potentially relevant to the
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forthcoming script.
After gaining familiarity with the interview transcripts, I was then able to think
about script structure.204 Based on the interview material, I came up with a preliminary
outline detailing a basic three-act format (see script synopsis in Appendix B), and then
developed a rough narrative trajectory. Once I had sketched out a skeletal blueprint, I
returned to the transcripts and located specific material that fleshed out the trajectory I
had outlined. I was fully prepared to change the structure o f my script to conform to the
actual comments of the interviews. In fact, I intended to do so, but I needed some
preliminary structure in mind so that I knew what to look for when I returned to the
massive collection of voices transcribed and compiled in the binders.
At that point I went through the transcripts and color-coded excerpts according to
suitability for various acts or scenes within the script. Once I had entirely reviewed the
transcripts a second time (having read through them earlier for an initial familiarization),
I

then returned to my script outline and made necessary alterations to accommodate the

transcripts. There was thus a constant dialectic between the stakeholders’ comments and
my own script structure. Ultimately, I was able to pull material from the interview
transcripts and begin assembling excerpts in script format, creating a simulated
roundtable conversation between various participants in the historical documentary

204Likewise, in documentary projects, documentarians shoot interviews, and then
editors familiarize themselves with the footage before constructing a script. However,
documentarians often begin with a script so they have a sense o f an anticipated structure.
This is a controversial practice because some have argued that if documentaries depict
realities or actualities then how can they be “structured” by preliminary scripts? This
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production world.

Analysis
In different parts o f this analysis I assume different roles: the "participant
perspective" (in Chapter Four) and the “observer perspective" (in Chapter 5).

This

distinction is discussed in KrippendorfFs “Second-Order Cybernetics, a Conversation
Reflecting Upon Itself’ (forthcoming), in which he refers to three vantage points: God’seye, observer and participant. From the God’s-eye-view (found especially in math, logic,
and scientific writing), the role of observers is minimized or even denied. In the observer
position, participants’ views are subsumed by the interests and conceptualizations o f
observers. The participant perspective is interactive and mutually respectful:
Asking gods to account for how they observe amounts to asking them to
abandon their privileged position and to recognize that theirs is just one
observer position among others. Inviting observers into a conversation
amounts to inviting them to abandon their belief in being able to create
coherent descriptions o f what they see and take part in a joint inquiry into
other participants’ worlds, not merely their own. The position of
participants is common to all of us and more natural than that o f observers.
In this position, I do not merely listen, I also respond to what I hear other
participants as saying.205
In Chapter Four, I focus on this “participant perspective” by providing a space for
stakeholders to express themselves in their own words or voices (attempting to intrude as
minimally as possible). I include myself as a participant who “take[s] part in a joint
inquiry into other participants’ worlds.” In my “reflexive analysis” (also in Chapter

issue was raised during my interviews.
205FClaus Krippendorff, “Second-Order Cybernetics, a Conversation Reflecting
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Four), I examine my own scriptwriting process and acknowledge my own implication in
the phenomena under investigation. Later in the Epilogue, I further explore my own
participation by providing an opportunity for stakeholders to respond to my perspectives,
which are then modified “as I respond to what I hear other participants as saying/’ and so
on (discussed further in the section on ‘"Reentry” below).
In Chapter Five, I play the role o f an observer. Chapter Five is divided into two
parts. Part One focuses on my analysis o f stakeholder relationships. I examine
interviewees’ comments placed in the script for evidence of connections between the
stakeholders, and then analyze relationships by looking at how members negotiate various
competing considerations. In Part Two, I focus on the production world as a whole (i.e.
my own perspective on the “whole,” which may or may not coincide with the "wholes”
viewed by other stakeholders), and draw from the material emerging in Part One to
characterize operating principles within this production world. Finally, in Chapter Six, I
apply the ecological metaphor and discuss the larger theoretical implications o f this
analytical treatment.

Upon Itself’ (work-in-progress), p. 4.
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have presented (1) the theoretical underpinnings o f this project's
methodology and (2) the details of the actual methodological practice. The key points
regarding the correlation between theory and method are as follows:

■ Dialogism suggests that interpretations emerge within networks o f interaction among
participants. Utterances occur within conversations (either with others, anticipated
others, or with oneself), and therefore must be understood within the context of other
utterances preceding or responding to them.
Corresponding Method: The decision to interview people from a wide variety of
stakeholder groups can be justified in terms o f the dialogical character o f this community,
which must be understood in terms of the larger "conversations7' between all of its
participants. In other words, no utterance can be understood in isolation. These
stakeholders understand their roles in relationship to one another, and the connections
between them allow us to presume a dialogue. (My role as interviewer then adds another
layer of dialogue.) The choice to arrange interview testimony in the form o f a script
reflects and underscores the dialogical character o f the documentary production
community. Also, the script format is widely used in this community and hence it is quite
familiar to them; it is therefore a suitable and appropriate way to organize interview
material.
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■ Art world theory stresses that no single person or group o f people is solely responsible
for production or creativity, and that we must expand our understanding of the
production process to include whole networks or “worlds" o f people who are directly
or indirectly involved in the process.
Corresponding Method: Expanding the notion o f the production community to include
documentarians, historians, funders, legislators, and spectators (i.e. to expand it beyond a
limited understanding of only “documentarians") highlights the “art world” quality o f this
particular community, in which all stakeholders are interactively involved.

■ Cultural ecologism is related to dialogism and art world theory, and emphasizes the
interconnected nature of all communities, sustained through dialogue. In the
ecological narrative approach, all participants can speak, listen and respond.
Corresponding Method: The reflexive analysis of my construction of this script (in
Chapter Four) implicates my own presence in the process under investigation. The
Epilogue also provides a space for stakeholders to "talk back” and respond to my
constructions.

■ Feminist theories (particularly within French feminism and cultural feminism) inform
the relational orientation o f my analysis. These feminist approaches (emphasizing
context, pluralism and cooperation) also permeate other relevant theories here,
including dialogism, art world theory and cultural ecologism.
Corresponding Method: By basing my methodology on interviewing, by placing
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individual stakeholders within a community context (within my script and throughout this
dissertation), and by focusing on stakeholder relations (particularly in Chapter Five), I
highlight relational epistemologies and connectedness, approaches valued by the
feminisms described above.

■ Metaphor Analysis allows us to conceive of one construct in terms o f another, thereby
shedding light on new paths o f understanding. Metaphor incorporates imagination
and rationality, an essentially experientialist practice in that it provides a synthesis
that overcomes the myth o f an absolute objectivism/subjectivism (or
rationality/imagination) polarity.
Corresponding Method: I use the ecology metaphor to illuminate aspects o f the
historical documentary production community previously overlooked. To do so, I
examine the source of the metaphor - biological ecologies —and then apply relevant
concepts to the documentary production world. In this way, I embrace experientialist
approaches working to incorporate imagination and reason.

The above points highlight the major aspects of the current project's
methodology. This methodological review - in combination with the discussion o f
various approaches to historical representation presented in Chapter Two - forms the
necessary foundation for the forthcoming analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PARTICIPANT POSITION:
STAKEHOLDER EXPERIENCES IN THEIR OWN WORDS

In Chapter Five, I develop my analysis o f the documentary production community
(i.e. my "observer position”), but because participants’ conceptions are constitutive of this
community, it is first necessary to present the participants' voices (i.e. from their "participant
position”) in a manner that is as unabridged as possible. The participants themselves are not
necessarily concerned with "ecological” or “art world” theories; they are often too busy
leading their lives to consider such abstractions, or the abstract concepts they might choose
to employ would perhaps be quite different. My own observer position is not necessarily
shared by all o f the participants (though they will have a chance to respond to it in the
Epilogue). Still, there are overlaps and points o f commonality, especially since my analysis
emerged from my own stakeholder experiences (as both participant and observer) in this
community and my conversations with its members.
In this chapter, I counter the tendency to impose my own conceptions on those of
participants. In some ways, the heuristic script serves this purpose, but because the script is
fairly lengthy and elaborate, this chapter serves as a "middle way” between the script and my
own analysis.

The script is an effort to preserve the connections between various

interviewees; here I examine how the participants see their own worlds.

Also, the

constructed script tells the story that I want to tell, which is not always the same story that
participants would tell. O f course, the fact that I am structuring the presentation of their
voices entails that I am imposing an observer position here as well, at least to a certain
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degree. These limitations will always exist, but perhaps they can be minimized.
Each o f the stakeholder groups (documentarians, historians, funders, legislators and
spectators) are like “species” in ecologies or “character types” in a drama; in this section I
start with preliminary discussions o f each group, and I then examine how they perceive
themselves. I do not define the “spectator” group here because I did not interview enough
of them (for reasons stated previously) to make this possible, but I do report on how other
stakeholders conceptualize spectators. Since I am a stakeholder as well, I also discuss my
own experiences in the “reflexive analysis” at the end o f the chapter.

THE STAKEHOLDERS
Although I discuss stakeholder groups within documentary production per se, all
stakeholders also operate within institutional, organizational structures, and they often act
in view o f their own professional reference groups (such as academia, philanthropy,
government, filmmaking, etc.)206 This study thus becomes an examination of a “network o f
professionals” acting out institutionalized routines of role-playing. It is therefore important
to relate individuals to the fabric o f the professional communities in which they work. As
Magali Sarfatti Larson has argued “these communities are concretely identified by typical
organizations and institutional patterns: professional associations, professional schools, and

206Reference groups are somewhat larger than “stakeholder groups.” For example,
a historian’s reference group might be academia, but the stakeholder group would
include other historians. But at times I use the terms interchangeably since distinctions
are not always clear.
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self-administered code of ethics."207 In this section, I account for professional self-image
directly by examining the ‘"institutional patterns” typical o f each stakeholder groups as
determined by the participants themselves. Still, each o f these groups is tremendously
varied, and could be broken down into a number o f sub-groups. There is a certain danger
inherent in categorizing vast numbers o f people under one heading, but it is beyond the scope
of this project to deal at length with the nuances that differentiate various types o f
stakeholders within each professional group. Whenever possible, I try to acknowledge these
distinctions. With these points in mind, I define the various stakeholder groups included as
follows:208
Documentarians'. Those responsible for the actual creation o f documentaries. They oversee
the production process including preliminary research, scripting, shooting, editing,
distribution, etc. I had originally intended to interview only “historical documentarians” in
the strict sense of that term but as my reading and research progressed, I came across material
in which other types o f documentarians (personal essay, social issue, etc.) addressed relevant
issues in interviews and articles. At first I decided to interview these other documentarians
just in terms o f the relevant points they had made, but I gradually realized that many o f their
comments and ideas were quite relevant since most documentarians try to represent the
"past” in some form or another in their work. Although broad, loose distinctions between
such terms as the “past” and “history” must be avoided, it is also true that there are many
hazy boundaries between such concepts as the “past,” “history,” “academic history,” and
"memory.” It was interesting to discover that most traditional historical documentarians are
more likely to identify with personal essay documentarians than with academic historians.

207Magali Sarfatti Larson. The Rise o f Professionalism: A Sociological Analysis
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), p. x. See also Eliot Freidson’s books,
Professional Powers. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1986) and Professionalism
Reborn: Theory, Prophecy, and Policy. (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1994).
Consider stakeholder comments examined below and in Chapter Five in this context (see,
for example, Dr. Gita Singh’s interview [especially dialogue #98] discussed in the section
below dealing
with “historians”).
7Qg
Remember that these groups are not mutually exclusive; some stakeholders are
active in more than one stakeholder group.
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H istorians : By “historians” I refer to academic historians trained in and usually employed
by the academy to do research and teach subjects dealing with the past. Although anyone
studying the past could potentially be considered an “historian” (including documentarians)
for the purposes o f this project I use the term “historian” specifically with respect to
academic historians. As discussed below, during the early stages of the interviewing process
I interviewed academic historians in general, but as time went on I focused on those who had
worked as advisors for documentary projects.
F unders’. Those who work for organizations (or speak in the name o f organizations) that
provide financial support for documentary producers. Despite the fact that this project was
motivated at least in part by a desire to understand funding dynamics with respect to
government funding organizations (the NEH in particular), I ultimately realized that all
individual funding organizations operate within a larger community o f funders (i.e.
philanthropic organizations). I therefore interviewed several types (i.e. government, private,
and corporate funders) in order to understand their differences, their similarities, and their
interactions.
Legislators’. Those who make governmental laws, including not only elected politicians but
also their aides. For reasons mentioned previously, I interviewed mainly legislative aides.
Legislators affect historical documentary production by setting policies for governmental
agencies, shaping governmental funding of the arts and humanities (and thereby national
culture), and by influencing private funding organizations. The attitudes o f these legislators
about arts/humanities funding is generally divided across party lines: liberals usually favor
funding while conservatives oppose it. Although there are many different types of legislators,
I tend to characterize them as either liberal or conservative.
Conceptions o f Spectators: Conceptions o f spectators tend to cluster around three major
categories, including spectators as audiences, students, and citizens (as either voter or
taxpayer). The notion o f spectators as consumers also appears (and there is some overlap
between this and audience orientations), but overall the consumer orientation is probably
more closely associated with distributors, programmers or market researchers (who were not
included in this model due to necessary limitations, though they could have been). The
conceptions o f spectators above are roughly associated with specific stakeholders as follows:

Producers: Spectator as Audience
Historians: Spectator as Student
Funder: Spectator as Citizen (voter deserving of information)
Legislator: Spectator as Citizen (voter/taxpayer)
There are many subtle differences that complicate this overall picture. For example, some
producers emphasize that spectators (as audiences) are producers’ main responsibility, others
see spectators/audiences as their primary motivation for pursuing a project. As another
example, both flinders and legislators consider spectators citizens. Still, funders tend to view
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citizens as members o f a democracy who vote and therefore need information, while
legislators view citizens as voters who have the power to end their careers, or as taxpayers
whose money they must decide how to spend.

STAKEH O LD ER SELF-PERC EPTIO N S
Certain interview questions helped shape the following section, including: What
is/are your role(s)? What would you like to accomplish in this capacity? When working
in this capacity, what matters to you most? What doesn’t seem to matter much? (For
sample questions, sec Appendix A.) I then apply these questions to myself in the
reflexivity section at the end o f the chapter.

Documentarians
Like all stakeholders, documentarians have their own views on what they do. They
often refer to task, mission, professional affiliation, artistry and humanitarianism when they
talk about their roles. The breakdown below209 provides a representative sample o f the range
o f perspectives emerging from interviews with documentarians (bold italics are used for
emphasis throughout; superscript numbers in parentheses refer to dialogue numbers in the
script [see Appendix i?]2!0):

209Along with these breakdowns of stakeholders’ perceptions o f their own roles, I
also constructed breakdowns o f stakeholders’ perceptions o f each other (crucial to the
relationships discussed in Chapter Five, since these relationships have much to do with
how stakeholders perceive each other). These breakdowns are included in Appendix C
along with the “stakeholder role” breakdowns that I sent to all stakeholders.
210Referring to the script gives readers the opportunity to view these quotes in the
larger context in which they have been embedded. Sometimes longer (with additional
material from the transcripts) or shorter quotes (excerpts) have been included in the body
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DOCUMENTARIAN ROLE/SELF-IMAGE (in terms of various dimensions)
TASK
Bennett Singer: [The role of producers] can vary from project to project depending on
what stage the producer arrives on the scene...it’s realty up to a producer to shape the
structure o f a given program, which can mean finding the stories, fin d in g the
characters within those stories, fin din g ou t i f the stories can be told in a television
form at, figu rin g out how many strands or stories you can pack into 54 minutes and 30
seconds, which are all big questions in the early stages. . .there is always this goal of
making a documentary as engaging and even as entertaining as possible. So there’s a
sense of drama that's definitely a major consideration.(7I)
MISSION
Ken Bums: These histories are.. .an attempt, I think, for me to exorcise a certain amount o f
personal demons, for me to express what has been my lifelong passion, which is the
intersection between American history (and I want to stress the word American) and the art
and craft that I practice everyday - filmmaking. A n d then in a broader mission a sense o f
ju st com m unicating to a public that would m ore often than not prefer not to have a
history, to show them how much they need one, and how much indeed a history operates
in them whether they know it or not. (92)
PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY
Michel Negreponte: I approached Jupiter's Wife from the perspective o f a filmmaker and not
a historian. I approached Jupiter’s Wife from the perspective of a film m aker and not a
jo u rn alist. .. I think o f myself first and foremost as a storyteller . . . (106)
ARTISTRY
Nilita Vachani: Once I have all this material. ..once I have all that, on the editing table I do
a lot o f construction. I really put this film together completely. I treat it as a palette like a
painter w o u ld ... I can create dramatic points, create climaxes, create emotional
counterpoints. I feel free in the editing table as long as I am not misrepresenting her... I treat
it very much like an artist would . (I0I)
HUM ANIT ARIANISM
Alex Lorton: I kind o f think o f m yself as a cultural worker. That is a term I’m trying to get
used to.. .There might be many forms that I am working in, but whatever form it is serves a
particular need, the social and aesthetic needs are what I’m interested in working w ith.(158>

of the dissertation. Since the script is serving my analysis (rather than vice versa) these
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Bennett Singer speaks mainly in terms o f tasks: producers “shape the structure,"
“find the characters,” “find out if the stories can be told in a television format,” and “figure
out how many strands or stories you can pack into 54 minutes and 30 seconds.” The majority
of television producers would probably agree with this, but documentarians aiming for
theatrical distribution have a different set o f constraints. Nilita Vachani, for example,
discusses how she treats her material “like a palette as a painter would,” or “very much like
an artist would.” (Although Vachini was quick to point out in her responses to the script discussed in the Epilogue - that her documentaries are quite personal in nature and that she
would not take such liberties if she were producing historical documentaries.) Generally
speaking, television documentaries are often associated with journalism, while theatrical
documentaries are considered “films” (with accompanying aesthetic associations).
Michel Negreponte also emphasizes artistry, but more in terms o f professional
affiliation. For example, he talks about the “perspective o f a filmmaker” as opposed to the
perspectives o f “historians” or “journalists.” Professional affiliation is closely related to
personal identity. In some ways, Vachani’s identification with artists reveals a sense of her
“professional affiliation,” but her languaging, including her emphasis on “creation” (“I can
create dramatic points, create climaxes, create emotional counterpoints...”) suggests that this
identification goes deeper and is closely connected with her personal identity as an artist
Negreponte reveals the same thing when he talks about being “first and foremost a
storyteller.” Inevitably, both professional affiliation and personal identity work together to
form important aspects o f the documentarian self-image.

variations are inevitable.
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Although this sense o f artistry is shared by all documentarians to some extent, the
degree o f emphasis varies.

For example, documentarian Alex Lorton also stresses

humanitarianism. His self-description as a “cultural worker’ speaks to both his professional
affiliation and to his personal identity. Fundamentally, he views his primary role as serving
the social and aesthetic needs of his audiences. Ken Bums also refers to these needs when
he talks about a personal and public mission.

When he communicates his need to

"exorcise...personal demons,” to “express...my lifelong passion,” and “a broader mission”
o f “just communicating to a public,” he expresses his overriding emotional motivations and
civic impulses. Although not all documentarians are driven to "exorcise personal demons,”
most o f them are motivated by a wish to “communicate to a public.” Lorton’s desire to
respond to various cultural needs could also be understood in terms of a mission; there is
inevitably much overlap between these various dimensions.

H istorians

In the quotes below, historians also describe what they do. They refer to their roles
in general, as well as to their roles as historical advisors for documentaries. They speak o f
accuracy, evidence, being used as mere legitimization, being marginalized, and providing
historical background information. Consider the following representative statements:
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HISTORIAN ROLE/SELF-IMAGE (in terms of various dimensions)
ACCURACY
Dr. Nan Woodruff(Professor o f History, Penn State University): Ourjob is to tell the past as best we
can, with as much accuracy. In some ways I think we can... Documentary filmmakers today, if they
want to go onto PBS, I think they are more restrained in how provocative they can be and how
political they can be, and I think historians still have more flexibility in that regard.<145)
EVIDENCE
Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Professor o f History at and Chair o f Chicano Studies Program, Arizona State
University): I would say the historian’s perspective is that our view is rooted in evidence. We have
a particular interpretation of evidence. Other historians might have a different take that on what we
do, but what we do is grounded in evidence.(99)
PROFESSIONALISM
Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): It’s this whole business of professionalization and the fact that
historians, as a professional group, are expected to follow a certain code ofprocedures about how
they write about what they're writing about, how they're expected to demonstrate certain kinds o f
statements. Those kinds of procedures are not the same for storytellers or people who write fiction...
It has to do with the importance you give to the imagination versus the archival base... Historians are,
in a sense, compelled to produce evidence for what they are saying as opposed to storywriters who are
not necessarily compelled to do that.(98>
(as historical advisor) TRUTH-TELLER/“MERE LEGITIMATION"
Dr. Steve Minlz (Professor ofHistory, University ofHouston): In Hollywood the role o f historian is
to tell them what kind o f dress people wore.. .And, I ’m a little afraid that that’s our role, that we
are - that our job is to provide backgroundfacts, and that that’s —I mean, I think that no one
believes in the historian as truth-teller more often than documentary filmmakers, and that the
opinions arefo r witnesses...They serve as legitimation for the project. Because ifyou couldn’tget
the right people, then I think the NEH is simply not interested, and the review panels will not be
interested... But I do think that historians have surprisingly litde input. [They provide] legitimation
and I think they correct some horrible gaffes.(57)
(as historical advisor) MARGINALIZATION
Dr. Alan Brinkley (Professor of History, Columbia University): In some o f the /documentariesj
historians might as well not be there.. .1 think historians rarefy play a truly decisive rote. There are
films, none that I’ve worked on, that in a way were the brainchild of an historian and really is a
collaboration, but that’s relatively rare. I think mostfilms are the work o f the filmmaker and I think
historians as advisors at best can make some difference around the margins and maybe make some
difference at the beginning in the process o f conceptualization. But probably not... unless there’s
a particularly close relationship between a particular historian and a filmmaker, probably not a decisive
difference.l55)
(as historical advisor) TASKS
Dr. Jackie Jones (Professor ofHistory, Brandeis University): My role is just kind o f to outline major
themes that I think are important and suggest how those themes are interconnected, why historians
might disagree about certain issues. Most o f these filmmakers like to talk to me fo r historical
context, just to get a sense of what was going on in the country and how their particular story fits into
larger themes in American history.(53)
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Dr. Woodruff puts it clearly and concisely: historians “tell the past as best we can.”
She also makes sure to include “with as much accuracy,” highlighting the fact that historians
are charged with “accurately” telling the past.

Dr. Vicki Ruiz elaborates on this

characterization by emphasizing the evidence-based nature o f most academic history.
"Accuracy” and “evidence” are fairly standard priorities for most academic historians, but
there are academic historians who question assumptions associated with these priorities (see
Chapter Two). Dr. Gita Singh explains these roles in terms o f the code o f procedures
associated with particular professions. Her view resonates with Larson’s conceptualizations
o f professionalism, and will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter Five.
As became clear in the previous section, documentarians try to combine a concern
for accuracy and evidence with a concern for drama, and as a result some historians express
a degree of distress regarding their roles as advisors. Dr. Mintz, for example, reveals some
of the tensions that tend to emerge under these circumstances; he states that historical
advisors are often marginalized, yet at the same time feels that “no one believes in the
historian as truth-teller more often than documentary filmmakers.” These tensions will also
be explored further in Chapter Five. For now, it is clear that Dr. Mintz is not the only
historian who feels this way. Dr. Brinkley concurs with Mintz when he states that “historians
rarely play a truly decisive role,” but Dr. Jackie Jones has a different take on her experiences
as an academic advisor. Jones discusses the tasks of the job, and when she states that “most
of these filmmakers like to talk to me for historical context,” she implies that her work is
valued, presenting a different picture than do Brinkley and Mintz.
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Funders

The flinders quoted below speak about their roles in various ways —in terms o f their
work environments, their tasks, and their motives (i.e. motives such as helping the image or
reputation of a corporation, performing a civic duty, enriching the lives o f the general public,
or providing public education):
FUNDER ROLE/SELF-IMAGE (in terms of various dimensions)
SOURCE OF FINANCING/FEEDBACK/GUIPANCE
Woodward Wickham (MacArthur Foundation): The funder is primarily the funder but in a lot o f
cases becomes a source o f feedback and guidance, and there certainly are instances in which a film
project is the product, primarily, o f the foundation’s wish that there be afilm on a given subject
(IM)
Janet Steniburg (Former Senior Program Advisor, Rockefeller Foundation; Former Senior Program
Officer, NY Councilfor the Humanities): Well at the Humanities Councils, and again, at least at the
time I was there you had to structure your proposal...I mean, I was always busy on the phone
telling people how to write it in a way that would pass through the world o f the humanities., .you
know, instead of saying “I want to do a film that will...” I would say, "Well don’t start with - "I
want," start with, you know, humanities language and humanities thinking... [which is] far less
personal, much more infused with a sense of the state of the scholarship in the area that is under
investigation, much more able to delineate the issues, the proverbial sentence with a lot of
semicolons...you know? (52)
CORPORATE IMAGE-ENHANCER
Tom Kimble (General Motors Foundation): We have to look at the impact on the image and the
reputation of General Motors. I mean, truly there is a connection as to being a good corporate
citizen, but you ’re being a good corporate citizen to improve your image and your reputation. If
it’s the kind of material that’s going to be viewed that might severely have an affect on our customer
base, have an affect on our employees negatively, or have an effect on our shareholders, we would
want to shy away from it.(42)
HUMANITARIAN
Dr. Jay Kaplan (NY Council fo r the Humanities): Some people make claims that it [humanities
fundingJ produces a better society and it stimulates civic discourse and citizenship, a sense of
belonging, and creates a more rational, secular, civic society. I buy into that personally but I don’t
insist upon that. What I do believe is that it enriches people’s lives to have a broader awareness of
other times and places...(l52)
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EDUCATOR
Dr. Sheldon Hackney (Prof. o f History, University o f Pennsylvania, Former Chairman, NEH): The
legislation is to ensure progress in the humanities. It’s fairly vague. I take that to mean that the NEH
should do what it can to stimulate the creation o f new knowledge, do what it can to get that new
knowledge and old knowledge into a form o f educational experiences, both in the classroom and
less formally in museums and libraries. Public educational experiences. And that it ought to do
what it can to bring the joys o f the humanities to as broad an audience as possible. (1I8>
“FAMILY-MEMBER”
Dr. Nancy Rogers (Director, Division o f Public Programs, NEH): I guess we kind o f think
o f it as an “NEHfamily ” and that means the documentary historians or thefilmmakers who think
about topics that have connection to the human experience and have an interest in analyzing that
experience... So we are part of the documentary community that includes otherfunders - the biggest
funder of historical documentaries is I believe CPB or PBS (where I think the most money goes in but
I believe that we are the second largest funder of historical documentaries)... —and the scholars who
are part of the films. We wouldn’t fund a film that didn’t have the finest scholarship involved.../
think that the NEH is always looking at the complexities and the ambiguities in a way that the
otherfunders perhaps don 7.. .So the community includes otherfunders, the producers themselves,
the producers who work on the project, the media team that’s involved. A nd I think o f thatfield
as also involving the people who give the prizes to the shows, who recognize the shows, and
obviously the viewers and the reviewers. (149)
Dr. Nancy Rogers describes the “NEH family” (which in her view includes funders,
producers, scholars, awards organizations, the viewers and the reviewers) and states that, "I
think that the NEH is always looking at the complexities and the ambiguities in a way that
the other funders perhaps don’t.” Rogers thus describes the NEH’s scholarly role. In
contrast, Tom Kimble o f General Motors talks more about how providing funding produces
benefits for his own organization. His statement points to some o f the differences between
public and private foundations.

Corporate funders are more overtly self-interested;

governmental funders usually speak in terms of the public good. Dr. Kaplan, for example,
refers to promoting civic virtues, though he personally prioritizes the potential to enrich
people’s lives. Dr. Hackney also mentions enrichment when he talks about “bringing the
joys o f the humanities to as broad an audience as possible.” While Hackney and Kaplan
speak about overall motives, Janet Stemburg grounds this discussion by referring to the tasks
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involved. By describing the specifics o f her job (i.e. “I was always on the phone telling
people how to write in a way that would pass through the world of the humanities”), she
opens the door to a discussion of the relationship between funders and producers, which will
be addressed in Chapter Five.

Legislators

Legislators deal with a wide range o f issues in their work, but my interviews focused
primarily on their roles as decision-makers vis-a-vis arts/humanities funding. Depending on
party affiliation, legislators usually see themselves either as advocates o f governmental
arts/humanities funding (liberals) or advocates of small government and limited
arts/humanities funding (conservatives). The legislators quoted below provide a range o f
these views:
LEGISLATOR ROLE/SELF-IMAGE (re: arts/humanities funding)
CULTURAL FUNDER
Sharon Goldenberg (Legislative Aide to Rep. Sidney’ Yates [D-IL], Ranking Minority on the Interior
Subcommittee o f Appropriations) : I actually think that it is the role o f government to provide
[culturalfundingj. .. I mean, this is a country of immigrants...from living overseas for ten years, what
I saw was the most amazing thing that culture does to you. It shapes you without you even knowing
it... You get to see how really different we are. I don’t know what it is, but it’s got to be culture. It
isn’t anything else that I can see that does this.. ..It’s one o f the few places where there is a true
needfor funding from the United States government. It’s one o f thefew things that we all share
in... I think it’s important to have the government take a position.(I56)
CONTROLLING BUREAUCRACY
Renee Lewis (Asst, to Senator Jesse Helms [D-NCJ): For me it’s just as much as I can do for the cause
and my main concern is that... I guess the umbrella is that we need to make certain that our
bureaucracy does not continue to grow and that state rights are kept intact. So everything kind of
falls in line w'ith that. Obviously, making sure that people’s constitutional rights are protected.(110)
EDUCATION
Barbara Wainman (Asst, to Rep. Ralph Regula [R-Ohio], Chairman o f Interior Appropriations
Subcommittee): When I first started this job one of the things I said to myself was, “Why are we
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funding arts and humanities?” But 1almost don't want to say that anymore because I don’t feel that
way for the same reason that the madding crowd feels that way... / would like to see the emphasis
be on education... But again, / don’t necessarily have a problem with saying this is not...not
necessarily an appropriate function o f government, not a critical function o f government. But
because of the emphasis now on “We can’t fund it” coming from the Christian right, and because of
the moral question, like I said, I’m hesitant to say that because my concerns are not the same as theirs.
( 1 1 !)

CATALYST
Ryan Cooper, Legislative Aide [DJ, House Appropriations Committee'. One o f the major roles that
thefederal agencies play is as a catalyst, there’s some guidance —not in terms o f dictates —in terms
o f organization, in terms o f money raising. The NEA likes to point to the fact that before the
establishment of the NEA there were only about a half dozen State arts agencies and now we have 56
in States and the territories. They point also to the fact that i f an activity or an entity receives some
money from the NEA - and I think this would be true from the NEH also - that the stamp o f
approval makes it a lot easier for those organizations and individuals to go out and raise money
from foundations and people in the private sector because they figure that grant recipients have
gone through a pretty rigorous review process and there’s definitely some merit there. That’s one
o f the biggest.. .those are probably a couple o f the biggest items that I ’ve referred to with thefederal
role... / can ’t really explain this but i f you track budgets fo r the NEA and NEH with overall
supportfor the arts asfederal budgets were going up fo r these agencies overall contributions were
going up, and in the past few years as they’ve plateaued and declined that situation has been
mirrored with giving from the private sector. (311

Sharon Goldenberg, a Democrat, talks about the importance o f ‘"culture” and
cultural funding. From this perspective, it is the role o f government to provide this funding,
so in a sense these legislators identify with funders to a certain degree. In contrast, Renee
Lewis, assistant to Republican Senator Jesse Helms (quoted below) opposes funding, arguing
that “we need to make certain that our bureaucracy does not continue to grow.” Barbara
Wainman, another Republican, also opposes funding mainly because she ‘‘does not see it as
an appropriate function o f government,” although she does consider “education” an
appropriate function. Most legislators, in fact, see themselves as supporters o f education, so
their decisions concerning arts/humanities funding often hinge upon how they define
"education.” Ryan Cooper, assistant to Democratic Representative David Obey also makes
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the point that if arts/humanities funding is not considered a function o f government, then it
may not be a function o f the private sector either; federal agencies thus play the role o f
"catalyst." In so doing, they influence the lives o f other stakeholders.

They are more

removed from the actual work o f documentary production than are other stakeholders, but
they do affect them significantly.
Still, because legislators do not have much contact with production per se, their
perspectives on documentarians, non-governmental documentary funders, and historians are
somewhat detached, while they have a stronger, albeit indirect, connections with spectators
(who they consider as “citizens," “voters," or ‘Taxpayers” rather than spectators). These
issues will be explored further in Chapter Five; for now I emphasize that legislators’
perspectives on producers and historians (and spectators as spectators) are not particularly
intense since they do not have much contact with them.

R E F LE X IV E A N A L YSIS: M Y O W N R O LE A S A STA K E H O LD E R
In this section, I elaborate on my own role as a stakeholder by performing a reflexive
analysis. I am a stakeholder as the writer o f this dissertation, but I was also a different kind
o f stakeholder when I worked in the documentary production industry prior to beginning my
graduate education (and in between degree programs). In the sections below, I discuss the
phases o f my involvement and how they contributed to my dissertation research and writing
process. This reflexivity will continue in the Epilogue, in which I include stakeholders’
responses to my work, further demonstrating the ecological nature o f this process.
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Practitioner

My first experiences in the documentary production industry were obtained
performing research for such documentaries as Eyes on the Prize and The Great Depression
at Blackside, Inc. in Boston (following the completion o f my undergraduate degree). This
experience played a formative role in my decision to pursue graduate education at
Annenberg, and in the later development o f my dissertation research project. While working
at Blackside, I developed an increasing interest in the relationships between media and social
change, and I also became fascinated by the interplay between historians, funders and
filmmakers during the production process (my awareness o f the role o f legislators developed
afterwards - in response to the funding cuts at the NEH/NEA). I also met a number o f my
interviewees during this time period, and started to formulate questions that I would later
pursue during my graduate education. This phase was important because my role as a
stakeholder (with respect to the current project) had its foundations in my experiences as a
practitioner. This positioning facilitated a greater degree o f access and understanding.

M edia Analyst

After working at Blackside for almost two years, I began graduate school as a
Master’s student at the Annenberg School for Communication at the University o f
Pennsylvania. At this point, my role shifted from "‘practitioner” to ‘"analyst” as I started
thinking about media production from the vantage point of a communication and cultural
theorist. As I became familiar with such bodies o f literature as collective memory studies,
communication aesthetics, social constructivism, cultural studies, and production
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ethnography, I was able to reflect upon my previous experiences in a new light. Upon
finishing the Master's program, I started working again in the documentary production
world, only this time I carried these new insights and analytical skills along with me.

Practitioner-Anatvst

When I re-entered the production arena, I did so both as a “practitioner’' and as an
“analyst” - i.e., as a “practitioner-analyst” (or “participant-observer”).211 This time I worked
for Cine Qua Non, Inc., a production company in New York, where I was able to apply much
of the knowledge I had gained in graduate school. My experiences at Cine Qua Non212 also
added a flesh-and-blood quality to the theories I had studied in school (this constant shifting
of perspectives is typical of the “participant-observer” experience).

Upon returning to

Annenberg for my Ph.D., I had thoroughly integrated both perspectives and therefore it made
sense to focus my dissertation on this integration. As mentioned in the Preface, I had planned
to do a production ethnography on the making o f a historical documentary at Cine Qua Non
for my dissertation, but due to the NEH funding cuts, I chose to focus instead on a dialogical
analysis of the politics o f history within the documentary production community.

2111 primarily use the designation “practitioner-analyst” rather than “participantobserver” to differentiate the larger story of my background from experiences related to a
more distinct project, but there is much overlap here and I use the two terms
interchangeable to a degree.
2I2I also worked at a number o f other production companies in New York,
including Good Machine, Inc., and the New York Center for Visual History.
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My stake in this ecology (other than obtaining my degree) is primarily conceptual.
I hope to introduce a way o f examining the historical documentary production community
that generates insight into the process o f making history. Ideally, this way o f conceptualizing
the production community might dispel some myths creating tension within this community.
I also plan to stay in touch with stakeholders and share my work with them, thereby
increasing understanding on both practical and theoretical levels.

Dissertation Interviewing
Although I discussed my approach to interviewing in detail in Chapter Three, it is
worth pointing out that upon entering this production community as an interviewer I became
a new kind o f stakeholder - a cultural analyst or ethnographer. As I began interviewing, I
came to realize the diverse stakes that participants in the documentary production community
claim, and I became aware of my own stakeholder role. These interviews (and what I hoped
to leam from them) thus became a community product. My interviewing process was also
strongly affected by my experiences as a practitioner since (as mentioned earlier) many o f
my interviewees were people I had come into contact with while working in the industry.
My own questioning (and my own conceptions also informed by graduate studies) inevitably
affected interviewees’ answers and constructions, which then further shaped my own
questioning process. All interviews are inherently cooperative in nature (though closedquestion formats often elide the influence o f the interviewer-interviewee relationship).
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Scriprwritinz
Although the script (see Appendix B) was developed primarily in order to organize
interview material, the act o f scriptwriting led to important insights concerning both my own
study and the construction o f narratives in general. While writing the script, I worked to
acknowledge my implication in the issues by taking note o f my own structuring practices.
As this dissertation reveals, all social participants inevitably structure narratives based on
their own interpretations, and historians and documentarians are no exceptions. My decision
to construct a script in the first place -- rather than tabulating frequencies, measuring
variables, or categorizing key words, etc. -- was based at least partially on a desire to
foreground the presence o f these narrativizing tendencies, and to highlight my own
susceptibility to them. The process of constructing this script and reflecting on my own
practices works to combat the tendency to extract m yself from the focus of my investigation.

Self-Observed Narrative Structuring
While constructing the script, I took note o f how I imposed order on seemingly
unruly voices. I had interviewed individuals in stakeholder groups and wanted to see how
they “talked” to and about each other. Faced with piles o f transcripts, my choices inevitably
dictated a structure seemingly embedded within the material. My observations clustered
around choices made with respect to the following general categories: (1) the elements o f
drama (chronology changes, omissions, ordering, etc. as well as choices concerning what to
include), (2) coherence (sacrificing complexity, irregular details), (3) thesis promotion
(sacrificing details that were irrelevant, irregular or “did not fit”), (4) interpersonal
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consequences (i.e. "protecting" sources or informants), and (5) reader considerations (writing
for a specific doctoral committee rather than for a general audience, etc.). O f course there
is much overlap here. There also exists the tendency to draw specialized distinctions, employ
professional frames, have divergent political motivations and styles o f argumentation, etc.
I do not exempt myself from these tendencies.

1)

The Elements o f Drama. My own "narrativizing” tendencies certainly emerged

while working on the script. I structured the material in a way that would create a
dramatic trajectory, which often required "re-working” the material (with re-ordering,
omissions, etc.). For example, one element o f drama that often dictates other choices is
conflict-orientation. Conflict is considered essential to most drama because it creates
tension that generates audience absorption. As George Stephanoupoulos observes in his
memoir All Too Human: A Political Education: "The media bias I detected most often in
the White House was neither liberal nor conservative but a tendency to play up conflict
and controversy.”213 In order to structure conflict, it is usually considered necessary to
create a binary opposition —a clear case o f good vs. bad, right vs. wrong, etc. According
to Claude Levi-Strauss,214 these binary oppositions are the building blocks o f our
mythologies - the ideologies shaping culture. The rules of drama downplay nuance, gray
areas and blurred boundaries in favor o f clear-cut conflicts that motivate dramatic

213George Stephanopoulos, All Too Human: A Political Education (New York:
Little, Brown and Company, 1999), pp. 125-126. Also, George Gerbner studied conflict
vs. solution orientation in the mass media reporting o f U.N. debates.
2l4See Claude Levi-Strass, Myth and Meaning (Toronto: University o f Toronto
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trajectories. O f course, well-placed nuance and detail can signify “quality” drama as well,
but even textured, complex stories order their details, thereby simplifying the material to
a relative degree. It is impossible to avoid some degree o f narrative structuring while
“making sense” o f social realities. Perception itself is the first act o f such structuring,
which is then reinforced by communication, representation, and so on.
Consider the opening quotes o f the script. These quotes set up the primary
conflicts that structure the entire three-act body of work (see script for full quotes):
Holly Tank (former NEH Program Officer): When Gingrich came in there was a
whole wave of new freshman Republican congressman who thought that the states
could do this just as well, or the private sector could do just as well. There’s been
attention there for a long, long time, but it had sort of simmered down until this
Republican wave came in...I think it’s just a conservative backlash... (l>
Renee Lewis. Legislative Aide (StaffAssistant to Senator Jesse Helms [R-North
Carolina]): It has to do with state’s rights, it has to do with individuals. This is
true for anything, any agency that we have here in DC. As it gets bigger and
bigger, it gets more and more out of touch with the needs of the people and it's
the people that have the most money and talk the loudest that have their interests
protected. Your ideas of culture and my ideas of culture might be two different
things, and again, why should somebody have to pay for somebody else’s other
idea of culture?... I mean, we’ve already seen history where there’s been obscene
art produced, indecent and obscene, and there’s a lot of stuff that they’re
funding...It’s just disgusting... <_>
Dr. Jackie Jones (Historian): Too often the right-wing holds up really ridiculously
sounding projects, projects that might or might not have validity within their own
disciplines, and then just holds them up for ridicule and says, “Look what the
taxpayers are spending their money on? Look at some of the ridiculous postmodern
fantasies that they indulge in and they call scholarly work. It’s just an outrage.”
What’s neglected is the fact that a lot of stuff is much more mundane and down-toearth and would not provoke taxpayer outrage. But it’s easy enough to point to
certain examples and then say, “Look, slash the whole budget.” (3)
This sequence sets up a basic conflict (liberals vs. conservatives) that is present within the
overall narrative. For the most part, the NEH, liberal legislators, and documentary

Press, 1978).
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filmmakers want additional funding for the arts and humanities, while conservative
legislators want decreased funding. This fundamental conflict generates momentum
within the narrative. In the quotes excerpted above, I carefully selected those texts that
revealed the extreme aspects o f each position to carve out a clear-cut conflict - emotional
reactions are especially helpful in this regard.215 Although these strategies may enhance
narrative structure, they do not necessarily reflect "accurately” the chaos and incoherence
o f messy real-life conflicts.
Other aspects o f my own method reveal additional insights into the narrativization
process. For example, I began the script by outlining a structure that followed the
guidelines o f basic storytelling techniques (i.e. setting up conflicts, creating a dramatic
trajectory, locating a resolution, etc.). After this fundamental outline was in place, I then
began filling in material from the transcripts that would flesh out the ideas already
established (creating the "I-need-to-fmd-someone-to-say...” syndrome). O f course, the
ideas developed in the outline emerged from my experiences working in the industry and
speaking with stakeholders, but they also reflected basic narrative structuring principles.

2)

Drive Towards Coherence. While constructing the script, I sacrificed many o f

those inconvenient and unmanageable details that add richness and complexity to socalled "unmediated reality.” I could not help but literally “make sense” of the material,

2I5Quick, flashy, anecdotal statements are often more useful in the construction o f
dramatic narratives than substantive commentary. Consider Vicki Ruiz’s account o f the
incorporation of her throwaway line about Rita Hayworth (“she dyed her hair red and had
electrolysis” - see dialogue #83). In this case, the filmmakers used only that line from a
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and although I tried to give expression to stakeholders’ voices as much as possible, these
voices were inevitably shaped, plundered, contorted, and perhaps distorted to fit the
script’s narrative structure. For example, I chose blunt remarks for their association with
strength, over qualifications —often associated with weakness. (I say this not to discredit
my own work, but rather to illustrate narrative practices.) Out of the huge expanse o f
material, it became necessary to locate "sound bites” that would convey information
succinctly, smoothly and coherently, without creating too much distraction with minor
details.216 If every exception -- every messy particularity - had been included, a mass o f
disconnected threads would have resulted, and the narrative would have been
incomprehensible.217

3)

Thesis Promotion. As with any rhetorical construction, I had to select quotes

based on my judgment o f the relevance of the material to the main points or themes o f the
script. It would certainly have been possible to select material from the vast well o f
transcripts that followed a different narrative trajectory. For example, consider the
following quote, found near the beginning o f Act I, Scene II - "The Anatomy o f a
Reorganization.” Gary Krul (the NEH Director o f Public Affairs) makes the following
point:

lengthy interview about Mexican women cannery workers.
216Although admittedly my “sound bites” were longer than those in an actual
documentary script, which are extremely spare due to the demands o f filmic
representation.
7 17
It seems that what one gains in complexity, one often loses in accessibility and
vice versa. (See Zelizer’s comments [1998, p. 7] regarding a similar “simplification”
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Gary Krul (NEH Director of Public Affairs)-. We're 37% smaller in staffing.
We’re 40% lighter in budget. We used to spend $11 million on historical
documentaries and now we spend between two and three. So it’s a drastic
impact...I think the controversy is by and large predicated on whether the federal
government, in a time of cash flow problems, can afford to underwrite humanities,
arts, libraries, literature, whatever...It’s an ideological battle. You can talk about
where do you save money, but cutting SI 72 million out of the NEH is not going to
balance the budget.(,9>

The first part o f the quote (up until “so it’s a drastic impact”) appeared on page one of the
interview transcript, while the second part o f the quote appeared on page three. The
second part o f the quote was also divided into two parts —and the entire middle section
was omitted. This middle section included the following statement:
Quite candidly, it’s an NEA problem far more than it is an NEH problem. But
remember, 32 years ago we were crafted by the same senators, signed by the same
president. The great irony is that the two largest budget increases in the history of
the endowment came under Nixon and Reagan. So NEA, NEH has always been
bipartisan. Written by Democrats, approved by a bipartisan Senate, signed by a
Democratic president, and the two largest budget increases came under Nixon and
Reagan.

This middle section was deleted because (1) Krul’s statement that “it’s an NEA problem
far more than it is an NEH problem,” did not serve my purposes, since I am focused
primarily on the NEH in the script, and (2) the emphasis on the bipartisanship o f
arts/cultural funding diluted the strength o f the central conflict within the script, which
pits liberals against conservatives. This section also contained unnecessary details that
did not seem relevant to the main points o f the script; including this section would
therefore have created distractions and interrupted the narrative flow.218
As a result o f these rearrangements, Gary Krul’s “actual comments” were ordered

tendency with respect to visual images.)
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to suit the script’s trajectory. I invented nothing, yet if I played back the audiotape
containing Kxul's voice, his raw statements in their original order would not match what
appears in the script. This practice is nothing new. Most documentarians (and most
analysts and storytellers for that matter) take the liberty of rearranging texts, at least to a
degree. But at what point does selection become distortion? Is “relative neutrality” not a
form of "bias”? I am suggesting that all agendas of inquiry shape re-search practices. My
script is no exception.

4)

Interpersonal Consequences. In the course o f constructing the script, I faced a

number o f questions regarding how to present stakeholders’ comments honestly without
betraying their confidence. I had bonded with these people, and I had pre-existing
relationships with some of them. They had volunteered their time for me, and I did not
want to exploit them for the sake o f my academic work, but I also didn’t want my
academic work to suffer. To assure that my interviewees spoke candidly, I gave them the
option o f anonymity. (I sent all interviewees copies o f the script with all dialogue
included anonymously, and asked for permission to use their names. Only two requested
anonymity - one documentarian and one historian - although five legislators had
requested anonymity at the time o f our interviews). Ultimately, interpersonal
considerations definitely affected what I learned. I would argue, however, that if I had
totally discounted my interpersonal relationships with these people by playing the role o f
a detached observer/interviewer, the resulting disconnection would have affected my

2I8These points also relate to dramatic structuring.
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work just as much as my connections to them affected it. This is not particular to my own
experience. Documentarians are regularly influenced by colleagues and the people they
interview, film, consult, etc. Social connections inevitably influence and shape any
collaborative enterprise, and I view social research as a collaborative enterprise. Without
including the conceptualizations o f the participants in the social phenomena studied, I
would be reduced to an observer limited by my conceptualizations only.

5)

Reader Considerations. The people for whom I am writing also influence this

process. After all, I am not working in a vacuum - 1 have specific audiences in mind and
I tailor much o f my work to them. I also need to satisfy particular institutional degree
requirements. If I had chosen to write for a popular audience - or for filmmakers, for
example, as opposed to for a particular doctoral committee —then much of the script and
my analysis would probably be quite different. This is not to suggest that my work is
lacking integrity. In fact, I have taken some chances despite a certain degree of
uncertainty regarding how they might be received. Also, I did not write for my doctoral
committee alone. I asked my interviewees (as the stakeholders o f documentary
production) to read my script and a summary of my analytical findings in order to offer
comments that I include in the Epilogue. In so doing, my interviewees have become my
audience as well.
The tendency to anticipate reader response parallels a similar impulse in
documentary production. As became evident in the script, most documentarians routinely
adjust their work, even unconsciously, to specific audiences (such as funders, historians,
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spectators, etc.). Although it may be an overstatement to suggest that documentarians
change their work at the whim o f audience expectations, documentarians certainly take
audience perspectives into account. In fact, it would be impossible to do otherwise since
spectators (and other “audiences”) are an integral aspect o f the entire
production/consumption process. Although academic historians might be inclined to
deny the influence o f audiences on their histories (emphasizing historical truth and
accurate representations over reader response) and documentarians might generalize
about documentary film audiences in terms o f the “typical viewer” (rather than
emphasizing diverse ways o f interpreting visual representations), spectators are as
important to the ecology o f documentary film production as academic readers are to
academic works. This “audience-orientation” has been highlighted and pilloried as of late
due to the seeming omnipresence of focus groups and ’'pollster politics,” but these latest
trends only underscore what has always been a major component o f communicative
practices - the influence o f listeners on those who speak.

Analysis2' 9
Interpersonal consequences and reader considerations also played a formative role
in my analysis o f interview material in the body o f my dissertation. I worked hard to resist
tendencies to cater to the interests of particular interviewees in my analysis, however, since
it represents my own perspective, but my analysis cannot be divorced from my own
stakeholder role. As mentioned with respect to the “script construction,” it would contradict
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the dialogical approach I have taken within this dissertation to suggest that I could remain
unaffected by the interests of others, or that the conceptions o f the stakeholders within this
community could remain unaffected by my work. Much of this influence is perhaps subtle
and hard to pinpoint, but present nonetheless. In my mind, it is important to acknowledge
the mutuality o f existing influences, both for the sake o f the quality of the analysis itself, and
for the sake o f intellectual honesty.

Chapter Sum m ary

The purpose of this chapter has been to present stakeholders’ various “stakes” within
the historical documentary production community. In the reflexive analysis, I have located
myself in this community and in the work presented in this dissertation. Constructing a
script was a first step (by presenting my material in narrative form rather than through
tabulation, categorization, etc. - thereby highlighting my own narrativizing tendencies), but
constructing the script without reflecting on my process would have been a lost opportunity.
Representation is always a matter o f construction, always a matter o f collaborative and
contextualized understanding -- and my work is no exception. I entered a network of
stakeholders in documentary production, engaged in dialogue, constructed a script, analyzed
my material, and validated my analyses through dialogue. In so doing, I became a part of the
dialogue out o f which this dissertation emerges. Since I join those who challenge the
possibility o f absolute neutrality in historical representation, this reflexivity concerning my
dialogical involvement is important.

219The “feedback” aspect of this analysis is examined in the Epilogue.
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In the earlier part o f this chapter, I discussed other participants’ conceptions o f their
professional roles. I outlined the self-perceptions of documentarians, historians, funders and
legislators in order to provide the groundwork for material covered in the next chapter. A
sense of self is the fundamental building block o f social relationships, but perceptions o f
others220 and interactions with them also plays a role in self-image (since self is often defined
in contradistinction to other). These relationships are the subjects o f the next chapter.

220See “stakeholder perceptions o f each other” breakdowns (highlighting the
perceptual components important in the formation of most relationships) in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
THE OBSERVER POSITION:
STAKEHOLDERS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS

In Chapter One, I articulated the following research question: What does the medley
o f voices speaking about the documentary production process (i.e. languaging expressed by
documentarians, historians, funders, legislators, and spectators) tell us about current
historical documentary production practices, especially in light o f funding cuts and the
overall "culture wars"? In this chapter, I respond to this question by exploring specific
characteristics of the script presented in Appendix B. This analysis is broken down into two
parts.
■

In Part One, I analyze the nature of various relationships within this production
world by examining how participants negotiate competing concerns (specified
below) during various phases o f documentary production.

■

In Part Two, I discuss the production community as a whole (as viewed from my
own perspective as a researcher).

In each o f these Parts, I use the heuristic script as an analytical tool that points to dialogical
aspects o f this production community. To understand how stakeholders function within the
larger production world, I examine how they interact and establish relations with other
stakeholders through dialogue. As Michael Holquist has commented about Bakhtin’s
dialogism (quoted earlier): “Everything means, is understood, as a part of a greater whole
- there are constant interactions between meanings, all o f which have the potential of
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conditioning others."221 In all parts of this analysis, I examine this conditioning process, but
on different levels (i.e. by looking at relations within this community, and then by looking
at the community itself). This Chapter continues where Chapter Four left off by elucidating
the alternative approach to historical representation characterized by dialogism.

P A R T ONE: STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS

Dialogical Framework. In Part One, I discuss stakeholder relations. This analysis includes
the following components:
1) Production Phases. I examine the primary phases of the documentary-making process:
■
■
■
■

incubation
research an d development (R&D)
production
distribution 222

After examining each o f this phases, I then also consider:
■ the overall production context
I highlight key moments o f stakeholder interaction in each phase. Because I focus mainly
on stakeholders involved in research and development, the analysis performed with respect

22IHolquist, 1981, p. 426.
For my purposes, the distribution phase includes exhibition, although many
breakdowns might consider exhibition separately. Technically, distribution includes the process of
trying to find a distributor (involving programmers and distribution companies), while exhibition
refers to the actual presentation of the documentary to spectators once distribution has been
secured (typically involving marketers, networks, theatres, screening rooms, educational
institutions, libraries, community centers, etc. and spectators). Because in this project I am
oriented towards the R&D phase, I have collapsed both distribution and exhibition into one phase.
I refer to this phase as “distribution” because “exhibition” involves “distributing” finished
products to viewers. This issue is discussed further in the relevant section.
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to that phase is a key aspect of this dissertation. This breakdown o f phases is by no means
absolute. There is a great deal of overlap between various phases, and they may not happen
in the exact order in which I describe them - each documentary is produced under a unique
set of circumstances. Also, stakeholders may have different conceptions o f the process
depending on the nature of their involvement; many stakeholder groups are more involved
in some phases than others. In general, however, stakeholders distinguish between certain
phases that typically occur. Within each phase, I discuss relevant stakeholder relationships
by examining how they negotiate joint or competing concerns (these phases and the
overriding concerns within them thus determine which relationships are analyzed). Ifirst
summarize the nature o f each relationship by detailing a series o f them es (usually related
to specific negotiable concerns), which I then examine individually. In some cases I also
consider the invocation of other stakeholders, and the effects o f stakeholder roles or reference
groups.

2) Pair-wise Relationships and Stakeholders Invoked. I examine those pair-wise stakeholder
relationships that I consider particularly significant within each phase (i.e. those relationships
that are relevant to the larger themes explored). Isolating stakeholder relationships serves
analytical purposes. In the messiness o f actual living, all stakeholders affect each other
(directly or indirectly). Considering the basic tenets of art world theory and dialogism, this
is as to be expected, but I cannot trace all o f these influences simultaneously (and I cannot
examine all relationships due to practical and structural limitations). Taking one relationship
at a time is a practical strategy. Still, I can observe how additional stakeholders are invoked
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in the pair-wise stakeholder relationships under consideration (e.g. historians may be
invoked in the documentarian-funder relationship, etc). In negotiations, stakeholders may
speak for those invoked, in view o f them, or in reference to them. Though these invoked
stakeholders may not be present during actual negotiations, their concerns may come up in
conversations and be taken into account nonetheless. Most “actual” (i.e. face-to-face, phoneto-phone, email-to email, etc.) stakeholder interactions are between two kinds of stakeholders
(with other stakeholders being invoked, referred to, spoken o f or spoken for during the
interaction).

If this is correct than the presence o f these invoked stakeholders is o f a

qualitatively different kind.
Another type o f invocation involves reference groups (i.e. professional
communities). Stakeholders often speak for the institutions or fields that they represent.
They have relationships not just with other stakeholders, but with fellow members of their
respective reference groups as well (e.g. historians may speak for other historians or invoke
the academic community o f which they are a part). Stakeholders’ own roles within their
communities therefore affect how they relate to other stakeholders."3

3) Negotiable Concerns. Because I examine relationships between stakeholders by looking
at how they negotiate joint or competing concerns, I isolate key relationships in each phase
o f the production process and then analyze how stakeholders juggle the concerns that are

223See Diana Crane, The Production o f Culture (London: Sage Publications,
1992). “Production o f culture theory” is defined here as “concern with the effects of
different types o f organizational structures.. .on the diversity and range of cultural
products” (p. 4) and is applicable in this context.
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most salient, significant or crucial to their interactions.224 These negotiable concerns225
include the following:
■ Viewer Appeal: Quality associated with viewer interest and absorption.
■ H istorical Accuracy: Conformity with the historical record as determined by
academic historians. Historical “authenticity” is a related notion that is more
concerned with the “spirit of the representation” than with particular details. I use
the term “historical accuracy” here because it is still the dominant notion, though this
dominance is increasingly challenged (see Chapter Two).
■ Funding Issues: Concerns related to the financial aspects o f documentary
production.
■ Aesthetic Values: Concerns related to form and artistic qualities. “Dramatic appeal”
might be considered an “aesthetic value,” but it also overlaps with '^viewer appeal”
(discussed above).
■ Political Agendas: Factors associated with public affairs.

(For example, I look at how documentarians negotiate historical accuracy and viewer appeal
vis-a-vis historians in the research and development phase o f production.)

224Note that stakeholders approach negotiations from very different perspectives.
Legislators may be oriented towards long-term reputation, documentarians may be
oriented towards immediate needs from funders, while historians may be focused on
changes in the course o f historical practice that will only be ascertainable decades from
now, etc.
225It could be argued that one or more of these concerns may drive other concerns. Some
might assert, for example, that political agendas are behind most other concerns (addressed in Part
Two). Of course, it is impossible to reduce such a complex network of influence and
interconnection to merely one factor. All of these relationships and the concerns that define them
work in combination within a complicated web of interdependency. However, by breaking down
this intricate network into smaller and more manageable parts, it is possible to gain insight into
subtle aspects of the network that might not be visible from a more generalized perspective. Still,
it is crucial that this analytical strategy be seen for what it is - a tool that by its very usefulness
may lead to oversimplification and reductionism. I try to compensate for these disadvantages with
awareness and acknowledgement.
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Because I had worked in the documentary production industry prior to working on
this dissertation, some o f these concerns were familiar to me. Still, additional factors did
emerge from the interviewing process. It became clear that many o f the concerns expressed
by various participants are determined by their roles within this network of professionals.
These roles are in turn often determined by the expectations and roles o f fellow stakeholders
in this ‘'truth-making world,'’ and so on in the manner of a feedback loop. The roles o f the
stakeholders in this truth-production community are thus recursively defined by the
interactions among them. Thus any act, from proposition to acceptance or rejection, from
research to production, is embedded in circular webs of expectations that assign meanings
in this ecology.

These roles are thus not individual in nature but partly regulated by

professional (e.g. filmmakers, historians, etc.), ideological (e.g. liberal, conservative) or
institutional (e.g. foundations, the government, the university, etc.) commitments.
Professional role fulfillment thus becomes an important additional “concern,”
although because it is used as an explanatory principle with respect to other concerns (and
is consequently a meta-concem, or 2nd level concern) I consider “professional role
fulfillment” more like an “operating principle.” It is therefore discussed in greater detail in
Part Two o f this Chapter.
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Reader’s Guide: I provide an outline below of "Part One: Stakeholder Relations” for use
throughout this section:
PART ONE: STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS (organized bv production phases)
Phase One: Incubation
Phase Two: Research and Development
The Documentarian-Historian Relation during R&D
The Documentarian-Funder Relation during R&D
The Documentarian-Funder Relation (R&D): Historians Invoked
The Documentarian-Funder Relation (R&D): Legislators Invoked
Phase Three: Production
The Documentarian-Historian Relation during Production
The Documentarian-Funder Relation during Production
Phase Four: Distribution
The Documentarian-Funder Relation during Distribution
The Historian-Spectator Relation during Distribution
The Documentarian-Historian Relation (Distribution): Spectators Invoked
Context of Production
The Legislator-Funder Relation in the Production Context
The Influence of Legislators throughout this Community

KEY PHASES OF DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION
PHASE ONE: INCUBATION

It is difficult if not impossible to isolate the exact moment when a documentary idea
is bom; usually this is a gradual process triggered by multiple influences. Documentarians
refer to their "starting points” in a variety o f ways. Henry Hampton (Executive Producer of
Eyes on the Prize) talks about walking over the bridge in Selma as a 25-year-old during a
civil rights march and thinking to himself "this would make a great movie”:
When the marches began...I was dragging behind, as you know I’m not that quick
on my feet,226 and as I was falling behind I remember the people there —the Black
people from Selma —dropped back in the line to stay with me so I would not be left
226Henry Hampton suffered from polio as a child and some paralysis resulted.
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alone. So I’ve always felt a great sense of gratitude to them. And one o f the few
prophetic moments in my life was when we got to the bridge —o f course there was
every news camera there, there were planes, President Lyndon Johnson was
clearly in the middle o f all o f this and at the other side was George Wallace on the
steps o f the courthouse. And I really did have the thought that this would make
a great movie. I carried that thought around with me for years thinking that someone
else would, and then when I decided to get involved I was scared to death that
somebody would make that movie. Before I could get to it! But in the meantime I
had to learn the craft so I decided to start a company almost as casually as I say that
to you. “Why not have a company?” “All right, let’s start a company!” (131)
Hampton refers to the fact that he had carried around the idea for Eyes on the Prize for years
before the documentary series was actually made. By contrast, Nilita Vachani talks about
how she developed her ideas for one film {Diamonds in a Vegetable Market) while working
on the film just prior to it {Eyes o f Stone):
I started out with this idea of choosing itinerant performers on India’s buses.../ had
actually encountered these chaps when I was making Eves o f Stone because they
were everywhere when / was taking the buses...There are these long distance buses
that take days to get from one part of India to another, and they keep stopping at these
resting sites and these performers get on who sell something trivial...the things it
sells are very trivial, but it’s the way of selling it that matters. So they’re very funny,
always cracking jokes, always doing funny antics and they make people laugh.../
thought it would be really very interesting to make a film about the lives o f a few
o f these characters, because they are real characters. They all have huge dreams...
They had all these huge dreams of becoming famous stars, and of course that was
never realized.(I32)

Since Eyes o f Stone had been quite serious and tragic, Vachani had wanted to do a light,
comedic piece, so Eyes o f Stone naturally led to Diamonds in a Vegetable Market (which
actually turned out to be quite tragic as well, though that was not the original intention).
Whether ideas gestate for years or months, they are often triggered by personal experiences
such as those described above, but they may also be inspired by history books, news stories,
other documentaries, long-standing personal interests, etc.

Ken Bums talks about his

"lifelong passion” (quoted in Chapter Four):
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These histories are...an attempt, I think, fo r me to exorcise a certain amount of
personal demons, fo r me to express what has been my lifelong passion, which is
the intersection between American history (and I want to stress the word
American) and the art and craft that / practice everyday —filmmaking. And then
in a broader mission a sense of just communicating to a public that would more
often than not prefer not to have a history, to show them how much they need one,
and how much indeed a history operates in them whether they know it or not.

Bums refers to his personal experiences, but films may also be initiated by institutions such
as funding organizations (they may approach filmmakers to make documentaries on topics
they prioritize). Occasionally, historians may spearhead projects.

Historian Dr. Alan

Brinkley refers to how documentaries sometimes emerge from a collaboration with
scholars/experts: “There are films, none that I've worked on, that were in a way the
brainchild of a historian and really is a collaboration, but that’s relatively rare.,,<55) Certainly,
the overall cultural climate also plays a role. Some time periods may be more conducive to
the analysis o f particular themes than others. It is no small feat to have the “right idea at the
right time” - to explore elements of culture (such as war, disease, civil rights, etc.) when they
are ripe for analysis. In any event, once an idea for a documentary has been conceived, the
long process o f research and development begins.
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PHASE TWO: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM ENT (R&D)

During the research and development phase, amorphous, half-baked ideas are shaped
and crystallized. Ideally, it is during this stage that the brainstorming process is transformed
into a coherent vision accompanied by a clear strategy, both in terms o f production and
fundraising. It is also at this point that documentarians start dealing in earnest with other
stakeholders, most notably funders and scholars or experts (historians in this case).227
Because funders are so influenced by legislative decisions, documentarians are also indirectly
affected by legislators during this phase (as will be discussed with respect to the production
context). Documentarian contact with spectators is most substantial during distribution, but
throughout

the

documentary-making

process,

attitudes

towards

spectators

and

conceptualizations o f them play a formative role. I begin with an examination of the
documentarian-historian relationship.

The Documentarian-Historian Relation during R & D
Before historical documentarians start raising the money
necessary to begin production, they usually need to develop a
proposal that incorporates current thinking on specified topics
and indicates "'expert” support for the project under
consideration. To establish contact with scholars/experts in relevant fields, documentarians

227To a certain extent I adopt the documentarian perspective. Although this
community is complex and multifaceted, documentarians are still in some ways at the
center o f it. This is not to say that they are in total control, but they are closest to the final
product. For this reason, most of the relationships that I examine involve
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must first determine who the experts are by collecting bibliographies, book reviews,
newspaper articles, CVs, etc. If a particular historical work has been the primary source
inspiration for the proposed documentary project, then its author would likely become a key
advisor. In those rare cases o f full partnership between a historian and a documentarian
(referred to above by Dr. Brinkley), the research process is quite advanced at the outset o f
this process. Under usual circumstances, however, documentarians must engage in a fair
amount of research just to begin the official "research” process. (This phenomenon often
creates the dreaded catch-22: seed money is needed to do the research necessary to generate
seed money. Hence the prevalence o f another important breed o f documentary stakeholders:
unpaid interns.) Once a circle o f consultants has been formed, these consultants often
suggest additional experts who may be o f further help. This group is eventually narrowed
down to a "board o f advisors,” which usually consists o f approximately 10-20 members.
These advisors are then asked to write letters of support (these may be revised later as the
project reaches various stages o f completion), which are then included in the proposal
package along with advisors’ CVs. These letters and CVs thus ‘Validate” the quality o f the
proposed project. In general, historical documentarians need to associate themselves with
respected academic historians in order to 1) ensure the quality o f their cultural products and
2) gain the trust and respect o f everyone involved, including funders and spectators (thus
invoking additional stakeholders).
Since the NEH and other funders generally require that documentarians establish a
board o f advisors and obtain letters o f support from scholars, the process described above

documentarians.
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is typical o f the making o f historical documentaries for PBS.228 In other cases, a formal
“board of advisors” may not necessarily exist, but there is usually some sense o f a research
phase involving consultation with “experts.” Some documentarians may finance their
projects entirely on their own credit cards, etc. (thereby sidestepping the scholarly
collaboration requirement imposed by most funders) but, as Robert Lavelle suggests,
historical documentaries usually require more sustained fundraising efforts than “boutique
filmmakers”:
The boutique filmmaker is the kind o f person that would start a film on his
or her credit card and is going to do the film whether they get the money or
not and they’ll beg, borrow or steal to do it. That’s a whole different ball of
wax. When th ey do that i t ’s usually not historical documentary because
they are, by their very nature, cumbersome an d expensive. They [boutique
JilmsJ tend to be m ore first-person or m ore point-of-view, provocative
pieces. ( 142)
When Lavelle talks about how historical documentaries are “by their very nature
cumbersome and expensive,” he foreshadows the invocation of funders that is examined
later.

As mentioned previously, it is impossible to completely isolate individual

relationships, but I work towards this goal for the sake o f analysis. Once I establish how
"individual relationships” work, I start complicating the picture. When considering how
documentarians and historians negotiate joint and competing concerns during the research
and development stage, the following two themes emerged from my interviews:

228In the words o f Toplin (“Plugged,” p. 26): “In the last two decades, the National
Endowment for the Humanities has been the primary source of financing for projects that
bring together filmmakers and academic historians.” In this way, the NEH has been
credited with forging a relationship between these two professions.
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■ Theme O ne : There is a constant tension between “viewer appeal” and “historical
accuracy”; documentarians are generally more oriented towards viewer appeal
(i.e. audience engagement), while historians are more oriented towards
historical accuracy (relevant negotiable concerns: viewer appeal and historical
accuracy).

■ Theme Two'. Historians sometimes feel that they serve as a source of mere
legitimation for a project, promoting credibility without being asked to do much
substantial work (re: funding needs 229 an d historical accuracy).

Theme One: As time progresses in R&D, historical advisors often participate in
conferences where they debate relevant issues. Later in this phase, advisors are usually asked
to review proposal drafts or scripts. It is at this point (or perhaps even earlier) that some
historians start to feel that their priorities are different from those o f documentarians.
Tensions emerge between the desire to create an absorbing viewing experience and the desire
to maintain historical accuracy (and a certain degree of historical rigor). In the words o f
Documentarian Bennett Singer: “It’s a trade-off between information for the sake o f
information and information and drama, I guess. There’s this really high priority placed on
keeping people interested and entertained and I don’t know how you really measure that.”0 26*
This tension is a particularly pointed one, since the “more exciting” versions of events do
not always rigidly conform to the “bare bones” historical “facts.” While they are rewarded

229 1 refer to “funding needs” as one o f the negotiable concerns here because, as
alluded to earlier, documentarians often involve historians (at least in part) to satisfy
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for “good drama,” documentarians must also uphold established notions of historical
accuracy if they are to be taken seriously as historical documentary producers (within the
eyes o f their own reference group —documentarians and other filmmakers - as well as in the
eyes o f other stakeholders). One thing that surfaced repeatedly is that documentarians do not
always consider the practice of “spinning” stories (as opposed to “altering” stories) to engage
viewers as problematic, while historians are generally less comfortable with the practice of
"spinning.”230 Consider, for example. Act II, Scene II (“Filming History”) from the script
(dialogue 52-106). Excerpts o f a “simulated” debate between historian Dr. Alan Kors, and
documentarians Ken Bums and Marion Lipschutz are included below. (Throughout this
chapter, I have arranged these "simulated exchanges ”231 as a methodological exercise
suggesting the dialogical components embedded within stakeholder relationships; I must
once again stress, however, that these exchanges did not actually take place.):
Dr. Alan Kors (Professor o f History’, University o f Pennsylvania): In documentaries
we’re used to being kind of swept up in visual representation... With the
funder requirements.
230Admittedly, the line between “spinning” and “alteration” is quite blurry; the
hazy distinction between fact and fiction is one of the key subjects o f this investigation.
"Spinning” usually refers to creating a dramatic, more compelling narrative structure.
Documentarians generally think o f this as just good storytelling (which does not violate
the facts), while historians often find this structuring process manipulative. (As one
spectator commented: “Spin isn’t always untrue, it’s just a way o f telling a story. It’s not
that you’re changing the facts it’s just that you’re putting more o f your own voice into the
facts. I believe in storytelling liberties. It’s just putting more o f your own interpretation
into it, so I don’t really see it as a cause for concern. It’s kind o f like reading the op-ed
page instead o f the front page.”)
23'A reminder: although these conversations are simulated, individual comments
are definitely not. Comments by individual interviewees were woven together in the
script to illuminate the dialogical aspects o f this community. Although most o f these
comments “fit together” quite naturally, other juxtapositions require a certain imaginative
“suspension o f disbelief’ on the part of the reader for the sake o f the larger point (but not
so much “suspension” that the conversations are reified).
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documentary one is seduced into being less aware that what's involved here is
selection o f evidence with reference to an, in this case, unstated question.(80)

Ken Bums: Their / scholars’J criticisms are disingenuous if they want to hold me
to the same standards that they hold their colleagues... [My approach is] interested
in the chronological presentation of events, which in their aggregate might produce
in the viewer something that we would vaguely call emotional, but not necessarily
contradictory to what actually occurred —it is ju st a method ofpresentation o f the
material and I work in a medium which is almost necessarily designed to present
stories. So it’s not as if there has been some betrayal o f history, it’s not as if
there’s some kind o f fast and loose relationship with the material I am selective,
(81 )
to be sure, but no more or less selective than any so-called scientific historian.
Their exchange then continues a few pages later:
Dr. Kors: Historical scholarship is organized around well-defined questions, and if
it isn’t, you know it isn’t. Right? Historical scholarship is an attempt to answer
specific questions. It can’t be more than that. If they’re well formulated questions
then you know what they are and you know what data is being urged as expositive
of those questions... The units o f documentary don Vfunction tike evidence. They
create an impression, they introduce you to a set o f phenomena, but they’re not
(91)
being introduced on behalf o f this or that answer to this or that question.
Ken Bums (Documentarian): Remember, we started o ff singing our history around
campfires, and you could say about an academic history —“gee, six people read
this piece, they ju st don’t make history the way they used to. ” And that’s true, and
those six historians could shake their heads, as they quite often do, at the success
o f The Civil War or any o f my otherfilm s and say “boy they don ’t make history
the way they used to,” - and that’s true as well... I ’ve never presented these
histories as the last word, nor as definitive, nor as academic, nor as scholarly in
their interpretation... [But/ a sense o f just communicating to a public that would
more often than not prefer not to have a history, to show them how much they
need one, and how much indeed a history operates in them whether they know it
or not... They appeal to people at absolutely their highest level, not because they
take short cuts, but because they are in fact attempting to divine something
universal in the American experience... In fact, to a person, the people who
respond.. .to thesefilm s all say something about how it makes themfeel connected
to a larger sense o f America. And those who pooh-pooh that for whatever reason,
have both missed the point and, obviously...are sour grapes.(92)
Marion Lipschulz (Documentarian): I think it’s a rare historian who doesn’t
restructure. Even an undigested oral history is structured by the questions that you
ask..A think that people always restructure...I think that as soon as you start
translating it into another medium, you’re restructuring...But there is still the fact
that the pill [RU-486] was kept out of the U.S. I do believe that there are certain
objectivefacts.. .the conflict is that the “spin ” makesfo r a much better narrative.
That’s a little hyperbolic, but the point is that in order to make an interesting story
out o f it it’s better to have that stuff... In other words, the truth doesn 7 make for
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such a neat narrative.

(93)

The above arrangement o f quotes points to the tensions between historical accuracy and
viewer appeal (often first arising during R&D) that characterize the documentarian-historian
relationship. Historians express concern that with documentaries we are (in the words of Dr.
Kors) "swept up in visual representation...seduced into being less aware that what’s involved
here is selection o f evidence.” In this way, Kors suggests that documentaries are less
historically rigorous than academic history, while Ken Bums “responds” by pointing out that
historical documentaries are categorically different and that he works in a medium “which
is almost necessarily designed to present stories...I’m selective to be sure, but no more
selective than any so-called scientific historian.” Bums also emphasizes that history has not
always been defined by the academy. Throughout the script, other historians comment that
films are “easier to manipulate’*725 (Dr. Hackney) and that documentarians risk “falling into
sentimentality, sort o f sanitizing the past, making it seem like the past was a lot less
complicated’*735 (Dr. Mintz) - driving home the point that historians often question the
historical standards o f documentaries. At a different moment, Bums mentions that “we’re
not talking about bending any truths to present some kind o f emotional version o f the past
that is somehow diminished by that sentimentality. But in fact, merely a way to arrange a
presentation o f facts —it is, indeed, narrative history.’*765 Documentarian Marion Lipshutz
goes a bit further. While she does “believe that there are certain objective facts,” she also
concedes that there is a degree o f ambiguity regarding what these “objective facts” actually
are, and acknowledges the value o f “spin” : “the conflict is that the ‘spin’ makes for a much
better narrative.” Lipschutz’s comments reveal documentarians’ tendencies to privilege
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viewer appeal over rigid conceptualizations o f historical accuracy (though, as discussed later,
documentarians may have their own interpretations of “historical truth” more in line with
"emotional truths” or “poetic truths.”)-232 When Lipshutz states that “the truth doesn’t make
for such a neat narrative,” she implies that sometimes facts must be “spun” in order to create
a more exciting story, yet elsewhere in the interview she suggests that hard facts cannot be
disputed: "when people say there is no there there you know what I want to do? I want to
kick them really hard and then say what did I just do?”(124) This simultaneous tolerance of
“spinning” alongside a strong defense o f objectivity reveals a deep-seated ambivalence with
respect to traditional notions of “historical accuracy.” Historians such as Dr. Steven Mintz
also express this ambivalence:
The eyewitness accounts are almost —it’s hard to believe but they’re almost
completely unreliable, and it is very —I mean, this is very depressing, because it
raises that kind of postmodern question about whether the past is really knowable,
I mean, verifiable, if you get these different accounts, different perceptions. Because
I’m n o tth eo n e- / mean, what really happened is always going to be contingent,
and new evidence could come up that could change your mind, but / don ’t take a
kind o f totally relativistic viewpoint, which is, if somebody remembers it, it might
as well have been true. / think this is really an interesting question.(64)

Despite the fact that Mintz demonstrates sympathy for the “relativistic viewpoint.” he
prioritizes "verifiable facts,” and doubts whether most eyewitness accounts are reliable (in
terms o f accuracy). In so doing, he affirms his identity as an academic historian who
prioritizes historical evidence. Rose Rosenblatt, Lipschutz’s partner, further discusses this
tension:

232See Fernandez-Armesto, 1997, p. 66. Throughout this book, FemandezArmesto differentiates between four types o f truth: the truth you feel, the truth you are
told, the truth o f reason, and the truth you perceive through your senses.
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There’s always the history and then there is always the television... I think that you
are always dealing with the blur and finally you have to see where you want to
surface. Maybe what I’m saying is that there is no such thing as objective history.
I think the deeper you dig, the more blurry the edges become because how in fact
do you get at truth and what is truth? It’s that whole conundrum. So there are
truths and it’s how yo u ’re looking, where you ’re standing, what access you have
to the information, what information is available to you and how you put it
together}125^

In the above quote, Rosenblatt’s comment that "there’s always the history and then there is
always the television,” implies that there may be a different standard for television, which
seemingly requires a more dramatic structure than print-based history.

This different

standard is then apparently justified by an ambivalent attitude towards “objectivity”: “Maybe
what I’m saying is that there is no such thing as objective history. I think the deeper you dig,
the more blurry the edges become because how in fact do you get at truth and what’s truth?”
While these comments (and others throughout the script) suggest that rigid notions o f
historical accuracy are not always the first priority for documentarians, it is a primary
consideration for other stakeholders, particularly historians. Consider this comment by Dr.
Vicki Ruiz:

“I would say the historian’s perspective is that our view is rooted in

evidence...Other historians might have a different take on what we do, but what we do is
grounded in evidence.”*99* As Ruiz claims, evidence is perhaps the highest priority for
historians. Dr. Alan Kors also refers to these priorities when he says that (excerpted above)
"the units o f documentary don’t function like evidence.” Still, most documentarians are not
willing to overlook historical evidence altogether, for the documentary form is based on a
claim of “actuality” or realism. Also, documentarians do not work in a vacuum. They
typically rely on historical advisors (and other stakeholders) while crafting their products,
and they want to earn their respect (and this respect is often necessary in order to attain
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funding, as will be discussed later). Historians, however, do not always feel like they are
given the respect they deserve.

Theme Two: Historians as "Mere Legitimacy. " Although some documentarians
may feel free to take certain liberties with rigid notions o f historical accuracy because they
rest assured that the historians on board would catch any major mistakes, others dispute that
they would ever take such liberties. Consider Bums’ statement (part of which was quoted
above): “Indeed every single one of my films has been advised by a panel o f distinguished
academic historians for historical facts and accuracy, so we’re not talking about bending any
truths to present some kind o f emotional version o f the past that is somehow diminished by
that sentimentality.,,(76) Interestingly, Bums’ invokes his association with academic historian
advisors to demonstrate the accuracy of his films, but my interviews suggest that historians
tend to feel underutilized in their roles as advisors. I do not point this out to critique the
"quality” of historical documentaries or the competence of documentarians, but rather to
shed light on how (in the words historian Dr. Gita Singh): “history as a discipline has
privileged itself, has constructed itself.”(96) Beginning early in the R&D phase, historians
start to feel a loss o f this privilege. Consider the following statements by historians Dr.
Steven Mintz, Dr. Vicki Ruiz, and Dr. Alan Brinkley:233
Dr. Steve Mintz (Professor o f History, University o f Houston): In Hollywood the
role o f historian is to tell them what kind o f dress people wore...And, I ’m a little
afraid that that’s our role, that we are - that our job is to provide background
facts, and that that’s - 1 mean, I think that no one believes in the historian as truth233Not all o f the quotes that I use are placed together as they are in the script (the
three below are a case in point). As mentioned above, the script is a useful heuristic
devise facilitating analysis, but I do not restrict myself to its framework.
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teller more often than documentary filmmakers, and that the opinions are fo r
witnesses... They serve as legitimation fo r the project. Because if you couldn ’t get
the right people, then I think the NEH is simply not interested,234 and the review
panels will not be interested.. .But I do think that historians have surprisingly little
input [They provide/ legitimation and I think they correct some horrible gaffes.
(57;

Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Professor o f History, Arizona State University): They don’t always
take them but I did give comments on scripts. I like being able to point out, “Well,
that’s not quite right” or “you could shade it this way” or “if you looked at such and
such a source you’d have a little bit different take on this.” That’s what I like to do.
I like that sense that they trust me to look at the script... Some people [filmmakers]
don’t... There have been times when they say “It’s not worth my time / have spent
a lot o f money, I have spent a lot o f time doing this and it’s not worth my tim e ”
The very cynical idea o f “I already have my story. ” They only want validation for
themes they have developed1(83)
Dr. Alan Brinkley (Professor o f History, Columbia University): In some o f the
[documentaries! historians might as well not be there...I think historians rarefy
play a truly decisive role. There are films, none that I ’ve worked on, that in a way
were the brainchild o f an historian and really is a collaboration, but that’s
relatively rare. I think most films are the work of the filmmaker and / think
historians as advisors at best can make some difference around the margins and
maybe make some difference at the beginning in the process of conceptualization.
But probably not, unless there’s a particularly close relationship between a
particular historian and a filmmaker, probably not a decisive difference.(55)
Dr. Mintz states that historians “serve as legitimation for the project,” a statement that is
echoed by the experiences of Dr. Ruiz: “they only want validation for themes they have
developed, and Dr. Brinkley: “historians rarely play a decisive role.” To be used as a source
of legitimacy is to be used for a purpose that serves other relationships (e.g. the relationship
between funders and documentarians), an experience that many historians find unsettling.
Although there are historians who feel differently (see discussion below), it is clear that
historians and documentarians often speak past each other.

Consider the following

234This reference to the NEH points to the influence of funders on the
documentarian-historian relationship. This influence will be addressed specifically in a
later section.
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"simulated exchange” between Dr. Vicki Ruiz and Meredith Woods:
Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Professor o f History, Arizona State University)-. I think sometimes
filmmakers have a straight storyline they want to sell, or that they 're really vested
in, and they don 7 want to listen to anything that contradicts that. So they don 7
listen. They 're not interested... Every film that I’ve been involved with they really
have a sort of set idea of what they want to do. How much you’re incorporated in that
film depends on how much of your vision coincides with theirs. The National
Women’s History Project was a great thing to work on because I actually got scripts
that I could critique. The big film s that I ’ve been involved with, basically you’re
brought into a conference, you exchange ideas, but you don’t really have any
script. I think part o f it is fo r validation, legitimacy... I think part of it is
entertainment They want to get moneyfor i t 235 They want it to have a lot ofplay.
They want it to be engaging, entertaining,(60)
Meredith Woods (Documentation): Sometimes if it’s not done well historians make
you feel like they want you to see something in a certain way. Youfeel like there’s
too much interpretation...I sometimes want to draw my own conclusions... But it’s
just, it’s like being ten steps back from an experience as opposed to being two steps
back. It can be a little distancing... So the rule that was established by Henry
Hampton and also the senior producer Judith Vecchione was that we wouldn’t always
depend on historians. ..we would use eyewitnesses. Ithink that’s the benchmark
for a lot o f B/acksidefilms is that you really don 7 get the contextfrom experts, you
get the contextfrom people who lived through the period)61)
Meredith Woods brings up interesting points concerning the pros and cons of using
eyewitnesses vs. historians (i.e. "experts”) that will be further explored during the Production
Phase. For now the relevant point is that while Dr. Ruiz comments that documentarians tend
to force their own storylines regardless of what historians say ("I think sometimes
filmmakers have a straight storyline they want to sell, or that they’re really vested in, and
they don’t want to listen to anything that contradicts that”). Woods feels that historians often
impose their ideas on documentarians (“Sometimes if it’s not done well historians make you
feel like they want you to see things a certain way”). They are clearly speaking from
different perspectives. In a later “exchange,” they come together in agreement (with a
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response by Ken Bums):
Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Professor o f History, Arizona State University): I was very early on,
on the board o f advisors fo r The West but quickly was discarded as though / didn ’t
have anything interesting to say...Basically, / fe lt a very dismissive tone with
respect to my work. I went to one reception at the Western History Association
saying they wanted me on the advisory team and then they started asking me all these
questions about East coast archives. I said “Well, you’ve got to go to the West, and
if you’re interested in Mexicans you’ve got to look at this, and this, and this.” I got
this letter from this woman from Ken Bums’ office saying “We want to see all your
primary' material of Juanita Downieville, a Mexican woman who was hung.” I
believe I sent them a sample of materials and then never heard from them again. All
that was mentioned in the film was “A Mexican woman was hung in the gold rush.”
(77)

Meredith Woods: I have a friend who is a historian and was a consultantfor Ken
Burns' The West and she felt like they were really abused. They asked her to
review some scripts in the early stages. She and some others had some real
problems with it and wrote some elaborate critiques. IVhat happened was that they
were never heard from again. She sent out these critiques and it didn’t seem like
anyone read them for a long time and when they finally read them they were
concerned and contacted her for an interview, but there was no follow-up or followthrough. The critique went into a vacuum and didn’t come back out again. I think
how historians are treated varies on production to production, andfrom producer
to producer, and depending on how the executive producer feels about those
historians. I think prestige and prominence o f a historian will get you more
attention. I f you ’re Shelby Foote you get treated differently than if you ’re my
friend. That’s the reality o f it, you know? (78)
Ken Bums (Documentarian): I drewfrom resources fo r more than five years, and
was advised by nearly two dozen distinguished scholars. The result / made was not
a scholarly paper, not an essay or an abstractfor a distinguishedjournal, now was
it a book from a University Press, nor was it even a popular historical work o f
nonfiction, but in fact a film , filled with first-person voices, music, sound effects
and visual material presented in a cinematic fashion, all o f which are areas o f which
the scholars know absolutely nothing about}19)

In the quotes above, both Dr. Ruiz and Woods describe incidents that provide some
explanation for historians’ discontentment expressed above (by historians Mintz, Brinkley,
etc.) Ruiz states that she “felt a very dismissive tone” with respect to her work, while Woods

235Note the influence o f funding concerns once again.
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recounts how a friend o f hers (and a historical consultant for Bums’ The West) felt like the
historical consultants for that project “were really abused.” Bums essentially argues that
although historians advise his projects, at some point he needs to diverge from their input
because the type o f work that he does (film) is categorically different from the type o f work
that they do (historical scholarship). Although his argument has merit, the incidents
described by Ruiz and Woods add weight to the increasingly convincing argument that the
practice o f using historians’ names merely to gain legitimacy (i.e. tokenism) does indeed
exist in this context.
It is important to note that other historians do have different experiences. Dr. Nan
Woodruff, for example, observes that historians and documentarians are often able to work
well together despite the above-described tensions:
The ones I’ve worked with put a lot of weight on accuracy, especially someone like
Henry Hampton. He brings an enormous number of scholars in to talk about a series
every time he does it. I think accuracy is what they...they certainly want that but
they go about it in a different way. We have to prove our accuracy by footnotes
and documents and that sort o f thing whereas they use a lot o f the sources we do,
but then they have to take those sources and then portray them visually. The ones
I’ve worked with do a very good job of achieving accuracy. There are a lot of
people, I think, that don’t. Or there are some that don’t....(100)
Woodruff argues that though historians and documentaries approach things quite differently,
their work has equal value. These comments point to the fact that there is often a “division
o f labor” approach to historical documentary producing (explored further in Part Two), in
the sense that historians become responsible for maintaining “accuracy,” while
documentarians work to convey the information in an “interesting,” “entertaining,” or
"dramatic” (i.e. telegenic) fashion. This is particularly true with respect to NEH-funded
historical documentarians intended for PBS. (There are other, more “art film” documentaries
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that do not always conform to this model.) Still, as the above discussion demonstrates, many
historians feel that that their token presence is sought rather than an actual full-fledged
consultation.

This need for the seal o f approval from

academic historians connects documentarians to another
group of stakeholders within the production community:
funders.

The Documentarian-Funder Relation durine R & D
As the research and development stage continues, fundraising is one of the first
things that documentarians must do before they can proceed with the nuts and bolts of
production. A one-hour documentary costs approximately 5500,000 to produce (although
there is much variation here), and so fundraising is a fairly formidable task.

The

documentarian-funder relationship thus becomes a key relationship in this process. When
considering how documentarians and funders negotiate competing considerations during the
research and development stage, the following themes emerge:
■

Theme One: Documentarians need large sums of money to produce
documentaries, so they often feel beholden to funding organizations;
funders, however, do not usually feel that they exert much substantive
control (relevant negotiable concerns: funding needs, political agendas and
aesthetic values).

■

Theme Two: Funders and documentarians inevitably constrain each other’s
choices; no decisions are made in isolation within this highly enmeshed
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production community (re: funding needs and political agendas).

Theme One: Documentarians often feel beholden to funding organizations. Because
o f the tremendous financial investment necessary to make the majority o f documentaries,
documentarians are tightly bound with funding organizations. The degree of dependency
inherent in this relationship has many implications (e.g. one variation of the golden rule:
whoever has the gold makes the rules). If documentarians want to support one agenda with
their films or videos, but funding organizations are opposed to this agenda, ensuing tensions
may entail compromise. And it follows that the solicitous party (i.e. the documentarians)
will be the ones facing subtle (or not so subtle) pressures to compromise.236 Consider the
following quote by Ellen Reynolds, a documentarian:
It’s a cooking show, so the kids get to write away for recipes and they actually do see
the foods being made, and there’s text on the screen. So it’s a learning show too.
But we had to shift a little bitfo r the Department ofAgriculture [funders], we had
to make it sound a bit more like a nutrition show, whereas when I wrote it
nutrition wasn’t on my mind. I have a whole holiday episode with just sweets...
( 139)

As Reynolds suggests, funding organizations have a great deal o f power since they control
the purse strings.237 In order to illustrate these dynamics, I refer to the following section
taken from Act II, Scene I (“Funding History”) of the script (it might help to review the entire
scene [dialogue 27-51] for added context). For example, consider the following “simulated
exchange” between Barbara Abrash, Meredith Woods, and Jay Kaplan:

236This negotiation may also involve tailoring proposals to particular funders, who
may feel deceived if the end result does not conform to the proposed project.
237O f course, if there were nobody to give money to then funders would have no
power, so funders are also dependent upon grant recipients to a degree.
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Barbara Abrash (Independent Film Producer/Acting Director o f the Center for
Media, Culture and History at Hew York University): You always write proposals
to somebody in terms o f their guidelines...you have to make it sound like it’s an
interesting and compelling story. You have to highlight certain things that you
think the funder will be interested in. If you have a funder who’s interested in
Western history, you want to emphasize that you’re doing Western history. I f you
want somebody who ’s afraid that you have a controversial subject, you want to be
sure that you have advisors who will keep it on the straight and narrow. It’s
everything from the length o f the film to the form o f the film .(3 9 )
Jay Kaplan (Director, NY Humanities Council): They [documentarians] all want to
tell us that they’re completely linked to the humanities, that they’re all emerging out
of this vast scholarly apparatus, and that they’re completely neutral in their
interpretations and sanitized and will never embarrass us in any way. I think that
given the public controversies, filmmakers —especially those who haven ’t had a
lot o f contact with our particular funding agency —try to approach us in a way
that sort o f clears up the act. Others who have a different interpretation o f what
we’re about because we’ve taken some risks infilm funding in the past come in as
though —and they’re equally wrong when they approach us —as though we have
some sort o f social agenda that automatically puts us in their camp and that if they
demonstrate their social commitment in their proposal that they’re automatically
going to be receiving funding. That also doesn’t stand them in good stead. Really,
I think we’re quite honest about accepting diverse points o f view as long as a
strong intellectual argument can be mustered on their behalf. We’re looking for
that kind o f coherence and consequentiality in the applications that we reviewP 7>
Meredith Woods (Documentarian): I think by and large foundations have an
agenda too. I don’t know about the NEH at all, but I think any foundation is looking
to put a stamp on society in terms of its legacy. The foundations that have done
media funding have been trying to advance some sort o f social agenda o f what
they think, holding up values that they want people to pay attention to as well as
getting their name out, as well as doing good work. I think it's part of the agenda
of a lot of foundations. I think films have sometimes been a vehicle for that.(38>
This arrangement o f quotes is interesting in the sense that Jay Kaplan’s comment doesn’t
correspond to the statements by Meredith Woods and Barbara Abrash. Abrash talks about
the need (as a documentarian seeking funding) to keep controversial subjects on the “straight
and narrow” and Woods comments that “foundations have an agenda too,” while Jay Kaplan
refers to how when filmmakers try to “clean up their acts,” it doesn’t “stand them in good
stead.” Despite this contradiction, in their references to each other (i.e. to each other’s
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stakeholder groups) they do reveal the ongoing influence and interaction between funders
and documentarians. Though they disagree, their statements fit together as if an actual
conversation had taken place, revealing the dialogical aspects o f an “active and ongoing
process in which each party makes adjustments to the other’s anticipated responses”"^38
referred to in Chapter Three. Most funders were unlikely to acknowledge any tendency to
avoid controversy, though one corporate funder did refer to this possibility:
Tom Kimble (General Motors): We have to look at the impact on the image and the
reputation of General Motors. I mean, truly there is a connection as to being a good
corporate citizen, but you're being a good corporate citizen to improve your image
and your reputation. I f it’s the kind o f material that’s going to be viewed that
might severely have an effect on our customer base, have an effect on our
employees negatively, or have an effect on our shareholders, we would want to shy
away from it.(42)
As an employee o f a corporation, Tom Kimble has no qualms about admitting that he
considers the interests o f the customers, employees, shareholders, etc. and that he might "shy
away from” material that might affect them negatively. Most private or government funders
are reluctant to acknowledge these types o f concerns. This would make sense; corporate
funders are clearly working in the service of their respective corporations, whereas non
corporate funders are generally assumed be serving the ‘"public interest.” My point is not that
non-corporate funders are purposefully disingenuous, but rather that their role within a
network of stakeholders is complex: documentarians speak to the influence that funders have
over them, and non-corporate funders maintain this influence (at least in part) by disavowing
- often it in order to appease legislators (see later discussion on the funder-legislator link in
the production context).

238Sampson, p. 106
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Theme Two: Funders and documentarians inevitably constrain each other’s choices.
Throughout the R&D process, the dance between documentarians and funders continues.
In my interviews it became clear that funders do exert a fair amount o f influence in various
ways: through their guidelines, their funding decisions, their potential for removing ongoing
support (more typical o f the production phase), and their potential for denying future support
(more typical o f the distribution phase). This influence extends into documentarians’
substantive decisions. In this sense, economic concerns inevitably play a role in the shaping
of historical representation. This is as to be expected since no decisions are made in isolation
within this highly enmeshed production community. Still, in most cases funders minimize
their acknowledgement o f this influence. Consider the contradictions in another ’'simulated
exchange” between documentarians and funders:
IVoody Wickham (Vice President for Public Affairs and Director o f the General
Program, MacArthur Foundation): I’m sure there are...of course there must be film
ideas and series ideas that are never really developed because early in the
brainstorming someone says “Nobody’s going to fund a piece about the case for
incest. There are just some things that are not going to get funded so let’s not do
that.” I don’t think we’ve ever turned anything down because it was too
controversial, and we certainly get proposals for films and series about so-called
controversial matters. (44)
Robert Lavelle (Director of Publishing and New Media, Blackside): We are very
careful about making sure our program aligns with the programmatic interests o f
whatever foundation we are going to so that we wouldn’t take a rural story to a
foundation that is primarily interested in urban issues, and that’s awfully obvious.
When you’ve befriended a few program officers who like your work and trust you,
you naturally look for material, even unconsciously look for material... One o f your
screens is “is it a fundable project?” And it’s not a screen in the abstract, you don’t
say, “Is this a fundable project” the way a first-time filmmaker would say it. Then
you’re sort of naively saying “yeah, it’s a great project. Of course it’s fundable.”
But you’re basing it on who do / know, who likes my work, who trusts me, and will
this make them happy. You wouldn’t change it necessarily, substantially, to meet
their needs,(45)
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In the above quotes, both Woody Wickham and Robert Lavelle maintain fairly even-handed
views concerning the question o f how much influence funders exert on filmmakers. Still,
Wickham tends to minimize this influence (i.e. “I don’t think we’ve ever turned down a
project because it’s too controversial”) while Lavelle points to it (i.e. one of our screens is
"is it a fundable project?”). This debate continues in the "arrangement of quotes” discussed
below (see Act II, Scene I, "Funding History”) in which funders doubt whether controversy
interferes with the “fundability” o f a project, while other stakeholders talk about their
different experiences. {Due to the length o f relevant material, please refer to dialogue 44-51
in the script. Also consider the Stemburg-NEH Funder "exchange” in Act III, Scene I,
dialogue 143-144).
The specified "quote combinations” are quite telling. Once again, there is a general
insistence o f neutrality on the part o f the funders (with some exceptions), yet this ideal o f
neutrality is at odds with the accounts provided by documentarians Bennett Singer, Robert
Lavelle, and Janet Stemburg among others. Although Woodward Wikham of the MacArthur
Foundation does acknowledge that "there must be a certain amount o f self-censorship that
goes on when a filmmaker does not develop a project because they despair o f funding,”<44)
he also states that "I’ve never experienced a reshaping o f a piece in reaction to funders input
either before funding or after the funding where the input was motivated by a shyness about
controversy... ”(46) John Santos o f the Ford Foundation is basically in agreement when he
states that "it’s not a consideration for us, really, in terms o f counter-advising support for a
project if it’s going to be too controversial.’*50* In contrast, documentarians clearly have had
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different experiences. Robert Lavelle tells about the obstacles his company faced when
trying to fund a project on the social history o f tobacco in America (‘"they told us - they were
very up front with us - it is unlikely that you are going to get funding from anyone else on
this project”)*51’, Janet Stemburg tells about how the NEH clearly made funding decisions
based on political considerations (in the case o f American Dream: “"oh, the scholarship
wasn't good enough'... code for saying that we don’t agree with its politics”),*143) and
Bennett Singer tells about the difficulties experienced by filmmakers who tried to air a gay
rights film on PBS. In Singer’s words: “it varies from funder to funder...but a lot o f them
have a political agenda or political motives.”(47) These conditions inevitably have tangible
consequences. Ellen Reynolds’ experience is also revealing in this regard:
Ellen Reynolds (Documentarian): The market researcher is insistent [that we
should focus on/ the predominant view o f the predominant audience, meaning
white kids..-And so h e’s very insistent that we only test predominant groups,
predominant audiences because that’s all that the sponsors wilt care about And
if we happen to reach some minority children as a spillover, that’s great. He’s all for
it, but I’m not allowed to try to address them particularly because that would be a
turn-off for the audience.*139’
As the above case suggests, documentarians’ political considerations are often diluted by
funding needs which then influence the substance of a project. Documentarians must
therefore constantly weigh their political agendas against their funding concerns. As Robert
Lavelle puts it: “As a grantee, you don’t even like to ask them to do anything that’s going to
make them uncomfortable.”*51* At the same time, funders’ political agendas inform their own
funding decisions. I’m not suggesting that someone like John Santos o f the Ford Foundation
is dishonest when he states that (quoted previously) “it’s not a consideration for us, really,
in terms o f counter-advising support for a project if it’s going to be too controversial,” but
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I do think that there is a difference between official policy and unofficial policy. Erving
Goffman writes about this difference in The Presentation o f Self in Everyday Life:
Each participant is expected to suppress his immediate heartfelt feelings,
conveying a view of the situation which he feels the others will be able to
find at least temporarily acceptable. The maintenance o f this surface of
agreement, this veneer o f consensus, is facilitated by each participant
concealing his own wants behind statements which assert values to which
everyone present feels obliged to give lip service.239
Goffman refers to this “lip service” as the tentative official ruling,” and, as he suggests, this
official policy is not less “real” (both are generally present in most functioning groups), but
latent, unspoken policies are quite powerful because they are insidious and therefore harder
to pinpoint and challenge. John Santos, for example, later reveals that this issue is “not the
kind of thing that often is the subject o f direct and frank exchanges.”(36) Wickham also
remarks: "I could simply be masking a conscious fear o f controversy on our part, or even a
conscious fear o f controversy.”
As another example, the NEH requires that projects be “politically balanced” in order
to receive funding (see Hackney’s comment, dialogue 118: “The NEH has a standard, a rule,
of its programs, especially toward documentary film, that the film cannot be designed to
convince the audience o f a particular thing. It has to be balanced...”), yet throughout the

239Erving Goffman, The Presentation o f S e lf in Everyday Life (NY: Doubleday,
1559), p. 9. Goffman refers to his approach as “dramaturgical”: “ I shall consider the way
in which the individual in ordinary work situations presents himself and his activity to
others, the ways in which he guides and controls the impression they form o f him, and the
kinds of things he may or may not do while sustaining his performance before them (p.
xi). Considering my own use of “scripts” and “players,” my approach could also be
considered dramaturgical. For more on this topic, see A. Paul Hare and Herbert H.
Blumberg, Dramaturgical Analysis o f Social Interaction (NY: Praeger, 1988); and Victor
Turner, 1974 and 1982.
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production community there is a widespread belief that the year-to-year vicissitudes in
governmental climates affect what is considered “balance” and which projects are likely to
get funded. Consider this remark by documentarian Rose Rosenblatt:
The NEH always had a problematic history vis-a-vis independent filmmakers.
My experience is that they have always been more conservative than most
filmmakers, but that shifts with the general climate so it’s a continuum, but
they have always been on the conservative end, it’s just that the center has
also shifted.<27)
Because documentarians generally rely on historians to verify to funders that their approach
is “balanced” and “accurate,” I turn next to an examination o f how historians enter into the
documentarian-funder relation.

The Documentarian-Funder Relation durine RAD:
Historians Invoked

As mentioned in the previous section, historical consultants often bring legitimacy
to a project in the eyes o f funders. Although historians might not deal directly with funders,
they enter into the documentarian-funder relation significantly, and this section focuses
specifically on how historians affect this relationship. Funders, after all, usually require proof
of scholarly involvement as part of their grant application packages. In this way, funders are
a motivating force behind the development of a documentarian-historian relationship. As
NEH program officer Tank states: “If it’s NEH funded, then they’re obligated to pay
attention to the scholarly collaboration. And I feel strongly about that.”(54) This invocation
of historians is characterized by the following themes:
■

Theme One'. Documentarians depend on historians to add credibility to
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their projects when applying for grants from funding organizations,240 but
there is an unspoken awareness between documentarians and funders (and
many historians) that this involvement is sometimes merely strategic (re:
historical accuracy an d funding issues ).

■

Theme Two : Documentarians, funders, and historians often view the role of

historical advisors differently, and these conflicts point to tensions between
written history and visual history (re: historical accuracy an d fu n din g
issues ).

Theme One: Because funders are often genuinely uncertain about the quality o f most
projects proposed (although if a documentarian has a successful track record then this is less
o f an issue),241 they turn to historians to determine the legitimacy o f the project under
consideration. Since funders usually have little or no direct contact with these historians
(although a couple o f funders did mention that they had called members o f boards), they
receive information about historians mainly through the proposal packages provided by
documentarians. The credibility o f historians is verified by the inclusion o f their CVs
specifying academic positions, publication records, academic degrees, awards, etc.
Documentarians use these CVs and historians’ "letters o f support” (required in grant
application packages) to prove themselves to funders and to substantiate their claims o f
producing ‘"quality” historical documentaries (i.e. documentaries that uphold “established

240See theme #2 with respect to the documentarian-historian relation.
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historical facts”).

The scholarly community thus becomes “the gatekeeper” of historical

truths. In my interviews, however, funders frequently expressed skepticism regarding the
actual involvement o f the historians on documentary boards.

Consider the following

comments:
Woodward Wickham (MacArthur Foundation): Almost thefirst question we ask is,
“Is this going to be sound history reflecting the best current practice in history,
and the best current analysis in history? ” We do not rely on the filmmaker and
his or her analysis and grasp o f history to reassure us on that question. It’s the
historians that we look to and usually there’s a panel of 8 or 18 historians and
sometimes other social scientists. We work hard to learn among those who are the
two or three that are really active on the project. It has happened that we’ve called
people on a historical advisory panelfo r a history documentary only to learn that
the person we’re calling —because it’s usually somebody we knowfrom some other
connection —hasn’t heard o f the project and is just on the listfor convenience.(56)
Jay Kaplan (NY Council for the Humanities): The bulk of what we do has an
historical perspective. First and foremost we have to make sure that the
representation of history as it’s known in the scholarly community is accurately
reflected in the film proposal that we receive and that the producer or whoever is
writing the application to us has done his or her homework in researching the subject
and presents it to us in an informed way that takes account of the scholarship. Then
we look to make sure that the film is advised by people competent in the subject
matter and with specific experience in the field. And we look to see in what ways
they’re actually involved in the production. Rather than just attaching their
names, we prefer those applications where it’s clear that the scholars are playing
a more genuine role in interacting with the filmmaker. And so I would say that
we also look at prior work to see whether the filmmaker has a track record of
portraying history in a way that...reflects the historical qualities that we seek... We
try to guarantee it by, as I’ve said, associating the filmmaker with historians who will,
in some way, function as a board of governors, and by giving grants to filmmakers
that we trust either because they’ve established a reputation that they themselves
want to guard as credible in the funding community/59*
In the above excerpts, funders express concern that documentarians might “just attach” the
names o f historians on grant applications, whether or not “they’re actually involved in
production.” Although the role of the board o f historical advisors is described as functioning
like a “board o f governors,” there is awareness that much o f this participation is merely

241In the words o f Jay Kaplan: “we also look at prior work.”(59)
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strategic.

Still, as these funders repeatedly emphasize, when assessing the historical

"legitimacy” o f grant applications, they always look to the historians involved in the project.
As Jay Kaplan states, “we look to make sure that the film is advised by people competent
in the subject matter and with specific experience in the field.” And as Wickham comments:
"it’s the historians we look to and usually there’s a panel o f 8 to 18 historians and sometimes
other social scientists.”
It is therefore interesting to consider the degree to which these funders
simultaneously reinforce and undermine the authority o f academic historians. As Wikham
states, his organization is looking for “sound history reflecting the best current practice in
history.” Jay Kaplan also chooses his words carefully when he states that “we have to make
sure that the representation of history as it is known in the scholarly community [my
emphasis] is accurately reflected in the film proposal.” Wikham and Kaplan make it clear
that they are not interested in supporting documentaries that challenge established academic
history.

Nevertheless, they are perhaps unwittingly participating in challenges to this

establishment when they support visual history, which is by definition “alternative.” The fact
that funders are often aware that many historians’ names are used in a token fashion suggests
that academic historians have less power in the process than it may appear.

Theme Two: Conflict between stakeholders' (documentarians. funders, and
historians) views o f historical advisors ’roles points to tensions between written history and
visual history. As mentioned previously, during R&D documentarians need to assemble a
board of advisors to prove to funders that their work is historically valid, yet documentarians’
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primary aims (to tell a good story) often contradict historical advisors’ primary aims (to
ensure historical accuracy). As a result, some historians have commented (see previous
discussion) that the documentarian/historian collaboration is not always as thoroughgoing
as it could be. Still, though funders are generally savvy enough to be aware o f these
practices, they often overlook them, hoping that “two or three [historians] are really active
on the project.” Funders and documentarians may engage in a certain degree o f disavowal
concerning the "token” nature o f some of this advising, but, as demonstrated earlier,
historians are often candid about their feelings o f being underutilized in their roles as
historical advisors. Ken Bums defends his work by emphasizing that his films have “been
advised by a panel of distinguished historians.”*79*yet he is also quick to point out that films
and books are very different media that should not be judged on the same terms: “finally, this
is a case o f apples and oranges.”(88) Interestingly, Dr. Woodruff used this same analogy in
her interview: “It’s like comparing apples and oranges. They just do something differently
and I think when they do it right they do as good job as we do...They do it more visually
with narrative and we do it straight outright in using documents.”*87* These comments reveal
that the differences between written history and visual history are often at the heart o f debates
concerning how thoroughly historians must be integrated into project work to satisfy funders
(and other stakeholders). Dr. Brinkley provides insights into this issue:
I’ve done enough films now [as an advisor] that I understand what can and can’t
happen and I’m not often impatient. But I think in meetings ofgroups o f advisors,
typically people who haven’t worked on many film s before, I do sense at times a
kind o f frustration that the filmmaker ju st isn’t getting it, that the film isn’t
incorporating the interpretive findings on this subject effectively enough. I think it
takes a while around film s to understand that that’s not something film s can
necessarily do .(9°*
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In his comment that “that's not something films can do.” Brinkley also refers to the fact that
visual history and written history are categorically different. Still, some historians have a
different take on their experiences working in a “different” medium with different
capabilities. According to Dr. Ruiz, the tensions between historians and documentarians
create a hierarchy where “different” is not necessarily considered “equal.'’ She states that
"there was a very dismissive tone with respect to my work.”(77) In her role as a historical
advisor, she felt ignored.
Although historians are crucial to the process o f historical documentary production,
there is a sense in which documentarians and funders view the role o f historical advisors
differently from the way many historians view this role (i.e. historians often hope to be more
involved). This tension highlights some of the seismic shifts currently underway with respect
to historical practice in general (discussed in Chapter Two). In their official capacity,
funders and documentarians must uphold the status o f academic historians in any historical
endeavor, and yet their languaging or unofficial discourse conveys a sense in which both
funders and documentarians participate in a subtle and unspoken resistance to the power of
academic historians. Very often this resistance is blanketed in its opposite: a loud, firm and
consistent defense o f the importance o f academic historian contributions. Yet the fact that
1) many funders are essentially aware that some historical advisors are merely “attached
names” combines with the fact that 2) most documentarians need these “attached names” (for
funding) in the course o f telling a “good story,” to suggest that 3) winks and nudges are
slowly wearing away at the authority o f academic historians. This is not necessarily a bad
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thing, though in official discourse it is generally presented negatively.242 The key point for
the current project is that these tendencies point to the collaborative, social, and constructed
nature o f all historical practice - whether popular or academic.
When documentarians use narrative strategies to highlight certain storylines, they are
perhaps not so different from their academic colleagues, though academic historians are
entrenched in a history so old it seems nonnegotiable. By challenging academic historians
(whether overtly or insidiously), documentarians are “revolutionizing” history by seizing
some of the authority normally reserved for academic historians. Because documentarians
are concerned with creating visual history (a “degraded” form vis-a-vis print-based history)
that is appealing to audiences, they engage the public. Yet because documentarians need the
stamp o f approval from historical advisors for funding purposes, they gradually shift the
terrain o f history-telling in contemporary culture without radically upsetting the status quo.
This is necessary since many documentarians are ultimately (albeit indirectly) answerable
to legislators - the guardians of the status quo - in their efforts to procure financing.

The Documentarian-Funder Relationship during RAD:
Leeislators Invoked

The above section suggests that documentarians and
the funders are like two “conspirators” who work simultaneously to both challenge and

242As discussed in Chapter Two, there is much public ambivalence concerning the
tensions between popular and academic histories.
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uphold the power o f academic historians.

But there are many other aspects of this

relationship that create tension rather then camaraderie - such as the constant negotiation
of funding needs vs. political agendas. As discussed later with respect to the production
context, most documentarians do not interact directly with legislators (in their
documentarian roles, that is) unless they are specifically protesting government actions
regarding arts/humanities funding budgets. Though documentarians are strongly affected
by legislators’ decisions in their day-to-day activities, this influence is usually felt through
funding organizations (and therefore felt most strongly during R&D). The indirect nature
of this influence, however, makes it no less powerful. In order to understand fully the
documentarian-funder relationship during R&D, we must consider how legislators enter
into the mix. This invocation is characterized by the following theme:
■

Documentarians and legislators are interconnected, though their contact
is usually indirect (maintained mainly through funders) and legislator
influence is generally unspoken (re: fu ndin g needs and political agendas).

Documentarians are well aware that the presence o f legislators in the extended
production family means that funding issues and political agendas are strongly linked.
Consider the following statement by Rose Rosenblatt, a documentarian:
Well it starts when something like the Jesse Helms incidents around the NEA are
on the front page o f the New York Times. I think when it started it was page A17
of the New York Times, and then it gets front page and then it becomes large and
significant and it calls attention and it somehow merges with all o f these other large
issues so that the equation becomes in the minds o f most people that are hurting:
yo u ’re paying too many taxes, you’re suffering, you don’t have a job, and you
know who’s getting your job? This artist type. Who is, you know, putting
crucifixes in jars along with urine. And the conflation of those two things is what
then becomes the national consciousness/4*
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Rosenblatt makes a connection between legislators' positions and overall attitudes towards
artists by correlating “Jesse Helms incidents around the NEA” in the New York Times with
a building hostility towards artists: “you’re suffering, you don’t have a job, and you know
who’s getting your job? This artist type.” In this way, documentarians are profoundly
affected by legislators’ political agendas. Documentarian Meredith Woods further elaborates
on the influence o f legislators on documentarians below:
The media has been associated with liberal values... and when the Republicans
started to increasingly gain the majority and control the debate in the country, the
assault was on fo r filmmakers and arts organizations. Now the die is cast and they
really have declined. I don’t see any turning back in the foreseeable future, really
because of the political climate in this country.(8)

Woods points to a Republican assault on filmmakers and arts organizations. Some might
argue that Republicans (as a political party) are far removed from the creation of
documentaries, yet by influencing legislation concerning funding organizations, a connection
between legislators and filmmakers is forged.

Funders are thus the link between

documentarians and legislators. Political positions are not supposed to affect funding
decisions made by most funding organizations, yet legislative “political” decisions are the
bread and butter o f funding organizations. Documentarian Karen Bernstein also refers to the
effects of this “Republican assault”:
I went to a farewell party for the man who used to head up the media section at the
NEA. He’s this very elegant man and he had this party, and people made speeches
as part of the going away for him and basically said, “With Brian’s leaving it really
marks the end o f the...media grants. ” And it’s kind o f true. We’d like to think
that it’s not the end, but it’s going to change so radically that it is kind o f true.<13)
By referring to how things are “going to change so radically,” Bernstein underlines the point
that the media production world is powerfully affected by the political agendas of legislators.
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She captures the feeling o f despair that descended over the documentary film community
after the NEH/NEA funding cuts when she refers to “the end.” In general, the above quotes
illustrate the deeply symbiotic relationship between documentarians and legislators;
documentarians are strongly affected by legislators’ decisions despite the fact that almost all
the interaction between these two groups o f people is indirect, taking place through funding
organizations. One could argue that many documentarians could sidestep this connection by
relying only on private foundations or corporate sponsors,243 but as discussed below (see
theme #2 with respect to the legislator-funder relation in the production context), even non
governmental funding organizations are affected by changes in governmental funding
policies. As documentarian Robert Lavelle observes: “That sense o f being the “balancer”
between the commercial marketplace and the needs o f the public is under attack. I don't
know whether it’s gone but it’s under attack. I think it’s true in the federal government, but
it has repercussions in the foundation community as well.(23) When John Santos o f the Ford

Foundation comments that “there was definitely a trend in the mood o f the country towards
more and more conservative programming,”06’ it becomes clear that funders are aware of the
effects that legislator’s decisions have on the production community, yet once again, these
spheres of influence are still not often openly discussed. To repeat Santos’admission: “it’s
not the kind o f thing that is the subject of direct and frank exchanges.”06’ The lingering myth
of the "sacred,” apolitical nature o f “culture” is still a powerful factor leading to this
widespread disavowal. Yet cracks in this disavowal are surfacing, not only in academic

2430 r credit cards and private donations, but due to the extremely high cost of
historical documentaries, these approaches to fundraising as less viable in this case.
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literature but also in the languaging of the stakeholders themselves.

As documentarian

Meredith Woods comments:
I think the way it works —and this may sound Machiavellian or insidious —but I think
this is really the way it works...Who gets the big bucks for doing history films? Ken
Bums, Henry Hampton, they’re two of the biggest... They fin d filmmakers that
they ’re comfortable with and they get them as the primary filmmakers. I think
filmmakers who have a much more difficult political perspective, their works just
don 7 getfunded. Which is not to say.... I just think that’s the reality of it. A few
people get chosen to do these really high profile projects and can do it over and over
again because they've been recognized for what they’ve done in the past.. .I’ve never
heard anyone say, “Let’s not do it because the funders will be upset ” / think
being honest about that kind o f thing is kind o f hard}l45)
Woods’ insight resonates: “being honest about that kind o f thing is kind o f hard.” Many o f
the spheres o f influence operating in the extended production world under consideration are
hard for members to talk about, because disavowal and a degree of artifice are often
unspoken rules in the unofficial code of conduct. This is not to say that actual lying or denial
is taking place, but rather that a complicated cultural mechanism is at work separating the
"dirty world” of politics and money from the “rarefied air” o f culture, art and History. As
work in the field o f cultural studies has emphasized, "culture” is a process o f “making
meaning”244 rather than a lofty museum where the well-heeled spend their leisure time, and
this process of “making meaning” is inevitably filled with partisan bickering, moneygrubbing, and power plays.

244See Graeme Turner, British Cultural Studies (New York: Routledge, 1996); and
Lawrence Grossberg, Cary Nelson, and Paula Treichler, Cultural Studies (New York:
Routledge, 1992).
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PHASE THREE: PRO DU CTION

Once some funding has been secured and production has started, documentarians
generally have to do more fundraising. Receiving a grant from one funding organization is
normally not enough, particularly since the budget cuts at the NEH/NEA. The NEH used to
be able to give grants that would cover the bulk o f production costs, but things have changed:
Dr. Nancy Rogers (Director of Public Programs, NEH): In the cuts between '95 and
’96 we went from 25 million for the whole division [of Public Programs] and 10 or
11 million for the Media Program to 10 million for the whole division, and the first
year after those cuts we only had.. .1 think we only spent about 4 million for radio and
television. And we used to be able to give 2 million dollar grants for major series,
and that used to be enough, really to get the thing going, and filmmakers could then
raise the outside money very easily if it was an important project. Now the largest
grant that we’ve given since ’95 is S800,000 and that - / think we’ve only given
two or three... So that means that filmmakers spend so much more o f their time
raising money. And / think that one result is that it is taking longer to produce
these films. And another is that some don’t get made.(18)
As Dr. Rogers states, “filmmakers spend so much more of their time raising money,” so the
fundraising phase inevitably extends past R&D.

In many cases, documentarians must

continue fundraising all the way through distribution - and sometimes even afterwards if
additional money is needed for educational outreach programs. Still, most documentarians
get started with production once they have enough money to begin.
In the professional production jargon o f documentarians, what I am calling the
production phase is actually broken down into three parts: pre-production, production, and
post-production (or "post”). “Pre-production” is similar to R&D except that production
money has been raised, so documentarians finalize the actual work plan - budgets and
production schedules are completed, staff members are hired, research continues and pre
interviews are conducted. During “production” (in professional jargon) the actual shooting
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takes place. The key stakeholders involved in "production” include some groups that were
not interviewed for this dissertation, including production crews (cinematographers [usually
called the "DP,”] assistant cinematographers ["assistant camera”], lighting technicians
[gaffers], assistant lighting ["best boy”], grips, sound recordists, assistant sound recordists,
production coordinators, production associates and assistants, production secretaries,
production accountants, etc.). The "post-production” phase also includes some stakeholder
groups not interviewed, most notably editors, assistant editors, apprentice editors, and post
production supervisors.245 As stated previously, the bulk o f this dissertation focuses on
R&D, so interviewing most o f the stakeholders mentioned above would have been beyond
the scope o f this study. Still, it is important to examine how the interaction between the
stakeholders I did interview continues during production (as I define it, i.e. including "preproduction,” "production,” and "post-production”). 1 first examine how the documentarianhistorian relationship is faring.

The Documentarian-Historian Relationship
Purine Production
Although historical advisors are perhaps most active
during R&D, they must be available for consultation during the
entire documentary-making process. During production, they

245All o f these phases involve interns, who were also not interviewed for this
dissertation, although examining the role o f unpaid interns in the documentary production
world (especially as a response to the enormous funding pressures) might prove to be an
interesting study in itself.
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continue to answer questions and, most importantly, provide feedback and commentary
during rough-cut screenings,246 and on camera. Documentarian Bennett Singer points to the
sometimes contentious relationship between historians and documentarians during
production:
The historical advisor’s concerns are often completely and diametrically opposed
to thefilmmaker’s concerns because they’re saying, “You left out that thing on the
moral majority” fo r instance, or “you left out that given fact that has some
importance in the overall historical narrative. ” Whereasfo r the filmmakers that
is important but it’s not supremely important, these things that are incidental to
the central thread. / do think a tot o f stories get boiled down to the sort o f basic
elements o f drama. There is a conflict and there are people on one side and people
on the other side and they’re moving towards some resolution. Facts that are
extraneous to that central conflict often get omitted or streamlined, or accounted
fo r in live narration, or a lot o f times left out altogether... We ended up telling
one-thousandth o f that story... We didn’t make up anything, but it certainty is
dramatically different, I mean vastly different from the way that story would be
told in a history book.(84)

When Singer states that “historical advisor’s concerns are often completely and diametrically
opposed to filmmakers concerns,” he identifies some o f the tensions between documentarians
and historians that continue during production. This dynamic resembles (and is an extension
of) the tensions found during R&D, but during production historians are responding to actual
screenings rather than proposals, scripts, or ideas presented in conferences. When Singer
quotes historians as saying '‘you left out that given fact that has some importance in the
overall historical narrative,” he refers to a typical historian reaction to a rough-cut.
The following themes are examined below with respect to the documentarian-historian
relation during production:

246“Rough-cut” is the term used to describe a preliminary version, prior to the
final cut. It is the equivalent o f a “rough draft” in print-based parlance.
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■

Theme One\ Along with their roles as advisors, historians also act as “talking

heads” in documentaries. Although they may achieve exposure as a result,
historians are not always happy about how they are presented (relevant
concerns: viewer appeal and historical accuracy).
■

Theme Two’. Once interviews have been conducted and incorporated into

documentaries, documentaries and historians often debate the relative value of
eyewitness vs. expert accounts, (relevant concerns: viewer appeal and historical
accuracy)

Theme One: Along with responding to rough-cuts, historians might also be in them.
Since historians are usually interviewed for historical documentaries, they often become
film/television personalities during production, providing opportunities for historians to
become public figures (even "celebrities”) in a way that perhaps didn’t exist before the
emergence o f the historical documentary form. Historian Robert Brent Toplin refers to this
phenomenon in the following quote:
Writers of history have become not only consultants but performers as well.
Some, like Shelby Foote, Stephen E. Ambrose and David McCullough, have
achieved minor celebrity status as one-screen experts and have profited from
it. In the 15 years before Mr. Foote appeared in ‘The Civil War,’ his trilogy
o f books about the war had sold 30,000 copies. During the six months after
the broadcast, more than 100,000 sets o f the books were purchased.Still, although historians may sometimes profit from their association with documentaries,
they are often less than satisfied about how they are treated. Dr. Vicki Ruiz discusses her
experiences in this respect:

247Robert Brent Toplin, “Plugged In to the Past,” p. 26.
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They were going to do a segment on the cannery workers. So I talked fo r about
an hour and a half about this. It was one of these things where you have to keep
changing the lighting and if someone walks by you have to redo it. / was just
exhausted after about 90 minutes, and then they asked me to throw a line —asked
me did I know anything about Rita Hayworth? And ail I said was, “She dyed her
hair red and had electrolysis. ” And that’s the part that’s in Family o f Women!
My 15 seconds o f fame! They cut out all the cannery women. And I look spacey.
I look exhausted, and that’s what’s in it. It’s hysterical! (83)

Dr. Ruiz was prepared to answer detailed questions about Mexican women cannery workers,
and yet all of her scholarly contributions were edited out and the producers used a random
quote about Rita Hayworth (‘‘she dyed her hair red and had electrolysis”) that apparently
suited their purposes. Ruiz had a good-natured reaction to this (‘‘It’s hysterical!”), but she
also conveys a degree o f resentment. After spending time preparing for an interview and
speaking for ninety minutes under hot lights about her field of expertise, her substantive
contributions were completely left out of the final cut. My conversations with historians
suggest that this type o f experience is not unusual.

Theme Two: Eyewitness vs. Expert Accounts. When working on documentaries (or
being in them), historians enter into an arena in which they are suddenly competing with
eyewitnesses. As discussed earlier, this experience is not something that to which they are
accustomed, so it often generates further tension. These problems may intensify during the
production phase, when historians first see and hear eyewitness accounts on screen. As Dr.
Steve Mintz comments (quoted previously): “The eyewitness accounts are almost - it’s hard
to believe but they’re almost completely unreliable.”(64) Documentarians often feel quite
differently about this. Consider the remarks o f documentarian Henry Hampton:
The demands fo r the historical record are as important as the impact o f the film.
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And surely there will be loose edges, simply because o f the medium, but I think
there are emotional truths often times which prevail, because they have more
impact and they really don 7 conflict with the historical record. And so I think that
it’s a delicate balance that producers, directors and writers have to really keep up
front when they deal with potentially controversial material, or material that they just
want to make certain is an accurate record...(62)

Hampton then goes on to provide specific examples (from the PBS series The Great
Depression) o f eyewitness accounts conveying the “emotional truths” referred to
above:
God knows we’ve all heard, especially the older you are, your parents experienced
the Depression, and it wasn 7just a line in a book. It was a time when there was
incredible uncertainty and fear about the whole system coming down. And I think
our approach had real impact because we not only talked about white folks, but
Blacks as well and other minorities as they tried - being at the bottom of the list - to
scuffle with this frightening downturn of the economy where they had been living off
the edge. We had things in that series that —think about the Black man in River
Rouge, the Ford factory, being shot by guards around Ford. And we have a
wonderful woman from, I think, Lithuania, who talks about being in her bed at
night listening to her mother talk about not having any options, and being scared
to death that they weren 7 going to be there when she woke up. Thefear that that
moment in time created, I think, can only be done by film. Extraordinary writers
are able to do it if you read, but the great thing about film is you create a shared
experience fo r people to react to, and then you can all go away and read a book.
The great thing about a documentary is that you can use it as a catalyst into
history...

Hampton’s use o f the phrase “emotional truths” is key. He finds these truths in, as examples,
the story o f the Black man being shot by the guards at the Ford factory, and in the story o f
the Lithuanian woman listening to her mother’s fears. Repeatedly, all members o f this
production community emphasize that it is this emotional connection that differentiates
cinematic history from academic history.248 Documentarians talk about this connection in

248Which begs the question: are academics somehow “distorting” the historical
record when they leave out this emotional dimension? Documentarians are normally
accused of “distortion” or “manipulation,” but it is also possible to distort the record by
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various ways: Ken Bums refers to being an ‘'emotional archaeologist”*76* who practices
"narrative history,” Marion Lipschutz mentions "spin,”(93) Michel Negreponte talks about
“storytelling,”*I06) and Nilita Vachini refers to bringing out the "emotional high
points{103). . .very much like an artist would.”*101* Historians also refer to this distinction: Dr.
Sheldon Hackney describes how film is "more immediate, it gets to emotional levels that are
very hard to reach any other way,”(72) and Dr. Mintz states that “filmmakers are just much
more skillful than most teachers in conveying emotion.”(73)
Documentarians are quick to point out that in the production phase, as in R&D, they
are not willing to sacrifice historical accuracy (although as discussed, some are more
ambiguous on this point than others). In the above quote, Henry Hampton conveys clearly
that he values the “accurate record”: “ We would not allow witnesses to say things that we
thought were wrong. .. it is the responsibility of the filmmaker to challenge it before it gets

there, and if it is so great that you can’t lose the interview, then you’ve got to offset it with
some more accurate information somewhere else.”<66) As is evident in previously quoted
material (see dialogue 76, 81)) Ken Bums also feels strongly that historical accuracy is
nonnegotiable. Still, there are moments when what counts as the “historical record” is
clearly debatable. Consider the scenario described by documentarian Meredith Woods:
There was a lot of debate about a Ralph Abernathy bite in a program for Eyes I where
Ralph Abernathy is talking about he and Martin Luther King coming back to the
Washington Mall after the march on Washington- It’s very poetic. He’s got the
paper rustling in the wind and tumbling in the wind. David Garrow, who is a real
nit-picking King scholar said, “That moment didn’t happen. ” A lot o f people
argued, “David Garrow, you weren ’t there. How do you know that moment didn 7
happen7' But he made a big stink about “that moment didn’t happen” and there was
some debate about should it go in, should it go out. / think ultimately we decided
leaving out these emotional aspects.
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it should go in. David Garrow wasn 7 there. Who’s to know? Ralph Abernathy
said it happened}***

The above quote captures a taste of the ongoing tension between documentarians and
historians. Woods refers to the aesthetic qualities that made the above-described “bite”
valuable to documentarians: “It’s very poetic. He’s got the paper rustling in the wind and
tumbling in the wind.” David Garrow, on the other hand, referred to as “a nit-picking
scholar,” insists that he knows better than an actual eyewitness.

In the end, the

documentarians went with the eyewitness.
As a result o f scenarios such as this one, some historians doubt documentarians’
professions of adherence to the historical record and oppose any infringement upon the
domain of academic history. Other historians respect the differences between historians and
documentarians and feel that, in the words of Dr. Woodruff: “We’re both trying to do the
same thing, which is to get the story as accurate as we can. They do it more visually with
narrative and we do it straight outright in using documents.”*87* Interestingly, it is funders
who often negotiate between these two positions. Holly Tank, a former program officer at
the NEH, describes her take on the historian perspective vs. the eyewitness perspective in the
following way:
An eyewitness has lived it, a scholar is studying the situation. 1think that although
a scholar could have maybe been at the event and then become a scholar, the scholar
is trained to look at it from different perspectives and I think what comes out of the
eyewitness is more descriptive than analytical. But there are eyewitnesses who have
also thought about it over the years and bring analysis to it... It has to do with the
emotional connection with the audience. There are some entertaining, fabulous
scholars, but there are also so many who take that scholarly point o f view o f
distancing themselves and balancing and it’s not dull exactly but, as I said before,
they bland out history.(63)

The above remark must be understood in context: since the NEH requires scholarly
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involvement in historical documentaries, Tanks’ privileging o f eyewitness accounts in the
above quote essentially evens the playing field. The message is clear: scholars must be
included, and eyewitnesses must be respected and valued as well. In this way, the funding
community forges a connection between scholarly values and documentarian values (the
eyewitness perspective generally represents documentarian values in that it tends to be
descriptive and more “colorful” or “emotional”). The presence o f funders is thus felt
throughout the production phase o f the documentary-making process, as will be explored in
the following section.

The Documentarian-Funder Relationship
During Production
Funders do not generally provide grants and then
disappear. Depending on the grant provided, funders usually
want to see progress reports and rough-cuts throughout the documentary-making process.
As a result, they continue to exert influence. In some cases (see below), funders have taken
their names off projects if they do not approve of the final cut, and there is always the threat
that funds will be cut off if a project strays from its original direction or does not fulfill its
promise in some way. Furthermore, documentarians often need to apply for “finishing
funds” if the final production grant does not cover the entire production cost, so their work
is always subject to scrutiny. Still, the extent to which funders influence substantive aspects
of documentaries during the production phase is a matter of debate. Consider the “simulated
exchange” below (From Act II, Scene I):
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Woody Wickham: Filmmakers could tell you how it goes, but I've never experienced
a reshaping o f a piece in reaction to funders input either before funding or after
the funding where the input was motivated by a shyness about controversy...249
(4 6 )

Bennett Singer (Documentary Producer): I guess the dearest case where there was
interaction with the funder was on this project, the interactive multimedia thing
which was funded by IBM. There was no pretense that it was for PBS. It wasn’t.
It was funded by IBM and it was going to be distributed to schools and libraries, sold
to schools and libraries, or in some cases given away. So in the course of doing these
interviews we wanted to get reactions to the traditional parts of the non-violent, civil
rights movement. We did this interview with one of the spokespersons from the
Nation of Islam. Rather soon thereafter the IBM executives made it known to us
that the voice o f the Nation o f Islam was not going to be in their product because
o f the political liabilities that would entail. The executive producer was kind of
upset in terms of balance and accuracy and things like that, but ultimately in that case
there was no recourse and the premise wasn’t that it was like a democratic society.
It was like they were giving us money to produce something fo r them and so they
really did have thefinal say. I think it’s different with PBS where there’s a premise
of balance and objectivity, although I don’t really know... It varies from funder to
funder...but a lot o f them have a political agenda or political motives. (47)
As Singer is quick to point out, a corporation funded the project he refers to and therefore
it is perhaps less surprising that they exerted so much direct influence during the course o f
production. This suggests something about how this process is increasingly likely to be
affected by funders’ agendas as the role o f corporate funders expands. Singer’s experience
also provides a stark contrast to the scenario depicted by Wickham in the above quote (i.e.
"I've never experienced a reshaping o f a piece in reactions to funders input”). At our
imaginary roundtable discussion, one could easily envision a moment in which these two
statements occurred in quick succession, for although Wickham and Singer each spoke with
me separately, their roles are formed by the contexts in which they operate, and therefore
their statements easily translate into dialogue.

249This quote is used with respect to both R&D and production because it refers to
both “before funding” and “after funding.”
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Another situation revealing funders’ influence on documentaries during the
production phase relates to Barbara Kopple’s American Dream. In the “simulated exchange”
below (from Act HI, Scene I, dialogue 143-145 in the script), Janet Stemburg and an
Anonymous NEH funder discuss how the NEH denied funds for American Dream during the
production phase (after they had provided earlier support). Along with illuminating issues
concerning the documentarian-funder relation, this arrangement o f quotes also points to the
difficulties inherent in isolating pair-wise stakeholder relationships since the scenario
described clearly involves documentarians, funders, historians and legislators:
Janet Stemburg (Funder (Gov't)/(Private)/Documentarian): It’s not about
filmmakers and scholars, it’s about politics. I served on an NEH media panel and
it was a very good panel and it ranged from whoever was the head of history then at
Columbia to I can’t think who... but it was both distinguished and broad-ranging in
all kinds of ways... and when everyone’s votes were tabulated the highest ranking
was Barbara Kopple’s film on the meatpacking strike in Minneapolis, American
Dream... And so I ran into her about two months later and I said “oh, I was so
pleased, congratulations. ” And she said, “I didn’t get the grant ” ft had been
turned down by the chairman ’s office. By Lynne Cheney. So the pane! process
was completely overruled. And it could be for no reason really. I mean the reason
ostensibly given - and here is definitely a political take on this - is that
scholarship, as you know, scholarship like anything else is a football, and so in
this case it was used to say “oh the scholarship wasn’t good enough. ” But that is
code, just like the word “excellence” was in that period, particularly in the Bill
Bennett period, as code fo r saying that we don 7 agree with its politics,(l43)
Anonymous Funder (NEH): The problem was that it really didn 7 go in-depth. She
didn’t use her scholars the way we would have liked. There wasn’t any historical
context, but it was a damned good story and you learned a lot But it was much more
journalistic than it was historical... [In the debate] one side said that she was a very
good filmmaker and we should be backing her because it would be an extremely
good film and people would learn from it... The other side said it needed to be
more didactic. That it needed to be more educational, informational... It seemed
that just the way the footage was juxtaposed, the workers seemed to look more saintly
than the managers... In other words, it was slanted a bit by having these people on
camera, having the executives on camera. They were on camera but it was sort o f
like 60 Minutes. They made themselves look a little foolish}1^
Nan Woodruff(Historian): Documentaryfilmmakers today, if they want to go onto
PBS, I think they are more restrained in how provocative they can be and how
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political they can be, and I think historians still have more flexibility in that regard.
( 147)

Stemburg contends that this decision was all “about politics,” and the NEH funder also talks
about how, in Kopple's footage, “the workers seemed to look more saintly than the
managers,” suggesting that the NEH was reacting to a political slant or “lack o f balance” as
well as lack o f scholarship, despite Stemburg’s report o f protestations to the contrary.
Historian Woodruff comments on the result: “Documentary filmmakers today...are more
restrained in how provocative they can be and how political they can be.” This anecdote
illustrates many things (also addressed in later sections dealing with legislators), including
the degree to which funders continue to exert influence during production, long after the
initial grants have been awarded. In fact, this influence often extends into the distribution
phase of the documentary-making process.

PHASE FOUR: DISTRIBUTION

The distribution phase actually begins long before a documentary is finished. As
mentioned earlier, the phases o f documentary-making do not happen in a rigidly sequential
order; rather, the process moves forward in a roughly linear fashion while there is
simultaneously much back and forth motion (also, different team members work on different
phases). Approaches to distribution are usually taken into account during the very early
planning stages. In fact, distribution strategies may be a key aspect o f the decision to
undertake a certain project (i.e. a project might be conceived quite differently depending on
whether it is intended for television, art houses, the multiplex, the Internet, etc).
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As I pointed out at the beginning o f this chapter, the phase that I am calling
"distribution" could actually be broken down into two phases: distribution (including seeking
access to distributors) and exhibition (meaning the actual showing o f the work). To reiterate,
I have collapsed these two stages partly I am oriented towards research and development,150
and partly because distribution/exhibition is far more detailed than I had imagined when I
developed my interview schedule (i.e. the details are something that I learned from
interviewees). Although relationships between all stakeholders inevitably affect distribution,
there are certain stakeholders specifically associated with this phase who were not
interviewed - such as programmers, broadcasters, distributors, marketers, publicists, theatre
owners and managers, critics, reviewers, etc. Since I did not interview these stakeholders,
it made sense to collapse these two phases into one less differentiated phase.
One group o f stakeholders that becomes the focus of attention during the distribution
process is the spectator group. Because spectators are so numerous and varied, it is almost
impossible to generalize about them (hence their absence in the script and in most o f this
dissertation). Their presence is powerfully invoked nonetheless, and in this section I
incorporate other stakeholders' conceptions of them. I examine how stakeholders work
together to make documentaries available to spectators.
In order for documentarians to tell their stories and attract spectators, they must
operate through funders, broadcasters, distributors, and exhibitors.

In any large-scale

documentary-making endeavor, the actual makers have very little direct contact with

250AIthough because these phases blend into one another, this focus is not
absolute.
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spectators,231 but this does not mean that they have no relationship with them. On the
contrary, the documentarian-spectator relationship is perhaps the primary relation within this
web of stakeholders. It operates at the center - all other relations are outgrowths o f this
fundamental connection. Documentarians want to reach viewers. In order to do so they must
deal with funders and distributors. In order to get money from funders and secure their
reputations with viewers, they must deal with historians. In order for funders to procure the
money to give to documentarians, they must deal with legislators. This breezy, three-sentence
account o f the interrelationships within this particular network is a vast oversimplification,
but the fundamental point is clear: documentaries would not be made if spectators were not
there to watch them. The role o f the funders (and broadcasters and distributors as well) thus
becomes crucial, since they often shape the interactions between documentarians and
spectators by setting up a series o f opportunities and constraints. They make decisions
concerning what programs will be aired or not, and they assess the ratings or box-office
numbers that often determine whether a documentarian will
be given another chance.

The Documentarian-Funder Relation
Pur ins Distribution: Spectators Invoked
In this section I examine the following themes:
■

Theme One'. If documentarians want to reach spectators they must deal with

23'in some cases focus groups may be conducted, but usually by market
researchers.
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funders, and this affects the type of work that is distributed (relevant
concerns: fu n d in g issues, viewer appeal, and political agendas).

■

Theme Two : While documentarians and funders both want to attract

viewers, documentarian’s “aesthetic ideals” may not always be compatible
with this goal (relevant concerns: viewer appeal, funding issues and aesthetic
ideals).

■

Theme Three'. While working to reach spectators, documentarians’

“aesthetic ideals” may be shaped by “political agendas,” and both of these
are affected by funding issues (relevant concerns: viewer appeal, aesthetic
ideals, political agendas, funding issues).

Theme One: Since it is difficult if not impossible for documentarians to avoid the
demands of the marketplace, the tremendous expense involved in distributing a documentary
dictates many other choices. Stakeholders are not generally interested in funding and
distributing a film that few people want to see, even if the documentary is quite worthwhile.
Because film is a mass medium, there is no way around the fact that changes in funding and
distribution affect the indirect connection between documentarians and spectators.
Documentarian Robert Lavelle refers to this issue below:
Robert Lavelle: As soon as you institutionalize it at a public television station or a
production company, then you have a different set o f values and necessities. You
have overhead, you have ongoing staff, and you also have a reservoir of experience,
collective experience that’s going to shape what you take on next. It’s easier to take
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on the bigger historical projects i f you 're o f that size. But I know that for us, we
do what isfundable. It’s always a majorfactor in what we spend our time on.. / 142>

And then in a later quote:
For me, there’s no reason to do a project if it’s not going to leave people with
hope. There’s no point in us doing a project if it’s not going to make people feel
that, in their lives, they can feel a little bit more empowered, maybe leam a lesson or
two, or at the very least be inspired to do something, whatever it is. Whatever it is
they they’re facing in terms of history, so that they view history not as something
that happens that is done by great people but that is something that they are a port
of... The attraction o f having a few million people watching is pretty
overwhelming. (l59)

In the above passages, Lavelle reflects on the double-edged sword of mass
communication. He talks about “the attraction of having a few million people watching,”
which is pursued for the purpose of affecting spectators (i.e. leaving “people with hope”) and
yet with these “bigger historical projects” (that can reach those large numbers o f people)
there is "overhead, ongoing staff’ which creates funding constraints and the need to do what
is “fundable.” The impulse to teach or empower is therefore constrained by funding and
distribution channels, which are ultimately also constrained by legislation (see discussion of
the production context below).
While documentarians sometimes see funding networks as an obstacle, they are also
considered a major resource. Very often there is a sharp divide between the way that
documentarians view corporate, foundation, and governmental funders.

Consider this

“simulated exchange” between Lavelle o f Blackside and Michel Negreponte:
Robert Lavelle: The whole reason that the NEA and the NEH were set up —
particularly the NEA - was to be able to do things that couldn’t be done any other
way... Now that’s been taken away. Because again, we were talking earlier about
the public interest and the role of public space in American life. Part o f the mandate
fo r the federal government was to balance the public interest and commercial
against other ideological concerns so that it was a multiplicity o f perspectives and
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voices. That never really happened but at least it was people trying to make that
happen for years. That’s gone... That sense o f being the “balancer” between the
commercial marketplace and the needs o f the public is under attack. / don Vknow
whether it's gone but it’s under attack. / think it’s true in the federal government,
but it has repercussions in the foundation community as well. (23)

Michel Negreponte: Well not only as a source of inspiration but I also think they
should put money directly into cultural and art institutions because I think it gives
people a sense of possibility. And where else does one get that from? To say that
we can just shove this over to the private sector is naive because there will always
be commercial constraints in the private sector that lessen those possibilities, and
to think that people can pursue a dream, an impulse, a creative impulse in some
completely unadulteratedform —it can only comefrom institutions like the NEA
and the NEH. 1 think that it’s a sad state of affairs when the little money that the
NEH and the NEA have provided the arts is being cut further.(24)
Both Lavelle and Negreponte refer to the needs of audiences or spectators, and to how these
needs are best served by noncommercial funding. Lavelle refers to “publics” when he says
that the “sense o f being the 'balancer’ between the commercial marketplace and the needs
of the public is under attack.” The commercial sector is thus seen as a barrier between the
documentarian and the true needs of the public. Negreponte expresses a similar point when
he argues that one o f the only ways to truly engage the “people” is through public funding:
"to say that we can just shove this over to the private sector is naive because there will
always be commercial constraints in the private sector that lessen those possibilities.”
Negreponte refers to how these programs give “people a sense o f possibility,” but when
funding sources change, the people cannot be reached effectively. Nilita Vachini also
expresses her concerns about the need to rely on the private sector, and explains how these
funding changes cause filmmakers to alter their approaches: “get private investors and then
you need to really get your distribution out there to get the money back, which means you
have to make very entertaining work.,,(128) If funding changes affect filmmakers’ work, then
their connection with spectators is inevitably altered.
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Theme Two: While documentarians and funders both want to attract viewers.
documentarians ’aesthetic ideals are not always compatible with this zoal. Documentarians
do not want to alienate funders but they also do not want to alienate viewers - and these two
fears are related since funding needs and viewer appeal are not usually in conflict. In the
words o f NEH funder Holly Tank:
Well the first thing that happens is that before it goes on the air the staff looks at it
and we make our own opinions. But what we really base it on is the ratings, you
know, how many people watch. We would always get the ratings from Neilson
ratings. We would always look to see what awards it was winning. When it won
the Dupont Columbia and whatever, the Peabody...whatever, we would look at that.
When it got into sales, we would see how many videos were being bought.
As the above quote suggests, funders consider “ratings” when determining both the “success”
o f projects, and which future projects will be funded (both the ratings success o f the
documentarians’ previous work and potential for the ratings success o f the work under
consideration). Historian Toplin also describes the way it works:
Above all, the people who make historical films are intensely aware o f the
pressure to hold an audience’s interest.
In this age o f fierce
competition...history programs must pull viewers into the tent, says the
filmmaker Thomas Lennon [“Battle Over Citizen Kane”]... Mr. Lennon
keeps in mind that viewers “watch restlessly, with their finger close to the
remote control.” Stories have to be engaging to succeed. The struggle for
strong ratings “has pushed the narrative craft way up.” he says.252
Barbara Abrash comments on the above-described “pressure to hold an audience’s interest”
in terms o f fundraising: “You always write proposals to somebody in terms o f their
guidelines.. .you have to make it sound like it’s an interesting and compelling story.”(39) Of
course, there are different definitions of what it means to be “interesting and compelling”
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(i.e. different definitions of “viewer appeal"). Josh Darsa, a senior program officer at the
CPB put it this way: “we look for depth, sensitivity, a learning experience, a visual
experience, a hearing experience.”(40) Jay Kaplan, former Executive Director of the New
York Council for the Humanities talks about different aspects o f “viewer appeal” including
educational value and entertainment value:
Jay Kaplan (NY Councilfor the Humanities)'. It doesn 7 have to be entertaining. It
can be engaging without being in any way amusing, except i f you fin d intellectual
stimulation entertaining as I do. I wouldn 7 say what Eric Foner has said when
he was a member of our board and making decisions, “I like boring movies. ” That
was a very clear position, but most people don't share and I don’t share that. I don’t
prefer boring movies. I f I have to take my history in boring form I might as well
have it in a textual form because it’s more nuanced and careful. I think what’s
gripping about an historical documentary when it’s working at the right level is the
power of the image and the power of the soundtrack orally if it has music or if it has
recorded sound that maners... There is some dilution in the medium, intellectually,
in that sense. At the same time the trade-off is higher affective impact because
seeing is a very convincing form oflearning .(134)
Kaplan makes it clear that in order to receive funding documentaries should be “engaging,”
whether that means “entertaining” or not. But, while the desire to attract viewers and
funding may work together to a degree, a documentarian’s personal vision (often understood
in terms of “aesthetic ideals”) is not always in harmony with these other considerations. The
documentarian may want to present an account one way, but may feel pressured to use
another approach in order to attract viewers, funders or both. As a result, documentarians
are faced with the fear of “selling out,” i.e. designing a piece to please the audience or funder
rather than oneself or one’s reference group. Some makers argue, however, that the very act
of reaching out is pleasing to oneself.

Consider the “simulated exchange” between

documentarians Nilita Vachani and Michael Moore in Act II, Scene III, “Legislating

252Toplin, “Plugged In to the Past,” p. 26.
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History.” (,Please refer to dialogue 128-134 in the script due to the length o f the section.
Excerpts are included below but the entire section should be examined.) The cited dialogue
reads like an actual debate, with Michael Moore defending his position in response to
Vachani’s assertions. Vachini states that:
The only way, it seems to me, perhaps they’re going to go is the more commercial
end of things. Get private investors and then you need to really get your distribution
out there to get the money back, which means you have to make very entertaining
work. They have to be documentaries that are fiUed with humor and incredibly
stylish and only aboutfamous people, perhaps. So if you ’re making a film about
Neil Young you don 7 have to worry perhaps. Or i f you ’re Michael Moore and you
make a film like Roeer and Me then you ’refin e. .. I think that these cuts in funding
sort of force the filmmaker to think in terms of what an audience will be titillated by
and what will amuse the audience. I f a feature film-going audience will actually
go and spend 58.50 to see a documentary, it better be something really funny or
•
riveting
in
some way. ( 128)
Michael Moore (Documentarian): I was not content, like most documentary
filmmakers, to ju st put my film in some film festivals and let just the film elite
watch it, or put it on maybe PBS, wherejust PBS viewers would watch it, / wanted
the people I grew up with in Flint, Michigan to watch IRoeer and Me.1 And they
don’t watch PBS, and they don’t go to film festivals. In fact, the reason Warner
Brothers got the film is that they were the ones who promised to put it in the
shopping malls. You know, I had better money offers from other distributors. But
they were going to put it in art houses. And I’m not against the art houses and it did
play in art houses, but you know, I said "whenever possible, I want this playing, I
want this playing where people go to see moves.” .. .1 always felt, and I told the crew
this, I said "look, if we’re going to make a sermon, let’s go to divinity school. If we
want to make a political speech, then let’s run for office, but if we’re going to make
a movie, if we’re going to ask people to pay S7. Off253 and sit in the theatre and eat
popcorn, we have to make it entertaining. Even if it’s depressing, it’s got to be
entertaining.(129)

Earlier in the script, documentarian Alex Lorton made a statement relevant to the noted
exchange:
Lorton: I’m not making a film about the history of an event. I’m making a film about
the event.. As a filmmaker you are entrusted and you feel responsible fo r your
253Note that Moore and Vachani differ about the price o f movies among other
things (a minor point but worth noting!).
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audience. In looking at an event you have thought about, you've labored over it
to figure out what is most important. What is the most important thing in the
event... So, it begins with a responsibility to your audience .(102)
As these comments reveal, one person’s aesthetics may be another person’s politics.254
According to Moore, his aesthetic choices were at least partially politically motivated.
Though they may appear to have been mere efforts to “amuse the audience” (in Vachani’s
words), his humor and other entertaining devices were part o f a clear and deliberate
distribution strategy. Moore wanted Roeer and M e to play “in the shopping malls,” so he
tried to make a movie that would appeal to audiences beyond the art house/film festival/PBS
circuit. Consider a different section of the above excerpt:
I said “whenever possible, I want this playing where people go to see moves”... so
that’s why I decided to use humor in a somewhat depressing story, because that
hadn’t really been done much before. The guardians of the traditional documentary
were very upset, because you’re supposed to do the typical dying steel town, dying
auto town PBS documentary, and that’s not what I was out to do.(l29)
Michael Moore thus offers an example of a case in which his humor - his efforts to promote
viewer appeal (which may also be considered aesthetic choices) - were used to enhance
certain political agendas (by increasing the chances that his intended audience would see his
documentary).

They may also have been used to generate a certain kind of

254Strategies to heighten viewer appeal may be used to obtain funding, increase ratings, or
gain critical acclaim, but they may also be used to publicize or enhance political agendas. As
mentioned previously, the distinction between these two concerns (viewer appeal and political
agendas) may in fact be a trivial one since audience appeal is necessary to attract interest in
specific political agendas. This argument has often been made vis-a-vis narrative structure,
particularly with respect to fiction films. Classical Hollywood realism, for example, is
characterized by a seamless style that renders the mechanics of production invisible. Many believe
that this “invisible style” is a formal technique that conveys certain political agendas in its own
right because it promotes a lack of awareness concerning the ideological character of the film text,
and (to summarize briefly here) therefore promotes an authoritarian political system dependent
upon an unthinking electorate (see Robert Ray, A Certain Tendency in Classical Hollywood
Cinema, 1930-1980 (Princeton University Press, 1985). Similarly, formal techniques used in
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distribution/funding.

But this is nothing new: as narrative theory suggests, viewer

involvement strategies (or reader involvement strategies) have been used for centuries to
promote certain political agendas; viewer appeal and politics are closely linked. After all,
telling stories is about cultivating social, cultural and political ideologies, and therefore the
desire to attract viewers and disseminate stories is closely tied to political incentives. I
elaborate on this point in the following theme.
Theme Three: While workine to reach spectators, documentarians’ “aesthetic
ideals ” may be shaped by “political agendas. ” and both o f these are affected by "fimdine
issues. ” It is a fine line perhaps, this difference between strategies regarding viewer appeal,
aesthetic ideals, and political agendas, but it can perhaps be defined by the distinction —
alluded to by V achani(I28) — between other-orientation (as in audience-orientation) and
inner voice-orientation (i.e. following one’s own inclinations as much as possible). As
Moore and Lorton point out, this audience-orientation may also be central to determinations
concerning how to shape the material. Lorton cuts through the “history o f an event,” which
can be burdened by prevailing ideologies concerning what “counts” as history - straight to
the event itself. And this he does, he says, out o f an obligation to an audience. So. by
presenting audience-orientation in terms o f responsibility to the audience (as opposed to
framing it in terms o f high ratings or high profits), he suggests a way to maintain audienceorientation without necessarily sacrificing aesthetic or political ideals.

In fact, this

audience-orientation is part and parcel of a political stance. Michael Moore, as well, sees his
desire to involve an audience as directly related to his political agendas. If he had not made

documentaries to enhance viewer appeal may work to amplify political agendas.
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the film with the audience in mind, then perhaps nobody would have seen it and his political
agendas would have gotten lost in the shuffle (“I wanted the people I grew up with in Flint,
Michigan to watch it”)- Nilita Vachani, on the other hand, believes that too much audienceorientation skews her ability to make a film that is '"true, authentic, telling, moving to
me.”028) Yet Vachani’s perspective also has political overtones. She suggests that by
catering to audiences, documentarians must ultimately cater to “big money” interests:
I think this puts unnecessary constraints on filmmakers who have to film that way
rather than thinking, “Well, this is a really important subject and I should make a film
out ofit.”(,28)

By making an effort to listen to her inner-voice (i.e. making something “moving to me”),
Vachini hopes to express ideals relatively undiluted by financial concerns. Robert Lavelle
refers to this style of production as “boutique filmmaking,”*U2) (of more “personal
documentaries,” for example) in which the right to remain uncompromised is often
purchased at the price of less distribution or exposure (compared to bigger budget projects,
which historical documentaries usually are). Many times, documentarians must face an
uneasy choice between aesthetic/political compromise and lack of exposure. O f course, the
notion of a certain “purity of vision” resulting from “financial freedom” is somewhat
questionable, for we are all affected by economics. In fact, a gritty, low-budget production
status often signifies cultural capital, since “crass commercialism” is generally associated
with a middle or working class sensibility. Ultimately, is impossible to avoid some degree
of economic entanglement,255 and political entanglement cannot be far behind -- for

255See Bourdieu, Pierre. Distinction: A Social Critique o f the Judgment o f Taste
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984).
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documentarians as well as historians.

The Historian-Spectator Relationship
During Distribution
During the distribution phase, historians are also

— ____—

integrally involved in the documentary-making process because they are positioned where
much of the post-broadcast screening actually happens: in the classroom. Prior to this phase,
historians functioned mainly as advisors (which they still do to a certain extent), talking
heads, and gatekeepers, but once the documentary has been completed this “gatekeeping”
role becomes more apparent. In classrooms, historians are able to shape the conditions of
reception (by choosing which segments will be shown and in what order, and by structuring
responses through discussion and class exercises).
Although historical advisors imagine the reactions of “spectators” in an abstract way
much like other stakeholders often do, they also interact with them directly. Most academic
historians teach history as well as write it, and they care in an immediate way about the
impact o f historical documentaries on historical education. This concern affects the way that
historians interact with documentarians, which then affects how documentarians present their
scripts and rough-cuts to historians since documentarians are generally solicitous of
historians’ approval. This solicitousness thus shapes the documentaries to a certain extent,
which influences the choices available to spectators. As a result o f these implications, the
historian-spectator relationship can be quite important, particularly with respect to the
constant negotiation between historical accuracy and viewer appeal.
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The Documentarian-Historian Relationship
During Distribution: Spectators Invoked
■ Theme One’. Although historians acknowledge some
benefits of historical documentaries for spectators,

^

they are also distressed about perceived disadvantages (relevant concerns:
historical accuracy and viewer appeal ).

During the distribution phase, historians are caught between 1) recognizing the
benefits of historical documentaries for spectators and 2) fearing oversimplification in
historical documentaries, and wanting to protect standards for spectators, the authority of
academic history, and their own authority within the academy and in the public. Generally
speaking, spectators want to be entertained while learning, and historians want spectators to
learn while they are being entertained.

Historians thus use their status to ensure that

documentarians “uphold the values” associated with traditional history.

Consider the

"simulated exchange” from Act II, Scene II ("Filming History”), dialogue 69-75, excerpts
below:
Dr. Sheldon Hackney (Professor o f History\ University of Pennsylvania. and Former
Chair o f the NEH): We certainly see it on college campuses if you teach college
students because they respond to visual images much more readily. And maybe
they always have, but they’re visually literate now in a way that people of my
generation are not. They can read film and pictures. It’s because they’ve been
watching since their earliest days. But it’s also true that goodfilms communicate
along dimensions that printed text and spoken words cannot. It’s more immediate,
it gets to emotional levels that are very hard to reach any other way, and it’s
lasting...It’s also easier to manipulate. Since young people grow up watching
television and films they’ve come to trust it in a way... So you do have the danger
o f actual conscious manipulation. That’s actually not different from what can
happen with the print media, but because they [visual media/ are more powerful
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there are problems in controlling and balancing the reactions.(72)

Dr. Steve Mintz (Professor o f History, University o f Houston): There are certain
things that film can do that a classroom teacher cannot do. They [classroom
teachers/ cannot give people a sense o f what it looked like. They can 7 give a sense
o f what it sounded like. They find it very difficult to show even what the geography
was. you know, because you have these flat maps that don’t show anything. And
clearly, I think, film can do that better. Second o f alt, you can 7 bring in experts into
your classroom, but film can bring experts in who can, in a succinct way,
summarize opposing points o f view. Third, filmmakers arejust much more skillful
than most teachers are in conveying emotion, in - I mean, some of the very best
teachers can do this, but most can’t. And so, you can get the kind of emotional
power that is in - you can’t duplicate in the classroom. But, the biggest dangers, /
think, are falling into sentimentality, sort o f sanitizing thepast, making it seem
like the past was a lot less complicated than the present is} 3)
Although these historians are clearly aware o f the benefits o f using historical documentaries
in the classroom, wariness is also palpable.

Some historians fear the possibility that

documentaries might be used as a sole source of information, but others realize that watching
documentaries might encourage students to read. Dr. Nan Woodruff, Professor o f History
at Penn State University refers to this issue in the comments below:
In terms of the kind of detailed discussion that you get in a book, you aren’t going
to get it in a film because that would put people to sleep. It seems to me that what
documentaries do is, if nothing else, they capture people’s imagination and
provoke them into thinking about questions in a different way, and then i f they
want to read more they can go get more detail from a book or something} 001
Many historians commented that a documentary may serve as a useful entree to a
subject, but in order to get a more comprehensive treatment, spectators must turn to written
texts. Most historians argue that relative to books, visual history possesses a limited capacity
for intellectual detail and complexity.256 In the words o f historian Dr. Gita Singh, "the
danger is simplification, obviously.”(74) Although most historians acknowledge benefits of
visual history, a certain privileging o f literary texts is definitely apparent. As Dr. Alan Kors,
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Professor of History at the University of Pennsylvania commented: “With the documentary
one is seduced into being less aware that what's involved there is a selection o f evidence
with reference to an, in this case, unstated question.”*80* The use o f the word “seduction”
implies a pleasurable experience that leads one into enticing yet unreliable territory.
Interestingly, this was not the only time that a historian used the word “seduction” to describe
the documentary-viewing experience:
Barbara Abrash (Acting Director of NYU Centerfo r Media. Culture and History,
and Documentary Producer) : I think that the text somehow has a sacred quality to
us, as something we feeI is more trustworthy than images which can seem
seductive and seem unclear, the meanings o f which need to be contextualized and
thought about. I think that historians have come a very long way in terms of that,
but I think it's part of a larger shift. It was a question in the new social history about
how to incorporate oral history, personal testimony in the subjective, how to
incorporate cultural information as well as historical information.
/o * > \

By using the term “seduction,” historians imply that viewers are lured into treacherous terrain
and misled by documentarians with their provocative yet “insubstantial” fare.
Documentarians, however, are driven to attract viewers, and therefore consider “viewerseduction” as part of their craft. Still, they rarely interact directly with spectators, but must
rely on information garnered from other stakeholders, such as historians and legislators,
etc.257 Each faction within this network shapes and influences the actions and reactions o f
every other faction, constituting the context o f production that influences the entire
community.

256For more discussion on these image/word distinctions, see Zelizer, 1998.
257Since documentarians are also spectators, however, their own self-knowledge
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THE CO NTEXT O F PRODUCTION

The context o f production affects all phases o f the documentary-making process. By
production context, I mean the agencies, conditions, climates, etc. that surround documentary
production. One element of the production context that is particularly influential is the
legislative climate with respect to arts and humanities funding. Although documentarians and
legislators have little direct contact, legislators and funders are closely linked. As a result
o f this connection, the relationship between legislators and funders permeates all
relationships within this community during all phases o f production.

The Legislator-Funder Relationship
in the Production Context
Throughout the production process, documentarians turn
to funding organizations for financial support. Because these funding organizations are often
beholden to legislators, documentary-making is inevitably affected by legislative choices.
The relationship between funders and legislators is therefore characterized by a certain
imbalance o f power since legislators control the financial resources o f key funding
organizations (such as the NEA and the NEH). Like documentarians, funders need budgets,
although unlike documentarians, funders don’t spend most of their money on their own
activities - they distribute it to other people (although their salaries often come from the
same source).

In this way, funders are a “middle party” between recipients (e.g.

provides insight into how spectators may respond to their work.
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documentarians) and legislators. This mediating role is far from passive, however; funders
have their own priorities, and their own stake in the flow o f resources. In this section I
explore the following themes:
■

Theme Onex Funding decisions are inevitably affected by politics (relevant

negotiable concerns; fu n din g needs vs. political agendas).
■

Theme Twox Legislative changes in arts or humanities funding ultimately

affect all funding organizations, not just government funding organizations.

Theme One: It is not surprising that legislators are generally driven by political
agendas, but governmental arts and humanities funding organizations (i.e. NEH/NEA) are
supposed to remain untouched by these agendas. As former NEH chairman Dr. Sheldon
Hackney elucidates:
The NEH has a standard, a rule, of its programs, especially toward documentary film,
that the film cannot be designed to convince the audience of a particular thing. It has
to be balanced, and that’s the NEH term, code word. It has to be balanced, which
I think is a real thing. You can present even controversial history in a way that is
fair to the various points of view that you can identify, and provides the viewer or
consumer of the public history with enough information to make a decision... the
position I took in public was that the NEH didn Vcontrol the content, and it would
not be appropriatefor the chairman o f the NEH to dictate what the content o f the
standards should be. ("S)
It is interesting to contrast the above comment with the words o f historian Dr. Nan
Woodruff:
There’s a real effort on the part of documentary filmmakers who want to be
successful and are working through PBS...they have to constantly look for whatever
this thing called balance is. Balance is always in the eye o f the beholder, but I
think a lot o f filmmakers now are having to be a lot more cautious about how they
present things. (I21)
There is definitely a fair amount of confusion regarding what “balance” is, and if and how
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it can be accomplished. Still, as Hackney makes clear, the NEH is obligated to fund only
those works that maintain a “balanced” perspective. In order to deal with the “threat” of
political influence, the legislators who crafted the initial legislation establishing the
NEA/NEH set up “buffer zones” separating actual production organizations from both
funding organizations and legislative bodies. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, for
example, does not produce anything,258 but instead channels taxpayer money from the
government to the Public Broadcasting System (PBS) and National Public Radio (NPR). In
this way, legislators believed that they were setting up a barrier (between government and
producers) that would allow for freedom of expression, “insulate public broadcasting from
political interference,”259 and disallow the production o f mere government “propaganda.”
Similarly, the NEH and the NEA devised a long and complicated application and evaluation
process that relies upon a rotating panel of experts making recommendations to the chair.
This rotating panel approach was developed to ensure that decisions would be made
independent o f government influence (i.e. funding proposals for historical documentaries,
for example, were to be evaluated according to historical and production merit alone,
irrespective of “politics”). But since the chair is government-appointed (by the president),
there is always an element o f politics at play in the decision-making process. Even without
the authority o f the chair, governmental/political influence is often subtle (though sometimes
not so subtle), insidious and difficult to erase. As documentarians Robert Lavelle and Henry

258Unlike the National Film Board of Canada (NFB), for example, which both
funds and produces films.
259See Ralph Engelman, Public Radio and Television in America (London: Sage
Publications, 1996), p. 159.
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Hampton remarks:
Documentarian Robert Lavelle: It’s ju st a guess but you sort o f know that you
might not want to come out with a very soft, fuzzy, liberal-minded examination
o f a social issue in the middle o f a conservative takeover o f Congress because
it’s going to be hard to get on the air. You may want to do it, probably want to
do it, but you have to at least recognize that.(,36)
Documentarian Henry Hampton: When the political world changes and the
NEA/NEH and people were in great jeopardy a couple years ago, you can V
walk in the door with “I want to do the history o f the Communist party in the
South. ” Although young people don’t always understand that and they get mad
(4 9 )
because they don’t get a serious hearing...

The above remarks point to the fact that the political climate is always on the minds o f
documentarians. They realize importance o f the overall political context in all funding
decisions. Consider the following “simulated interchange” between funders and legislators
(see Act I, Scene I, dialogue 9-11), which points to the degree to which “politics” does enter
into the funding process. Excerpts are included below:
Holly Tank (Former NEH Program Officer): I think that the shifts at the NEH had
a lot to do with what happened on Capitol Hill... Lynne Cheney came in and she,
I think really politicized the Endowment... She took the more conservative line that
history wasn’t exactly dead white males but that history came from the top down and
that multiculturalism should be looked at, but looked at in terms of the majority
population...
/Q \

Lynne Cheney (Fortner Chairman, NEH): The Endowment has underwritten some
fine projects... But there have also been some horrendously expensive mistakes.
One that comes to mind is The Africans, which was almost completed when I
became chairman... the potential for damage was far greater with the history
standards since they would propel an unbalanced reading o f our entire history into
textbooks and thus affect the thinking of a generation.(l0)
Legislative Aide (Senator Jesse Helms): The American people need to decide for
themselves. We shouldn’t force it upon them. How would you define culture?
IVhose definition would be the one? Would it be the person who spoke the loudest
and went to such and such a school? I ’m sure there’s going to be many who
would disagree. Why would they have to pay that money?... The Middle American
whose taxes are going too high, they’re trying to save money.(I
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The "simulated interchange” (placed as if in response to each other) above points to the fact
that funding is hardly an apolitical process; funders and legislators are closely linked. As
Tank comments, '“the shifts at the NEH had a lot to do with what happened on Capitol Hill.”
She states further that Lynne Cheney "really politicized the Endowment,” suggesting the
degree to which the Endowment was assumed to be politically neutral. Interestingly, Jesse
Helms’ legislative aide articulates the view that culture is inherently political: “How would
you define culture? Whose definition would be the one? Would it be the person who spoke
the loudest and went to such and such a school? I’m sure there’s going to be many who
would disagree.” It is often conservative opponents of public funding for the arts and
humanities who complain that the “multiculturalists” are “politicizing” the Endowment, yet
liberal advocates o f public funding respond by saying that the conservative supporters of
"dead white males” are the ones who “politicize” culture. “Politicization” is considered a
dirty word when applied to “culture,” which is assumed to operate only in the rarefied air of
nonpartisan "excellence” (see Stemburg quote 143). In fact, it is true that both sides are
"politicizing” culture, because culture couldn’t operate any other way. Culture, in essence,
is a political process, and because funding organizations are basically funding culture, their
task is inevitably highly political. Consequently, funders and legislators are linked in a way
that they don’t always like to acknowledge, though it is nevertheless quite evident. Culture
is always embedded within and expressive of a social and political context. 260

260See, for example, John Fiske, Understanding Popular Culture (Boston: Unwin
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Theme Two: Legislative changes in arts or humanities funding ultimately affect all
funding organizations, not just government funding organizations. Only government
agencies rely exclusively on legislators for financial resources, but even private foundations
are affected by legislators’ budgetary decisions. As Woodward Wickham o f the MacArthur
Foundation makes clear, even private foundations are answerable to the government:
The assets of a foundation can be understood to be tax dollars that were once
owed to the government on the death of a donor, and through the laws that
allow for the creation of foundations, the government said to the estate o f the
deceased or to the person before he died -- “You needn’t give us those
inheritance taxes you owe on your enormous fortune if instead you set up a
charitable activity like a foundation.” So it’s basically society saying that the
state and the rest of society will forego a certain piece o f income which would
ordinarily be used.. .for the benefit o f all equally. Instead, leave the funds in
the hands of a charitable organization that will do charitable work. ..[So] We
ca n ’t fu n d things calling f o r a new kind o f legislation. We have to be
careful about not getting into the lobbying g a m e...b y law w e3re not
perm itted to fu n d anything that explicitly calls fo r th e passage o f certain
legislation [which is not] charitable work.261

As Wickham suggests, the connection described above between the government and private
foundations does exist. Furthermore, if money from government agencies such as the NEH
or the NEA is scarce, then competition for money from private foundations and corporate
sponsors increases. Although it is important to distinguish among funding organizations,
legislative changes in arts or humanities funding ultimately affect all types o f funding
organizations, not just government funding organizations. Consider the following statements
by funder Tom Kimble o f General Motors and documentarian Robert Lavelle:

Hyman, 1989).
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Tom Kimble (Vice Chairman o f the Foundation and Director o f General Motors
Global Philanthropic Administration): Not only the NEH, but you ’ve got to look at
the whole gamut ofrestructuring ofthe federal government, not only to culture and
art, historical representations, but also to welfare, you know? As a result the number
o f proposals we received probably doubled. (34)
Robert Lavelle (Blackside, Inc.): That sense of being the “balancer” between the
commercial marketplace and the needs of the public is under attack. I don’t know
whether it’s gone but it’s under attack. I think it’s true in thefederal government,
but it has repercussions in the foundation community as well. <23)
As Kimble and Lavelle suggest, private and governmental funding organizations are always
linked; any change in one branch o f funding affects all other branches.

The Leeislator-Funder Relation
in the Production Context: Historians Invoked
Many of the concerns affecting the funder-legislator
relationship inevitably involve other stakeholders. For example, historians are generally
considered the arbiters o f excellence when it comes to judging historical documentaries, so
a circular chain o f reliance is forged: legislators rely on the fact that funders rely on the fact
that documentarians rely on established and respected academic historians to ensure the
“accuracy” of historical documentaries. Accuracy, however - as we have discussed —is also
politically inflected, bringing us back full circle to the legislators and the people they
represent. Consider the “simulated exchange” concerning Kopple’s American Dream (Act
HI, Scene I, dialogue 142-147, discussed previously with respect to the documentarian-funder
relation during production). Janet Stemburg puts it clearly and concisely:
It’s not about filmmakers and scholars, it’s about politics...! mean the reason

26lFrom interview with Woodward Wickham. Not used in script.
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ostensibly given —and here is definitely a political take on this - is that scholarship,
as you know, scholarship like anything else is a football, and so in this case it was
used to say “oh the scholarship wasn 7 good enough." But that is code, just like the
word “excellence ” was in that period, particularly in the Bill Bennett period, as
code fo r saying that we don 7 agree with its politics 1(143)
In the above quite, Stemburg implicates documentarians, historians, funders and legislators.
Referring to funding she says, “'it’s not about filmmakers and scholars, it’s about politics,”
thus bringing together various factions o f this community in one pithy remark. She talks
about how the NEH panel was "both distinguished and broad-ranging in all kinds of
ways.”<143) and yet their decision to fund Kopple’s work was completely overruled by
Cheney. An anonymous NEH source explains that “she [Kopple] didn’t use her scholars the
way we would have liked,’KI44) but then later remarks that “it was slanted a bit,” (l44) alluding
to the political “football” that Stemburg refers to: "scholarship like anything else is a
football, and so in this case it was used to say ‘oh the scholarship wasn’t good enough,’ but
that is code...for saying we don’t agree with its politics.” Stemburg thus suggests that
Kopple’s film was pro-labor and therefore offensive to conservative sensibilities and
unfundable. Funding agencies officially advocate “balance,” yet “balance” is in the eye of
the beholder. Documentarians are therefore driven to avoid all potentially controversial
material. John Santos comments on how this type o f influence (between legislators and
funders) affects producers:
John Santos (Program Officer for Media Projects, Ford Foundation and
Documentary Producer [formerly at CBS and PBS]): I think there was definitely a
trend in the mood of the country towards more and more conservative programming.
There was certainly a perceived trend on the part o f producers that PBS was
steering clear o f controversial programmingP6)
Santos refers to the “perceived trend on the part o f producers that PBS was steering clear of
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controversial programming.” As is demonstrated throughout the script, documentarians
repeatedly refer to how their production choices were affected by the political climate
surrounding production. It is clear that politics affects funding decisions.

The Influence o f Legislators throughout this Community

Since in a democratic system o f government legislators represent the general public,
they can be said to have an indirect relationship (through voting) with that abstract category
"spectators” (otherwise known as '‘the people” or “constituents”) who watch historical
documentaries, yet this relationship is often filtered through the very same institutions that
create the historical documentaries - media organizations. Producers (with the help of
funders) often provide the filter through which legislators communicate information to
spectators about issues regarding possible funding for producers. This intricately connected
loop creates a dizzying “hall of mirrors” effect that nevertheless cannot undo the fact that
legislators are ultimately answerable to their constituents.
The multilayered aspects o f interactions within this production world are evident
throughout, and this is a good case in point. Legislators have “funding concerns” as well they want to keep their jobs. In order to keep their jobs, they need to give the impression of
serving the prevailing political agendas o f their constituents. Although they inevitably have
their own political priorities separate from the will of the general public, they must negotiate
carefully between the two.262 Since legislators have power over constituents (though they

262Consider the recent debates regarding “focus group politics,” or the Clinton
administration’s tendency to rely heavily on polling.
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are ultimately beholden to them), it could be argued that they control the terms o f the debate,
but this debate is generally presented through media worlds like the documentary production
community. Of course, the positions of spectators are presented to legislators by media
worlds as well. Decisions made regarding governmental arts/humanities funding thus occur
within a complicated matrix o f perception and interconnection.

Foucault’s principles

regarding the blurring o f boundaries between rulers and the ruled263 point to the difficulties
inherent in rigidly placing “followers” or “spectators” in a separate category (though it is still
done for analytical purposes). All o f us are spectators - funders, legislators, documentarians,
historians, etc,264 and it is important to acknowledge that though spectators are not normally
considered part of the “production process,” they are constantly invoked and therefore
must be included in this model though they were not extensively interviewed.

Sum m ary o f Part One
It has become increasingly clear that “isolated” relationships between stakeholders
are analytical constructs. When documentarians make decisions about how to best increase
their chances of acquiring funding, for example, it would be an oversimplification to assume
that they interact only with funders, or think only of what the funding organization wants to
hear.265 Embedded within the documentarian-fimder relationship is the documentarianspectator relationship (i.e. spectator preferences are generally considered when funding
decisions are made) and the documentarian-historian relationship (i.e. documentarians must

263Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish. NY: Random House, 1977.
264Domfeld, 1998, pp. 86-89.
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interact and try to impress historians who will be writing letters o f support) among others.
It has also become evident throughout Part One that distinctions between concerns
are often blurry. Viewer appeal concerns, for example, are related to both funding concerns
and political agendas.

Viewer appeal concerns are sometimes in direct conflict with

historical accuracy, but here again, the narrative component o f historical practice ensures that
the most recognizable and coherent stories will be the most widely circulated and repeated,
and with reinforcement will perhaps ultimately become “historical fact." Hence, viewer
appeal and historical accuracy are also linked.
Boundaries between various “relationship” categories and “concern” categories are
thus fairly fluid. In this way, this production network or art/truth world is deeply intertwined.
No one action or determination can take place without setting off a chain o f events that
affects everyone within the web o f interaction. Stakeholders know something o f each other
and act accordingly; they also have an idea of the larger community in which they operate,
and try to play out the roles that this larger community expects o f them,266 an expectation
which in turn shapes their interactions with others. These issues will be further explored in
Part Two.

265 See Bakhtin’s theory o f the multiple addressee.
266Both in terms o f other stakeholders and in terms o f their own reference groups
(whether they are working on the same projects, are aware o f each other’s projects, and
try to impress each other, cooperate, compete, etc.
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P A R T TWO: THE PR O D U CTIO N COMM UNITY

In Part One, I examined various relationships between stakeholders. In this section
I focus on the functioning o f this community as a whole (viewed from my perspective) rather
than concentrating on its constituent parts. This section is organized around certain operating
principles that determine this overall functioning. These principles emerged from Part One
and include the following:
■ "Professional role fulfillment” - related to professional identity and preservation o f selfimage - is as an operating principle or meta-concem within this production world.
■ Each competing concern is linked to specific stakeholder groups, indicating that I)
stakeholder groups operate as "experts” o f certain concerns and that 2) as a result, a
"division o f labor” is collaboratively sustained within this production community.
■ Politics is a shaping force within this production world. Although the complexity o f this
network disallows one concern from determining all others, many o f the above-stated
concerns (i.e. viewer appeal, historical accuracy, funding issues, aesthetic ideals) could
potentially be understood in terms o f politics.
■ This documentary production world is defined by its interconnected, "ecological” nature
(further explored in Chapter Six).267
Each o f these operating principles is examined individually below.

267The interdependency of this "truth-making” world thus points to the socially
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Professional Role Fulfillment as a Meta-Concern

In my interviews it became apparent that stakeholders often feel pulled in various
directions by the codes associated with their various professional affiliations. As Eliot
Friedson maintains: "there can be no doubt that, whenever a number of people are brought
together to work, some formal organization orders their relationships.”268 They usually act
according to the dictates o f their professional roles, often regardless of how these dictates
play out in terms of specific production concerns. Consider the following comment by
historian Dr. Gita Singh o f the University of Pennsylvania:
One of the things that I’ve read on this makes the argument that history, when all is
said and done, is still history and it should not be confused with fiction. It’s this
whole business ofprofessionalization and the fact that historians, as a professional
group, are expected to follow a certain code ofprocedures about how they write
about what they’re writing about, how they’re expected to demonstrate certain
kinds o f statements. Those kinds of procedures are not the same for storytellers or
people who write fiction.(98)
Dr. Singh suggests that, in their actions, stakeholders follow expectations if not guidelines
offered by their professional affiliations and reinforced by their peers. As she mentions in
the above quote, this code of procedures may be what separates history from fiction; it is
these codes that create differences that we often assume are intrinsic to the represented
material. In Nilita Vachani’s comment below she provides a different perspective on the
same phenomenon:
Once I have all this material, material which includes observational
footage...once I have all that, on the editing table I do a lot o f construction. I
really put thefilm together completely. I treat it as a palette like a painter would...
what I might need to do in order to get that story across, I’m going to do, which is to
compress time, compress space, jump across things, edit out what is not useful, make
connections clearer. They’re clear in my mind even though they may not be in cause

contingent, multidimensional nature o f truth itself, an issue also explored in Chapter Six.
268Friedson, 1986, p. 160.
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or in actuality. And treat it very much like an artist would/ 1011
Nilita Vachani emphasizes that she treats making documentaries “very much like an artist
would,” or “as a painter would.” Her languaging points to the importance o f “professsional
identity” in her process. She refers to the fact that she does “a lot o f construction,” and in
so doing she works to affirm her identity as a creative artist. It is true that Vachani, as a
personal essay documentarian, inevitably has different standards concerning this
"construction” than historical documentarians, who are perhaps something o f a hybrid
between “personal documentarians” and “academic historians.” In other words, historical
documentarians may feel a stronger obligation to abide by the established historical record.
Still, historical documentarians like Marion Lipschutz also refer to this "construction”: "And
the conflict is that the "spin” makes for a much better narrative.. .the truth doesn’t make for
such a neat narrative.”*93* Henry Hampton put it this way: “I think there are emotional truths
often times which prevail, because they have more impact and they really don't conflict with
the historical record.”*62* Similarly, Ken Bums refers to himself as an "emotional
archaeologist”:
For some reason we’ve allowed the academy to define exactly and precisely what
history is over the last century, but if you examine the word history, it’s mostly made
up of the word story, and it’s mostly been, for most of human existence, a narrative
process in which we communicate to each other a hugely complicated set of values
through anecdotes that help to define us as a people. I think that unfortunately fo r
the last hundred years the word history has veered off into a purely empirical,
purely scientific realm, unconcerned also with the aesthetics o f history, that is
“how you tell it, ” or “how well you tell it, ” and so we've lost an important thread
or connection. I mean, / consider myself an emotional archaeologist, and by that
I mean that I am not interested in purely excavating dry dates and facts and events the so-called “empirical data,” - because I think that history has a much more
powerful role in our lives than we can even begin to realize, and that it holds up a
very precise mirror of who we are - not then, but now.*76*
Ken Bums’ self-image as an “emotional archaeologist” is related to his identity as a
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filmmaker. In this way, professional identity is a crucial factor in stakeholders’ decision
making practices. Historian Dr. Kors phrases things succinctly: ‘‘bureaucrats always act like
bureaucrats.”*12* Essentially he argues that the primary obligation o f funders is to “keep their
salaries and bases,” or “act like bureaucrats.” The same general rule could be applied to all
members of the production community.

In other words, the first obligation o f

documentarians is to “act like documentarians,” the first obligation o f historians is to “act
like historians,” and so forth (each in view o f like and unlike stakeholders who have
expectations of each other).

Documentarian Michel Negreponte gives voice to this

phenomenon in the following quote:
Well, you see, I don't think I'm inventing anything. First o f all, / approached
Jupiter's Wife from the perspective o f a filmmaker and not a historian. I
approached Jupiter's Wife from the perspective o f a filmmaker and not a
journalist... I think o f myselffirst andforemost as a storyteller, and I find myself
for instance telling stories about my own life, and their different ways...(I06)
As Negreponte states, he “approached Jupiter’s Wife from the perspective of a filmmaker and
not a historian,” or, as he comments later, “I think o f myself first and foremost as a
storyteller.” This professional identity shaped many of Negreponte’s decisions throughout
the production process, and guided his overall production philosophy.
Professional

identity thus defines

important parameters:

for example, a

documentarian may call “shaping the material” what a historian terms “distortion.” One
reason for this - as the above quotes by above quotes suggest - is that documentarians often
define themselves as artists and therefore assume that they will play a creative role in
“shaping” material. On the other hand, historians, as scholars, are often more concerned with
factuality and accuracy. Each professional community brings along with it a certain “code
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of procedures” (,0<y (as Dr. Singh put it), that define decision-making practices within each
respective professional group. This tendency is clearly not monolithic - exceptions within
these overall patterns are widespread - yet these general patterns tell us something about how
this production community functions. Stakeholders do not leam about these professional
roles by osmosis; rather, expectations are shaped through dialogue within their reference
groups and with other stakeholders. In Negreponte's remark quoted above, he is clearly
defining himself in contrast to other professionals (such as historians and journalists).
Stakeholders’ identities and choices are contingent upon the identities and choices o f others.
In summary, stakeholders act to preserve their professional images both in their own terms,
and in terms o f the expectations o f the other stakeholders with whom they interact.

The Stakeholder/Concern Link: A Division o f Labor

While analyzing my material it ultimately became clear that there is an association
between the various "concerns” I had isolated and the stakeholders themselves. For example,
consider the following (highly schematic) breakdown o f these associations:
Documentarians--------------------------------------------------Aesthetic Ideals
Historians---------------------------------------------------------- Historical Accuracy
Funders------------------------------------------------------------- Funding Needs
Legislators--------------------------------------------------------- Political Agendas
Spectators-----------------------------------------------------------Viewer Appeal
I had not anticipated these associations when I began my research. My breakdowns of
significant “stakeholders” and “concerns” were developed separately through my contact
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with this production community, and so it was not by design that five clusters were
recognized for both categories. It was only afterwards —while examining my interview
transcripts and notes —that I realized that there was actually an approximate “one-to-one"
correlation between these two seemingly separate domains. Each group o f stakeholders
operates as “experts" for each one of these various concerns. O f course, all groups o f
stakeholders weigh all different concerns —each concern is acknowledged by all participants
at various points in the production process. Still, stakeholder groups do display areas of
"expertise," and they take other concerns into account (while acknowledging expertise
elsewhere) in order for the whole network to produce documentaries “successfully.”
Examples of this phenomenon can be found throughout the script. As quoted above,
Negreponte refers to his role as a “storyteller.,,(l06) In so doing, he defines the role of the
documentarian in contrast to that of the historian - the documentarian dramatizes events, and
adds an aesthetic quality to otherwise dry reportage or analysis. This is the concern, priority,
or expertise that the documentarian brings to the table. Historians, on the other hand,
emphasize historical accuracy confirmed by evidence: “Other historians might have a
different take that on what we do, but what we do is grounded in evidence"(99) (Dr. Vicki
Ruiz).269 Historians thus prioritize “historical accuracy" in their negotiations; similarly,
funders prioritize quality, civic responsibility and financial need rather than substance (Dr.
Hackney: “the NEH didn’t control content”(U8)), legislators emphasize politics, and viewers

269As discussed in Chapter Two, this evidence-based orientation has evolved from
a long line of scholarly development, from the contributions of the 18th century German
professor Leopold von Ranke who systematized the relationship between historians and
the archival base, to the gradual flowering o f “scientific history.”
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prioritize “viewer appeal.” Because each one o f these concerns is generally not sufficient on
its own, stakeholders must interact with one another to effect historical documentary
representation. Each concern thus plays a role in defining professional roles, but all o f these
concerns must come together through stakeholder interaction in order for historical
documentaries to be produced.270 Still, I don’t wish to overstate this association: it is a
conceptual approximation rather than an absolute correlation.
The relevant point is that certain key concerns are “claimed” by stakeholder groups
as being central to their identities in a way that implies a certain responsibility for them. This
"claiming” process is somewhat similar to what happens in “division o f labor” systems
within industrial operations. Documentarian Meredith Woods puts it this way:
I think ultimately / documentarians/ are filmmakers and not historians. I think
absolutely narrative tends to rule out in a lot of ways. What you hopefully have in
a good production company or on a good production is a balance of opinions so that
there are people who carry the torch fo r history and then there are people who
carry the torch for filmmaking. You know filmmaking really is a vibrant medium.
Hopefully in those debates you find the happy medium of how to convey to the
viewer —"this is what happened.”*86*

When Woods states that “there are people who carry the torch for history and then there are
people who carry the torch for filmmaking,” she points to a clear division of labor. This
division suggests that each individual participant is part of a larger community or ecology
that requires constant interaction in order to function, which in turn implies a certain
contradiction: “division of labor” is typically associated with alienation, not dialogue. Yet
a division o f labor (i.e. division o f expertise, negotiable concerns) o f this sort renders

270In this sense, there is a connection between operating principles #1 and #2.
Because each concern correlates with a particular role, privileging the concerns aligned with
one’s own profession becomes an avenue towards professional role fulfillment.
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individuals dependent on the group (because "‘expertise” is divided among participants who
are no longer self-sufficient), so it creates a need for consultation and communication. As
Friedson contends, “ it seems accurate to see the division o f labor as a process of social
interaction in the course o f which the participants are continuously engaged in attempting to
define, establish, maintain, and renew the tasks they perform and the relationships with
others which their tasks presuppose.”271 As each stakeholder group scrambles to lobby for
their prioritized concerns, they engage in persuasion, interaction, dialogue.
Since within cultural ecologies, members are connected through dialogue, the
"ecological model” can be applied usefully in this context. Consider the following: 1) each
stakeholder group inhabits its own separate “world” defined by prioritized concerns and areas
o f expertise, 2) each stakeholder must maintain a space for the consideration of other
stakeholder “worlds” (and their respective concerns) if they are to participate in the overall
ecology, 3) understanding other “worlds” is accomplished through interaction and dialogue,
creating an interactive ecology, and 4) this ecology is very different from any one “world,”
and it is different from the sum of its parts (there are as many “wholes” as there are “parts”).
This ecological model will be further explored below.

27ISee Eliot Friedson, “The Division o f Labor as Social Interaction,” in
Professionalism Reborn: Theory, Prophecy, and Policy (Chicago: University o f Chicago
Press, 1994), p. 58.
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Politics as a Shaping Force

Politics is a shaping force in this ecology in a number of different ways:
■ The making o f documentaries is implicated in "government politics’’ due to the
necessary involvement o f funders and legislators (who affect the financial health of
funding organizations).
■ The historical documentary production process is political in the sense that it involves
public negotiations between various interested stakeholders who, by definition, claim
a stake in the process and have political conceptions o f each other.
■ All storytelling (including history) is political in the sense that representations structure
and bring forth the social realities they narrate.

Politics is a shaping force in documentary production because most documentary
producers rely on funders who rely on legislators to allot necessary budgets, etc., (an issue
dealt with at length in Part One o f this chapter), but it is also true that documentary
production is "political” in a much more fundamental sense. It is political because all forms
of representation - all forms of "making meaning” - happen in a social and political context.
As discussed earlier, many o f concerns referenced throughout this dissertation
(historical accuracy, viewer appeal, aesthetic ideals, funding needs) could potentially be
understood in terms o f politics, which often drives choices concerning the historical content
o f documentaries, as well as conceptions o f what is considered "entertaining” or
"dramatically appealing.” In this case, by “politics” I refer not to specific "Republican,”
"Democratic,” "Communist,” or "Libertarian,” agendas, but rather to coalition formation
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around public issues through dialogue, public conversation, and narrative. The documentarymaking process is political because it is informed or shaped by the agendas o f stakeholders
- each bringing their own concerns into play. There is constant cooperation and competition
between different stakeholders concerning which stories should be told and how (historians
are the guardians o f historical accuracy, while documentarians are guardians o f
dramatization, etc). In this process, “historical facts” are continually redefined, gradually
shifting the "facts” considered in future interpretations.
Politics is also a shaping force in another way: the process o f making narratives
(whether through documentary or print) is political in the sense that narratives work to create
coherence and absorb audiences, thereby promoting coalitions around certain ideological
agendas.272

For example, when one o f the producers at Celeste (discussed in the

"Introduction”) commented that the inclusion of diverse narrative streams into one hour-long
documentary "just wouldn’t work dramatically,” she was responding to the need for "the
hook” - the dramatic moment when audiences become absorbed into a coherent
representation of incoherent realities. The mere fact that there must be a “hook” is a
politically salient point. Although diverse storylines, multiplicity and pluralism perhaps
interfere with coherence and absorption, the inclusion o f these storylines captures something
more crucial: a respect for the complex and varied puzzlement we call humanity.
Streamlining this diversity for the sake o f coherence is an aesthetic choice on one level, but
it also a political choice since it is through our narratives that we make social realities. In the

272See Robert Ray, A Certain Tendency in Classical Hollywood Cinema, 19301980 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985).
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words o f Dr. Sheldon Hackney: "It is certainly true that all history is inevitably ideological
and potentially controversial, particularly the statement that history is non-ideological is
ideological.”018) Although a single documentary may claim to be accurate, the next
documentary on the topic may be influenced by a different set of stakeholders and move in
a different direction. Political agendas affect decisions concerning which stories are told,
visualized, accepted as truth, etc., and these stories continue to influence the political forces
shaping the next documentary, and so on. The politics o f historical reality (discussed further
in Chapter Six) is an ongoing process.

The H istorical Documentary Production World is Characterized bv Interconnectedness

One key theme emerging from this analysis is the fundamental interconnectedness
that brings all aspects o f this production community together into an ecological whole.
Through dialogue, members o f this community develop awareness about their own roles and
the roles o f others. No individual stakeholder operates in isolation; rather, all participants
are affected and influenced by the larger context o f interactions. Throughout the script, it is
clear that stakeholders react, respond, and reply to one another while invoking absent
stakeholders; a system forms in which all members are interrelated (albeit in different ways,
negotiating different concerns).
This type o f‘‘systems approach,” although useful, has not been considered previously
with respect to historical documentary production per se, but there have been indications that
this might be a fruitful avenue o f research. As B.J. Bullert comments in Public Television:
Politics and the Battle Over Documentary Film (quoted earlier): “The pow er relationships
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between programmers and independent filmmakers mirrored the power relationships in
family systems models, where everyone is part o f the dynamic but no one accepts the
blame.”273 In this project, I apply aspects of this "family systems” approach to an expanded
notion of the historical documentary production world. Throughout the script, we can see
the outlines of multiple feedback loops. Legislators impose a series of constraints that define
funders' choices, which then affect documentarians' approaches, options, and perceived
options. Historians’ input affects documentarians directly through their advisory roles and
also through their influence on funders, but historians also affect legislators and others in a
more abstract way —their ideas, theories, and findings affect general understanding and
contribute to the overall context in which decisions are made. These systemic chain
reactions accumulate to define the actual and virtual dialogues (virtual because some are
imagined and expected but nevertheless acted upon) typical of this production community,
which can therefore be understood as a type of "ecology” or "ecoculture.” This "ecocultural”
aspect is the focus o f the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SYN O PSIS
In this chapter I have worked to examine the historical documentary production
process by breaking it down and analyzing it from a series of different angles. Phase One
focused on individual relationships within this network by isolating various strands of
interaction within the overall production community. Phase Two then concentrated on this
overall community by identifying certain operating principles characteristic of the whole
(vis-a-vis my perspective).

By pointing out the collaborative nature of the historical

documentary process, the collaborative nature o f all historical production comes to light.
Historical documentary production work is not merely about searching the dusty archives —
it is about securing funding, gaining credibility, finding distribution, finding an audience, etc.
All o f these considerations affect all forms o f historical practice. Although these elements
may seem more obvious in the domain o f documentary production - where everything is
amplified because documentary production is more obviously a collaborative enterprise (due
to the cost o f production among other things) - these elements are also an integral part of
academic print-based historical practice.

In other words, all historical practice is an

“ecology” in the sense that it evolves from interactions between various participants.

273Bullert, 1997, p. xii.
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CHAPTER SIX:
PRODUCTION ECOLOGIES: APPLYING THE ECOLOGY METAPHOR

The last operating principle discussed in Chapter Five (i.e. “the historical
documentary production community is defined by interconnectedness”) is the focus o f the
current chapter. The connectedness characteristic o f the historical documentary
production community defines it as an ecology. As mentioned in Chapter Three, my
application o f the notion o f “ecologies” to a study of documentary production draws from
a number o f works, including Jennifer Daryl Slack and Laurie Anne Whitt’s “Ethics and
Cultural Studies” and Klaus KrippendorfTs “Ecological Narratives: Reclaiming the
Voices o f Theorized Others.” In the present chapter, I provide a more comprehensive
treatment o f relevant concepts, applying them to the analysis performed in Chapter Five.
In “Ecological Narratives: Reclaiming the Voices o f Theorized Others,”
Krippendorff comments that (quoted previously) “like ecologies, conversations are not
manageable by any one party, nor can the interpretation o f what is said be expected to be
the same for each participant. They are not theorizable from any single position.”274
Similarly, in Chapter Five, I analyzed “simulated conversations” between members o f the
historical documentary production world and found that “like ecologies,” these
conversations demonstrate interrelationships. The languaging expressed by stakeholders
conveys the interconnections between them, and the conversation itself operates much
like a vast ecological network in which each individual stakeholder is enmeshed in the

274Krippendorff, 2000, p. 12.
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larger system. From the monological perspective, segments of communities are assumed
to be isolated from each other, responding only to a designated authority.275 Dialogism
and ecologism, by contrast, promote the acknowledgement o f influences. The ecological
approach suggests that stakeholders collaborate, compete, or in any case influence each
other, creating a community unlike the sum o f its parts. No single participant group
exists outside o f (or above) the group.

THE ECOLOGY M ETAPH O R
To better understand how such terms as ecology and ecologism are used in this
context, I turn next to a closer examination o f the ecology metaphor. In The Origin o f
Consciousness in the Breakdown o f the Bicameral Mind, Julian Jaynes offers a useful
model for metaphor analysis. He suggests that the target domain, or that which is being
“designated, described, or constructed”276 could be termed the metaphrand (in this case,

275A parallel situation can be found with respect to fundraising for political
campaigns. The power o f “lobbying organizations” is well known throughout
Washington, yet there is also a deeply ingrained cultural assumption that financial
contributions should not influence political decisions. There is a societal taboo against
money dictating political choices -- choices that are supposed to be made for the “good
of the people” rather than for the “good o f the political candidate.” At the same time,
everyone is aware that financial considerations often dictate political choices. For
example, no politician (except “Bulworth”) would make a statement such as: “I am voting
against this gun-control bill because I receive substantial campaign donations from the
N.R.A.” Still, political commentators often assume this to be the case, and discuss at
length the influence o f financial contributions on political choices. Simultaneously, there
is an unspoken assumption that legislators should not address this subject directly. (For
this reason among others, campaign finance reform is particularly challenging, though the
popularity of Senator McCain o f Arizona in his 2000 presidential bid suggests things may
be changing.)
276Julian Jaynes, The Origin o f Consciousness in the Breakdown o f the Bicameral
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the historical documentary production community). The metaphier or origin domain (in
this case, an ecology) is illustrative o f the metaphrand in some respects and promotes an
innovative perception o f the metaphrand. The metaphor creates a relation between the
metaphrand and the metaphier, forging an association between them. Paraphiers are the
entailments o f a metaphor; they are aspects o f the metaphier (i.e. ecologies) which are
cast back upon the metaphrand (the production community), reshaping its structure. To
gain a better sense o f the entailments o f this metaphor, it makes sense to further explore
the metaphier ecology and what it implies.

The term “ecology” is defined as “the study of the dynamic relations among
populations of organisms to one another and to their environments.”277 Its use originated
in the field of biology. Strictly speaking, “ecology” refers to the study o f dynamic
relations, while “ecosystem” refers to the actual environment in which these relations take
•

“>78

place. While the earth and its atmosphere might be considered an ecological whole,-

the term “ecosystem” traditionally refers to any ecological subsystem such as a pond, a
forest, or a desert that can be studied in relative isolation. (In my application, the
historical documentary community would technically be considered an "ecosystem” of a
cultural ecology. When referring to an “ecosystem,” however, we separate ourselves out,
contradicting the spirit o f the concept. I use the term “ecology” to emphasize that we are

Mind (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1976), p. 56.
211The Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1996).
278Although a discussion of biology may seem digressive at this point, it is
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always implicated in what we study.)
Ecologies are often described by discussing the types o f relations between species
within a specific environment. In Ecodynamics: A New Theory o f Societal Evolution,
Kenneth E. Boulding describes these relations in terms o f mutual cooperation, parasitism,
predation, mutual competition, dominant-cooperative, dominant-competitive, and mutual
independence.279 These relations exist variously within any ecology; after describing
relationship types with respect to biological ecologies, I identify these relationship types
within the historical documentary production community. First, however, I define my
terms: 280
Mutual Cooperation-. In this case, both species help each other survive, e.g. '“the great
symbiosis between plants and animals in which plants provide both food and oxygen for
animals and animals provide carbon dioxide and food from corpses and droppings.’*
Parasitism: One species preys on another (usually larger) organism, e.g. a leech living
off o f a mammal.
Predation: In this scenario, one species preys on another (usually smaller) organism, e.g.
rabbits are food for wolves so if there are more rabbits then there will be more wolves,
but if there are more wolves then there will be fewer rabbits.
Mutual Competition: Here, species compete for the same resources (such as food,
territory, nesting sites), e.g. both foxes and wolves eat rabbits.
Dominant Cooperative: In this case, the growth o f a large species contributes to the
growth of smaller species, but changes in the smaller species do not affect the larger
species, e.g. a pine forest provides shelter for many smaller birds and insects, but these
birds and insects do not necessarily affect the survival prospects o f the pine trees.

necessary to elucidate the ecology metaphor.
279Kenneth E. Boulding. Ecodynamics: A New Theory o f Societal Evolution
(London: Sage Publications, 1978), p. 78.
280See Boulding (1978) discussion, pp. 78-88.
™Ibid., p. 79.
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Dominant Competitive: Here, the growth o f a large species interferes with the survival of
a smaller species, but changes in the smaller species do not affect the larger species, e.g.
“a cactus grows under the ponderosa pine forests in the Western mountains, but it
declines if the forest gets too thick...it’s decline simply does not affect the trees.”
(Both “‘dominant” categories are problematic because in a true ecology, all species have
some sort o f potential affect on most other species, regardless o f how small they are.
Boulding addresses this issue in the following way: “The above model is an extremely
simplified one and it must never be mistaken for the enormously complex reality o f either
751
biological or social ecosystems.” )
"X

Mutual Independence: This is a controversial category as well since mutual independence
might seem to exist only because a connection between two species has yet to be
identified. Boulding argues that "it is unlikely to be found in any particular habitat,
where everything is likely to affect everything else to some degree. It is found...between
isolated habitats, e.g. the population of the blue whale vis-a-vis the population o f the
mountain goats in Colorado.”284

As stated above, in a later section, I apply these categories to an examination o f the
historical documentary production community. In my application of the ecology
metaphor to a study of this community, I also examine “lines o f influence” and "chain
reactions” (my terms) which have parallels within biological ecologies as well. "Lines of
influence” might be considered the individual “links” o f “chain reactions” occurring
within ecologies. To illustrate this concept (and as part o f my effort to characterize the
“metaphier,” or source domain), I provide an example o f a biological "chain reaction”
below:
In Yellowstone, whitebark pines are facing increased rates of diseases like
blister rust fungus due to global warming. As the earth’s temperature
rises, the atmosphere holds more moisture, and since blister rust is
dependent on moisture, it is spreading rapidly. As a result, the nuts found
2%2Ibid„ p. 81.
2S3Ibid., p. 85.
2S4Ibid., p. 81.
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in the pinecones o f these trees are less available, and since grizzly bears
depend on these nuts (buried by squirrels) as a food source, they are also
suffering. Although grizzly bears do have alternative food sources, such
as army cutworm moths, these moths live during the larval stage in wheat
fields o f the plains o f Montana and Kansas, where farmers eliminate them
as pests. Genetically modified seed creating a strain o f wheat resistant to
cutworm moths therefore presents an additional threat to grizzly bear
populations. Louisa Wilcox, project coordinator for the Sierra Club
Grizzly Bear Project articulates the central point: “It makes it clear how
the bears are tied to everything...the ecosystem really has no
boundaries.”285
The “chain reaction” outlined in the above scenario could be broken down into the
following “lines o f influence” (causal links between pairs of species):
1) humans engage in burning fossil fuels, and the byproducts o f these fuels
(from car exhaust, factories, electricity generation, etc.) cause increased
amounts o f carbon monoxide in the atmosphere, creating heat retention
and leading to global warming.286
2) global warming increases the incidence o f blister rust fungus on
whitebark pine trees in Yellowstone.
3) increasing numbers of whitebark pine trees die off, and there are
therefore fewer pinecones containing nuts stored by squirrels and eaten by
grizzly bears.
4) grizzly bears suffer and start to depend on alternative food sources, such
as army cutworm moths.
5) these moths live during the larval stage in the wheat fields o f Montana
and Kansas farm country, where they are being eliminated as pests.
6) genetically modified seed (creating wheat resistant to cutworm moths)
and other pest elimination measures further damage the survival prospects
o f the grizzly bear.
Links one through six combine to form a biological “chain reaction”287 illustrating

285Jim Robbins, “At Yellowstone, an Ecosystem Teetering on a Tree,” The New
York Times, February 8, 2000, p. F5.
286This process is admittedly vastly oversimplified for present purposes.
287In a literal sense, there is actually more than one “chain reaction” occurring in
this model (one dealing with the fungus and the other with the moths), so technically, this
would be more like a “cascade,” but for my non-biological purposes the term “chain
reaction” captures the relevant concepts.
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ecological concepts. These terms have parallels within cultural ecologies such as the
documentary production community where, as in Yellowstone, all stakeholders
potentially influence all other stakeholders. Though some stakeholders may seemingly
have more overt power than others, all stakeholders are ultimately accountable to the
community at large.288 As we have discussed, this creates a situation in which no
member is able to stand outside o f the ecology and dictate joint outcomes.

Along with its use in the field o f biology, the notion o f ecology is also a
fundamental concept in some of the oldest philosophies and religions known to
humankind. In Pagan traditions, for example, ecology is a primary concern:
Deep ecology is concerned with the connectedness between human beings
and the rest of the planetary system. Connectedness is an important
concept in Paganism and is the opposite of the Delusion o f Separateness.
We are part of Nature - cells in a functioning whole. Instead of perceiving
the universe to be anthropocentric and available to be exploited to meet
the needs of human beings, Paganism sees it as holistic and having its own
purposes in which human beings play only a part.289
From this perspective, an ecology is a network o f mutuality that contains "cells in a
functioning whole.”290 O f course, the point o f an ecology is that no participant can

288This is not to suggest that imbalances of power do not occur, but they are
generally corrected, sometimes through a painful process.
289Vivianne Crowley. Principles o f Paganism (San Francisco: Thorsons, 1996), p.
18.
290This philosophy is present in Native American traditions where there is a "full
calendar o f rituals dedicated to ensuring the continued interrelationship of the Hopi and
Zuni with all other things on earth... [This idea] contrasts sharply with the concept in
many religions that human beings were created and are dominant over all other beings.”
(Dorothy K. Washburn, Living in Balance: The Universe o f the Hopi, Zuni, Navajo and
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recognize, describe or act on an all-encompassing “whole.” Each participant has a
different “whole” and acts accordingly, without full knowledge o f other participants and
without shared conceptions o f an absolute whole.291 To discuss the biological ecology as
"one whole” is therefore in itself rather anthropocentric (in part by ignoring the effects of
the ecological description on human participant behavior). Still, this notion o f
"connectedness” described in the above quote is a key aspect o f both biological and
cultural ecologies, including the historical production community. In the standard view
o f the documentary production world, producers/directors292 are considered the “creators”
who make use o f “resources” from various professionals (i.e. procuring financial
resources from funding organizations, historical expertise from historians, etc.). Each o f
these various professional groups is then thought to operate in quasi-isolation; they may
"consult” with each other but excessive influence is generally considered problematic.
(For example, it is widely believed that funders should not influence creative choices, yet
their presence is palpable as was demonstrated in Chapter Five.) In an ecology, however,
this influence is assumed (and therefore easier to keep in balance). It is understood that
many stakeholders contribute, and that responsibility for the final product is distributed

Apache [Philadelphia: University o f Pennsylvania Museum o f Archaeology and
Anthropology, 1995), p. 17.
29'These multiple “wholes” imply a “multi-verse” rather than a “universe.”
292It is interesting to note that there are regional differences between these title
designations. As Karen Bernstein points out, in Boston, documentary filmmakers are
often referred to as “producers,” while in New York (perhaps due to the strong influence
o f the fiction film industry), documentary filmmakers are often called “directors”: “In
NYC, the director holds more weight than the producer.” This title designation has
interesting implications. The term “producer” is often used with respect to documentaries
to suggest that no one is actually “directing” the action.
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over various actors.
In '‘Ethics and Cultural Studies,” Jennifer Daryl Slack and Laurie Anne Whitt
work to relate these ecological concepts to cultural studies. They suggest that “an
ecoculturalist perspective which acknowledges ecological interdependence...is consistent
with the project o f cultural studies and in many respects represents an extension rather
than a rejection of its normative commitments.”293 They go on to state that “as
individuals we are embedded in numerous concentric communities, and in each o f these
we enter into and are bound by different sets o f relations to other individuals.”"
Applying these concepts to the historical documentary production community sheds light
on the inner-workings o f historical production, and underscores the fact that no decision
is ever made in isolation. A central entailment o f the ecology metaphor application (as
will be explored below) is that by focusing on relations, it highlights the "lines o f
influence ” and "chain reactions ” that connect “concentric communities” within this
production world.

APPLYING THE E C O L O G Y METAPHOR

In this section, I apply the characteristics described above concerning ecologies
(the metaphier/source domain) to the historical documentary production community (the
metaphrand/target domain). When applying this metaphor, I look specifically at three
areas of concentration: types o f relations, lines o f influence, and chain reactions. Some of

293Slack and Whitt, p. 572.
294Ibid., p. 587.
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the key entailments o f the ecology metaphor are as follows:
■ There is a large diversity o f stakeholders (I concentrate on five kinds) who interact
much as species do within biological ecologies.
■ Individual stakeholders speak for themselves, but also in the name o f the larger
stakeholder group to which they belong (i.e. reference groups).
■ There are various forms o f competitive and cooperative relations within ecologies
■ Nobody is in charge of the ecology; each stakeholder group has their own view o f
the whole

As the above points suggest, the ecology metaphor is quite useful and illuminating in this
context, but it must be emphasized that the metaphier/biological ecology differs
substantially from the metaphrand/production community. In biological ecologies,
relations are often measured by the extent to which species populations grow or diminish;
population size changes as species cooperate or compete for the use o f various resources,
including each other (through feeding). Although ‘'food chains” may exist metaphorically
within cultural ecologies, species o f stakeholders within the production community do not
usually kill each other off literally (although over time stakeholders might “die o ff' or
become "endangered” in a figurative sense).293 By contrast, in cultural ecologies
stakeholders interact with each other through the subtleties o f language. This linguistic
component is therefore an important distinction between biological and cultural
ecologies. Linguistic relationships between stakeholders are generated: 1) through
contact (negotiating either directly or indirectly through a proxy, such as an agent), 2)
through invocation o f stakeholders not present (during which stakeholders appear in third

295For example, historians may feel that they are at risk o f becoming an
“endangered species” as visual history gains in popularity.
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person form and indirectly participate in the negotiation o f resources)296 or through
invocation o f reference groups (i.e. historians act with the knowledge that their decisions
will be judged by other historians), 3) through the trading, balancing, compromising, etc.
o f concerns and 4) through the flo w o f resources (financial, authorial, informational,
political, etc. -- i.e., stakeholders may be connected through an exchange o f money).
Relationships between stakeholder groups in cultural ecologies thus possess a layer o f
complication not readily apparent in biological ecologies (where species interact mainly
by eating or threatening to eat each other, or by consuming common resources). The
various forms of relationship formation discussed above (contact, invocation o f other
stakeholders, balancing o f concerns, flow o f resources) generate the types of relations
examined below.

Types o f Relations

With these distinctions in mind, the types o f relations within biological ecologies
described above (including mutual cooperation, parasitism, predation, mutual
competition, dominant-cooperative, dominant-competitive, and mutual independence)
may be applied to the production community with interesting results. Most of these types
are present in this production community, and various elements of different types often
exist simultaneously within one relationship. Consider the following breakdown
emerging from material covered in Chapter Five (stakeholders replacing the “species'’ of

296Most stakeholders are invoked in all relationships since everyone is part o f the
same network, but to varying degrees depending on the relationship.
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biological ecologies):

Documentarians-Funders:
Documentarians and funders often have direct contact, but individual documentarians
may also speak for production companies or teams (that funders may be told about but
never see), and funders may speak for a bureaucracy that remains invisible to
documentarians. Their contact is generally defined by the flow o f financial resources. In
this relationship as in all others, many additional stakeholders are invoked (e.g. the
historians on the project, or spectators' reactions to a previous project, etc.).
Mutual Cooperation :297 Both of these stakeholders want to see documentaries produced
and (in most cases) need each other in order to do so; if funders get more money it is
good for documentarians, and if documentarians do well it is good for funders.
Parasitism: Documentarians could be perceived as “feeding” o ff o f funders and
depending on them for survival.

Documentarians-Historians:
In the contact between historians and documentarians, historians are often speaking for
the academic historical establishment as well as for their own public images. The flow o f
authorial resources (the right to speak as an “authority”) characterizes this relationship.
Mutual Cooperation: Both o f these stakeholders want accurate, high-quality
documentaries and they work together to achieve this goal.
Parasitism: Some historians view documentarians almost like parasites who need their
assistance yet increasingly encroach upon their turf. As this encroachment becomes more
pervasive, documentarians threaten historian authority and become stronger, and thus
more mutually competitive and perhaps even predatory.
Mutual Competition: These two stakeholders compete for authority as well as for
297In some sense, this entire production community is characterized by mutual
cooperation since they work together to produce a product: historical documentaries.
There is a clear goal in this cultural ecology, whereas in biological ecologies the goal is
not so clear (hence the development of philosophy and religion...). The question thus
becomes which historical documentaries are produced, fo r whose benefit, at what
expense, and with what effects on the future o f the production community and on the
future o f historical representation.
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audiences. Historians are still dominant with respect to authority, but feel their advantage
is waning in a new multimedia (less print-oriented) society. Documentarians (vis-a-vis
historians) may be considered “parasites” with respect to historical authority but “mutual
competitors” in terms o f attracting the interests o f spectators (or students, learners,
readers - as historians might refer to them)

^qo

Documentarians-Legislators:'

There is little direct contact between documentarians and legislators (perhaps during
Congressional hearings, etc., but much o f their contact takes place through the press).
Still, the flow o f political and financial resources is quite apparent here. Also, the
dominant cooperative/dominant competitive relation categories help to explain
relationships lacking mutuality. (Much o f the material below could also apply to the
funder-legislator relation, etc.)
Documentarians- Liberal Legislators:
Mutual Cooperation: Liberal legislators generally support arts and cultural funding
organizations (hence documentarians), and documentarians often support liberal causes.
Dominant Cooperative'. Some (usually liberal) legislators want to increase arts and
cultural funding (some may actually be specifically interested in documentaries, although
this is probably relatively rare) and therefore if they gain power they assist in the
documentarian cause and affect documentarians’ lives in positive ways. Still,
documentarian growth and development probably doesn’t have much impact on
legislators.

Documentarians-Conservative Legislators:
Predation/Parasitism: Some (mostly conservative) legislators in Congress are driven to
eliminate arts and cultural funding organizations and reduce documentarians’ financial
resources. In this sense, they are “preying” upon them for political gain. From the
conservative legislator perspective, however, documentarians might be considered
“parasites” in the sense that they thrive on budgets approved by legislators.

298Since legislators enter into this ecology quite differently depending on their
ideological predispositions, I have chosen to divide them according to a
liberal/conservative distinction. In general, liberal legislators support arts/cultural
funding, whereas conservative legislators oppose it.
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Dominant Competitive: Since (usually conservative) legislators want to decrease or
eliminate arts and cultural funding, if they gain power they are capable o f hurting the
survival prospects o f documentarians. Once again, however, if documentarians do suffer
this probably affects legislators very little.

Documentarians-Spectators:
Contact between documentarians is mostly indirect (taking place via ratings services,
distributors, broadcasters, educators, etc.), but occasionally there is direct contact through
focus groups, in which spectators speak for themselves rather than for a stakeholder
group as a whole. This relationship is characterized by a flow o f informational resources.
Mutual Cooperation: If documentarians do well, then this is good for spectators because
they have more high-quality documentaries to choose from, and if spectators do well
(economically, for example), it is good for documentarians because spectators have more
money to spend on documentaries.

Most stakeholders are mutually competitive within their own stakeholder groups. For
example, documentarians compete with other documentarians for funding, for spectators,
for historical support, etc. Funders compete with other funders for important projects that
might increase their status within the community (they also compete for financial
resources within the overall pool). Historians compete with other historians for airtime,
influence and acknowledgment of expertise, etc. Legislators clearly compete with one
another for votes. Spectators do not necessarily compete with each other in this context
because their group is less defined (except in the sense that they might compete for tickets
to popular documentaries).
Mutual Independence does not exist within this ecology (which is why it has the character
of "wholeness,” at least from my perspective as the writer of this dissertation).

For quick reference, consider the following summary o f relational attributes:
Documentarians-Funders: Mutual Cooperation, Parasitism
Documentarians-Historians: Mutual Cooperation, Parasitism, Mutual Competition
Documentarians-Legislators: Dominant Cooperation (w/liberal legislators), Dominant
Competitive (w/conservative legislators), Parasitism (from conservative legislator
perspective on funders), Predation (from funder perspective on conservative legislators),
and Mutual Cooperation (funders and liberal legislators)
Documentarians-Spectators: Mutually Cooperative
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It is worth noting that the “dominant cooperative/dominant competitive” relation
types help to explain the roles of legislators in this production community. The inclusion
of legislators in this world is somewhat unconventional; as Dr. Nancy Rogers o f the NEH
commented in her response to the script “I still think that including legislators as part of
the historical documentary production community is a stretch or a reach” (these
comments will be discussed further in the Epilogue). “Dominantcooperative/competitive” relationship types, however, point to the fact that influence does
not necessarily have to be mutual to be significant. Legislators inevitably influence
documentarians, but this does not mean that they have much contact with them, or that
documentarians have influence over legislators. “Lines of influence” take place between
almost all parties within most ecologies. Some o f these “lines” are examined below.

Lines o f Influence

In this section, I look at eleven “lines o f influence” operating within the overall
historical documentary production community. This examination emerges from the
analysis in Chapters Four and Five and incorporates key quotes from the script and these
chapters to illustrate influences. This breakdown is far from exhaustive. The number of
“lines” is immeasurably large (especially since the number of stakeholders involved is
also hard to pinpoint). I examine only a select number o f these lines to demonstrate how
stakeholders affect one another. Each one o f these “lines of influence” is a link in an
overall “chain reaction.” Afterwards, I focus on a specific “chain reaction” (containing
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numerous “lines o f influence”) with respect to a particular documentary project.*

■ legislators influencing funders
Funder Dr. Holly Tank: I think that the shifts at the NEH had a lot to do with what
happened on Capitol Hill.(9)
Funder Tom Kimble'. Not only the NEH, but you’ve got to look at the whole gamut of
restructuring o f the federal government, not only to culture and art, historical
representations, but also to welfare, you know? As a result, the num ber o f proposals we
received at General Motors probably doubled.(34)
Funder Dr. Nancy Rogers: In the cuts between ’95 and ’96 we w ent from 25 million for
the whole division [of Public Programs] and 10 or 11 million for the media program to 10
million for the whole division, and the first year after those cuts we only had...I think we
only spent about 4 million for radio and television. And we used to be able to give 2
no\
million dollar grants for a major series...

■ historians influencing funders
Funder Woodward Wickham: Almost the first question we ask is, ‘is this going to be
sound history reflecting the best current practice in history, and the best current analysis
in history?’ We do not rely on the filmmaker and his or her analysis and grasp o f history
to reassure us on that question. It’s the historians we look to ...(56)
Funder Jay Kaplan: First and foremost we have to make sure that the representation of
history as it’s known in the scholarly community is accurately reflected in the film
proposal...we look to make sure that the film is advised by people competent in the
subject matter and with specific experience in the field.(59)

■ funders influencing documentarians
Documentarian Robert Lavelle: One o f your screens is ‘is it a fundable project?’...! know
that for us, we do what is fundable. It’s always a major factor in what we spend out time
( 142)
on.
Documentarian Henry Hampton: I think it’s a negotiation. There are some subjects that
you might do that simply are unfundable. And you can choose to pass or put them on a
backbumer.(49)
299Please note: In the breakdown that follows, a greater concentration o f quotes
under a certain heading does not necessarily indicate a greater degree o f influence.
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Documentarian Bennett Singer. It varies from funder to funder, but some o f them have an
activist agenda, some of them want to feel that there’s value in historical preservation and
documenting stuff that happened in the past. And a lot o f them have a political agenda or
political motives.(47)

■ legislators influencing documentarians
Documentarian Meredith Woods: The media has been associated with liberal
values...and when the Republicans started to increasingly gain the majority and control
(8 )
the debate in the country, the assault was on for filmmakers and arts organizations.
Documentarian Robert Lavelle: It’s just a guess but sort of know that you might not want
to come out with a very soft, fuzzy, liberal-minded examination o f a social issue in the
middle o f a conservative takeover o f Congress because it’s going to be hard to get on the
air. You may want to do it, probably want to do it, but you have to at least recognize
that.(136)
Documentarian Henry Hampton: When the political world changes and the NEA/NEH
and people were in great jeopardy a couple years ago, you can’t walk in the door with “I
want to do the history o f the Communist party in the South.” Although young people
don’t always understand that and they get mad because they don’t get a serious
hearing...(49)
And as perceived by funders, who often provide the link:
Funder Dr. Nancy Rogers: [As a result of the cuts] filmmakers spend so much more of
their time raising money. And I think that one result is/1Q\that it is taking longer to produce
these films. And another is that some don’t get made.

■ historians influencing documentarians
Documentarian Ken Burns: Indeed every single one of my films has been advised by a
panel o f distinguished academic historians for historical facts and accuracy, so we’re not
talking about bending any truths to present some kind o f emotional version o f the past
that is somehow diminished by that sentimentality.(76)
Documentarian Henry Hampton: We always use our wide advisory involvement which
helps make the funders happy -- the NEH happy. And it’s also very useful. We don’t do
(58)
it for show, we do it because we found out that it makes our projects better.

Or lack thereof:
Historian Dr. Alan Brinkley : In some o f the [documentaries] historians may as well not
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be there...I think historians rarely play a truly decisive role.(55)
Historian Dr. Vicki Ruiz: The big films that I’ve been involved with, basically you're
brought into a conference, you exchange ideas, but you don’t really have any script. I
think part o f it is for validation, legitimacy... I think part of it is for entertainment. They
want to get money for it. They want it to have a lot of play. They want it to be engaging,
entertaining.(60)
Historian Dr. Steve Mintz: I do think that historians have surprisingly little input. [They
provide] legitimation and I think they correct some horrible gaffes.(57)

■ documentarians influencing historians
Historian Dr. Nan Woodruff. I use documentary film all the time in teaching because they
capture people’s imaginations and they’re visual, they use interviews with people who
lived at a particular time that you’re studying. They can do things that historians
can’t...(,00)
Historian Dr. Steven Mintz: Filmmakers are just much more skillful than most teacher are
in conveying emotion - 1 mean, some o f the very best teachers can do this, but most can’t.
And so, you can get the kind of emotional power that is in - you can’t duplicate that in
the classroom.(7j)
Historian/Former Funder Dr. Sheldon Hackney: Good films communicate along
dimensions that printed text and spoken words cannot. It’s more immediate, it gets to
emotional levels that are very hard to reach any other way, and it’s lasting...(72)

■ documentarians influencing spectators
Ryan Cooper (Legislative Aide fDJ): If you look at the impact o f the Civil War series, I
think it’s been just marvelous to expose millions of people to that part o f our not-sodistant history.. .1 would bet that sales, if you will, of Civil War related memorabilia and
books and the like have gone up dramatically since that series came out...historical
documentaries are fabulous because we have a whole generation o f people now for whom
the Vietnam War is ancient history and something before that, they just don’t have a clue
and no desire to learn. A lot of people aren’t going to sit down and read a book but they
may sit down and watch a TV show for half an hour or an hour, although it is PBS
(chuckles... ).(89)
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■ spectators influencing documentarians
Documentarian Alex Lorton: As a filmmaker you are entrusted and you feel responsible
for your audience. In looking at an event you have thought about, you’ve labored over it
to figure out what is most important... So, it begins with a responsibility to your
audience.(I02)
Documentarian Robert Lavelle'. For me, there is no reason to do a project if it is not going
to leave people with hope.(159)
■ spectators influencing funders
Funder Holly Tank: Well the first thing that happens is that before it goes on the air the
staff looks at it and we make our own opinions. But what we really base it on is the
ratings, you know, how many people watch. We would always get the ratings from
Neilson ratings. We would always look to see what awards it was winning. When it won
the Dupont Columbia and whatever, the Peabody...whatever, we would look at that.
When it got into sales, we would see how many videos were being bought.

■ funders influencing spectators
Funder Dr. Jay Kaplan: Some people make claims that it [humanities funding] produces
a better society and it stimulates civic discourse and citizenship, a sense of belonging, and
creates a more rational, secular, civic society. I buy into that personally but I don’t insist
upon that. What I do believe is that it enriches people’s lives to have a broader awareness
o f other times and places...(l52>

■ spectators influencing legislators
Spectators (aka “the general public”) inevitably influence legislators, since they vote for
or against them.

The purpose o f the above breakdown is to isolate specific lines of influence within
this ecology. At its most basic level, production chain reactions often assume the
following form: 1) legislators influence funders, 2) funders influence documentarians,
and 3) documentarians influence spectators. The more detailed breakdown above also
includes components such as the influence o f historians, mutual influences, and
additional lines of influence. Each one o f the above “lines” is part o f an overall “chain
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reaction" within the production process. A specific "chain reaction” is examined below.

Chain Reactions
The number o f "chain reactions” within ecologies is also immeasurably large.
Nobody occupies the top o f these chains; all members o f the community are connected
through a circular rather than a linear pattern. I provide an example of a "chain reaction”
with respect to a particular project below. It made sense to come full circle myself and
return to an analysis o f Private Histories, the proposed documentary series on family life
history described in the Introduction.
As discussed, Private Histories never came to fruition as a documentary series.
This fact in itself is an interesting one in terms o f analyzing chain reactions. Consider the
following sequence o f events:
1) In 1994, there is a Republican takeover o f Congress, 2) Newt Gingrich's "Contract
With America” is announced, 3) In 1996, the NEH experiences drastic budget cuts: the
overall budget is cut 40% and the division for public programs (including media
programs) is cut 60%, 4) Celeste Productions receives word that their production grant
proposal has been rejected by the NEH, despite the fact that they had received two prior
grants from the NEH for research and scripting, 5) I decide to write my dissertation on the
unmaking of this documentary and the affects o f politics and funding on historical
documentary production, 6) You are reading this dissertation right now, 7) Readers might
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•

•

vote for a candidate who is likely to increase funding for the NEH.

1A A

In the process o f reading this dissertation, you the reader have thus become a
stakeholder as well. The above "chain reaction” also points to the influence that
legislators have on the documentary world through their control over the NEH. Some
“lines of influence” within this “chain reaction” were inevitably left out; historians, for
example, helped Celeste obtain the original grants for research and scripting. There are
also hypothetical chain reactions that never came to fruition: the proposed series might
have increased spectator awareness o f the growing field o f family life history, affecting
people's attitudes about such issues as “family values,” divorce rates, single parenting,
gay parenting, dual-career families, blended families, etc. (which might explain why it
didn't fare very well during the “Contract” era). Because this documentary was not made,
these issues have not yet been explored from a historical perspective in a popular format.
It is impossible to predict “what might have been,” but the number o f potential “chain
reactions” is worth noting.

300There is also a shorter and more pronounced chain reaction embedded within
this one. Whether or not they read my dissertation, the arts/humanities community is
likely to vote for politicians sympathetic to the NEA/NEH cause.
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THE PO LITIC S O F REALITY: A MUL TIPLICA TION OF H ISTO R IE S

Since all historical representations emerge from dialogue between diverse
stakeholders (and stakeholder communities) each having different concerns, historical
representation is always a social practice. There is no way to extricate history from the
surrounding social and political contexts. Although historical representations are
concerned with the past (i.e. “prior events”), they are also about a present infused with
negotiation and dialogue. History happens in a public context characterized by a network
of conversations. Politics is therefore an important factor here; stakeholders negotiate
various concerns out in the open, so a politics of history is always operative. The
documentary production process inevitably involves negotiating who can tell which story
and how. Each participant has a different stake in a process that is not limited to the
making o f a documentary, but includes the making of a multiplicity o f historical accounts
(giving funding to one may justify giving funding to another producer, the projects that
are funded may spawn other projects, etc.). Because historical “objectivity” shifts with
changing social climates (defying its very essence), there will also be a shift in the
historical material from which the next generation o f producers can draw. Typically, each
generation views each successive account as “reality,” but the political aspects of
historical construction are always significant. Histories thus “evolve” through this
process much as species do in biological ecologies.
As discussed in Chapter Two, academic history often seems detached from
politics, partly because it deals with the past. The past is something we can't change -- it
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feels concrete, definitive, real. Since the past resides in unchangeable territory, we often
associate it with an intransigent ‘"reality.” However (as outlined above), access to the past
is mediated by historical representations, which occur in the present, though even this
determination can be further scrutinized. (Once we organize perceptions into coherent
thoughts and translate these thoughts into a narrative, communicable form, perception has
already become recollection —historical representation in its most basic form). A
past/present designation is thus in many ways arbitrary, often depending upon one's
purposes and the corresponding criteria. Yesterday may be considered part o f the "past”
in most contexts, but from the academic historical perspective, both today and yesterday
would be considered the “contemporary period.” Either way, the point remains: there is a
strong relationship between history and perceptions o f reality since 1) what we normally
think o f as “reality” has already become part of the past. 2) “history” is associated with
“reality” since it cannot be changed, and 3) our understanding of the past informs our
perceptions o f the present, and is therefore crucial to our “reality” constructions. In these
ways, a “politics of history” points to a “politics o f reality.”
From this perspective, it becomes clear that historical documentary production is
but one part o f the larger historical production process which could be conceptualized as
a massive negotiation shaped by the politics o f history/reality. These negotiations are
often easier to spot in documentary production (as compared to academic, print-based
historical production) due to the tremendous amount o f money involved in producing
cinematic history. It may be easier to see how issues o f power and economics affect
historical representation when these lines of influence operate on a grand scale, but all
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forms of historical representation are affected by the larger social and political contexts.
No account o f prior events can escape the politics o f reality since even the most
seemingly concrete aspect o f everyday life - perception itself- is socially and politically
charged. This ecological study of the documentary production community could thus be
applied to numerous other history-making communities with interesting results. A
multitude o f these parallel worlds exists, including print-based academic historical
production, historical drama production, alternative or popular print-based historical
production, etc. (Some o f these worlds were discussed in Chapter Two.) Each of these
worlds has different stakeholders, different rules, different practices, and they all exist
simultaneously.

Historians Ellen Carol Dubois and Vicki L. Ruiz have commented that “to allow
for overlapping narratives and to recognize multiple forms o f power, this is both an old
populist dream and a postmodern challenge.”j01 In this project, I have tried to realize this
dream and meet this challenge. A historical practice that “releases multiple voices”30- sometimes referred to as a “kaleidoscopic approach”303 - is more readily acknowledged
once we recognize how history emerges from an ecological process. When we

301Ellen Carol Dubois and Vicki L. Ruiz, eds. Unequal Sisters: A Multicultural
Reader in U.S. Women’s History (New York: Routledge, 1990), p. xiii.
302Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, “Partial Truths,” Signs: Journal o f Women in Culture
and Society (Summer 1989), 14:4, 908.
303Dubois and Ruiz, p. xiii.
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“illuminate the interconnections among the various systems o f power that shape”304
historical documentaries, we also shed light upon who is empowered to tell various
stories and how. By revealing the mechanics of historical production, blind adherence to
“master narratives” is challenged and a respect for diverse accounts -- a "multiplication”
of histories -- is promoted. The dialogical, ecological approach reveals that a “politics of
history/reality” is always at work, shaping our understandings.
History, one could argue, is eternally a narrative about the past. Although many
historians have recognized the loss of master narratives, I have described the process by
which histories are constructed and contend that it is not just the loss o f master narratives,
master controllers or singular power structures that shapes current understandings of
history, but also the negotiations among many stakeholders about the way history is
presented. The emergence o f histories (plural) is the result o f a political process infused
by multiple voices.

Meanwhile. Back at the Production O ffice...

In this section, I apply the concepts described above to the actual production o f a
documentary. Specifically, I explore how the “ecological” metaphor resonates in a
production environment. For this purpose, I examine the making o f the first documentary
that I worked on -- the one that initially triggered my interest in these issues: Eyes on the
Prize: America at the Racial Crossroads. It is worthwhile to consider how the
“negotiations among many stakeholders” contributed to a working consensus on how a

304Ibid., p. xi. (quote attributed to Joanne Meyerowitz).
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history o f the civil rights movement in America would be presented. The following
account describes this collaborative, ecological effort to document a crucial episode in
our collective memory.

Eves on the Prize: A Case Study
While documentary production is an ecological negotiation o f concerns, it results
in a contribution to collective memory, the shared recollection o f many individuals.
Although the process o f memory is applicable to the experiences o f stakeholders in some
ways (documentarians and historians, for example, are clearly calling upon their
collective memories and remembering as they produce) in this section I apply collective
memory to the material outcome o f the production process, i.e., the documentary.305 The
documentary thus becomes part of our collective memory -- in fact it is a collective
memory. While the ecological metaphor applies to a production process involving a
multitude of contributors, each having different stakes in the process, collective memory
refers to that which is produced -- the shared, material recollection o f many individuals
(although contestation is usually present, collective memories are shared or plural).306
Eyes on the Prize offers a good example of a documentary series which has become a
vital part of our collective memory. Using the ecological metaphor to examine the
production of this series therefore sheds light on how collective memories emerge.
Eyes on the Prize is a multi-part series on the civil rights movement, was

305In Remembering to Forget (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1998) Barbie
Zelizer argues that “collective memories are material,! (p. 4).
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broadcast on PBS to widespread critical acclaim. It was produced by Blackside, Inc. in
Boston, MA, a company founded by Henry Hampton - the Executive Producer o f the
series. Audiences and critics alike applauded the series, and it went on to win numerous
awards.307 Eyes on the Prize has also proved to possess a powerful afterlife (exhibition
after the initial broadcast), and it has been incorporated into classroom use around the
country. It has been shown continually in museums, churches, and community centers —
any place where people come together to develop an understanding about painful yet
inspirational moments in America’s past.
Eyes on the Prize was produced and broadcast in two parts. The first part, Eyes
on the Prize: America s Civil Right's Years was broadcast in 1987, and the second part,
Eyes 0 / 1 the Prize: America at the Racial Crossroads was broadcast in 1990. This fact
alone tells us something about the influence o f funding concerns: the series was broadcast
in two parts mainly to allow for additional fundraising between the two broadcasts.
Fundraising is a substantial consideration for any documentary project, but Blackside
faced additional obstacles - namely, the very same racial barriers that they hoped to
document in their films. Funders were skeptical that anyone would want to watch a series
about such disturbing aspects o f American culture. The civil rights movement is recent
history and wounds are still tender and persistent. Also, since African American viewers
are not generally considered a priority for programming executives and funders,

™Ibid., Zelizer also states that “collective memories are plural.”
307It is worth noting again (as mentioned in the Introduction) that I worked at
Blackside in various capacities from 1989-1990. I worked as a fact-checker for Eyes on
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Blackside faced an uphill battle in its efforts to convince the these gatekeepers to back its
ideas.
The making o f Eyes o f the Prize is therefore a good example o f a case where all
aspects o f the documentary production world - producers, historians, funders, legislators,
spectators - inevitably became implicated in a collaborative, "ecological” effort to trace
our collective memory. Due to the scale o f the project, producers needed to rely on
substantial awards from major funders in order to accumulate sufficient financing. As
Robert Lavelle (formerly o f Blackside) has commented, smaller ‘"boutique” projects have
fewer funding constraints, yet these projects generally have limited distribution. Largescale projects like Eyes on the Prize, on the other hand, have wider distribution, but more
funding constraints. When projects have major funding needs, however, they become
increasingly beholden to funding organizations. The payoff here is wider distribution; the
price often involves the freedom to threaten the status quo or express controversial
positions.
Although Blackside did not receive money from the National Endowment for the
Humanities for Eyes on the Prize (according to Holly Tank o f the NEH, Henry Hampton
said that he “didn’t want to go through all the hoops”) they did receive funds from the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, another government agency that requires a certain
degree o f “balance.” Also, as mentioned earlier, most other foundations or funding
organizations (such as the Ford Foundation and the MacArthur Foundation, both of which
contributed funding for Eyes on the Prize) are also beholden to the government to some

the Prize (Part II), and also worked for The Publishing Project, their publishing wing.
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degree since they are generally formed from money that would otherwise have been paid
in taxes, and they are therefore not supposed to fund advocacy pieces.

Blackside was

therefore caught in a double-bind: the very nature o f the project was controversial, and yet
they wanted the kind o f exposure that a large-scale, ‘'institutionalized” project could
offer. This documentary production process thus offers a particularly good example of
how various concerns - political, financial, historical, aesthetic - were negotiated in an
effort to create historical representation.
Henry Hampton has commented that he wanted to reveal the triumphant and
heroic efforts o f the African American people in the face o f overwhelming odds.309 He
felt that African Americans are usually presented as passive victims, and he wanted to
challenge this standard depiction by revealing their persistence and determination despite
incredibly trying circumstances. In order to have a powerful effect on public perceptions,
Blackside needed to fund a big project, but inevitably funding needs create editorial
constraints. Interestingly, Blackside managed this balancing act by taking a number of
steps that made the project more “fimder-friendly” by focusing on staffing decisions. In a
racially tense environment, fUnders inevitably worried that white Americans would be
presented as the “villains” in the documentary, and that white viewers, feeling alienated,
would not watch the shows. In order to address this situation, Blackside set up co

308They are also affected by changes in NEH budgets due to the “ripple effect”
described earlier. As NEH budgets decrease, competition at other funding organizations
increases.
309Henry Hampton and Steve Fayer, Voices o f Freedom: An Oral History o f the
Civil Rights Movement from the 1950s through the 1980s (New York: Bantam Books,
1990). Also see Henry Hampton, interview transcript.
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production teams for each episode that included one African American producer and one
white producer. (Production teams were also inclusive in terms o f gender - all shows
were co-produced by both a man and a woman, which meant that African American men
and women as well as white men and women were represented on the staff.) Part o f the
reasoning behind this decision involved a genuine effort to create a truly “American”
story (as Hampton says, an “American moment”) one that represented both black and
white perspectives. This strategy was also beneficial from a funding point o f view.
Mainstream funders, dominated by mostly white managers, were less wary o f a project
that was so all-inclusive. While emphasizing that the civil rights movement was an
"American” story, they were able to talk about issues and show images in the
documentary series that might otherwise have been considered too threatening in a
conservative social environment. Some members o f the production team no doubt felt
that this approach compromised the social mission o f the series.310 For example, some
stories may have been left out or handled differently for fear o f offending the mainstream.
It may be true that this approach affected the content o f the series, promoting an effort
towards "even-handedness” (which of course is defined in many different ways,
depending on one's perspective). Whether this approach would have been taken apart
from its fundraising benefits cannot be known for sure, but what is clear is that
fundraising issues did influence these decisions. As has been discussed above, it would
be impossible for things to be otherwise, since funders and producers are dialogically

3i 0A s

a counter-example, consider that fact that Spike Lee tends to hire only
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linked in the documentary production world. Although the extent o f influence is always
relative, even small-scale productions are affected by funding concerns to some degree.
Eyes on the Prize may have been shaped to a certain extent by their financial needs, but
that is the nature o f historical documentary production and historical practice generally.

Historical advising also inevitably influenced the outcome o f Eyes on the Prize.
This is another area, however, in which this documentary series broke new ground.
Because Blackside was trying to tell the story of the civil rights movement from the
perspective o f the players themselves, the producers sought eyewitnesses whenever
possible. They tried to locate the people who had been involved in events so that they
could discuss their own personal memories and reflections in contemporary interviews.
Holly Tank describes their approach: “I believe the one filmmaker who helped break
through that was Henry Hampton's Eyes on the Prize. .. What a heart in a man... They
used eyewitnesses who brought you into the story, who didn’t have that distance of a
scholar telling you what you were about to see or what you had just seen. It was just good
storytelling.” As Hampton describes it: “there are emotional truths often times which
prevail.”
Blackside did not rely exclusively on eyewitnesses, however. Producers also
incorporated material from established accounts by academic historians, and interviewed
these “experts” as well. Also, every piece o f factual information in the films had to be
reinforced by at least two separate source documents; eyewitness stories had to be backed

African Americans on his film crews.
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up by published accounts. If eyewitnesses and academic historians disagreed on a
particular account, conflicts emerged. Hampton explains that “we would not allow
witnesses to say things that we thought were wrong,” and Lavelle refers to the general
rule used by the company to resolve potential disputes: “If we can't prove it, we can’t say
it.” The inclusion o f eyewitness accounts was considered a priority, but only to the extent
that these personal recollections could be backed up and reinforced by “accepted
historians.” The requirement that primary source documents had to be found to support
eyewitness accounts gave some power back to the “experts.” Thus, even in a project
where one o f the central motivating factors was to “present voices that haven't been heard
before,” academic historians had a great deal o f authority. Blackside tried to balance this
respect for academic history with a respect for eyewitnesses. They worked to privilege
grassroots voices in Eyes on the Prize, but they also knew that challenging established
authority in a major way, especially in such a large-scale project, would compromise their
ability to get a message out at all. By including eyewitness accounts checked by
established accounts, Blackside was able to balance the need for “legitimacy” with the
desire for inclusivity.
By slowly wearing away at the dominance o f established accounts, inclusivity
may gradually gain acceptance, whereas an outright rebellion might cause absolute
repression. Also, once a documentary such as Eyes on the Prize enters the schools, it
starts to have an influence on historians who use the series in their classrooms. The
important point for the purposes o f this project is that though this influence is a two-way
street, historians still have a great deal o f influence on historical documentary producers,
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even on those producers who are essentially trying to challenge established academic
historical accounts. Part o f the reason for this is that, as described earlier, producers are
generally beholden to funding organizations that rely on historians as gatekeepers. These
spheres o f influence once again underline the ecological nature o f the historical
documentary production world. A number o f “chain reactions” occur: producers need to
satisfy funders, and in order to do that they need to appease established historians. And
funders, of course, -- especially the NEH, the NEA and CPB (but all funders to a degree)
-- are intimately connected to the government.
The government often sets the tone for what happens in the foundation
community. This is true not only because foundations are generally formed from money
that would have been paid in taxes, but also because funders tend to work in conjunction
with one another. Except in unusual cases (such as when General Motors agreed to fully
bankroll Ken Bums* projects, though he still receives money from the NEH), producers
generally apply to a number of funding organizations for money. The governmental
cultural funding organizations (such as the NEH, the NEA and the CPB) are often
considered “first hurdles” that impart a “stamp o f approval” or “signal” to other
organizations that a project is worthy o f funding. When changes in the political climate
affect these government agencies, the entire fundraising community is affected.
Legislators’ actions, decisions and philosophies have a tremendous amount o f influence
on funders, who then affect producers. For example, the fact that Blackside was applying
for money from a government agency (the Corporation for Public Broadcasting) during
the Reagan-Bush era o f the 1980s no doubt influenced the way proposals were written
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during that time period.
A primary motivating force behind any such series involves spectators. Without
potential spectators, there would be no reason to produce such large-scale projects. In
unusual cases, some filmmakers may want to make films only to satisfy their own
aesthetic cravings —but these are usually small-scale projects completed with a limited
budget. In the case o f projects such as Eyes on the Prize, spectator involvement is
generally a major consideration. Usually, producers such as those at Blackside have an
interest in affecting spectators and creating social change. Just as “the people" are
inevitably and undeniably a part o f history, they are also a part o f the historical
documentary production world. History is a process that evolves from a network of
participants; the historical documentary production community operates according to
similar principles. Spectators are not passive recipients o f whatever producers happen to
offer them; rather, with their likes, dislikes, preferences and responses, they play an active
role in shaping what producers offer. If spectators do not respond well to a documentary,
then box office numbers or ratings go down, funders are less likely to finance future
projects, and historians are less likely to offer their expertise. Thus, spectators play a
central role in how documentaries - and historical representation more generally - are
created. They are key players in a number o f “chain reactions” that occur during the
production process.
This “case study” reminds us that the historical documentary production process is
“ecological” as well as “collective.” As discussed earlier, I use the term “collective
memory” to refer primarily to the material outcome o f the production process, but it is
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also true that working on these representations is not an individualistic task; many people
come together (clashing, compromising, forming a delicate consensus, etc.) to arrive at a
collective vision concerning how the past will be presented. In the words of Henry
Hampton, "it becomes a collective success, and all the bad stuff falls away.” A
"collective memory” approach to history is clearly applicable here as well as the
"ecological.” Both approaches remind us that "historical truth” is always socially
contingent.

Chapter Sum m ary

In this Chapter I have focused primarily on an application of the "ecology” metaphor
to the historical documentary production community. Just as species within biological
ecologies are interdependent, so are stakeholder groups within production ecologies, though
stakeholder groups affect each other primarily through language. Drawing from material
throughout this dissertation, I demonstrate entailments o f this "ecology” metaphor -- what
it allows us to see, the terms it provides for analysis, and the explanations it offers. With this
metaphor, interactions within this production world are highlighted, and relation types, lines
of influence and chain reactions are revealed. Especially important is the recognition o f the
"politics o f history/reality,” which enables the acknowledgement of multiple voices in
historical practice. Since the historical documentary production community is a subculture
within the overall historical production community, the ecology metaphor could also be
applied to other forms o f historical practice, such as academic print-based history, popular
print-based history, and historical drama (print-based or moving image).
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Sueeestions for Future Research

While working on this dissertation, I came to appreciate the value o f “case
studies” since they often function as "project anchors” providing an analytical context.
Still, the fact that I focused on an “extended community” enabled interviewees to draw
from all of their experiences during interviews; they could choose to speak as individuals
or as spokespersons (for stakeholder groups) while using a range of projects to illustrate
their points. Concentrating on isolated projects would have worked against the notion of
a production ecology. My intention was to look at this community as “one big (not
always happy) family” whose members come together for various projects, go their
separate directions, work on different projects with other members, and then perhaps
collaborate again with former colleagues at a later date, etc. Focusing on a particular
project would have frozen this ongoing ecological process at an isolated moment. That
being said, future case studies incorporating these ecological concepts would add to my
analysis.
Another issue is the fact that I chose to use (to invoke a photographic metaphor) a
"wide angle” rather than a “telephoto” lens. I needed to use this “wide angle” to capture
the relationships within the larger community, but as a result I was forced to sacrifice
some material that would no doubt have been better served with a telephoto lens. For
example, there are many important distinctions between members of various stakeholder
groups, and these differences were not always given the attention they so deserve.
Documentary filmmakers are not all alike - they specialize in various forms such as
personal essay, social- issue, journalistic forms, experimental forms, etc., and all of these
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forms carry with them different assumptions, rules, codes, and guidelines concerning the
representation o f history.311 Similarly, funders (I distinguish between just three types:
corporate, governmental, foundation) are all very different, as are various historians and
legislators (I distinguish between conservative and liberal legislators). In fact, spectators
as a group are so varied that it became impossible to generalize about them at all. A
future project might focus on these important distinctions within stakeholder groups.
There were also stakeholder groups that were unfortunately not included,
including distributors, broadcasters, lobbyists, etc. For practical purposes I needed to
impose certain limits. Still, a future project might concentrate specifically on these
additional stakeholders, or on spectator reactions to historical documentaries; there is
much important material there waiting to be uncovered.

Concludine Rem arks

From my first days working in the documentary production industry until the most
recent days working on this dissertation, I have been fascinated by the constant interplay
between historical representation and the politics o f reality. While exploring the innerworkings o f this industry during a particular historical moment marked by the downsizing
of the NEH, I have been intrigued by the simultaneous reverence for both academic
history and compelling storytelling. Political agendas, funding concerns and aesthetic
ideals also enter into the mix, creating a useful laboratory for the observation o f history in

31'This point was stressed by documentarian Nilita Vachani in her reactions to the
script, detailed in the Epilogue.
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the making. As these concerns are negotiated and renegotiated through dialogue, the
crucial connections and interdependencies between various stakeholders in this
production world become apparent. Just as a biological ecology is a self-organizing,
dynamic system of populations o f organisms interacting with each other and with their
environments, the historical documentary production community is a cultural “ecology”
that produces historical representations through a dialogical process. Its parameters are
set by various stakeholders, but it is not governable by a single authority. I learned about
this process not by reading about it from a distance, but by speaking with various
stakeholders, and by in fact becoming part of it.
More than anything else, this dissertation has given me the opportunity to understand
the meaning o f dialogue, both in terms o f my encounter with interviewees -- to whom I am
grateful for their cooperation —and in terms of the co-construction of history. I engaged my
interviewees in dialogue, and they in turn provided accounts o f their own dialogues within
the production community.
unknown, the "other."

Dialogue implies an encounter with the unexpected, the

Since dialogue is always emerging, there is no way to predict what

individuals will say or do, or how they will react to particular questions.

Only through

dialogue can we tap into the enormity o f the human potential for variation and serendipity.
In the words o f documentarian Michel Negreponte:
You can enter into something which may seem totally unapproachable at first,
what seems so wild and crazy and bizarre and filled with fiction...that if you
give it a slow look and listen with an empathetic ear you may actually enter
into something that you never knew was possible.(104)

In essence, that is what I hope I’ve accomplished with this dissertation.
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EPILOGUE: THE STAKEHOLDERS RESPOND
When I began interviewing stakeholders, I thought I knew what to expect. This
illusion was quickly shattered when I came face to face with my first "official”
interviewee. This interview was definitely the most difficult one, and I learned rapidly
how many different languages people speak while using the same words. The memory of
that first interview has stayed with me; I remember sitting on a bench outside o f the
interview site reviewing my sample questions, and running through an internal dialogue
o f what I expected would take place. Soon after this imagined “dress rehearsal,” I
collected my materials (notebook, cassette, tape recorder, sample questions, etc.) and
entered into the field, but nothing turned out as planned. I was nervous, anxious to please
the interviewee, but he was not anxious to please me. He quickly let me know that he felt
that my academic project had little or no relevance to his work, and suggested that
"theory” was out o f touch with “practice.” I tried to explain that these were exactly the
issues that I was exploring in my dissertation, but it was to no avail. My interview
strategy had been only half o f the dialogue that evolved; I had to think on my feet,
abandon monologue and re-leam what is most natural to all of us: dialogue. I learned not
to be above my story, but to be part of a joint story.
After that experience, I expected to encounter this type o f resistance frequently
throughout the interviewing process, but it turned out to be a fairly isolated incident.
Surely I learned skills along the way that preempted these problems, but looking back on
it, this initial interview was actually quite beneficial for many reasons. It had seemed like
a disaster at first, but because this interviewee had been brutally honest I learned a lot.
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The experience underscored the importance o f interaction - a key theme o f this
dissertation. Dialogue can seriously threaten one’s assumptions. The resulting tension
creates spaces for new ideas, altered approaches, and revised conceptualizations. My
attempt to enter into the lives o f community members with a receptive mind proved to be
a rich and rewarding experience; each interview opened new doors that enhanced and
expanded my own understandings.
But without granting the same opportunity for interviewees, this dialogical
process would be incomplete. In order for honest dialogue to take place, the dialogue
must evolve and be inclusive and mutually participatory. As a result, I sent a copy o f my
script to all o f the people I interviewed and gave them a chance to respond. I included in
the package a letter asking for permission to use names, a project summary, a "feedback
suggestion” sheet, and “role breakdowns” (these materials are included in Appendix C).
There was a 42% overall response rate,312 and 66% of those who responded made detailed
comments, i.e. some interviewees gave or denied permission to use names (the majority
gave permission)313 without providing substantive feedback. After reading through
stakeholders’ comments, I incorporated some o f their reactions into the body o f the
dissertation. This Epilogue is devoted to their responses.

3I2Most responses were from documentarians (9 responses). In terms o f the other
groups, 5 historians responded, 3 funders and no legislators (two responses had no names
attached).
3l3To be exact, 85% of interviewees granted permission to use their names. Only
one documentarian and one historian requested anonymity in their responses (although
five legislators had requested anonymity at the time of our interviews).
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Stakeholder Reactions

It is difficult to locate an overall pattern in stakeholders’ responses since they
were quite varied. Predictably, the majority o f stakeholders were mainly concerned about
their own quotes; they often requested that I make small editorial changes so that they
wouldn’t sound ‘'inebriated” or “clunky” (as two stakeholders put it). Otherwise,
substantive responses did seem to cluster around certain issues, such as comments
concerning: 1) stakeholders —how they are defined and selected. 2) the script —how it
works or doesn’t work, 3) substantive issues regarding stakeholders’ individual quotes,
and 4) the overall project (as presented in the summary, but also emerging from the
script), especially with respect to the community itself or stakeholders roles within in this
community. I examine each one o f these clusters below.

Stakeholders
A certain amount o f controversy emerged concerning which stakeholders were
included or excluded and how these stakeholders were defined. Documentarian Nilita
Vachani felt strongly that there should be a clear differentiation between historical
documentarians and other types o f documentarians (including those who work in a more
personal style, as she does) in the script and the body o f the dissertation. She felt that
throughout the script there was a tendency to conflate all documentary styles, a move that
she considered problematic:
I have frankly never considered any of my films to be “historical
documentaries.” Nor would I consider Jupiter’s Wife or Roger and Me to be
historical documents in any sense. These works are much too personal,
idiosyncratic, I don’t think “objectivity” is a criterion in these films though that
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is not to say they falsify facts. It’s simply that these films are made to a
different mandate... [my] statements were made in the context of the films that
I make... in the context of the personal, humanistic, social documentaries that I
make and not in the context of the historical documentary.
An e-mail exchange developed, in which I responded that I had chosen to define
"historical documentary” rather broadly because (as became clear in my research) there
are many hazy boundaries between documentary genres. In fact, the influence o f a more
"personal” orientation in historical documentaries is a key underlying theme o f this
dissertation. Also, although I had originally intended only to interview “historical
documentarians” in the strict sense o f that term, in my preliminary research it soon
became apparent that the experiences o f “personal essay” documentarians are often highly
relevant to my investigation. I had actually included a disclaimer in the script regarding
my broad use of the term “historical documentary,” but in thinking about Vachani’s
comments, I realized that this disclaimer was perhaps not enough, and that this issue must
be addressed directly. Vachani’s comments point to the fact that all stakeholders groups
are incredibly varied. In her conceptions regarding personal styles or approaches taken,
Vachani resisted my generalizations and I expect this to be also true for other
stakeholders who, being involved, have more detailed images o f each other. For the sake
of my study of the larger community, some o f this complexity is perhaps not given the
attention it deserves.
Another stakeholder, Dr. Nancy Rogers o f the NEH felt strongly that legislators
are not part o f this community:
I still think that including “legislators” as part of the historical documentary
community is a stretch/reach. Since I’ve been Director (May 1996), we’ve had
nothing but praise from Congress for our historical documentaries. The real
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pro/con dialogue has been among scholars after the shows were aired, primarily
via websites.
Dr. Rogers also felt that spectators should have been included: “viewers are left out here
and they are key/ ’ I agree with Dr. Rogers that spectators should have been more fully
integrated; unfortunately this is difficult to operationalize without encountering the
problem referred to above by Vachini: spectators are so incredibly varied that it becomes
nearly impossible to generalize about them at all. As mentioned previously, perhaps this
angle could be addressed in future work (using methodologies that could address this
diversity). In terms o f legislators, my decision to include them is a key aspect o f my
"ecological/art world” approach to historical documentary production, and I purposely
included them to illuminate connections (between stakeholders) that are not always
acknowledged or recognized. I agree that legislators are not part of the “official”
production community, but my conversations with stakeholders made it clear that they
exert a great deal o f influence, and I felt it necessary to include them. This is one reason
why I refer to this community as an extended community —it extends beyond the innercircle (i.e. legislators operate on the periphery o f the documentary production world, as
captured by the “dominant cooperative/competitive relationship model). In this fashion, I
analytically embrace various conceptions o f “the whole” vis-a-vis the production
community.

Still, I recognize that these issues are debatable, and Dr. Rogers’ comments

helped me to clarify my own thinking on this matter.
Documentarian Robert Lavelle felt that certain key participants were missing:
“broadcasters /cablecasters (the gatekeepers to the “masses”) and consumers (librarians,
teachers, home video purchasers. The historical documentary community is in rough
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shape.. .on life support really. And it is due to at least in part to economics and
technology changing the rules o f the marketplace. That’s where broadcasters and
consumers come into the picture.” My response to these conceptual suggestions is
wholehearted acknowledgment. I would have liked to include additional stakeholders,
but needed to limit the scope o f this study for practical purposes. After considering this
issue, I realized that I had unwittingly focused on stakeholders involved in the "research
and development” stage (perhaps because I had worked in R&D while in the industry).
Once again, I think an expanded study focusing on other stages o f production would be a
fruitful area for future research.

The Script
Most reactions to my efforts to assemble the voices o f my interviewees in the
form o f a script were quite positive. One stakeholder commented that "the combination
o f substantive information and personal perspective is quite illuminating,” and historian
Dr. Brinkley stated that: "I think you touch upon most of the major issues. Obviously the
format makes any consistent argument impossible, but perhaps that’s desirable.” Robert
Lavelle commented that “a narrator might help cover areas glossed over,” but he also
"enjoyed and appreciated” the script. One anonymous respondent314 did call the script
“odd and not useful,” but nearly everyone else called it “interesting,” and sometimes

3l4By the process o f elimination, I have determined that this anonymous
stakeholder was most likely a legislator. (The fact that possibly only one legislator
responded to my request for commentary would support Dr. Rogers’ contention that
legislators are marginally involved in the production community.)
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“exceptionally interesting,” “original,” even “engrossing, fascinating, hard to put down,
Stephen King move over!” (I had to include that one.) Most stakeholders also felt that
their quotes had been used responsibly, and that various devices within the script worked
effectively. Perhaps most o f the interviewees who felt differently did not respond.
Overall, however, the script was well received by stakeholders. This was not a total
surprise, since one reason I chose to organize transcript material in the form o f a script
was that this format resonates with members o f this community.

Comments Resardine the Overall Project
Responses to the “project summary” were also generally positive, but there was
some constructive criticism offered. Dr. Brinkley remarked that “I’m not sure you mean
'historical truth’ is a political matter. It’s the presentation of history, posing as truth, that
you’re describing.” Historian Dr. Steven Mintz also related that “I think it is essential to
distinguish between historical truth and accuracy o f detail. Filmmakers are often
preoccupied with accuracy o f detail (e.g. the carpet on the Titanic) while missing the
larger meaning o f a historical event.” In referring to these distinctions, Brinkley and
Mintz’s comments relate back to issues covered in Chapter Two. With respect to the
overall project, Robert Lavelle also comments that:
I believe you cover many important issues but as deep throat said to Woodward
and Bernstein, “follow the money.” There’s not enough in here about how
economic pressure (beyond political) dictates much of what gets on the air. With
a radically free marketplace, there’s really no need for censorship. The folks with
the deepest pockets aiways have the loudest voice (though everybody’s free to
shout). And technology has changed all the rules (not yet with what’s delivered
but absolutely with funding for new projects)...There’s tremendous pressure to go
way way beyond focusing on the broadcast alone...the web, educational materials,
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outreach, books, teacher training...

I thought that I had acknowledged the economics of documentary film production (with
respect to funding issues), but perhaps I could have conveyed this point more clearly.
Once again, only through the back-and-forth process o f dialogue, feedback, listening and
participation can these important points be illuminated. In the words o f Dr. Mintz: “I
was quite taken by your emphasis on the concept of negotiation. Based on my limited
experience, I think this interpretation is very much on the mark.”

In Conclusion: An Opening Statem ent

This epilogue is the last section o f my dissertation, but it suggests a continuation.
Each one o f these stakeholders contributed individually to a project that would have been
inconceivable without them. For this reason among others, it made sense to share with
each o f them the fruits o f our labors, to inform them about material from interviews with
other stakeholders, to re-involve them in the dialogical process, and to include their
reactions. Although I will always remember my “first interview” quite vividly, a “last
interview” is harder to pinpoint. My interaction with many o f these stakeholders is
ongoing (I plan to distribute this dissertation to those who helped me understand how
history lives in the network of its re-articulations), and I regularly meet new community
members who have so much to add. Even as this dissertation draws to a close, the
conversations and dialogues stemming from it inevitably continue on, resisting closure.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Please Note: These questions served as guidelines or starting points fo r conversations
that often focused on interviewees' individual experiences.

KEY QUESTIONS PER STAKEHOLDER GROUP:

Docum en tarians:

—How would you describe your role as a documentarian?
—What would you like to accomplish in your role?
—What are the various projects you have worked on?
—When working on projects, what matters to you most? What doesn’t seem to matter
much?
—What key groups o f people are involved in the production process?
—How do you perceive each of these groups? How do you think they perceive of you?
—How do you think the historian’s process differs from yours?
—What are the various factors that you take into account when trying to get funding for a
documentary?
—What do you think the funders expect o f you? What do you think funders consider
when deciding whether or not to fund a documentary? What do they look for?
—What are the various factors that you take into account when producing a documentary?
—Are these concerns ever in conflict? If so, how have you resolved these conflicts?
—What are some other problems/difficulties you have encountered throughout the
production process? What did you fight about? With whom? When you argued what did
people say?
—What did you have to claim to get your point across, your proposal accepted, your
project through?
—How would you describe the current situation at the NEH or in the funding community
in general?
-D o you think that the government should help provide funding for historical
documentaries?
—How have funding issues influenced your work in the past? How will funding cuts
affect your present and future projects?
—Is there anything else that you would like to add?
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Historians:

--How would you describe your role as a historian?
—What would you like to accomplish in your role?
—What is your specialty?
—Have you ever worked as an advisor for a historical documentary? Do you know any
other historians who have? Please describe your experiences (or your perceptions o f their
experiences).
—When working on projects, what matters to you most? What doesn’t seem to matter
much?
—What key groups o f people are involved in the production process?
—How do you perceive o f each o f these groups? How do you think they perceive o f you?
—How would you describe the role o f the documentarian?
—How would you describe the role of historical advisors? Funders?
—What do you think funders consider when deciding whether or not to fund a
documentary? What do they look for?
—What are the various factors that you think documentarians take into account when
producing documentaries? Do you consider some o f these same factors? How would
these approaches differ?
—Are these concerns ever in conflict? If so, how have you resolved these conflicts?
—What are some other problems/difficulties you have encountered if you've been
involved in the production process? What did you fight about? With whom? When you
argued what did people say? (If you haven’t been involved, then what do you think some
potential problems might be?)
—What do you think you would have to claim to get your points across?
—How would you describe the current situation at the NEH or in the funding community
in general? What do you think o f the “history standards” controversy?
—Do you think that the government should help provide funding for historical
documentaries?
—Is there anything else that you would like to add?

Funders:
—How would you describe your role as a funder?
—What would you like to accomplish in your role?
—What is the nature o f your work?
—When funding documentaries, what do you look for?
—When working in this capacity, what matters to you most? What doesn’t seem to matter
much?
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--What key groups o f people are involved in the production process?
--How do you perceive o f these groups? How do they perceive of you?
—What role do you think historians play in this process?
—What are the various factors that you think documentarians take into account when
producing documentaries? Do you think historians consider many o f these same factors?
How do their approaches differ?
—What are the various factors you take into account when deciding whether or not to fund
a documentary?
—Are these concerns ever in conflict? If so, how have you resolved these conflicts?
—What are some other problems/difficulties you have encountered if you've been
involved in the process o f funding documentaries? What did you fight about? With
whom? When you argued what did people say? (If you haven’t been involved, then
what do you think some potential problems might be?)
—What did you think you had to claim to get your points across?
—How would you describe the current situation at the NEH and in the funding community
in general?
—Do you think that the government should help provide funding for historical
documentaries?
—What do you think is in the future for the NEH? What about for the funding o f
documentaries in general?
—Is there anything else that you would like to add?

Legislators:

—How would you describe your role as a legislator?
—What would you like to accomplish in your role?
—What is the nature o f your work?
—When working in this capacity, what matters to you most? What doesn’t seem to matter
much?
—What do you think is the role of the NEH?
—What do you think is the role of government in general in terms of arts/cultural funding?
Do you think the government should help provide funding for historical documentaries?
—How would you describe the current situation at the NEH? What did you think o f the
“history standards” controversy?
—What do you think is the future o f the NEH?
—Do you watch many historical documentaries? What is your opinion o f them in
general? In particular?
—Have you ever been involved in debates about art/culture funding (or documentaries)?
What did you fight about? With whom? When you argued what did people say? (If you
haven’t been involved, then what do you think some potential debates might be?)
—What did you think you had to claim to get your points across?
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—How would you describe the documentarian’s job?
—What key groups o f people are involved in the documentary production process?
-H ow do you perceive o f these groups? How do you think they perceive o f you?
—What are the various factors that you think documentarians take into account when
making a documentary? Do you think historians consider many o f these same factors?
How do their approaches differ?
—What do you think funders consider when deciding whether or not to fund a
documentary? What do you think they look for?
—Is there anything else that you would like to add?

Spectators fa limited number interviewed):
—Do you watch many historical documentaries? What is your opinion o f them in
general? In particular?
—How would you describe the documentarian’s job?
—What key groups o f people are involved in the documentary production process?
—How do you perceive o f each o f these key groups? How do you think these key groups
conceive o f you as a spectator?
—What are the various factors that you think documentarians take into account when
making a documentary? Do you think historians consider many o f these same factors?
How do they differ?
—What do you think funders consider when deciding whether or not to fund a
documentary? What do you think they might look for?
—Have you ever been involved in debates about any historical documentaries? When you
argued what did people say? (If you haven’t been involved, then what do you think some
potential problems might be?)
—What did you have to claim to get your points across ?
—Do you think that the government should help provide funding for arts/culture in
general? What about for historical documentaries?
—What do you think o f the budget cuts in arts/cultural funding through the NEH? And of
the ’’history standards” controversy?
—What do you think is the future o f the NEH or arts/cultural funding in this country?
—Is there anything else that you would like to add?
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APPENDIX B;
PRODUCING THE PAST: A Heuristic Script

ACT I: In Crisis (p. 267)
Scene I: Funding Realities: Cultural Agencies Under Siege
Scene II: Anatomy o f a Reorganization
Scene III: Reflections on the Cutbacks
ACT II: In Progress (p. 276 )
Scene I: Funding History
Scene II: Filming History
Scene III: Legislating History
ACT III: In Context (p. 309 )
Scene I: Influencing History
Scene II: Interconnections

Brief Synopsis: This story begins with the legislative assault on culturalfunding during the mid1990s and follows a group of interrelated players as they manage the resulting budget cuts and
political aftermath. In a roundtable discussion, stakeholders from different arenas provide insight
into controversies through colotful anecdotes and heartfelt tales o f confusion andfrustration.
These exchanges lead to deeper probing into the difficulties and complexities inherent in funding,
filming and ''legislating" history. Finally, the players speculate on how this community attempts
to understand and construct history through their relationships and through their daily work.

PLEASE NOTE:
♦This script simulates a hypothetical roundtable discussion.
♦I have defined “historical documentary” rather broadly.
♦Because this is not a film script per se, much of the format is different. For example, many of the
quotes are quite long and there are few visuals. These changes were necessary due to my largely
heuristic purposes.
♦Spectators are part of this community (and some were interviewed), but their quotes are not
included in this script for reasons that are addressed in the body of my dissertation.
♦Legislative interviews are grouped under the general title “legislators,” which for my purposes
includes legislative aides, assistants, staff workers, etc.
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THE PLAYERS
*Indicates a pseudonym
* *Four participants play multiple roles
16 Documentarians
10 Funders
10 Historians
10 Legislative Workers
5 Spectators
Documentarians

1) **Barbara Abrash, Producer and Acting Director o f the Center for Media, Culture and
History, New York University
2) Karen Bernstein, Producer, American Masters
3) Ken Bums, Producer, The Civil War
4) Henry Hampton, Producer, Eyes on the Prize, Blackside, Inc.
5) Robert Lavelle, Publisher, Eyes on the Prize, Blackside, Inc.
6) Marion Lipschutz, Producer, Paradise Productions
7) *Alex Lorton, Producer
8) Michael Moore, Producer, Roger & Me
9) Michel Negreponte, Producer, Jupiter's Wife
10) Ellen Reynolds, Producer, Annenberg School for Communication
11) Rose Rosenbiatt, Producer, Paradise Productions
- **John Santos, Producer and Funder
- ** Janet Stemburg, Associate Producer and Funder
12) Bennett Singer, Producer, With God on Our Side
13) Nilita Vachani, Producer, When Mother Comes Home fo r Christmas
14) Meredith Woods, Producer
H istorians

- ** Barbara Abrash, Producer and Acting Director o f the Center for Media, Culture and
History, New York University
15) Dr. Warren Breckman, Assistant Professor o f History, University o f Pennsylvania
16) Dr. Vicki Ruiz, Professor of History, University o f Arizona
17) Dr. Alan Brinkley, Professor of History, Columbia University
18) Dr. Nan Elizabeth Woodruff, Associate Professor o f History, Penn State University
19) **Dr. Sheldon Hackney, Professor of History, University o f Pennsylvania
20) Dr. Jackie Jones, Professor o f History, Brandeis University
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21) *Dr. Gita Singh, Associate Professor o f History, University of Pennsylvania
22) Dr. Steve Mintz, Professor of History, University of Houston
23) Dr. Alan Kors, Professor of History, University o f Pennsylvania
Funders

- Dr. Lynne Cheney, Former Chairman, NEH (via email)
24) Josh Darsa, Senior Program Officer, Corporation for Public Broadcasting
-**Dr. Sheldon Hackney, Former Chairman, NEH
25) Dr. Jay Kaplan, Executive Director, New York Council for the Humanities
26) Tom Kimble, Vice Chairman o f the GM Foundation and Director o f GM Global
Philanthropic Activities, General Motors Foundation
27) Gary Krul, Director o f Public Affairs, NEH
28) **John Santos, Program Officer, Media Arts and Culture, Ford Foundation
29) **Janet Stemburg, Former Program Officer, New York Council for the Humanities
and the Rockefeller Foundation
30) Dr. Holly Tank, Former Program Officer, National Endowment for the Humanities
31) Woodward Wikham, Vice President of Public Affairs and General Programs, the
MacArthur Foundation
32) Dr. Nancy Rogers, Director of Public Programs, NEH
Leeislators

33)
34)
35)
36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
42)

*Ryan Cooper, Legislative Assistant, House Appropriations Committee (D-WI)
Sharon Goldenberger, Legislative Assistant, Representative Sydney Yates (D-IL)
*Renee Lewis, Legislative Assistant, Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC)
*Tom Kristoff, Legislative Assistant, House Appropriations Committee (R)
Rebecca Kirszner, Press Secretary to Representative Chaka Fattah (D - PA)
Eric Massey, Legislative Assistant to Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY)
Kevin Mathis, Dir. o f Appropriations and Leg. Council to Senator Specter (D-PA)
Barbara Wainman, Legislative Assistant, Representative Ralph Regula (R-OH)
*Gus Yuler, Research and Policy Assistant, Senate (R)
*Sandra Zering, Legislative Aide, House o f Representatives (R-FL)

Spectators

43)
44)
45)
46)
47)

Paul Delnero, Graduate Student
Storm Jamison, Lawyer
Jennifer Roessler, Insurance Company Employee
Geoff Starey, Graduate Student
Anonymous

Note: Some identified interviewees requested that certain quotes be used anonymously.
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PRODUCING TH E P A S T

ACT I: IN CRISIS
We begin in darkness as we hear the voice ofLynne Cheney, the form er head
o f the National Endowment fo r the Humanities, testifying before Congress
that the NEH should be dismantled. The screen slowly fades up to news
footage o f Cheney testifying. As she speaks, we see glimpses o f the many
works o f art, books, and film s funded by the N EH and the NEA over the
years. These images dissolve to news footage o f Gingrich's victory speech
after the 1994 Republican takeover o f Congress. This footage lingers on the
screen, but in the background we hear a form er NEH sta ff member
describing the downsizing ofthis government agency ...Other voices then join
in, expressing various points o f view...

Suddenly, the film projector is turned off. Lights are switched on abruptly. Audience
members fe e l disoriented and confused, as i f they hadjust been awakenedfrom a long, deep
slumber. They rub their eyes, stretch towards the ceiling, slide down into their seats, and
lazily glance around the room. In a flash, they each realize that they are surrounded by
fellow members o f the documentary’production community. The room had been dark when
they first entered, and they had been prepared to sit back, relax, and watch a documentary.
Now they realize that there has been a startling change o f plans. Rather than watching a
documentary, they have become players in a script about the making o f documentaries. A
large round table appears on the stage where the film screen had been. The screenwriter
asks all o f the audience members to have a seat...
A lively conversation ensues...
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Scene I:
Funding Realities: Cultural Agencies Under Siege
Audience members look around the table and see people from all branches o f the historical
documentary production community (the screenwriter calls them “stakeholders") documentarians. historians, funders, legislators and spectators. Some o f these stakeholders
recognize colleagues and acquaintances they have met at various points along their career
paths. They wave, shake hands, and gather together to catch up and share their experiences.
The screenwriter then asks everyone to return to their seats. A roundtable discussion begins
concerning the opening sequence o f the documentary they ju st watched...

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH) : When Gingrich came in there was a whole wave o f new
freshman Republican congressman who thought that the states could do this just as well,
or the private sector could do just as well. There’d been tension there for a long, long
time, but it had sort o f simmered down until this Republican wave came in. When they
did, and they started looking at cutting back, [they asked] “Do we really need an
Endowment?” then I believe this whole business o f “what does the Endowment do and
what do we fund?” and social history, and multicultural history, all these controversies
came to the fore as reasons to help eliminate the Endowment so that there wouldn’t be
any government sponsored culture. To our surprise, both Lynne Cheney and Bill Bennett
who had been chairmen o f the Endowment, testified against us and said that the private
sector could do just as well. This was in direct contrast o f course to when they would go
up to the Hill and ask for more money for next year. So this took staff by surprise. Not
too much surprise because we kind o f knew what was coming, but this is what happened.
I think it’s just a conservative backlash... (I)

Renee Lewis (Legislative Aide [R]): It has to do with states’ rights, it has to do with
individuals. This is true for anything, any agency that we have here in DC. As it gets
bigger and bigger, it gets more and more out o f touch with the needs of the people and it’s
the people that have the most money and talk the loudest that have their interests
protected. Your ideas o f culture and m y ideas o f culture might be two different things,
and again, why should somebody have to pay for somebody else’s other idea o f culture?
Why should it be mandated that each American contribute a certain chunk o f money
which they may never even see? It’s just something, again, adding to our bureaucracy
and having the government dictated what we can have and what we can’t have... I mean,
we’ve already seen history where there’s been obscene art produced, indecent and
obscene... and there’s a lot o f stuff that they’re funding... it’s just disgusting...(2)
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Dr. Jackie Jones (Historian): Too often the right-wing holds up really ridiculously
sounding projects, projects that might or might not have validity within their own
disciplines, and then just holds them up for ridicule and says, “Look what the taxpayers
are spending their money on? Look at some o f the ridiculous postmodern fantasies that
they indulge in and they call scholarly work. It's just an outrage.” W hat’s neglected is
the fact that a lot o f stuff is much more mundane and down-to-earth and would not
provoke taxpayer outrage. But it’s easy enough to point to certain examples and then say.
“Look, slash the whole budget.” l3)

Rose Rosenblatt (Documentarian): Well it starts when something like the Jesse Helms
incidents around the NEA are on the front page o f the Hew York Times. I think when it
started it was page A17 of the New York Times, and then it gets front page and then it
becomes large and significant and it calls attention and it somehow merges with all of
these other large issues so that the equation becomes in the minds o f most people that are
hurting: you’re paying too many taxes, you’re suffering, you don’t have a job, and you
know who’s getting your job? This artist type. Who is, you know, putting crucifixes in
jars along with urine. And the conflation o f those two things is what then becomes the
national consciousness.(4)

Rebecca Kirszner (Legislative Aide fDJ): Washington isn’t really an artsy town, there’s
really a lack o f culture in this city. There are these news stories about all these box seats
at the Kennedy Center that are complimentary to the President and Congress and they just
go empty.. .There was actually an article in the New York Times, I think it was over a year
ago, about New Yorkers and people in DC and how people here are very one-dimensional
and only think o f politics. And those are the same people who are making the
laws.. .They turn it into an extreme situation, like do you want to pay for naked people?
It’s more o f a faux-debate that they put on, and they go on C-SPAN and they say do you
want your tax dollars paying for this garbage? And of course people say “NO.”(5)

Sharon Goldenberg (Legislative Aide [D]): A performance artist reading poetry and
doing performance art, I mean, God, these people have been hounded to death, these
performance artists. They don’t even think o f the NEA as a funder, whereas poets like
Toni Morrison have been placed on the President’s podium. America has currents of
conservatism that seem to raise its head because it’s politically profitable for those
bringing up the issues. I can’t imagine what else it could be. They thought, “okay, it’s
$99 million. What the hell, this is easy. It’s a little bitty agency.” So the issue became,
"If we can’t close this, what can we do? Geez, this is just this little bitty pip-squeak of an
agency. This contributes less than .001 percent o f the budget deficit.” This certainly isn’t
[about the] budget deficit, it’s probably .002 percent with the NEA and the NEH together.
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Eric Massey (Legislative Aide [D]): NEA and NEH are usually pretty synonymous around
here, sort o f both lumped together as funding for the arts and humanities.(7)

Meredith Woods (Documentarian): The media has been associated with liberal values... and
when the Republicans started to increasingly gain the majority and control the debate in the
country, the assault was on for filmmakers and arts organizations. Now the die is cast and
they really have declined. I don’t see any turning back in the foreseeable future, really
because o f the political climate in this country.(8)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): I think that the shifts at the NEH had a lot to do with what
happened on Capitol Hill. When I first came to the Endowment, Joe Duffy, who was a
Democratic appointee, was the chairman. Then Bill Bennett came in. He actually was very
fair, a good listener, a good debater. But then Lynne Cheney came in and she, I think really
politicized the Endowment. She was very good on television, very good at sound bites, good
on MacNeil-Lehrer, and she really was o f the school that social history was not as...she took
the more conservative line that history wasn’t exactly dead white males but that history came
from the top down and that multiculturalism should be looked at, but looked at in terms of
the majority population... (9)

Eric Massey (Legislative Aide [D]): NEA and NEH are usually pretty synonymous around
here, sort o f both lumped together as funding for the arts and humanities.(7)

Meredith Woods (Documentarian): The media has been associated with liberal values... and
when the Republicans started to increasingly gain the majority and control the debate in the
country, the assault was on for filmmakers and arts organizations. Now the die is cast and
they really have declined. I don’t see any turning back in the foreseeable future, really
because o f the political climate in this country.(8)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): I think that the shifts at the NEH had a lot to do with what
happened on Capitol Hill. When I first came to the Endowment, Joe Duffy, who was a
Democratic appointee, was the chairman. Then Bill Bennett came in. He actually was very
fair, a good listener, a good debater. But then Lynne Cheney came in and she, I think really
politicized the Endowment. She was very good on television, very good at sound bites, good
on MacNeil-Lehrer, and she really was o f the school that social history was not as.. .she took
the more conservative line that history wasn’t exactly dead white males but that history came
from the top down and that multiculturalism should be looked at, but looked at in terms o f
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the majority population... (9)

Dr. Lynne Cheney315 (Funder, NEH): The Endowment has underwritten some fine projects.
I would point, in particular, to Ken Bums’ The Civil War, which was a product o f my
chairmanship. But there have also been some horrendously expensive mistakes. One that
comes to mind is The Africans, which was almost completed when I became chairman.. .The
history standards followed the pattern o f The Africans in that the applicant promised one
thing and delivered quite another. Powerful as documentaries are, however, I thought the
potential for damage was far greater with the history standards since they would propel an
unbalanced reading o f our entire history into textbooks and thus affect the thinking o f a
generation.(10)

Renee Lewis (Legislative Aide [R]): The American people need to decide for themselves.
We shouldn’t force it upon them. How would you define culture? Whose definition would
be the one? Would it be the person who spoke the loudest and went to such and such a
school? I’m sure there’s going to be many who would disagree. Why would they have to
pay that money?... The Middle American whose taxes are going too high, they’re trying to
save m oney.(ll)

Dr. Alan Kors (Historian): I do think that bureaucrats always act like bureaucrats. That is
to say that their primary obligation is keeping their salaries and bases and chances to preside
over something expanding impact and in that sense everybody learned a lesson, rightly or
wrongly, from the NEA/NEH [cutbacks]. So I suspect that any public agency in the wake
o f controversies... is going to seek to avoid those controversies that it fears that those who
fund it are going to find offensive.(12)

Karen Bernstein (Documentarian): I went to a farewell party for the man who used to head
up the media section at the NEA. He’s this very elegant man and he made this speech, and
other people made speeches as part of the going away for him and basically said, ‘‘With
Brian’s leaving it really marks the end of the.. .media grants.” And it’s kind o f true. We’d
like to think that it’s not the end, but it’s going to change so radically that it is kind o f true.
U3)

315Dr. Cheney was not available for an interview, but we did correspond by email,
and this material was obtained from our exchange. As a result, I did not include her name
when calculating numbers o f people interviewed, although I do include her in my list o f
“players.”
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Scene II: Anatomy o f a Reorganization
A pall descends over the roundtable. There is a lull in the conversation; many stakeholders
are clearly distressed. Still, people are anxious to hear more details...

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): When the cutbacks started there were two things going on.
One was the criticism o f Sheldon Hackney, the Chairman, and the decision to fund certain
types o f projects and his National Conversation Project, and the way the Endowment was
going more towards bringing America together rather than pure research...(U)

Dr. Sheldon Hackney (Historian/Funder, NEH): In dealing with history you’re dealing with
the self-image o f a people, of a nation, and it matters quite deeply. It is easy to get into
arguments about what our history means and what is the lesson of our history. How could
it be told? What is the national story? Or is there a national story? Or is it a collection o f
stories? Those are interesting arguments and are very difficult to have in public because the
winners o f these public arguments are those who can produce the most compelling sound
bites. They simplify the arguments and put their side o f the debate into a form that fits in
with the existing public commitment or ideal. In this case the public was already primed to
think that academic pointy-heads were much too concerned about the history o f victim roots
and in pursing the agenda of those previously oppressed groups and not concerned enough
about the real heroism o f American history. That’s a very easy story to sell, an easy criticism
to sell, and they did it very w ell.(l5)

Dr. Nancy Rogers (Funder, NEH): In 1994, there were 71 hours of NEH-funded projects on
public television and there were 41 films. In 1999, there were 9 films and 23 (and a half)
hours. It takes awhile to see these effects - you didn’t see it '95, '96 and ’97 because people
still had the money from before. But by ’99, the cuts that were made earlier were showing
up. So by 1999 there were only 9 NEH-funded films on public television. And we are
keeping track o f all o f that.(I6)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): When we were downsized by 40% a lot o f staff was lost and
there was some rejuggling of the different departments and divisions so that...there was a
merging o f several divisions so that there were fewer divisions, fewer staff heads, and they
eliminated most middle management positions. For example, there’s a Libraries Program,
a Museums Program and a Media Program within the division o f Public Programs. All these
had directors and the directorships were all eliminated so that the directors became program
officers. They were still paid the same, so they were not demoted, they were moted...There
was hierarchical change. There was also budgetary consideration. What happened in Media
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in particular, for example, was that we went from two deadlines a year to one deadline a year.
So... what it did, I think because we had so little money —we went from $ 11 million to $3
million a year to give out in the Media Program and that’s quite a cut - we have to look now
at how many series we can fund. S3 million is just one series.(I7)

Dr. Nancy Rogers (Funder, NEH): In the cuts between '95 and ’96 we went from 25 million
for the whole division [of Public Programs] and 10 or 11 million for the Media Program to
10 million for the whole division, and the first year after those cuts we only had...I think we
only spent about 4 million for radio and television. And we used to be able to give 2 million
dollar grants for major series, and that used to be enough, really to get the thing going, and
filmmakers could then raise the outside money very easily if it was an important project.
Now the largest grant that we’ve given since ’95 is $800,000 and that - 1 think we’ve only
given two or three. Grants now average about $500,000 and that’s only enough for one hour
of television. That's what it costs for a historical documentary, about $500,000 - $600,000.
So that means that filmmakers spend so much more o f their time raising money. And I think
that one result is that it is taking longer to produce these films. And another is that some
don’t get made. Unless they’ve got strong station backing...a presenting station may
undertake the fundraising... Another [result] is that our funding ratio has dropped. We were
never able to fund more than one in four films but now it’s down to sometimes around 18%
or 19% of those that come in. And the sad thing that keeps me up nights is that there aren’t
many places to apply for historical documentaries. And NEH is one of them. We’re one of
the two largest. And we just don’t have the funds now to do anything like what we used to
do. I still think that we have a wonderful record. But it could be a lot more stellar.(l8)

Gary Krul (Funder, NEH): We’re 37% smaller in staffing. We’re 40% lighter in budget. We
used to spend $11 million on historical documentaries and now we spend between two and
three. So it’s a drastic impact...I think the controversy is by and large predicated on whether
the federal government, in a time o f cash flow problems, can afford to underwrite
humanities, arts, libraries, literature, whatever.. .It’s an ideological battle. You can talk about
where do you save money, but cutting SI 72 million out of the NEH is not going to balance
the budget.(19)
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Scene III: Theorizing Cutbacks
After a pause, some stakeholders sit back and speculate on the larger context. What do these
funding cuts suggest about the American political climate in general?

John Santos (Funder, Ford Foundation/Documentarian): The NEH was only another site for
what was the multi-front battle over university life, over the conduct o f the press and the
media. It really has a kind o f multifaceted aspect to us that’s troubling. This is a country
that’s going through tremendous upheaval, culturally, in which the centrality o f the Western
European cultural tradition is being re-contextualized by all kinds o f communities of color,
all kinds o f cultural perspectives that are, more than ever before, making their way into the
public arenas. We’re still in the very early stages o f that. For 200 years this country has had
a pretty uncontested cultural mainstream that derives directly from Western European
sources. What we’ve been living through in the last ten years is the beginning of a
reorientation in our public culture. A lot o f that has been rendered in moralistic terms by the
rise o f the religious right. That certainly played a big part in the NEA battles, but with the
NEH it has more to do with these deeper attentions in terms o f Western, Nonwestem,
multicultural emergent forms o f public expression. That, I think, is going to take a long
while to shake out. But there’s a lot at stake for those people who feel the centrality of this
certain kind of monocultural Western perspective. They feel it needs to be really
aggressively defended.(20)

Marion Lipschutz (Documentarian)'. I’d like to say that conservatives in Congress look at the
NEH and say "we have power and the NEH is putting forth a history from the
disenfranchised that contradicts and threatens our sense o f power therefore let’s abolish the
NEH,” that would be a very nice argument to make and if I had to write an editorial I might
take that tack... I think that it’s more complicated... I think that a lot o f social conservatives
just want to cut the budget, disagree with a lot o f the product they see coming out of the NEH
and say ax it.(2I)

Eric Massey (Legislative Aide [D]) \ The genesis o f it was that some o f the leadership
doesn't feel that taxpayers should be funding programs that might only be seen to benefit
a limited segment o f society and to a certain degree might purport to have a particular
political view .(22)

Robert Lavelle (Documentarian): The whole reason that the NEA and the NEH were set up
- particularly the NEA - was to be able to do things that couldn’t be done any other way...
Now that's been taken away. Because again, we were talking earlier about the public interest
and the role o f public space in American life. Part o f the mandate for the federal government
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was to balance the public interest and commercial against other ideological concerns so that
it was a multiplicity o f perspectives and voices. That never really happened but at least it
was people trying to make that happen for years. That’s gone...That sense o f being the
"balancer” between the commercial marketplace and the needs o f the public is under attack.
I don’t know whether it’s gone but it’s under attack. I think it’s true in the federal
government, but it has repercussions in the foundation community as w e ll.<23)

Michel Negreponte (Documentarian): Well not only as a source o f inspiration but I also think
they should put money directly into cultural and art institutions because I think it gives
people a sense o f possibility. And where else does one get that from? To say that we can
just shove this over to the private sector is naive because there will always be commercial
constraints in the private sector that lessen those possibilities, and to think that people can
pursue a dream, an impulse, a creative impulse in some completely unadulterated form - it
can only come from institutions like the NEA and the NEH. I think that it’s a sad state o f
affairs when the little money that the NEH and the NEA have provided the arts is being cut
further.<24)

Dr. Warren Breckntan (Historian): Unlike the NEA which really does seem to elicit this
response o f terror from conservatives because they really see art and representation as having
an impact on public morality - 1 think it’s really a question more of a deep conviction about
the irrelevance and marginality of the humanities.. .1 think we would be giving ourselves too
much credit if we thought that we had Jesse Helms awake at nights (chuckles...). I think that
the humanities are a relatively easy target. There probably is a certain ideological impulse
there which may have to do precisely with the “out of step” quality. The fact that the NEH
is a publicly funded institution which in fact is funding a hermetically sealed ivory tower
discourse. It may also be connected with that. A certain hostility towards elitism. But I also
really just think it’s an easy target for the budget cuts.(25)

Anonymous Funder: I think it’s part o f a generalized strategy o f symbolic politics that has
proven opportunistically useful for the conservative majority that’s now in Congress. It’s a
no cost option that splits up the troops. There’s no constituency to offend beyond humanists
and artists, and they’re pretty small in number when push comes to shove, and it seems to
have a great payoff. And so it comes up over and over and over again. Frankly, it’s a
mobilizing tactic that these people have become very expert at in raising issues of symbolic
politics in order to build the majority to carry out a conservative social and economic agenda.
That’s really the payoff for their constituency. It just broadens their political support and
intensifies it among large sectors o f the public who perhaps are not among the best educated
or the most sophisticated parts o f the American population. It draws on the paranoid strain
and the anti-intellectual strain of American politics...this portion of the American voting
public, and it has almost no penalty so why not do it over and over as long as it works. It
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seems to be working a little less. They sort of fluttered this golden goose so many times that
it’s now apparently dead and may it rest in peace.<26)

ACT II: IN PROGRESS
COFFEE BREAK: Stakeholders stand up, stretch, and mingle with their colleagues. Pockets
o f conversation develop concerning how issues related to the NEH cuts have affected their
community. How do these funding concerns influence the production o f historical
documentaries? They decide to pursue this avenue o f conversation after the break...

Scene I: Funding History
Rose Rosenblatt (Documentarian): The NEH cuts will be devastating...they’ve already been
devastating, they’ve just discouraged filmmakers. The NEH always had a problematic
history vis-a-vis independent filmmakers. My experience is that they have always been more
conservative than most filmmakers, but that shifts with the general climate so it’s a
continuum, but they have always been on the conservative end, it’s just that the center has
also shifted. When there was money, it was one o f the best games in town, because you
could do good historical documentaries. Now, it’s hard to know how to do good historical
documentaries because the issue becomes money, and you have to scale down. When you’re
dealing with scarcity, which is what we’re dealing with, then everything suffers - certainly,
artistic integrity, certainly historical accuracy, certainly it does when we’re in a climate when
we’re talking about “well if the Discovery channel can do it then what does NEH do?”
When NEH gets leveled to the point where they’re sitting next to Discovery and being
compared and juxtaposed to Discovery then the days o f what NEH is trying to do is really
in great jeopardy.(27)

Bennett Singer (Documentarian) : Well in general it seems to be a sad moment for American
democracy. I think there is a real value to having a national commitment from the
government to supporting the arts. I realize that there are all sorts of arguments against
government sanctioning different projects or having the government in the business o f
judging art isn’t necessarily a good idea. But I think the NEH has worked out a process
whereby projects are reviewed in a reasonably fair way and it’s not exactly like Big Brother
censuring art or giving them a green light for only politically safe projects. In general it
seems to me that there is a definite value to having support on an official level for film and
other arts projects. I guess the bright side of it is that if foundations pick up the slack that
would be good.(28)
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Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): There’s an Office o f Enterprise now [at the NEH] and that’s
something that I, in particular, was agitating for for years, that we should go out and work
with the private sector and get them interested in our stuff. Say, “We’ve put in some money
here. Would you like to be a corporate sponsor?” So the NEH is working more on that

Sandra Zering (Legislative Aide [RJ): It’s not really the dollar amount that we give, it’s that
the money we give for the arts and humanities has helped leverage money from corporations.
The whole idea is that it leverages dollars elsewhere. I think that has really been the focus
of trying to keep funding when they were trying to eliminate it... From my understanding,
from my conversations with our locals, that’s pretty much the norm. If they get a small grant
it’s easier to say look, we’re halfway there, and it’s a lot easier to leverage dollars.(30)

Ryan Cooper (Legislator Aide [D]): One o f the major roles that the federal agencies play is
as a catalyst, there’s some guidance - not in terms o f dictates - in terms of organization, in
terms o f money raising.. .If an activity or an entity receives some money from the NEA - and
I think this would be true from the NEH also - that stamp o f approval makes it a lot easier
for those organizations and individuals to go out and raise money from foundations and
people in the private sector because they figure that grant recipients have gone through a
pretty rigorous review process and there’s definitely some merit th e re ...(31)

Woodward Wickham (Funder, MacArthur Foundation): Government agencies matter to us
[at our foundation] in so far as their support for film or their decision not to support it bears
on the question o f whether the budget needed will ever be accumulated.(32)

Ryan Cooper (Legislative Aide [D]): If you compare the United States with major
industrialized countries o f the world, the amount o f money either in real terms or as a
percentage of government spending of what the government gives to arts and humanities, we
are way down at the bottom of the list as compared with European countries. W e’re sort of
falling off the charts. They have much more of a history o f government support o f the arts
than we do. Some o f the conservatives like to say that we don’t need federal support because
the private sector will make up for it, but statistics do not bear that out. I can’t really explain
this but if you track budgets for the NEA and NEH with overall support for the arts as federal
budgets were going up for these agencies overall contributions were going up, and in the past
few years as they’ve plateaued and declined that situation has been mirrored with giving from
the private sector.(33)
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Tom Kimble (Funder, GM Foundation)'. Not only the NEH, but you’ve got to look at the
whole gamut o f restructuring of the federal government, not only to culture and art, historical
representations, but also to welfare, you know? As a result the number o f proposals we
received at General Motors probably doubled.(34)

Anonymous Funder. When General Motors provides funding, they aren’t looking so much
for historical depth and accuracy as they are for an audience to be attracted, because their job
is to sell cars. Not to support public television. So when you go with corporate funders, their
approach is slightly different and their needs, and what they expect out o f a project is very
different. They are looking primarily at audience while we are looking at the quality o f the
viewer experience and what the viewer leams and we hope little by little to increase
audiences and to engage new audiences... Each funder supports according to his or her own
mission and needs.(35)

John Santos (Funder, Ford Foundation)/Documentarian: I think there was definitely a trend
in the mood o f the country towards more and more conservative programming. There was
certainly a perceived trend on the part o f producers that PBS was steering clear of
controversial programming. But it’s not the kind of think that often is the subject o f direct
and frank exchanges.(36)

Dr. Jay Kaplan (Funder, N Y State Council fo r the Humanities): Filmmakers all want to tell
us that they’re completely linked to the humanities, that they’re all emerging out of this vast
scholarly apparatus, and that they’re completely neutral in their interpretations and sanitized
and will never embarrass us in any way. I think that given the public controversies,
filmmakers - especially those who haven’t had a lot of contact with our particular funding
agency - try to approach us in a way that sort o f cleans up their act. Others who have a
different interpretation of what we’re about because we’ve taken some risks in film funding
in the past come in as though - and they’re equally wrong when they approach us - as though
we have some sort o f social agenda that automatically puts us in their camp and then if they
demonstrate their social commitment in their proposal that they’re automatically going to be
receiving funding. That also doesn’t stand them in good stead. Really, I think we’re quite
honest about accepting diverse points o f view as long as a strong intellectual argument can
be mustered on their behalf. We’re looking for that kind of coherence and consequentiality
in the applications that we review.<37)

Meredith Woods (Documentarian): I think by and large foundations have an agenda too. I
don’t know about the NEH at all, but I think any foundation is looking to put a stamp on
society in terms o f its legacy. The foundations that have done media funding have been
trying to advance some sort of social agenda o f what they think, holding up values that they
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want people to pay attention to as well as getting their name out, as well as doing good work.
I think it's part o f the agenda o f a lot of foundations. I think films have sometimes been a
vehicle for that. But I know a lot o f foundations are pulling away from media funding and
I think that’s because media funding is so expensive that you feel like you could do more
good... If you’re going to give a million dollars or half a million dollars, making film is
really expensive. A [television] hour runs at least a half a million dollars if not more. That’s
a lot o f money and I think foundations feel like now they can do other good and not fund
films. Getting your film seen, distribution is a complicated thing for independent
filmmakers.(38)

Barbara Abrash (Docnmentarian/Historian): You always write proposals to somebody in
terms of their guidelines...you have to make it sound like it’s an interesting and compelling
story. You have to highlight certain things that you think the funder will be interested in.
If you have a funder who’s interested in Western history, you want to emphasize that you’re
doing Western history. If you want somebody w ho’s afraid that you have a controversial
subject, you want to be sure that you have advisors who will keep it on the straight and
narrow. It’s everything from the length of the film to the form o f the film .(39)

Josh Darsa (Funder, CPB): We look for depth, sensitivity, a learning experience, a visual
experience, a hearing experience...W e’re not interested in slanted programming...I can’t
define that, I go by instinct and experience.(40)

Dr. Jay Kaplan (Funder, IFF State Council fo r the Humanities): Well I’m speaking both
personally and I think on behalf o f the organization in saying that we’re looking for things
that pass muster as.. .rooted in scholarship. The purely contentious just doesn’t hack it with
us. We can’t fund polemics that stridently offer one very narrow point of view without
engaging the evidence from other perspectives. That doesn’t mean that we don’t want the
film that we fund to have points o f view. We’re not looking for some narrow version o f
balance where if you say “A” then you have to say i4Z,” and if you say “B” then you have to
say “Y,” so that you’re quoting sources on both sides o f an issue, so every issue has only two
sides. Rather what we’re looking for is a kind o f intellectual honesty... I think w e’re
applying the same standards by which you would judge a written work of history, which is
you must engage the subject honestly and you could have a point of view but it has to
encounter all o f the existing evidence and not merely sweep it aside as irrelevant or because
it tends to support an interpretation you don't agree w ith .(41)

Tom Kimble (Funder, GM Foundation): We have to look at the impact on the image and the
reputation o f General Motors. I mean, truly there is a connection to being a good corporate
citizen, but you’re being a good corporate citizen to improve your image and your reputation.
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If it's the kind of material that’s going to be viewed that might severely have an effect on
our customer base, have an effect on our employees negatively, or have an effect on our
shareholders, we would want to shy away from i t .(42)

Dr. Alan Brinkley (Historian): It doesn’t take much imagination to think o f whole categories
of topics that just wouldn’t be of interest to corporate funders. Similarly with the NEH, I
think histories at the left probably are less likely to get NEH funding than they might once
have gotten. Any kind o f radical history, any kind o f history that...gay history certainly
would be something that NEH would feel queasy about and probably all corporations would
as well. Anything that seems in any way subversive to conservatives would probably be hard
to get funding for today.(43)

A heated exchange develops between funders and documentarians concerning how funders
handle controversy...

Woodward Wickham (Funder, MacArthur Foundation): I’m sure there are... o f course there
must be film ideas and series ideas that are never really developed because early in the
brainstorming someone says ‘‘Nobody’s going to fund a piece about the case for incest.
There are just some things that are not going to get funded so let’s not do that.” I don’t think
we’ve ever turned anything down because it was too controversial, and we certainly get
proposals for films and series about so-called controversial matters. I think it’s about...I
mean there is a kind o f self-censorship that goes on when the filmmaker decides not to
develop a project because they despair o f funding. Even though you might get a little bit of
money from the [Fund] or a little money from the Samuel Rubin Foundation, S5000 or
SI 0,000, which are critically important funders in this field, small progressive funds of that
kind, even though you get that you’ll never get the $500,000 you need to get the whole thing
done so you don’t do it. I’m sure that happens.(44)

Robert Lavelle (Documentarian): We are very careful about making sure our program aligns
with the programmatic interests of whatever foundation we are going to, so that we wouldn’t
take a rural story to a foundation that is primarily interested in urban issues...and that’s
awfully obvious. When you’ve befriended a few program officers who like your work and
trust you, you naturally look for material, even unconsciously look for material... One of
your screens is “is it a fundable project?” And it’s not a screen in the abstract, you don’t say,
“Is this a fundable project” the way a first-time filmmaker would say it. Then you’re sort of
naively saying “yeah, it’s a great project. O f course it’s fundable.” But later you’re basing
it on who do I know, who likes my work, who trusts me, and will this make them happy.
You wouldn’t change it necessarily, substantially, to meet their needs.(45)
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Woodward Wickham (Funder, MacArthur Foundation): Filmmakers could tell you how it
goes, but I’ve never experienced a reshaping o f a piece in reaction to funders input either
before funding or after the funding where the input was motivated by a shyness about
controversy... (46)

Bennett Singer (Documentarian) : It varies from funder to funder, but some of them have an
activist agenda, some o f them want to feel that there’s value in historical preservation and
documenting stuff that happened in the past. And a lot of them have a political agenda or
political motives. I guess the clearest case where there was interaction with the funder was
on this project, an interactive multimedia project which was funded by [corporation]. There
was no pretense that if was for PBS. It wasn’t. It was funded by [corporation] and it was
going to be distributed to schools and libraries, sold to schools and libraries, or in some cases
given away. So in the course o f doing these interviews we wanted to get reactions to the
traditional parts o f the non-violent, civil rights movement. We did this interview with one
of the spokespersons from the Nation o f Islam. Rather soon thereafter the [corporation]
executives made it known to us that the voice o f the Nation o f Islam was not going to be in
their product because o f the political liabilities that would entail. The executive producer
was kind of upset in terms of balance and accuracy and things like that, but ultimately in that
case there was no recourse and the premise wasn’t that it was like a democratic society. They
were giving us money to produce something for them and so they really did have the final
say. I think it’s different with PBS where there’s a premise o f balance and objectivity,
although I don’t really know... [A filmmaker] was just telling me about this thing that was
supposed to be on PBS and it was accepted on POV and then rejected by national PBS
because they claim that the funders o f the show were too activist. Everybody was up in arms,
it was this gay rights film. So that would be interesting to find out in terms o f what gets
broadcast. Do the political motives o f the funders have bearing on what gets broadcast? I
guess in that case they did. I know in some projects the funders want to see the final cut
before they decide if their name goes on it, but I haven’t ever been in a situation with a PBS
project where the funder was breathing down your neck saying, “Don’t be soft on the
Communists” or anything like that, which happens in commercial stuff all the tim e.(47)

Dr. Nan Woodruff (Historian): If we [historical advisors] want to take a more provocative
stand on something, I’m not sure filmmakers can do it and keep their funding... There’s a
film that dealt with the Great Depression. The Communist Party was so involved in the
emerging freedom struggles in the thirties and the labor movement that it is very hard to talk
about the 30s and not talk about them. The question is how much weight are you willing to
give and whether or not you’re going to portray them in a positive or a negative way. So
there were constant issues and struggles and arguments among the advisors, and even at
times with some o f the individual producers o f the films, about how much weight to give that
and whether to include it or not. I remember the film on New York had to do with La
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Guardia and the WPA and that sort of thing, and a segment o f that was on Harlem in the 30s.
The filmmaker had not included the Communist Party at all, although the Communists in
Harlem had been very prominent in American history. And so there was a real debate over
how much to include. I remember the producer getting a little defensive and saying, ‘"Well,
can’t we do anything without talking about the Communists?” and some o f us were saying
"Well, no, not if you want to get the story right.” Then other historians were saying, '‘Well,
they weren’t that important after all. There weren’t but 100,000 members in the whole
country.” And so then people got into arguments about what constitutes a social movement
and how do you gauge its significance and that sort o f thing. I think that filmmakers, when
they get into that, for them they’re just listening to historians argue and they have to figure
out in their own minds where that weight is going to be. Ultimately they’re the ones who
make the film, not us. But that was one o f the main tensions throughout that series, how to
deal with the Left.. .This particular filmmaker was hostile to the Communists. Period. That
was not his thing. I don’t think he understood it and he didn’t know that history well enough.
In the broader scheme o f things as we debated the film series, I think that the senior producer
obviously was cautious about how to deal with that because we were getting funded, or they
were getting funded from PBS and NEH. I think that things were m ore...were very
cautious.... I think the series ended up being very good. I was impressed with what they did.
(•4 8 )

Henry Hampton (Documentarian): I think it’s a negotiation. There are some subjects that
you might do that simply are unfundable. And you can choose to pass or put them on a
backbumer. When the political world changes and the NEA/NEH and people were in great
jeopardy a couple years ago, you can’t walk in the door with “I want to do the history o f the
Communist party in the South.” Although young people don’t always understand that and
they get mad because they don’t get a serious hearing.. . (49)

John Santos (Funder, Ford Foundation/Documentarian): In terms o f how we look at
proposals, it’s not a consideration for us, really, in terms o f counter-advising support for a
project if it’s going to be too controversial. I think if I and another program officer is
working in a thematic arena in which that project is engaged in, and we feel like it’s worth
going through on it, I’m pretty confident that we would do it once we’d gotten clear on our
side that it’s worth supporting.(50)

Robert Lavelle (Documentarian): I’m thinking o f a series that we proposed on the social
history o f tobacco in America. That’s a difficult story because of the funders, and how
powerful the tobacco industry is...W e thought it would make a great social history to see
how central tobacco has been to the formation of America, to slavery, to the colonies and the
civil war, etc., and how our earliest laws relate to tobacco, how the tobacco industry is a
protected industry unlike any other. And o f course, with everything that’s happening
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today... We got encouragement from [a corporate foundation]. Everybody who read it loved
it. It was ready to go. The program officer had cleared it with the staff. It went to the board
and the final analysis. The board loved it. But the president of the foundation said “No,”
couldn't do it. The timing was unfortunate because CBS had just caved in on a lawsuit
against the tobacco industry. The [corporate funder] thought this would get them into trouble
and jeopardize their other activities and they would rather put their money into something
that wasn’t going to harm all o f their ongoing anti-tobacco health activities, which made
some sense... You know, they told us —they were very up front with us - it’s unlikely you’re
going to get money from anyone else on this project. They had taken the stand in being a
crusader against the tobacco industry, although that’s not how they would portray
themselves. That’s what they had done. And they told us that the boards o f most
corporations and many foundations have been seeded with tobacco executives. The
investment portfolio o f most of those same foundations have substantial tobacco investments
in them, and that it’s extremely difficult and unreasonable to expect a program officer to pick
out a project knowing that he or she may run the risk o f offending a board member or
exposing the foundation as being hypocritical. Usually, the program officers that I have been
familiar with don’t think in idealistic terms per se. They’re usually well-intentioned people
who want to do good. They’re also career-oriented professionals who know that they’re not
representing themselves professionally, ethically. That’s not their role, to represent their own
beliefs. They’re representing the beliefs of the foundation and it’s much more diluted and
amorphous, and that gives them a responsibility to be very sensitive to the goals of the
foundation. And some o f the people who set the goals include the board of directors and the
president of the foundation, [who see that] the charters and the mission are accomplished as
well. So they’re in a very precarious position. As a grantee, you don’t even like to ask them
to do anything that’s going to make them uncomfortable.(51)

Scene II: Filming History

Most o f the historians around the table have been surprisingly quiet up until this point observing those around them and listening to the ongoing debates.
But when
documentarians and funders mention the role that scholars play in this work, historians are
anxious to share their perspectives ...

Janet Sternburg (Funder/Documentarian): Well at the Humanities Councils, and again, at
least at the time I was there you had to structure your proposal.. .1 mean, I was always busy
on the phone telling people how to write it in a way that would pass through the world o f the
humanities.. .you know, instead of saying “I want to do a film that will...” I would say, “Well
don’t start with - “I want,” start with, you know, humanities language and humanities
thinking... [which is] far less personal, much more infused with a sense o f the state o f the
scholarship in the area that is under investigation, much more able to delineate the issues,
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you know, the proverbial sentence with a lot o f semicolons, you know? One of the things
about a foundation is that it’s very much like being an editor at a publishing house. There
is a time when the things that you have been specifically involved with...you’re carrying
them, in effect, into a meeting with your peers. And each person has that group of projects,
and you feel particularly involved in wanting to fund it, to make it happen if you’re really
behind it. And so your immediate audience as it were, is your peers; the two or three other
program officers at the council and the director, because you don’t want them to say
something like "well I don’t know, this to me is sloppy thinking...and they really should
have x involved with this or y,” and so you try to cover that base before it gets there.(52)

Dr. Jackie Jones (Historian): My role is to outline major themes that I think are important
and suggest how those themes are interconnected, why historians might disagree about
certain issues. Most o f these filmmakers like to talk to me for historical context, just to get
a sense o f what was going on in the country and how their particular story fits into larger
themes in American history.(53)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): If it’s NEH funded, then they’re obligated to pay attention
to the scholarly collaboration. And I feel strongly about that...Is it based on credible
scholarly information? And we look at that carefully.(S4)

Dr. Alan Brinkley>(Historian): In some o f the [documentaries] historians might as well not
be there.. .1 think historians rarely play a truly decisive role. There are films, none that I’ve
worked on, that in a way were the brainchild o f an historian and really is a collaboration, but
that’s relatively rare. I think most films are the work of the filmmaker and I think historians
as advisors at best can make some difference around the margins and maybe make some
difference at the beginning in the process o f conceptualization. But probably not, unless
there’s a particularly close relationship between a particular historian and a filmmaker,
probably not a decisive difference.(55)

Tension mounts as historians, funders, and documentarians describe their various
perspectives on the role o f historians. Funders and documentarians claim to value highly
historians' input, but historians sometimes have different experiences...

Woodward Wickham (Funder, MacArthur Foundation): Almost the first question we ask is,
“Is this going to be sound history reflecting the best current practice in history, and the best
current analysis in history?” We do not rely on the filmmaker and his or her analysis and
grasp of history to reassure us on that question. It’s the historians that we look to and usually
there’s a panel of 8 or 18 historians and sometimes other social scientists. We work hard to
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leam among those who are the two or three that are really active on the project. It has
happened that we’ve called people, a historical advisory panel, for a history documentary
only to leam that the person we’re calling - because it’s usually somebody we know from
some other connection —hasn’t heard of the project and is just on the list for convenience/561

Dr. Steve Mintz (Historian) '. In Hollywood the role o f historian is to tell them what kind of
dress people wore... And, I’m a little afraid that that’s our role, that we are —that our job is
to provide background facts, and that that’s - I mean, I think that no one believes in the
historian as truth-teller more often than documentary filmmakers, and that the opinions are
for witnesses... They serve as legitimation for the project. Because if you couldn’t get the
right people, then I think the NEH is simply not interested, and the review panels will not be
interested...But I do think that historians have surprisingly little input. [They provide]
legitimation and I think they correct some horrible gaffes.(57)

Henry Hampton (Documentarian): We always use our wide advisory involvement which
helps make the funders happy - the NEH happy. And it’s also very useful. We don’t do it
for show, we do it because we found out that it makes our projects better.(58)

Dr. Jay Kaplan (Funder, N Y Humanities Council): First and foremost we have to make sure
that the representation o f history as it’s known in the scholarly community is accurately
reflected in the film proposal that we receive and that the producer or whoever is writing the
application to us has done his or her homework in researching the subject and presents it to
us in an informed way that takes account o f the scholarship. Then we look to make sure that
the film is advised by people competent in the subject matter and with specific experience
in the field. And we look to see in what ways they’re actually involved in the production.
Rather than just attaching their names, we prefer those applications where it’s clear that the
scholars are playing a more genuine role in interacting with the filmmaker. And so I would
say that we also look at prior work to see whether the filmmaker has a track record of
portraying history in a way that...reflects the historical qualities that we seek... We try to
guarantee it by, as I’ve said, associating the filmmaker with historians who will, in some
way, function as a board o f governors, and by giving grants to filmmakers that we trust either
because they’ve established a reputation that they themselves want to guard as credible in the
funding community.(59)

Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Historian): I think sometimes filmmakers have a straight storyline they want
to sell, or that they’re really vested in, and they don’t want to listen to anything that
contradicts that. So they don’t listen. They’re not interested... Like when I worked on the
Chicano film project the filmmakers were very much wedded to a cultural, nationalist
ideology and it was very evident very quickly that they didn’t want Chicana feminism in
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there. They didn’t want Chicano Marxist organizations, Chicano organizations with a more
Third World orientation. They sort of had their storyline. Every film that I’ve been involved
with they really have a sort of set idea o f what they want to do. How much you’re
incorporated in that film depends on how much o f your vision coincides with theirs. The
National Women’s History Project was a great thing to work on because I actually got scripts
that I could critique. The big films that I’ve been involved with, basically you’re brought
into a conference, you exchange ideas, but you don’t really have any script. I think part o f
it is for validation, legitimacy... I think part o f it is entertainment. They want to get money
for it. They want it to have a lot o f play. They want it to be engaging, entertaining.(60)

Meredith Woods (Documentarian)'. Sometimes if it’s not done well historians make you feel
like they want you to see something in a certain way. You feel like there’s too much
interpretation. That’s what I feel as a viewer. I sometimes want to draw my own
conclusions, and sometimes I do want historians to tell me what to think or what that
particular moment means. But it’s just, it’s like being ten steps back from an experience as
opposed to being two steps back. It can be a little distancing... So the rule that was
established by Henry Hampton and also the senior producer Judith Vecchione was that we
wouldn’t depend on historians, we would use eyewitnesses. I think that’s the benchmark for
a lot of Blackside films is that you really don’t get the context from experts, you get the
context from people who lived through the p erio d .(61)

Henry>Hampton (Documentarian): The demands for the historical record are as important
as the impact o f the film. And surely there will be loose edges, simply because o f the
medium, but I think there are emotional truths often times which prevail, because they have
more impact and they really don’t conflict with the historical record. And so I think that it’s
a delicate balance that producers, directors and writers have to really keep up front when they
deal with potentially controversial material, or material that they just want to make certain
is an accurate record... God knows we’ve all heard, especially the older you are, your parents
experienced the Depression, and it wasn’t just a line in a book. It was a time when there was
incredible uncertainty and fear about the whole system coming down. And I think our
approach had real impact because we not only talked about white folks, but Blacks as well
and other minorities as they tried —being at the bottom o f the list —to scuffle with this
frightening downturn o f the economy where they had been living o ff the edge. We had
things in that series that - think about the Black man in River Rouge, the Ford factory, being
shot by guards around Ford. And we have a wonderful woman from, I think, Lithuania, who
talks about being in her bed at night listening to her mother talk about not having any
options, and being scared to death that they weren’t going to be there when she woke up.
The fear that that moment in time created, I think, can only be done by film. Extraordinary
writers are able to do it if you read, but the great thing about film is you create a shared
experience for people to react to, and then you can all go away and read a book. The great
thing about a documentary is that you can use it as a catalyst to get into history.. . (62)
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Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): They used witnesses who brought you into the story, who
didn’t have that distance of a scholar telling you what you were about to see or what you had
just seen. It was just good storytelling. It wasn’t broken up by scholarly interpretation. You
just went from one character...they were characters in a story. I think when the scholar
comes on camera, unless it’s extremely well done —and I think it has been well done... But
I think it has to do with storytelling and I think it has to do with engaging the audience with
a real character as opposed to someone they think is somebody that they should be meeting
in a classroom. Here’s somebody who did something that I could have.. .like it could be your
neighbor... I guess it’s emotionally engaging. An eyewitness has lived it, a scholar is
studying the situation. I think that although a scholar could have maybe been at the event
and then become a scholar, the scholar is trained to look at it from different perspectives and
I think what comes out o f the eyewitness is more descriptive than analytical. But there are
eyewitnesses who have also thought about it over the years and bring analysis to it... It has
to do with the emotional connection with the audience. There are some entertaining,
fabulous scholars, but there are also so many who take that scholarly point o f view o f
distancing themselves and balancing and it’s not dull exactly but, as I said before, they bland
out history.(63)

Dr. Steve Mintz (Historian)'. The eyewitness accounts are almost - it’s hard to believe but
they’re almost completely unreliable, and it is very —I mean, this is very depressing, because
it raises that kind of postmodern question about whether the past is really knowable, I mean,
verifiable, if you get these different accounts, different perceptions. Because I’m not the one
- I mean, what really happened is always going to be contingent, and new evidence could
come up that could change your mind, but I don’t take a kind o f totally relativistic viewpoint,
which is, if somebody remembers it, it might as well have been true. I think this is really an
interesting question.(64)

Robert Lavelle (Documentarian): To go for an emotional truth that doesn’t align with factual
truth is really dangerous. At what point are you distorting history? You have to do it
reluctantly or else you’re going to be making judgment calls every day that get wider and
wider from your m ark.(65)

Henry Hampton (Documentarian): We would not allow witnesses to say things that we
thought were wrong. And that often is a painful process but it is one of the insistent rules
that people at Blackside have to operate under. Because when you put somebody in a film,
it takes on the power of an individual voice, and they may be dead wrong but if it is a person
you kind o f like on camera you never challenge the information. I think it is the
responsibility o f the filmmaker to challenge it before it gets there, and if it is so great that you
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can’t lose the interview, then you’ve got to offset it with some more accurate information
elsewhere.,66)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): I think an NEH-funded filmmaker would somehow find a
way to put that in there, either with the scholar on camera or with a narrator saying, "Now
many people disagree with this account...” so that you have the impact o f both. It depends
on how it’s presented. But I certainly think that if a scholar says, “that’s all wrong” then you
better pay attention. You don’t have to cut the interview, but you do have to address that.
(67)

Meredith Woods (Documentarian): There was a lot o f debate about a Ralph Abernathy bite
in a program for Eyes I where Ralph Abernathy is talking about he and Martin Luther King
coming back to the Washington Mall after the march on Washington. It’s very poetic. He’s
got the paper rustling in the wind and tumbling in the wind. It’s very poetic. David Garrow,
who is a real nit-picking King scholar said, “That moment didn’t happen.” A lot of people
argued, “David Garrow, you weren’t there. How do you know that moment didn’t happen?”
But he made a big stink about “that moment didn’t happen” and there was some debate
about should it go in, should it go out. I think ultimately we decided it should go in. David
Garrow wasn’t there. W ho’s to know. Ralph Abernathy said it happened.(68)

Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): Even when you’re reading historical texts, I tell my students that
you have to be suspicious o f this text as well. Because often, you know, they’re produced
in very special circumstances, it’s often addressing certain kinds of needs for the historian
who’s writing it, but also certain political needs. The use o f history for politics is so
common that we need to, in fact, be suspicious o f all historical tex t.<69)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH): Historical accuracy usually cannot be debatable. It has to
do with the facts of an event.. .Now there are scholars with reputations for liberal biases and
conservative biases, and I think that what you want to look at is...well, there’s historical
accuracy and there’s historical interpretation. If there’s a question then you have to admit
to the question and turn to scholars for different interpretations.. .1 mean we know there was
a terrible fire [for example], we know how many people died and so forth, so I think for
historical accuracy you would look at records, archival records and facts...W hen we invite
panelists to serve on the review board we invite half scholars and half filmmakers. The
scholars are there to judge historical accuracy. We rely on our panelists to do that, but I think
historical accuracy and interpretation are different and you have to be very careful. One of
the tasks of the NEH staff is to be aware of people’s reputations and slants and writings and
so forth, and where they come from... But I believe everybody in the Media Program who’s
now working there would say to you, “A film is not a book.” That’s something that is a real
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catch-phrase in the Media Program now. It’s something I caught onto a long time ago, it
took others longer who came from more scholarly backgrounds. I think a film plays on one’s
emotions. We react to it emotionally, whereas a book you can respond to intellectually. It’s
a visual medium and a book is something where you can turn back the pages, turn forward,
go back and look. You certainly can rewind a tape but a book is a very different animal. I
think in the beginning, especially when the Endowment was first funding films, a lot o f the
films did look like books. I would say Ken Bums’ work to this day has little chapter
headings which is his way to separate and make you pause and think, give you a catch-phrase
for the next segm ent... (70)

Bennett Singer (Documentarian): [The role o f producers] can vary from project to project
depending on what stage the producer arrives on the scene....it’s really up to a producer to
shape the structure o f a given program, which can mean finding the stories, finding the
characters within those stories, finding out if the stories can be told in a television format,
figuring out how many strands or stories you can pack into 54 minutes and 30 seconds,
which are all big questions in the early stages...there is always this goal of making a
documentary as engaging and even as entertaining as possible. So there’s a sense of drama
that’s definitely a major consideration.(7l)

Dr. Sheldon Hackney (Historian/ Funder, NEH): Good films communicate along dimensions
that printed text and spoken words cannot. It’s more immediate, it gets to emotional levels
that are very hard to reach any other way, and it’s lasting...it’s also easier to manipulate.
Since young people grow up watching television and films they’ve come to trust it in a way.
02)

Dr. Steve Mintz (Historian): Filmmakers are just much more skillful than most teachers in
conveying emotion —I mean, some of the very best teachers can do this, but most can’t. And
so, you can get the kind of emotional power that is in —you can’t duplicate that in the
classroom. But, the biggest danger - dangers, I think, are falling into sentimentality, sort of
sanitizing the past, making it seem like the past was a lot less com plicated...(73)

Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): The danger is simplification, obviously... By the time it gets
translated into the visual narrative -- I don’t know if it’s just because it’s visual or whether
it’s commercial as well -- but a lot o f that is lost. I’ve seen this happening again and again
and again, that film, either documentary or commercial, loses the kind o f richness and the
contradictions and complexities that I would like to be actually taught in a history class. I
feel it cannot be captured in film... [But] one of the reasons I find film valuable is because
they manage to transform people to worlds that they cannot have been to ... it tells the story
quickly and efficiently...So the question we have to ask ourselves is “How important is
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visual truth as opposed to non-visual kinds of truth?” I would say that that one is not more
important than the other. We need both. It’s the same as if you’re hearing somebody’s
voice, it gives us a certain kind o f access to that person that just seeing a photograph does
not. Both are needed in some sense.(74)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH) : One thing that comes to mind is that at this meeting that the
New England Foundation sponsored - 1 was not there —Ken Bums was apparently taken and
ripped to shreds for showing a photo o f a Civil War hospital. The photo was o f a hospital,
I believe, as they were talking about the Union side, but the hospital was really in the South,
in the Confederacy. The scholars came down on him very hard and said, “how dare you
show something that was not in the North but was in the South.” He said, “well, it was
representative o f a hospital at that time.” So this is blurry, this is blurry. Are you looking
for a representative model or are you looking for the exact model? O f course there’s a
difference, but if you cannot get the second - let’s say you cannot get the exact picture - is
it better to have no picture at all? This is very tricky.(75)

Ken Burns (Documentarian): For some reason we’ve allowed the academy to define exactly
and precisely what history is over the last century, but if you examine the word history, it’s
mostly made up o f the word story, and it’s mostly been, for most o f human existence, a
narrative process in which we communicate to each other a hugely complicated set o f values
through anecdotes that help to define us as a people. I think that unfortunately for the last
hundred years the word history has veered off into a purely empirical, purely scientific realm,
unconcerned also with the aesthetics o f history, that is “how you tell it,” or “how well you
tell it,” and so we’ve lost an important thread or connection. I mean, I consider myself an
emotional archaeologist, and by that I mean that I am not interested in purely excavating dry
dates and facts and events - the so-called “empirical data,” - because I think that history has
a much more powerful role in our lives than we can even begin to realize, and that it holds
up a very precise mirror of who we are —not then, but now. There is nothing I can do to
change what happened, say in Gettysburg, on July 1st, 2nd, or 3rd, in 1863, no matter how
much reinterpreting or scientific or emotional collecting I can do, but what I do when I
assemble history, whether I do so emotionally or empirically, is to create a mirror o f who I
am and who we are now. Faulkner is right in many ways - “history is not was but is”... I
also think that it’s too simple to say just yes or no, I mean the implication is that somehow
we go for some emotional jugular, and that the academy can therefore sort o f shrug its
shoulders and say “well, you know, that’s just about feeling,” and that’s just not true. Indeed
every single one o f my films has been advised by a panel o f distinguished academic
historians for historical facts and accuracy, so we’re not talking about bending any truths to
present some kind o f emotional version o f the past that is somehow diminished by that
sentimentality. But in fact, merely a way to arrange a presentation of the facts - it is, indeed,
narrative history.(76)
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Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Historian): I was very early on, on the board of advisors for The West but
quickly was discarded as though I didn’t have anything interesting to say...Basically, I felt
a very dismissive tone with respect to my work. I went to one reception at the Western
History Association saying they wanted me on the advisory team and then they started asking
me all these questions about East coast archives. I said ‘’Well, you’ve got to go to the West,
and if you’re interested in Mexicans you’ve got to look at this, and this, and this.” I got this
letter from this woman from Ken Bums’ office saying “We want to see all your primary
material of Juanita Downieville, a Mexican woman who was hung.” I believe I sent them
a sample of materials and then and never heard from them again. All that was mentioned in
the film was “A Mexican woman was hung in the gold rush.” And this was a really
compelling story about this woman who probably had been raped and who then killed the
guy, and she was hung for it. You have a newspaper article saying that had this woman been
Anglo she’d have been praised for defending her virtue, but because she was Mexican she
was hung for the deed. It really is a compelling story.(77)

Meredith Woods (Documentarian): I have a friend who is an historian and was a consultant
a little bit for Ken Bums The West and she felt like they were really abused. They asked her
to review some scripts in the early stages. She and some others had some real problems with
it and wrote some elaborate critiques. What happened was that they were never heard from
again. She sent out these critiques and it didn’t seem like anyone read them for a long time
and when they finally read them they were concerned and contacted her for an interview, but
there was no follow-up or follow-through. The critique went into a vacuum and didn’t come
back out again. I think how historians are treated varies on production to production, and
from producer to producer, and depending on how the executive producer feels about those
historians. I think prestige and prominence o f a historian will get you more attention. If
you're Shelby Foote you get treated differently than if you’re my friend. That’s the reality
o f it, you know? (78)

Ken Burns (Documentarian): I drew from resources for more than five years, and was
advised by nearly two dozen distinguished scholars. The result I made was not a scholarly
paper, not an essay or an abstract for a distinguished journal, now was it a book from a
University Press, nor was it even a popular historical work of nonfiction, but in fact a film,
filled with first-person voices, music, sound effects and visual material presented in a
cinematic fashion, all o f which are areas o f which the scholars know absolutely nothing
about.(79)

Dr. Alan Kors (Historian): One of the most common responses to Ken Bums’ documentary
is “my goodness, how astonishingly literate everyone was.” And often that came from
photographs of what appears to be perfectly ordinary people and letters or diaries that were
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extraordinarily literate and well-phrased in their accounting o f feelings, experiences, and
events. We don’t know if those people are representative. We don’t know who’s missing
from what he’s doing. In an historical text that would be almost the first question that comes
to your mind, but you’re so drawn to the visual, and then hearing the voice-overs in the
documentary that the issue o f directorial choice is closer to what one does in fiction. One
doesn’t ask a novelist, “Why are you writing about this part rather than that part of people’s
lives?” You do ask an historian that. One tends to suspend that question before a
documentary because what may be non-representative is so inherently interesting, because
you’re getting a view and feel for the past, that you give the documentary maker much more
the license o f a novelist than the scrutiny that historical readers invariably give to the
selection choices o f an historian....I think when you’re reading the written historical word
it’s almost impossible to turn off that part o f your mind that says, “Is that representative?
Why this? W hat’s the actual question being asked and the answer here?” In documentaries
we’re used to being kind of swept up in visual representation... With the documentary one
is seduced into being less aware that what’s involved here is selection of evidence with
reference to an, in this case, unstated questions.(80)

Ken Burns (Documentarian): Their [scholars’] criticisms are disingenuous if they want to
hold me to the same standards that they hold their colleagues, because if that is to occur, then
I might hold to their work the standards that I apply to the world o f film. And you find their
work dry, inaccessible, condescending, myopic, distanced from a general public interest,
unaesthetic —you know, something I don’t do. I appreciate them on their own terms, and it’s
only a great deal of, I think, sour grapes that they can’t take me on my own terms... [My
approach is] interested in a chronological presentation o f events, and what it chooses is a
series o f moments, a series o f individuals, a series of confrontations, which in their aggregate
might produce in the viewer something that we would vaguely call emotional, but not
necessarily contradictory to what actually occurred —it is just a method o f presentation of the
material and I work in a medium which is almost necessarily designed to present stories. So
it’s not as if there has been some betrayal o f history, it’s not as if there’s some kind of fast
and loose relationship with the material. I am selective, to be sure, but no more or less
selective than any so-called scientific historian.(8I)

Barbara Abrash (Documentarian/Historian): I think that the text somehow has a sacred
quality to us, as something we feel is more trustworthy than images which can seem
seductive and seem unclear, the meanings o f which need to be contextualized and thought
about. I think that historians have come a very long way in terms o f that, but I think it’s part
of a larger shift. It was a question in the new social history about how to incorporate oral
history, personal testimony in the subjective, how to incorporate cultural information as well
as historical information.(82)
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Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Historian): They don’t always take them but I did give comments on scripts.
I like being able to point out, “Well, that’s not quite right” or ‘you could shade it this way”
or “if you looked at such and such a source you’d have a little bit different take on this.”
That’s what I like to do. I like that sense that they trust me to look at the script... Some
people [filmmakers] don’t.. .There have been times when they say “It’s not worth my time.
I have spent a lot of money, I have spent a lot of time doing this and it’s not worth my time.”
The very cynical idea o f “I already have my story.” They only want validation for themes
they have developed. I like working for small companies because there’s this personal
relationship that develops and they’re very open to what you have to say and that’s a lot of
fim. I’m more skittish about big film companies now ... I was on Family o f Women [for
TBS] and I went to Beverly Hills and went to this hotel to be interviewed on my research on
Mexican women cannery workers... They were going to do a segment on the cannery
workers. So I talked for about an hour and a half about this. It was one o f these things where
you have to keep changing the lighting and if someone walks by you have to redo it. I was
just exhausted after about 90 minutes, and then they asked me to throw a line, asking me do
I know anything about Rita Hayworth? And all I said was, “She dyed her hair red and had
electrolysis.” And that’s the part that’s in Family of Women! My 15 seconds o f fame! They
cut out all the cannery women. And I look spacey. I look exhausted, and that’s what’s in it.
It’s hysterical!(83)

Bennett Singer (Documentarian): The historical advisor’s concerns are often completely and
diametrically opposed to the filmmaker’s concerns because they’re saying, “You left out that
thing on that [specific storyline]” for instance, or “you left out that given fact that has some
importance in the overall historical narrative.” Whereas for the filmmakers that is important
but it’s not supremely important, these things that are incidental to the central thread. I do
think a lot o f stories get boiled down to these sort o f basic elements o f drama. There is a
conflict and there are people on one side and people on the other side and they’re moving
towards some resolution. Facts that are extraneous to that central conflict often get omitted
or streamlined, or accounted for in live narration, or a lot o f times left out altogether. The
story that we did on [subject] was incredibly complicated in the history books because you
have - 1 guess as with any presidential campaign —primaries in every state and campaigns
in every state. I talked to a lot o f people around the country who had been part o f this grass
roots organizing. Then you have campaigning and the nomination process, the convention.
We ended up telling one thousandth o f that story. We picked the [state] primary because
it was the first primary and a dramatic one, and then sort o f went from there two years
forward to the Republican National Convention and left out incredible amounts o f stuff,
condensed things. We didn’t make up anything, but it certainly is dramatically different, I
mean vastly different from the way that story would be told in a history b o o k .(84)

Dr. Jackie Jones (Historian): I’ve worked on projects where these filmmakers try to cover
too much in an hour and they try and hit all the major themes. I say to them: “Look, you
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have to remember Henry Hampton, who says, “This is about storytelling and it’s about
particular people, and if you can do that then you can really bring some coherence to what’s
otherwise a very messy story in many cases.” (85)
Meredith Woods (Documentarian): I think ultimately [documentarians] are filmmakers and
not historians. I think absolutely narrative tends to rule out in a lot o f ways. What you
hopefully have in a good production company or on a good production is a balance of
opinions so that there are people who carry the torch for history and then there are people
who carry the torch for filmmaking. You know filmmaking really is a vibrant medium.
Hopefully in those debates you find the happy medium of how to convey to the viewer “this is what happened.” (86)

Dr. Nan Woodruff (Historian): Historians are more empirically based and we’re used to
working with hard data and archives and trying to follow through stories in a far more
detailed way, whereas documentary film editors have got to tell a story but they’ve got to tell
a story in a way that will engage an audience. So they try to get the big picture and they try
to develop a storyline but they have to do it in a far more dramatic way than what we
do... It’s like comparing apples and oranges. They just do something differently and I think
when they do it right they do as good job as we do. We’re both trying to do the same thing,
which is to get the story as accurate as we can. They do it more visually with narrative and
we do it straight outright in using documents... (87)

Ken Burns (Documentarian): This is a case o f apples and oranges... Somewhere along the
line I chose oranges. Not to say that I’m not nourished continually by my friends who are
scholars of the first order and continue to produce apples. But somewhere along the line, not
so much for the purposes o f a snack but for the purposes of a life-long diet, oranges were
what I was principally interested in, and that was chosen for a variety o f reasons that are
personal, psychological, —perhaps still unseen by me, and nevertheless all about the choices
that anyone makes when they choose a lifework.. . (88)

Ryan Cooper (Legislative Aide fDJ): If you look at the impact of the Civil War series, I think
it’s been just marvelous to expose millions of people to that part o f our not so distant history.
I haven’t actually seen the numbers, but I would bet that sales, if you will, o f Civil War
related memorabilia and books and the like have gone up dramatically since that series came
out. I would bet that visits to Civil War sites have gone up tremendously too...I think
historical documentaries are fabulous because we have a whole generation o f people now for
whom the Vietnam War is ancient history and something before that, they just don’t have a
clue and no desire to learn. A lot of people aren’t going to sit down and read a book but they
may sit down and watch a TV show for half an hour or an hour, although it is PBS
(chuckles...).(89)
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Dr. Alan Brinkley (Historian): I’ve done enough films now [as an advisor] that I understand
what can and can’t happen and I’m not often impatient. But I think in meetings of groups
of advisors, typically people who haven’t worked on many films before, I do sense at times
a kind of frustration that the filmmaker just isn’t getting it, that the film isn’t incorporating
the interpretive findings on this subject effectively enough. I think it takes a while around
films to understand that that’s not something films can necessarily always d o .(90)

Dr. Alan Kors (Historian): Historical scholarship is organized around well-defined
questions, and if it isn’t, you know it isn’t. Right? Historical scholarship is an attempt to
answer specific questions. It can’t be more than that. If they’re well formulated questions
then you know what they are and you know what data is being urged as expositive o f those
questions... The units o f documentary don’t function like evidence. They create an
impression, they introduce you to a set of phenomena, but they’re not being introduced on
behalf of this or that answer to this or that question.(91)

Ken Burns (Documentarian): I mean remember, we started off singing our history around
campfires, and you could say about an academic history - “gee, six people read this piece,
they just don’t make history the way they used to.” And that’s true, and those six historians
could shake their heads, as they quite often do, at the success o f The Civil War or any of my
other films and say “boy they don’t make history the way they used to,” - and that’s true as
well. And so what is required is a certain amount of objectivity, I’ve never presented these
histories as the last word, nor as definitive, nor as academic, nor as scholarly in their
interpretation. But an attempt, I think, for me to exorcise a certain amount of personal
demons, for me to express what has been my lifelong passion, which is the intersection
between American history (and I want to stress the word American) and the art and craft that
I practice everyday - filmmaking. And then in a broader mission a sense of just
communicating to a public that would more often than not prefer not to have a history, to
show them how much they need one, and how much indeed a history operates in them
whether they know it or not. And the way I’ve chosen to do this is by suggesting individuals
and moments in their past which might resonate with them, and the huge broad success o f
these things - so difficult and painful for the academy to accept - comes not from their baser
instincts, but actually from their higher instincts - what Lincoln would call “the better angels
of our nature.” They appeal to people at absolutely their highest level, not because they take
short cuts, but because they are in fact attempting to divine something universal in the
American experience. And that’s what I look for, that’s what I listen to, that’s what I have
my ear to the ground for, and indeed, that’s what people respond to. In fact, to a person, the
people who respond —either by letters or calls or some form o f expression - to these films
all say something about how it makes them feel connected to a larger sense of America. And
those who pooh-pooh that for whatever reason, have both missed the point and,
obviously...are sour grapes.(92)
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Marion Lipschutz (Documentarian): I think it’s a rare historian who doesn’t restructure.
Even an undigested oral history is structured by the questions that you ask. I think that
people always restructure. I think that as soon as you start translating it into another medium,
you’re restructuring... But there is still the fact that the pill was kept out o f the U.S. I do
believe that there are certain objective facts... That particular story was motivated by politics
- that there was an outrageous thing going on around a cause that I believed in. Since I’m
very much pro-choice I think that it was outrageous that the pill had been kept out by
political pressure. I think that was actually a very interesting experience in terms o f what
really happened and in terms o f the “spin” that different groups have given what happened.
And the conflict is that the “spin” makes for a much better narrative. If you’re writing about
it, if you’re telling a story about it, if you’re making a film about it, if you’re transferring that
information to somebody else, it’s a lot more interesting and it makes for a much better story
to say: there was political interference at the FDA that kept the pill out o f the United States,
there were a bunch o f crazy-headed yahoos who were doing x,y, and z and they definitely
influenced everybody and they went right up to President Bush...That’s a little hyperbolic,
but the point is that in order to make an interesting story out of it it’s better to have that
stuff.. .The truth I think is that there was a general climate that was anti-choice, there were
people who were not being prodded in the direction o f bringing the pill here because o f
politics, there may or may not have been interference with the FDA... In other words, the
truth doesn’t make for such a neat narrative.(93)

Ryan Cooper (Legislative Aide [D]): Entertainment is not supposed to be the first objective
here. Education, I would think, would be the real objective. I’m biased, I love history, I
don’t think you need to embellish it much. A lot o f it is stranger than fiction anyway.(94)

Sharon Goldenberg (Legislative Aide [D]): Well I haven’t seen a movie yet that represented
history. I don’t know where you’re living, but movies are entertainment to me, made by the
major movie companies in the United States. They have nothing to do with history.(95)

Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): History as a discipline has privileged itself, has constructed itself.
The boundaries between history and fiction are something that the discipline o f history has
established to make the claim that history, in fact, has a greater claim to truth than fiction
does. As we know, when people write good fiction, there’s always historical truth in them,
just as we know that when people write good history, there is in fact a great deal of
storytelling and imagination. The same kinds of selection processes have gone into the
writing o f each of these kinds o f genres.(96)
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Nilita Vachani (Documentarian): I do use fictional elements in my documentaries in the
sense that I have a very strong conceptual narrative, a narrative construction, and characters,
and I try to create a kind o f emotional empathy with my main character. So my focus is not
so much on information, it’s much more on an emotional empathy with characters who are
going through different complex situations which the audience evaluates for themselves, so
they’ll feel a part o f it. That’s the way I construct my films. And I use whatever I need to
do that. I use climaxes, I use emotional high points, I use pauses, silence, and 1 use music.
So I use a lot o f fictional elements in my documentaries, and often there is a lot o f confusion
when the film is shown to audiences who are not very well versed in documentary
filmmaking. I’m often asked things like, “How did you write the script? How did you get
them to act so naturally in front of the camera?” And the people are really surprised to learn
that there was never a script and that it all happened “as is” in front o f the camera. People
find that very hard to believe. I think that is because of the high level o f fictional
construction that’s remained even though all o f the moments were unrehearsed and
unstaged.. .1 think [those elements] have a way o f getting to the audience and involving them
emotionally in the film. I know what works for me in a film, and I can be given lots o f very
interesting information through a documentary, but if it leaves me cold at some level I just
don’t respond to it... I try to really feel the pulse o f somebody who’s watching it. So yes,
it is a real story and a real situation, but there’s a great deal o f construction that goes on
behind the scenes in getting those emotions out in a way that has a kind o f cumulative effect
on an audience and, you know, wrestles with their emotions and anxieties, and provokes
them in some way. So these things that I use in documentary films are very much fictional.
(9 7 )

Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): One of the things that I’ve read on this makes the argument that
history, when all is said and done, is still history and it should not be confused with fiction.
It’s this whole business o f professionalization and the fact that historians, as a professional
group, are expected to follow a certain code o f procedures about how they write about what
they’re writing about, how they’re expected to demonstrate certain kinds o f statements.
Those kinds o f procedures are not the same for storytellers or people who write fiction... It
has to do with the importance you give to the imagination versus the archival base...
Historians are, in a sense, compelled to produce evidence for what they are saying as opposed
to storywriters who are not necessarily compelled to do th at.(98>

Dr. Vicki Ruiz (Historian): I would say the historian’s perspective is that our view is rooted
in evidence. We have a particular interpretation o f evidence. Other historians might have
a different take that on what we do, but what we do is grounded in evidence.(99)

Dr. Nan Woodruff (Historian): The ones I’ve worked with put a lot o f weight on accuracy,
especially someone like Henry Hampton. He brings an enormous number o f scholars in to
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talk about a series every time he does it. I think accuracy is what they [filmmakers] certainly
want that but they go about in a different way. We have to prove our accuracy by footnotes
and documents and that sort o f thing whereas they use a lot o f the sources we do, but then
they have to take those sources and then portray them visually. The ones I’ve worked with
do a very good job o f achieving accuracy. There are a lot o f people, I think, that don’t. Or
there are some that don’t...[Filmmakers] document a story or history in a way that will reach
a broader audience through images and a captivating narrative. The best o f them can teach
people in a way that historians can’t with books. I use documentary film all the time in
teaching because they capture people’s imaginations and they’re visual, they use interviews
with people who lived at a particular time that you’re studying. They can do things that
historians can’t because they’re dealing with, in many cases, with live people who are up
there talking and talking about their experiences. They have a lot o f footage and visual
effects that historians wouldn’t have, necessarily, in a book...In terms o f the kind o f detailed
discussion that you get in a book, you aren’t going to get it in a film because that would put
people to sleep. Seems to me that what documentaries do is, if nothing else, they capture
people’s imaginations and provoke them into thinking about questions in a different way, and
then if they want to read more they can go get more detail from a book or som ething.(,00)

Nilita Vachani (Documentarian): Once I have all of my material, material which includes
observational footage... once I have all that on the editing table, I do a lot o f construction.
I really put the film together completely. I treat it as a palette like a painter would. This is
what I have in front o f me. I need to get both the point across and the emotion across as
forcefully as possible and I’ll do anything on the editing table. I can change chronology. I
can suggest a causality that actually wasn’t there. I can use letters to form a narrative link.
I can use voices. I can create dramatic points, create climaxes, create emotional
counterpoints. I feel free in the editing as long as I’m not misrepresenting [the
character]...To me it’s very clear that the audience must be sympathetic to my character’s
situation. So when that happens I don’t feel that I’m misrepresenting the person. I feel
they’ve trusted me and I’m sort of living through that trust. But what I might need to do in
order to get that story across, I’m going to do, which is to compress time, compress space,
jump across things, edit out what is not useful, make connections clearer. They’re clear in
my mind even though they may not be in cause or in actuality. And I treat it very much like
an artist w ould.(10l)

Alex Lorton (Documentarian): I’m not making a film about the history o f an event. I’m
making a film about the event...As a filmmaker you are entrusted and you feel responsible
for your audience. In looking at an event you have thought about, you’ve labored over it to
figure out what is most important... So, it begins with a responsibility to your audience.(I02)
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Nilita Vachani (Documentarian): In the footage I acquire, there is an emotional high point
and I have to bring that out so the audience feels it. If I have to reverse the sequence of
events that led to it I would do it. To me that’s not telling a lie. It’s telling the audience what
I saw... I have never claimed that my films are an accurate representation of what happened.
It is my interpretation of what happened. It’s the way I saw it... it is my sense o f the kind
of emotional truth that I witnessed there.(I03)

Michel Negreponte (Documentarian): You can enter into something which may seem totally
unapproachable at first, what seems so wild and crazy and bizarre and filled with
fiction...that if you give it a slow look and listen with an empathetic ear you may actually
enter into something that you never knew was possible.(104)

Michael Moore (Documentarian): I think that especially with people who are
historians...you know, graduate students such as yourself...not you in particular...but I
think.. .See, I didn’t go to college, but I’ve now learned that people who go to college and
spend years writing papers and having to footnote everything.. .somehow they don’t like this
whole film/documentary thing and they are really kind o f always trying to pick it apart. And
I guess what I really would say to people is look, it is just a movie, you should never rely on
any movie, documentary or fictional film as a source for what “is.” Roger and Me, like all
good documentaries, represents a point of view. And maybe I’m a little more up front about
my point o f view. I don’t try to come across as an objective journalist. You know, I have
a subjective point of view, but I also have a set of ethics which says that even though I have
a right to express my opinion, I don’t have a right to alter the facts as they happened in order
to support my opinion. For instance in the Pauline Kael review, she says it wasn’t 30,000
jobs which were eliminated, it was 10,000. Now that’s a lie, first o f all - she’s lying. It was
30,000 jobs that were eliminated. But then you want to say, but wait a minute, it’s like
[debating whether it was] four million or six million or whatever who were killed in the
Holocaust... (l05)

Michel Negreponte (Documentarian): When I first saw Roger and Me, I remember feeling
a bit disturbed by [the altered chronology]. At the same time I also remember coming to this
conclusion in my mind that somehow the ends justified the means. And that it was really an
important and poignant story to tell and, for whatever reason, I forgave Michael Moore for
his techniques which were a little unsettling. I think that what I share with Michael Moore
is that.. .1 approached Jupiter’s Wife from the perspective o f a filmmaker and not a historian.
I approached Jupiter’s Wife from the perspective o f a filmmaker and not a journalist...!
think o f myself first and foremost as a storyteller, and I find myself for instance telling stories
about my own life in different ways. I can pick an episode in my life and I know that I can
tell it very very dramatically, I can make people move to the edge o f their seats, or I could
tell it in a much more matter o f fact fashion and people may sort o f sit back and go: ho hum.
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So I take those ideas and I may very well incorporate that in the way I build a scene or
structure a particular portion of a film. And yes, I want people to enter into a story, enter into
a drama. And I don’t mean to intentionally “lie” about anything, but if I have to somehow
emphasize certain things in the telling o f a story, I’m very willing to do that. You know,
Jupiter’s Wife is a story that took place over two years, and do I emphasize certain things and
deemphasize others things - absolutely. I’m first and foremost trying to tell a story
truthfully, but also in a way that will engross and entice people into the story. So it happens
I think inevitably.. .1 guess there are historians who will write these massive volumes that are
factual and dry and maybe as detailed and accurate as one can be. Will they be effective?
I don’t know .(I06)

Scene III: Legislating History
BREAK: Stakeholders take a moment to get some fresh air and consider the previous
exchange. They narrowly avoided a shouting match, but now there is less tension in the air.
The conversation turns to the subject o f their common challenges. Some legislators,
however, don't share this common ground...

Dr. Nan Woodruff (Historian): The right wing is very clear about why they want to destroy
the arts and humanities and the sort of funding that they’re doing. I don’t think they have any
respect whatsoever for [PBS documentaries]... It speaks to a different kind o f history. It’s
not teaching the glorification of America and the founding fathers and that sort of thing.
There’s no question that documentary filmmaking represents that more critical aspect of the
American intellectual community since the 60s when things began to open up. I think, let’s
face it, PBS and NPR grew out of the Great Society. That’s when it was started and they
associate it with that. As far as they’re concerned that critical edge that they bring is
something they don’t welcome and they don’t like. They don’t want to fund it. They have
some political reasons for doing it. If I were in their position I wouldn’t want it either
because they’re teaching people to think critically and opening up history to a broader
audience than it’s been opened up to in the past. Even some schoolteacher in the Mississippi
Delta who is constrained in what she can use in that classroom can turn on the American
Experience every week and seem some pretty provocative things sometimes. I think they
would like to stop th a t.(107)

Dr. Sheldon Hackney (Historian/Funder, NEH): The substance o f the attack on the cultural
agencies [was that the] federal government ought not to be in the business of supporting
cultural activities because that’s Big Brother telling everybody what to think. Now that’s a
tough accusation to respond to if you do it at a legitimate level because, in fact, every time
a grant maker makes the grant you are setting the agenda. You are determining what the
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public gets to see and what the public doesn’t get to see by making the choices. But that’s
at a very subtle level and that’s not what the opponent had in m ind.. .that’s such a very subtle
and epistemological argument. Epistemological arguments don’t work well in the public
arena. The history standards were important to them because they could point to a teaching
exercise that asked people to attack or to sit in judgment o f John D. Rockefeller. Horror o f
horrors! The other thing about the history standards, o f course, was that the chief attacker
of these standards was the woman who made the initial grant [Lynne Cheney], so it was very,
that was embarrassing I think for the cause. She certainly led the attack and did that very
effectively.(I08)

Tom Kristoff (Legislative Aide [RJ): It simply has to do with the social conservative agenda
of not using government money for supporting liberal and pornographic activities... (109)

Renee Lewis (Legislative Aide [RJ: For me it’s just as much as I can do for the cause and my
main concern is that... I guess the umbrella is that we need to make certain that our
bureaucracy does not continue to grow and that state rights are kept intact. So everything
kind of falls in line with that. Obviously, making sure that people’s constitutional rights are
protected.(ll0)

Barbara Wainman (Legislative Aide [RJ)'- Well when I started this job one of the things I
said to myself was, “Why are we funding arts and humanities?” But I almost don’t want to
say that anymore because I don’t feel that way for the same reason that the madding crowd
feels that way. It’s not a question, in my mind, of pornography or the occasional bad grant
that comes through that bothers me. It’s really more of a question of priorities. When I
started in this job in 1981 the deficit was the biggest issue. It still is and we’ve made a lot
of progress in the past couple o f years, I think, on that, but I watched for years and years as
no progress really got made. I thought to myself, “If we’re serious about balancing the
budget, we’ve got to look at not just cutting back on the margins but eliminating things that
we fund.” Not that getting rid of $110 million or even back at that point when it was around
S I70, S I80 million, would balance the budget. It was a question of what are really our
priorities? What does the government really need to do? I never thought that [arts and
humanities funding] was a real priority. I don’t necessarily have a problem with saying this
is not necessarily an appropriate function of government, not a critical function o f
government... I would like to see the emphasis be on education... (IIl)

Rose Rosenblatt (Documentarian): The NEH.. .has always had a sense that there is academia
(the panel), and they have been more “politically correct,” radically “politically correct,”
“academia is very radical.” When you put that together with the bureaucracy at the NEH a
strange thing happens. Now the bureaucracy has always sat in awe of academia because
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finally they say that this a panel process, we look to these academics, if the academics like
it, then it is up to us to somehow try and figure out how to make this happen, if the
academics don’t like it, then there is nothing we can do. So the bureaucracy serves this
notion o f the panel. Sitting on top of all o f this are the people who run the NEH, and they
are government-appointed, and they have liaisons and connections to the political
infrastructure, so that who appoints the head of the NEH, that is a very critical position, so
if it’s Lynne Cheney or Sheldon Hackney it makes a very very big difference as to where the
center o f the NEH is .(112)

Dr. Holly Tank (Funder, NEH) : Lynne Cheney did take our name off The Africans which
was a show that was very politicized, and she also was very negative about a project called
1492, which was a look at the world at Columbus’ tim e ...(ll3)

Eric Massey (Legislative Aide [D])\ The way it really works - the way politics works, at least
here, is that anytime there is a piece o f legislation that is put up, there are really only a
handful of people who can make grander executive decisions to get things funded or not.
Even though there might be 100 people in Congress, it’s committee chairmen, and
subcommittee chairmen and people of that nature who are closer to the center of power, who
can a lot of times make or break whether things happen. Depending on whether it is the
House or the Senate, there are particular rules and there’s a particular framework o f how
debate is structured, and sometimes you can be written out of that process very easily by one
person, or a small committee o f people. So for the individual artist or groups, the power of
their voice depends on who they are speaking to. They could be speaking to a staff member
for someone who is on the armed services committee who has nothing to do with anything
and they might as well be shot to the wind, because nothing is going to happen because he
is not in a position to affect anything. So they might talk to another Senator, maybe that
Senator doesn’t sit on any o f the committees so his ability to have a direct influence on things
would be very limited. Now he might happen to be a friend of somebody who would do this,
that or the other, and he might want to support it when it comes to the floor, but in terms of
direct input into the mechanics o f getting things pushed through, added onto paper, put on
the floor and up for a vote - those things are limited to a very few number of people. 0 14)

Renee Lewis (Legislative Aide [RJ): Basically the simple argument is why should the farmer
in Iowa have to pay for the Boston Symphony? (lI5)

Rebecca Kirszner (Legislator Aide [D]): A lot of the people in Congress try to make it into
a debate about this just being money for New York Manhattan types that is not going to
everybody, but they [NEA/NEH] really try and go all over the country, and there’s so much
out there... I think a lot o f people on the surface are easily swayed. A politician could say
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something and they’d say - “that’s right I don’t want my money spent that way.” But when
they think about it in their own community, instead o f thinking that I don’t want my money
to go to some gallery in SoHo so some guy can do this that and the other, but if they think
about it in terms o f their own community and what funding o f the arts can do for them,
people love that.. .They don’t want it going to other people but at the same time they might
not recognize it going on in their own community until it’s gone. And then they’d say:
where’s our culture? (l I6)

Renee Lewis (Legislative Aide [RJ): If the states want to raise their funds, if this agency has
nine billion dollars by private funds why do Americans have to pay for it? If they want it,
that’s great. But, you know, let the states raise it themselves or let the local communities,
but why should everybody across the board have to pay for art that’s a lot of times
controversial. So that’s pretty much just a general position.{I17)

Dr. Sheldon Hackney (Historian/Funder, NEH): There is a difference between indoctrination
and illumination. It certainly is true that all history is inevitably ideological and potentially
controversial, particularly the statement that history is non-ideological is ideological. That
serves the interests o f those who control the history and the way it’s told. So that’s the
problem that’s embedded in the nature of history and the power of the past to tell us who we
are and what we should do in the present... The legislation is to ensure progress in the
humanities. It’s fairly vague. I take that to mean that the NEH should do what it can to
stimulate the creation o f new knowledge, do what it can to get that new knowledge and old
knowledge into a form o f educational experiences, both in the classroom and less formally
in museums and libraries. Public educational experiences. And that it ought to do what it
can to bring the joys o f the humanities to as broad an audience as possible... The NEH has
a standard, a rule, o f its programs, especially toward documentary film, that the film cannot
be designed to convince the audience of a particular thing. It has to be balanced, and that’s
the NEH term, code word. It has to be balanced, which I think is a real thing. You can
present even controversial history in a way that is fair to the various points o f view that you
can identify, and provides the viewer or consumer o f the public history with enough
information to make a decision. At least with a clear notification that this is a point of view
and may not be shared by everybody.. .the position I took in public was that the NEH didn’t
control the content, and it would not be appropriate for the chairman o f the NEH to dictate
what the content o f the standards should b e.(I18)

Ryan Cooper (Legislative Aide [D]): I’d say, with common sense, I would hope that they
[documentary filmmakers] would be able to demonstrate that they would present an
objective, balanced view o f the subject matter, so that people would be exposed to however
many viewpoints there are on an issue, or at least certainly the majority o f them. And that
it wouldn’t be used to drive a personal or political agenda. Those would be the main things.
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And that they would be true to the information, that they would not doctor anything. That
they would only use artifacts, or documents, or photos or whatever documents they have
from the time involved. I think those would be a couple o f the most important things.(U9)

Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): I think there isn’t one truth... History itself is constructing truth
in a particular way. I don’t believe in an argument where you have history versus
propaganda or true versus false because history itself, one could argue, is a form o f
propaganda.(I20)

The conversation turns to the question o f "objectivity ” and "balance ” in the representation
ofhistory...

Dr. Nan Woodruff (Historian): There’s a real effort on the part o f documentary filmmakers
that want to be successful and are working through PB S...they have to constantly look for
whatever this thing called balance is. Balance is always in the eye o f the beholder, but I think
a lot o f filmmakers now are having to be a lot more cautious about how they present things.
( 121)

Marion Lipschutz (Documentarian): You know actually, I hate to say it but from their point
of view they [the social conservatives in Congress] have a perfectly good argument... we do
have a particularly liberal take, w e’re liberal, and I think it colors how we view history. And
I think that conservatives, likewise, looks at things differently through their lenses.(l22)

Rose Rosenblatt (Documentarian): There’s always the history and then there is always the
television. There are the two things that have to co-exist. Television needs drama, television
needs characters. The main character in RU-486 was not a person, it was a pill. So it was
problematic in that way, because it’s an abstraction, so it needed the character o f the women
taking the pill or, we realized at a certain point through editing —there was the character o f
the main doctor who invented the pill, there was the character o f the main antagonist o f the
anti-abortion movement who was also a potential character. So they began to emerge, and
what was the most difficult thing was weaving these things together - the telling o f an
objective, historical story and making it interesting, dramatic, and even entertaining
television. I think that you are always dealing with the blur and finally you have to see where
you want to surface. Maybe what I’m saying is that there is no such thing as objective
history... (123)

Marion Lipschutz (Documentarian): When people say that there is no “there there” or that
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there is no objective truth, I always have this faith that if you got that person alone, if you sat
them down and you said, “you know I’m really going to hold you to this and I’m going to tell
your mother and your grandmother and your father and you know, people you really care
about, do you really honestly think that there is absolutely no truth?” And if they said '‘no,”
I'd kick them really hard, and I’d say, “what did I just do?” And then we’d carry o n ...<l24)

Rose Rosenblatt (Documentarian): I think the deeper you dig, the more blurry the edges
become because how in fact do you get at truth and what is truth? It’s that whole
conundrum. So there are truths and it’s how you’re looking, where you’re standing, what
access you have to the information, what information is available to you and how you put it
together.(125)

Bennett Singer (Documentarian): It’s a trade-off between information for the sake of
information and information and drama, I guess. There’s this really high priority placed on
keeping people interested and entertained and I don’t know how you really measure that.(I26)

Tom Kristoff (Legislative Aide [R])\ My personal belief, which may be incorrect, but it’s just
a matter of fiscal philosophy that federal money shouldn’t be used for things people don’t
like. If somebody doesn’t like this kind of art, culture or whatever it is, they don’t feel their
money should be used for that sort of stuff. They believe that the marketplace should dictate
art... I think that the same argument has been given for the humanities.<I27)

This comment triggers debate concerning entertainment values, the power o f the
marketplace, and what it means to tell a good story...

Nilita Vachani (Documentarian): The United States has really done a lot to promote art film
and documentary films through the NEA and the NEH even though filmmakers always
complain that there isn’t enough money. From what I heard recently, it’s been cut.. .which
is really devastating, it will definitely have a devastating impact. This country has such a rich
and diverse tradition of documentary filmmaking and I just don’t know where else people
are going to go or what they’re going to do. The only way, it seems to me, perhaps they’re
going to go is the more commercial end o f things. Get private investors and then you need
to really get your distribution out there to get the money back, which means you have to
make very entertaining work. They have to be documentaries that are filled with humor and
incredibly stylish and only about famous people, perhaps. So if you’re making a film about
Neil Young you don’t have to worry perhaps. Or if you’re Michael Moore and you make a
film like Roger and Me then you’re fine.. .1 think that these cuts in funding sort o f force the
filmmaker to think in terms o f what an audience will be titillated by and what will amuse the
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audience. If a feature film-going audience will actually go and spend S8.50 to see a
documentary, it better be something really funny or riveting in some way. I think this puts
unnecessary constraints on filmmakers who have to film that way rather than thinking,
"Well, this is a really important subject and I should make a film out o f it.” I don’t know,
I think perhaps it will influence the kinds o f films that are made and the style I which films
are made...To tell you the truth I don’t really think that much o f an audience at the time
when I’m making a film because I believe that I should make the film in a way that’s most
true, authentic, telling, moving to m e.(I28)

Michael Moore (Documentarian)'. I was not content, like most documentary filmmakers, to
just put my film in some film festivals and let just the film elite watch it, or put it on maybe
PBS, where just PBS viewers would watch it, I wanted the people I grew up with in Flint,
Michigan to watch it [Roger and Me]. And they don’t watch PBS, and they don’t go to film
festivals. In fact, the reason Warner Brothers got the film is that they were the ones who
promised to put it in the shopping malls. You know, I had better money offers from other
distributors. But they were going to put it in art houses. And I’m not against the art houses
and it did play in art houses, but you know, I said ’‘whenever possible, I want this playing,
I want this playing where people go to see moves.” I always felt, and I told the crew this, I
said "look, if we’re going to make a sermon, let’s go to divinity school. If we want to make
a political speech, then let’s run for office, but if we’re going to make a movie, if we’re going
to ask people to pay S7.00 and sit in the theatre and eat popcorn, we have to make it
entertaining. Even if it’s depressing, it’s got to be entertaining.” So when I say entertaining,
I don’t mean light and you know, silly. Sophie's Choice to me was entertaining...very
depressing film but I would say that it was entertaining because it really grabbed me, it really
held my interest. So in making a film I really felt that.. .so that’s why I decided to use humor
in a somewhat depressing story, because that hadn’t really been done much before. The
guardians of the traditional documentary were very upset, because you’re supposed to do the
typical dving steel town, dying auto town PBS documentary, and that’s not what I was out
to d o .(125)
Nilita Vachani (Documentarian): I would maybe use the words arresting, moving, provoking,
rather than entertaining. O f course it can be entertaining as w ell... If I were to say maybe
"too easily titillating an audience to get an easy laugh” - that’s not what I would want to do.
But I would want to provoke and create a sense o f inquiry and a sense o f emotional
wrestling with the film. I’d like a film also to move differently through an audience. The
same film can make you angry, can make you laugh, can make you emotional, can make you
simply curious from moment to moment. That’s when you have to put yourself in the seat
o f an ideal viewer.. .but I don’t start off thinking “well, I must aim for this festival or I must
make a film that’s going to be shown at every major network in the world.” (130)
Henry Hampton (Documentarian): [Regarding the development o f Eves on the Prize1 When
the [civil rights] marches began...! was dragging behind, as you know I’m not that quick on
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my feet, and as I was falling behind I remember the people there -- the Black people from
Selma — dropped back in the line to stay with me so I would not be left alone. So I’ve
always felt a great sense of gratitude to them. And one o f the few prophetic moments in my
life was when we got to the bridge —o f course there was every news camera there, there were
planes, President Lyndon Johnson was clearly in the middle o f all o f this and at the other side
was George Wallace on the steps o f the courthouse. And I really did have the thought that
this would make a great movie. I carried that thought around with me for years thinking that
someone else would, and then when I decided to get involved I was scared to death that
somebody would make that movie. Before I could get to it! But in the meantime I had to
learn the craft so I decided to start a company almost as casually as I say that to you. "Why
not have a company?” "All right, let’s start a company!” 031}

Nilita Vachani (Documentarian): [For Diamonds in the Vegetable Market] I started out with
this idea of choosing itinerant performers on India’s buses... I had actually encountered these
chaps when I was making Eves o f Stone because they were everywhere when I was taking
the buses.. .There are these long distance buses that take days to get from one part o f India
to another, and they keep stopping at these resting sites and these performers get on who sell
something trivial.. .the things it sells are very trivial, but it’s the way o f selling it that matters.
So they’re very funny, always cracking jokes, always doing funny antics and they make
people laugh...I thought it would be really very interesting to make a film about the lives of
a few of these characters, because they are real characters. They all have huge dream s...
They had all these huge dreams o f becoming famous stars, and o f course that was never
realized.(l32)

Karen Bernstein (Documentarian): [The executive producer] has really trained us all and
has always been insistent upon the fact that the documentary have a real story. Sometimes
it means simplifying things down to that story. A good example is the Lena Home show.
The beginning o f that process got so bogged down. I won’t mention any names, but it got
so bogged down in trying to really reflect this woman as a real reflection o f the racial
tensions o f the time, and to really look at African American culture and the kind o f
discrimination that happened with singers, to really look at it as an historical document. It
got so involved. To look at her place in the jazz world got so complicated and bogged down
that the story was missing. The real honest through-line o f this incredible story o f her life.
And that’s what [the executive producer] always insists upon, is that the story come clear.
Because in the end that’s what the audience will respond to. The people who do these
documentaries are in a very specific, elite corps of people, I think. And the fact that we’re
so interested in societies - it’s not to say that that is excluded from the general mainstream,
but the general mainstream just kind of likes a good story. That’s not to say that you’re
pandering to the public or something. O f course you want to really have a rich story as well
and one that’s complicated and reflects how complicated life is and does all those things -has
the intellectual underpinnings. But what I found with the Lena Home show is that one o f the
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reasons people really, really responded to that - it was a very popular show all across the
country - was that it was a good story... Maybe that is the entertainment factor.(l33)

Dr. Jay Kaplan (Funder, N Y State Humanities Council): It doesn't have to be entertaining.
It can be engaging without being in any way amusing, except if you find intellectual
stimulation entertaining as I do. I wouldn’t say what Eric Foner has said when he was a
member of our board and making decisions, “I like boring movies.” That was a very clear
position, but most people don’t share and I don’t share that. I don’t prefer boring movies.
If I have to take my history in boring form I might as well have it in a textual form because
it’s more nuanced and careful. I think what’s gripping about an historical documentary when
it’s working at the right level is the power o f the image and the power of the soundtrack
aurally if it has music or if it has recorded sound that matters. It’s the total work of art, if you
will, that sort o f brings together these different elements in a paced and stimulating way. It
touches the nervous system in ways that are very provocative... There is some dilution in the
medium, intellectually, in that sense. At the same time the trade-off is higher affective
impact because seeing is a very convincing form o f learning.(134)

LUNCH BREAK: At this point, stakeholders are fully engaged in conversation and ready to
stay overnight, but they are also tired and hungry. Luckily, it is time fo r lunch. The
screenwriter/chef has prepared delicious meals fo r everyone. Stakeholders gather together
with old friends and new acquaintances. They shake hands, mendfences, and breakfreshly
baked bread. After relaxing over coffee and dessert, they bring their coffees back to the
table...
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ACT III: IN CONTEXT
A few stakeholders go backfor more chocolate cake, but most fe e l rejuvenated and ready to
start putting the pieces together...

Scene I: Influencing History
Dr. Nan Woodruff (Historian) -. Here you have a gifted filmmaker, somebody who has the
resources and the talent to do superb documentary filmmaking but has to look over his
shoulder and worry about whether he’s being balanced or not and whether he’s giving too
much weight to the cause o f injustice...because you’re going to hear from people in
Congress that this stuff is too critical, it’s un-American, it’s left wing and everything else.
I think [if] you want to keep getting your funding, and you want to keep getting it from NEH
and from public broadcasting folks, and you know, if this series comes out and it’s attacked
as being too critical then there won’t be funding next time around. I think people worry
about that. I really d o .(l35)

Robert Lavelle (Documentarian)'. To survive, you have to be pragmatic...documentaries are
too expensive and use too much of society’s financial resources to be blindly idealistic. It’s
just a guess but you sort of know that you might not want to come out with a very soft, fuzzy,
liberal-minded examination of a social issue in the middle o f a conservative takeover o f
Congress, because it’s going to be hard to get it on the air. You may want to do it, probably
want to do it, but you have to at least recognize that. You have to recognize that there’s a
social context into which the work is received, and to ignore that is just foolish.(l36)

Dr. Alan Kors (Historian) : From the beginning o f time, people who are seeking something
from power have attempted to guess the language in which power wishes to hear that request.
(137)

Dr. Jackie Jones (Historian): Yeah, I’m just thinking in this American Teacher film, I can’t
remember specifically, but I do get a sense that sometimes a funder would come back and
say, “We’re not funding you and here’s why: X, Y, and Z. You can reapply but boy you
better look carefully at X, Y, and Z.” That certainly does affect content and approach. I
seem to remember some sense that the funders thought the film should go in one direction.
(138)

Ellen Reynolds (Documentarian): Our show as it was conceived was cultural anthropology
that used food as a way of bringing people together into shared experiences and learning
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about each others cultures... It’s a cooking show, so the kids get to write away for recipes
and they actually do see the foods being made, and there’s text on the screen. So it’s a
learning show too. But we had to shift a little bit for the Department of Agriculture [funders]
to make it sound a bit more like a nutrition show, whereas when I wrote it nutrition wasn’t
on my mind. I have a whole holiday episode with just sweets. There was no nutrition about
it, but for them we had to emphasize nutrition... [Also] the market researcher is insistent
[that we should focus on] the predominant view o f the predominant audience, meaning white
kids...And so he’s very insistent that we only test predominant groups, predominant
audiences because that’s all that the sponsors will care about. And if we happen to reach
some minority children as a spillover, that’s great. He’s all for it, but I’m not allowed to try
to address them particularly because that would be a tum -off for the audience.*139)

Woodward Wickham (Funder, MacArthur Foundation): The funder is primarily the funder,
but in a lot o f cases becomes a source of feedback and guidance, and there certainly are
instances in which a film project is the product, primarily, o f the foundation’s wish that there
be a film on a given subject.(I40)

Nilita Vachani (Documentarian): Often networks that give money for documentaries insist
that you make the film in a certain way. And every time anybody has insisted with me I’ve
just refused to do it. So possibly that’s why I’m in this state where I don’t have much money
for films and I spend years fundraising. It happened to me with BBC television, which was
interested in this film at one point and said, “We’re interested in giving you money but we
want you to use a voiceover...” One thing I must say right away is that form is content as
well. By asking me to use a voiceover in a film, they’re asking me to simplify the
complexity o f the film as I see it. They’re asking me to explain to an audience the way I
would like them to see the material. This is a problem I have with voiceovers and with
television documentaries. The film is and can be much more complex and there can be many
complex and multiple viewpoints, and I don’t want a voiceover to tie the viewer down to a
certain way o f thinking... They propel you towards creating a product which is like every
other product and which almost seduces the viewer into seeing something that they’re used
to seeing - that they’re comfortable with - and they even politically agitate towards it in very
conventional ways, which I don’t think really ultimately provokes or asks any new questions.
It is lulling and beguiling, and comfortable.(l41)

Robert Lavelle (Documentarian): As a general rule I see a real distinction in the kinds of
filmmakers and their approaches to getting money... The boutique filmmaker is the kind of
person who would start a film on his or her credit card and is going to do the film whether
they get the money or not and they’ll beg, borrow or steal to do it. That’s a whole different
ball of wax. When they do that it’s usually not historical documentary because they are, by
their nature, cumbersome and very expensive. [Boutique films] tend to be more first person
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or more point o f view, provocative pieces... As soon as you institutionalize it at a public
television station or a production company, then you have a different set o f values and
necessities. You have overhead, you have ongoing staff, and you also have a reservoir of
experience, collective experience that’s going to shape what you take on next. It’s easier to
take on the bigger historical projects if you’re o f that size. But I know that for us, we do
what is fundable. It’s always a major factor in what we spend our time o n .(I42)

Janet Sternburg (Funder/Documentarian): It’s not about filmmakers and scholars it’s about
politics. I served on an NEH media panel and it was a very good panel and it ranged from
whoever was the head of history then at Columbia to I can’t think w ho...but it was both
distinguished and broad-ranging in all kinds o f ways. Quite a large panel...on media and
history projects...and when everyone’s discussion and votes were tabulated the highest
ranking was Barbara Kopple’s film on the meatpacking strike in Minneapolis, American
Dream. And so everyone left feeling great, you know, there was a lot o f discussion of some
o f the issues that we were talking about —did she have enough distance from her subject?
That was probably, if I had to encapsulate the difference between the way scholars might
look at it and filmmakers might look at it (filmmakers who consider themselves serious
artists, whatever...), it was that filmmakers I think often wanted to get close, close, close,
and scholars want to have that distance that is associated with objectivity. But in any case,
after all of the discussions were over, everybody left feeling great, cause they just loved and
I just loved Barbara’s film and it was nice to know that you could fund it. And so I ran into
her about two months later and I said “oh, I was so pleased, congratulations.” And she said,
"I didn’t get the grant.” It had been turned down by the chairman’s office. By Lynne
Cheney. So the panel process was completely overruled. And it could be for no reason
really. I mean the reason ostensibly given —and here is definitely a political take on this is that scholarship, as you know, scholarship like anything else is a football, and so in this
case it was used to say “oh the scholarship wasn’t good enough.” But that is code, just like
the word “excellence” was in that period, particularly in the Bill Bennett period, as code for
saying that we don’t agree with its politics.(I43)

Anonymous Funder (NEH): Barbara [Kopple] came in with this project and I believe she had
scripting and then she had production money. And, over time —and I was not the program
officer on it —things changed, as is the wont in reality, in news. And so she found another
meat packing plant, another group that was even better to film and all this changed.
Everything changed. This film won an Academy Award but we had downplayed it at the
Endowment. Lynne Cheney was head o f the Endowment at the time and we were not really
to mention this. It was never said like that, but it was not something we wanted to tout as
something the Endowment had supported. And I thought it was just so neat that the NEH
had finally gone up there in the Academy Award slot. And she thanked the NEH in her
wonderful acceptance speech. We later won two other Academy Award nominations for less
controversial films, but that was the kind o f film that gave the Endowment a lot of
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difficulties. The cinema verite film ...It wasn’t contextual. It was more journalistic. It
showed the scabs and the picketers and the story of all these people, but it didn’t really talk
about it in terms o f the history. I mean, it certainly talked about the history o f the plant, and
it certainly was balanced. You saw the good guys and the bad guys and you could decide who
was good and who was bad. There was a wonderful charismatic figure in the middle who’d
come from New York to lead the charge and he turned out to be a real huckster. The
problem was that it really didn’t go in-depth. She didn’t use her scholars the way we would
have liked. There wasn’t any historical context, but it was a damned good story and you
learned a lot. But it was much more journalistic than it was historical... [In the debate] one
side said that she was a very good filmmaker and we should be backing her because it would
be an extremely good film and people would learn from it. The footage she brought it was
- she submitted some footage at one point - the review panels liked it a lot. O f course, they
were very keen on social historical points o f view. They thought it was valid and felt that
the audience could bring enough historical interpretation with them. The other side said it
needed to be more didactic. That it needed to be more educational, informational. They
were hoping that the storyline wouldn’t be submerged in all this, but they felt that the history
of the plants... It seemed that just the way the footage was juxtaposed, the workers seemed
to look more saintly than the managers... In other words, it was slanted a bit by having these
people on camera, having the executives on camera. They were on camera but it was sort
of like 60 Minutes. They made themselves look a little foolish. Now if that’s the way she
edited or that’s the way it was... the arguments were not so much about the film itself but
about the technique. That is... it really brought to the fore that the Endowment needs to see
a full script before we can fund. We cannot afford to have surprises, and cinema verite is full
of surprises.(144)

Meredith Woods (Documentarian): I think the way it works - and this may sound
Machiavellian or insidious —but I think this is really the way it works...Who gets the big
bucks for doing history films? Ken Bums, Henry Hampton, they’re two o f the
biggest...They find filmmakers that they’re comfortable with and they get them as the
primary filmmakers. I think filmmakers who have a much more difficult political
perspective, their works just don’t get funded. Which is not to say... I just think that’s the
reality o f it. A few people get chosen to do these really high profile projects and can do it
over and over again because they’ve been recognized for what they’ve done in the past...
I’ve never heard anyone say, “Let’s not do it because the funders will be upset.” I think
being honest about that kind of thing is kind of hard.(145)

Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): In the US, American History is the national history and there’s
an enormous amount o f available funds that you have. So financially also, places like India
and Third World countries are far less privileged and that influences the kind of research
you’re able to d o .. .Just the amount o f time you can actually spend on a project, the amount
of money you can spend on a project is often very different. One o f my favorite examples
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is when there are U.S. History graduate students who come up and do their job talks or
they’re trying to present their dissertation, they would have written on some obscure little
part o f the U.S. My favorite example is somebody who wrote something on Delaware, on
some particular little town in Delaware, on a particular little period. And there were people
who were willing to engage this person. We in Indian History cannot do that in the U.S.
context. We are expected to take hundred year periods, and there’s a whole question of
translating Indian categories into categories Americans can understand. How do you do it
without compromising the historical integrity of your material? (I46)

Dr. Nan Woodruff (Historian): Our job is to tell the past as best we can, with as much
accuracy. In some ways I think we can.. .documentary filmmakers today, if they want to go
onto PBS, I think they are more restrained in how provocative they can be and how political
they can be, and I think historians still have more flexibility in that regard.<l47)

Scene II: Interconnections
There is a long pause. Finally, someone breaks the ice...
Dr. Alan Brinkley (Historian): The NEH is the biggest source —and this may be changing
as the NEH budget contracts —but the NEH has been for many years the biggest single
source o f money for documentary films and it has a requirement that any proposal for
funding must be accompanied by a panel of scholarly advisors. So every year when the NEH
deadline comes around, my phone and the phones o f dozens, maybe hundreds o f other
historians starts ringing with people who need their advisors to put in the grant application.
I don’t think of that as constraint but it is a force in the shaping of these projects. So almost
every film at least makes an application to the NEH, usually along with applications to other
funding sources, which means that they all put together advisory panels.(l48)

Dr. Nancy Rogers (Funder, NEH): I guess we kind o f think of it as an "NEH family,” and
that means the documentary historians or the filmmakers who think about topics that have
connection to the human experience and have an interest in analyzing that experience. There
are not that many producers who think in those terms... So we are part of the documentary
community that includes other funders - the biggest funder o f historical documentaries is I
believe CPB/PBS (where I think the most money goes in but I believe that we are the second
largest funder of historical documentaries). So that community includes funders, and
producers obviously, and the scholars who are part o f the films. We wouldn’t fund a film
that didn’t have the finest scholarship involved, because o f course that’s the first thing our
panelists look for - whom do they have to give them advise so that they can look at this issue
or event or whatever it is they are talking about...from many points o f view, from an
interdisciplinary point o f view, so that the project or the person’s life or whatever it is is
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presented in all o f its complexities. I think the NEH is always looking at the complexities
and the ambiguities in a way that the other funders perhaps don’t. So the community
includes other funders, the producers themselves, the media team that’s involved. And I
think of that field as also involving the people who give the prizes to the shows, who
recognize the shows, and obviously the viewers and the review ers.<149)

Dr. Gita Singh (Historian): I think there has been a general atmosphere within which
something like the NEH —and what goes on in places like Washington —is defined by the
need to defend what is seen as American, and the need to defend the core values of American
culture when there's a feeling that academia tends to be radical comparatively. I think those
may be the kinds o f forces that led to the c u ts .(I50)

As the conversation starts to wind down, some stakeholders speak up about the importance
o f cultural funding...

Woodward Wickham (Funder, MacArthur Foundation): In my view, if the state is not
funding art and the humanities it is conveying a message to their detriment, to the detriment
of the arts and the humanities. The funding o f the arts and humanities is one of the ways in
which the state can convey that it values and tolerates the exchange o f ideas without
constraint and the participation o f all people in the common project, without prejudice with
respect to any o f their characteristics, ideological or whatever. So I’m a very strong believer
in the state playing a role in promoting and funding the arts and the humanities, and see the
funding of the unconventional as the most important test o f the nature o f the state. It’s easy
for the state to honor and tolerate the like-minded center.(I5I)

Dr. Jay Kaplan (Funder, N Y Council fo r the Humanities): Some people make claims that it
[cultural funding] produces a better society and it stimulates civic discourse and citizenship,
a sense o f belonging, and creates a more rational, secular, civic society. I buy into that
personally but I don’t insist upon that. What I do believe is that it enriches people’s lives to
have a broader awareness o f other times and p la c e s...(I52)

Ryan Cooper (Legislative Aide [D]): Hopefully it [cultural funding] broadens people’s
horizons, takes them out o f their mundane existences.. .It isn’t always, but it certainly has the
capability and hopefully the objective o f being uplifting of opening people to new ideas and
hopefully making them a little bit more tolerant instead o f just plowing around doing the
same old thing all o f the tim e.(153)
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Rebecca Kirszner (Legislative Aide [D]): I think every community is made richer by
having more arts and culture in it, o f course. I don’t understand how people can argue
with that. It brings a community together... There is a very negative view o f the federal
government today. People are always saying, do you want the government doing this or
the government doing that? But basically, with tax dollars there are billions and billions
o f dollars that are used by the federal government in many different ways, and the funding
for the arts is such a minuscule part o f that, it’s .. .such a miniscule amount o f money that
is spent on the arts.(154)

Ellen Reynolds (Documentarian): It’s a government disregard for culture in general. They
wish to appropriate the money in different ways - huge subsidies to corporations and
defense. Regardless of if you’re an extremist or what you are, there’s no value placed on
culture. It’s symptomatic o f a larger disregard it seems to m e...W e have this sort of
explosion right now on cable, like A&E and the History Channel, Discovery and everybody’s
real excited about all this information you can get. It seems like that would suggest that it’s
just so rich and there would be so many opportunities for creators. But it’s all licensed
material used over and over again. It’s not rich.(155)

Sharon Goldenberg (Legislative Aide fDJ) : I actually think that it is the role o f government
to provide [cultural funding].. .1 mean, this is a country of immigrants... from living overseas
for ten years, what I saw was the most amazing thing that culture does to you. It shapes you
without you even knowing it... I don’t know what it is, but it’s got to be culture... It’s one
of the few things that we all share in... Somehow or another every piece o f art, writing, film,
is some kind o f statement that has a political thesis, be it GI Jane, or Ken Bums, or be it Ms.
Morrison, and her poetry... I think it’s important to have the government take a position. It’s
one o f the few places where there is a true need for funding from the U.S. government. They
[conservatives] don’t think that the government should be in the business o f funding any of
these programs that shape culture. That the private market can do that, and this is not true.
The private market can’t . (t56)

Barbara Abrash (Documentorian/Historian): One o f the big dilemmas is that since most of
the media that conveys historical images in stories is entertainment media, what is the
relationship between entertainment media, what is the relationship between entertainment
and information, or between entertainment and more serious considerations? You could say
in a fairly simple way, historytellers have always had to be entertainers, they always had to
keep an audience. They’re always in touch with their audiences and their stories reflected
that certain kind o f social knowledge. It’s always been the same questions. Since history has
been very linked in the past to government I always think o f history as being the king’s
storyteller. A lot o f the challenge to that has been people have demanded that history be
everybody’s story. So it does have a lot do with who needs to have the story told. I think the
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question of entertainment and the need for entertainment are very real. The fact that people
are accustomed to seeing things in films are not accustomed to reading and thinking about
things means the form changes. For historians it means that the complexity diminishes, that
the amount o f information diminishes. Part o f the challenge is having to deal with
that...Nobody's operating here as a totally free agent and you have to think o f the culture that
you're operating in. So I think all of this is shaped by culture.(157)

Alex Lorton (Documentarian): I kind of think of myself as a cultural worker. That is the term
I'm trying to get used to... There might be many forms that I am interested in working in,
but whatever form it is serves a particular need - the social and aesthetic needs are what I’m
interested in working w ith .(l58)

Robert Lavelle (Documentarian): For me, there’s no reason to do a project if it’s not going
to leave people with hope. There’s no point in us doing a project if it’s not going to make
people feel that, in their lives, they can feel a little bit more empowered, maybe learn a lesson
or two. Or at the very least be inspired to do something - whatever it is - whatever they are
facing in terms o f history, so that they view history not as something that happens that is
done by great people, but as something that they are a part of definitely.(Ia9)

Michel Negreponte (Documentarian): I’m around students all the time and I know that there
is a real impulse, a real urge for many young people to express themselves in creative ways,
and that really need to be nurtured, it needs to be encouraged. Not only white middle class
kids, but kids who come from the inner-city, from the ghetto, they really need to feel that
there is a sense o f possibility, that they can be listened to, that they can be heard. And I can
think of no way to achieve that other than encouraging kids to pick up tools, whether it’s a
camera, a paint brush, a computer, a typewriter, these are the things that really make people
feel alive, and on that level it’s wow - it’s incredibly important.(l60)

Dr. Sheldon Hackney (Historian/Funder, N E H ): I think the humanities are what we can
learn from the human experience about the human condition. It’s quite broad, so you can
find that kind of knowledge in any number of disciplines.. .The chief, easy, quick quotation
is “If you don’t understand your history you are condemned to repeat it.” I think the lessons
of history are probably more subtle than that. History is never repeated because the context
is always changing. You can’t learn directly, in that sense, from the past. There are too
many variables involved in every situation. But to understand how the world works, how
people behave and why, what influences decisions —you can learn that from history. It’s a
huge laboratory for human behavior. It is also true that we evolve out o f our past in a
continuous way, so the past is never really past... (I61)
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Stakeholders are silent fo r a moment and look around the table. The conversation has
reached its natural conclusion. Stakeholders who disagree with some o f the last few
comments are now too tired to protest. Maybe next time. But when will this community ever
meet together again - all in one room? They are so accustomed to sporadic contact over
telephone lines, FAX machines, e-mail, beepers and cell phones...
The screenwriter tells everyone that they won't have to wait too long, because now they have
become part o f the history they work to represent. And like all good history, this dialogue
will soon be playing “at a theatre near you. " -
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February 21, 2000
Dear Interviewees,
Firstly, I would like to thank all of you for participating in my study of the historical documentary
production community. I am writing now because I'm in the final stages of the dissertation
process, and I want to share my work with you. As I mentioned at the time of our interviews. I
plan to incorporate your reactions to this study into the dissertation itself. I have enclosed 1) a
project summary•, 2) a copy of my "mock script” (explained in greater detail in the summary), and
3) role descriptions. My only request is that you read through the material and contact me with
any reactions you might have. I want to emphasize that it is not necessary for you to read the
enclosed “mock script” in its entirety. I have highlighted relevant sections for you.
As the enclosed “feedback suggestions” specify, there are certain guiding questions you might want
to consider when looking over this material. Do not let these questions limit your response, however,
as I am interested in anything you might have to say. For present purposes, I have attributed your
comments to an “anonymous” source. The arguments in my dissertation would be stronger and more
tangible with real names, but I want to leave this choice up to you. Please let me know whether I may
attribute the statements to your actual name, or whether I should use "anonymous ” or a pseudonym
(pleasefeel free to provide this pseudonym). I could also use some sort o f combination. If I am able
to use your name, please let me know how you would like it to read, and how I should identify you
(title, affiliation, identifying projects, etc.). If I don’t hear from you, I will assume that it is all right
to use your name unless you requested otherwise during the time of the interview. Although you may
feel the temptation to revise or edit your quotes, please try to resist. Because I am studying the nature
of oral histories and “languaging” per se, the actual words spoken during the interview are an
important part of my study.
Please return the enclosed form (using the self-addressed, stamped envelope) by March 10th,
2000. If you would rather comment by e-mail or phone (listed below), by all means feel free to do
so. I realize that all of you are quite busy. If you do not have time to answer all of the questions
on this form, just do as much as your schedule allows. Also, please don’t be afraid to be
disagreeable or critical. I look forward to hearing all of your reactions.
Thanks again, and I hope that all is well with all of you.
Sincerely,

Nicole Keating
Doctoral Candidate
Annenberg School for Communication
University of Pennsylvania
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MA Y THE BEST HISTORY IVIN:
DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION AND THE
POLITICS OF HISTORICAL REPRESENTATION

Project Summary
In order to learn more about the historical documentary production world, I interviewed its
members. I contacted documentarians. historians, funders, legislators and spectators (called "stakeholders"
in my study) and asked them questions about their ideas and experiences. After speaking with nearly fifty
members of this extended community, I organized their responses in a form that would facilitate analysis.
Because I had worked in documentary production, my first thought was to construct a “script" (enclosed)
out of their responses. This choice seemed appropriate because the “script” is a format that is familiar to
this community; it also is a format that reflects the interactions and negotiations between participants. I
therefore conceive o f this script as representing a hypothetical roundtable discussion between stakeholders.
It is important to note, however, that this script is merely an “heuristic device" - a way to organize
diverse interview responses. Although it contains a certain narrative trajectory, it should not be judged in
dramatic terms, nor should it be considered a documentary script in the traditional sense o f that term.
After examining this “script,” certain overall patterns emerged. It became clear that decisions
regarding historical documentary production are always negotiated within a social context. My central
argument is that this extended community resembles a cultural “ecosystem” in the sense that its members
are interconnected and interdependent. Using this ecosystem metaphor, I argue that each stakeholder is
affected by all other stakeholders (either directly or indirectly), though these spheres o f influence are not
always discussed openly.
In summary, some o f my key findings are as follows:
■

Although documentarians may be responsible ultimately for the production of documentaries,
they do not work alone. Documentaries emerge from the larger historical documentary
production community, which engages in constant negotiation.

■

This extended community includes - but is not limited to - documentarians, historians,
funders, legislators and spectators (called “stakeholders” in this dissertation).

■

No stakeholder exists in isolation. All stakeholders' decisions are inevitably influenced by the
views and concerns of other stakeholders. For example, documentarians may be influenced by
funders, who are influenced by legislators, who must answer to spectators, and so on.
Historians are also implicated in this chain of influence.

■ Historical truth is therefore also a political matter, negotiated among many interested parties.
■

The historical documentary production community thus functions like a cultural ecosystem in
the sense that it is interconnected and interdependent.

■

Balance is an important feature o f any ecosystem. By acknowledging spheres of influence
within the historical documentary production community, we are better able to maintain a
sense o f balance.

Overall, this project aims to shed light on how the historical documentary production community operates.
Because I share my findings with members o f the community itself, I hope to increase understanding on both
practical and theoretical levels.
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FEEDBACK SUGGESTIONS (Do as much as your schedule allows. Feel free to use the
back of this form or additional paper. If you would rather comment by phone or e-mail, use
contact info in my letter.)
1) Do you agree or disagree with the characterization of the historical documentary production
community outlined in the project summary? Is there anything you would like to add? Is there
anything that you feel was omitted?

2) How do you feel about the excerpts of the mock script that you have read? (For reasons
mentioned previously, try not to judge the script in terms of the usual conventions.) Do these
excerpts cover important issues and debates? Does the script reflect the findings outlined in the
project summary? Why or why not?

3) In my construction of the mock script, could the material that I quoted from your interview be
considered a response to the preceding quotes? Could later (or surrounding) quotes be considered
a response to yours?

4) Do you feel that the mock script context changes the meaning of your statement? Does it
support the meaning of your statement? Why or why not? Would you care to elaborate further on
the points you made in the script? Would you care to respond further to any of the statements
made by others?
5) Is there anything that you would like to add to the role descriptions? Do you agree with the
characterizations presented? Do they capture your perceptions of this role?
6) Is there anything else that you would like to add?
7) Do I have your permission to use your name? Please let me know whether I should use your actual
name (provide name and title as you would like it to read), “anonymous,” a pseudonym (please
provide) or some sort of combination. This work would be more useful to the community with "eal
names.
AS MENTIONED ABOVE, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO DISCUSS ANY ADDITIONAL
THOUGHTS, RESPONSES, OR REACTIONS ON THE BACK OF THIS FORM OR ON
ADDITIONAL PAPER.
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ROLE DESCRIPTIONS

WHAT DOCUMENTARIANS SAY ABOUT THEIR ROLE: VARIOUS ASPECTS
(bold italics usedfo r emphasis)
TASK (bold italics are used for emphasis)
Documentarian-. [The role of producers] can vary from project to project depending on what stage
the producer arrives on the scene. But generally there is a loose outline for all series, or some
sense of chronology, or a goal of what the basic premise is. There may be some preliminary
research, but beyond that it’s really up to a producer to shape the structure o f a given program,
which can mean finding the stories, finding the characters within those stories, finding out if
the stories can be told in a television format, figuring out how many strands or stories you can
pack into 54 minutes and 30 seconds, which are all big questions in the early stages. A lot of
times research gets done for weeks or months and it turns out that that particular story either can’t
or won’t be part of the final production. So it’s definitely a long process determining what gets
incorporated. A lot of times I think it is dictated by who are the most likely characters, or what is
the best archival footage that’s out there, and not necessarily what is the most crucial thread.
That’s an element certainly, but there is always this goal o f making a documentary as engaging
and even as entertaining as possible. So there’s a sense of drama that’s definitely a major
consideration.
MISSION
Documentarian: These histories [are]...a/i attempt, I think, fo r me to exorcise a certain amount
o f personal demons, fo r me to express what has been my lifelong passion, which is the
intersection between American history (and I want to stress the word American) and the art and
craft that I practice everyday - filmmaking. And then in a broader mission a sense o f fust
communicating to a public that would more often than not prefer not to have a history, to show
them how much they need one, and how much indeed a history operates in them whether they
know it or not.
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION; FILMMAKER/DRAMATIST/STORYTELLER
Documentarian: / approached [my film ] from the perspective o f a filmmaker and not a
historian. I approached [my film ] from the perspective o f a filmmaker and not a journalist... I
think o f myselffirst and foremost as a storyteller, and I find myself for instance telling stories
about my own life in different ways. I can pick an episode in my life and I know that I can tell it
very dramatically, I can make people move to the edge of their seats, or I could tell it in a much
more matter of fact fashion and people may sort of sit back and go: ho hum. So I take those ideas
and I may very well incorporate that in the way I build a scene or structure a particular portion of a
film. And yes, I want people to enter into a story, enter into a drama. And I don’t mean to
intentionally “lie” about anything, but if I have to somehow emphasize certain things in the telling
of a story, I’m very willing to do that.
ARTISTRY
Documentarian: Once I have all of my material... once I have all that on the editing table I do a lot
of construction. I really put this film together completely. I treat it as a palette like a painter
would. This is what I have in front of me. I need to get both the point across and the emotion
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across as forcefully as possible and I’ll do anything on the editing table. I can change chronology.
I can suggest a causality that actually wasn’t here. I can use letters to form a narrative link. I can
use voices. / can create dramatic points, create climaxes, create emotional counterpoints. I feel
free in the editing table as long as I am not misrepresenting her... / treat it very much like an
artist would.
HUMAN1TARIANISM
Documentarian: I kind o f think o f myself as a cultural worker. That is a term I’m trying to get
used to.. .There might be many forms that I am working in, but whatever form it is serves a
particular need —the social and aesthetic needs are what I'm interested in working with.
Documentarian: For me, there’s no reason to do a project if it’s not going to leave people with
hope. There’s no point in us doing a project if it’s not going to make people feel that, in their
lives, they can feel a little bit more empowered, maybe learn a lesson or two. Or at the very least
be inspired to do something - whatever it is - whatever it is that they’re facing in terms of history,
so that they view history not as something that happens that is done by great people, but as
something that they are a part of definitely.

WHAT HISTORIANS SAY ABOUT THEIR ROLE: VARIOUS ASPECTS
ACCURACY
Historian: Our job is to tell the past as best we can, with as much accuracy. In some ways I
think we can... Documentary filmmakers today, if they want to go onto PBS, I think they are more
restrained in how provocative they can be and how political they can be, and I think historians still
have more flexibility in that regard.
EVIDENCE
Historian: I would say the historian’s perspective is that our view is rooted in evidence. We have
a particular interpretation of evidence. Other historians might have a different take that on what
we do, but what we do is grounded in evidence.
PROFESSIONALISM
Historian: It’s this whole business of professionalization and the fact that historians, as a
professional group, are expected to follow a certain code ofprocedures about how they write
about what they ’re writing about, how they ’re expected to demonstrate certain kinds o f
statements. Those kinds of procedures are not the same for storytellers or people who write
fiction... It has to do with the importance you give to the imagination versus the archival base...
Historians are, in a sense, compelled to produce evidence for what they are saying as opposed to
storywriters who are not necessarily compelled to do that.(98)
(as historical advisor) TRUTH-TELLER/LEGITIMATION
Historian: In Hollywood the role o f historian is to tell them what kind o f dress people
wore... And, I’m a little afraid that that’s our role, that we are - that our job is to provide
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background facts, and that that’s - I mean, / think that no one believes in the historian as truthteller more often than documentaryfilmmakers, and that the opinions are fo r witnesses...They
serve as legitimation fo r the project. Because if you couldn’t get the right people, then I think the
NEH is simply not interested, and the review panels will not be interested...But I do think that
historians have surprisingly little input. [They provide] legitimation and I think they correct
some horrible gaffes.
(as historical advisor) MARGINALIZATION
Historian: In some o f the / documentariesj historians might as well not be there.../ think
historians rarely play a truly decisive role. There are films, none that I’ve worked on, that in a
way were the brainchild of an historian and really is a collaboration, but that’s relatively rare. /
think most films are the work o f the filmmaker and I think historians as advisors at best can
make some difference around the margins and maybe make some difference at the beginning
in the process o f conceptualization. But probably not, unless there’s a particularly close
relationship between a particular historian and a filmmaker, probably not a decisive difference.
(as historical advisor) TASKS
Historian: My role is to outline major themes that / think are important and suggest how those
themes are interconnected, why historians might disagree about certain issues. Most of these
filmmakers like to talk to me for historical context, just to get a sense of what was going on in the
country and how their particular story fits into larger themes in American history. Then, of course,
with the Southern history films I can be, obviously, much more particular and detailed about the
history of the South, the history of migrant labor, for instance, the history of sharecroppers. That
sort of thing.

WHAT FUNDERS SAY ABOUT THEIR ROLE: VARIOUS ASPECTS
“FAMILY MEMBER”
Funder (Gov 'tj: ): I guess we kind of think of it as an “NEH family,” and that means the
documentary historians or the filmmakers who think about topics that have connection to the
human experience and have an interest in analyzing that experience. There are not that many
producers who think in those terms... So we are part of the documentary community that includes
other funders - the biggest funder of historical documentaries is I believe CPB or PBS (where I
think the most money goes in but I believe that we are the second largest funder of historical
documentaries). So that community includes funders, and producers obviously, and the
scholars who are part of the films. We wouldn’t fund a film that didn’t have the finest
scholarship involved... I think the NEH is always looking at the complexities and the ambiguities
in a way that the other funders perhaps don’t. So the community includes other funders, the
producers themselves, the media team that’s involved. And I think of that field as also
involving the people who give the prizes to the shows, who recognize the shows, and
obviously the viewers and the reviewers.
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SOURCE OF FUNDING/FEEDBACK/GUIDANCE
Funder (Private Foundation): Thefunder is primarily the funder, but in a lot o f cases becomes a
source o f feedback and guidance, and there certainly are instances in which a film project is the
product, primarily, of the foundation’s wish that there be a film on a given subject.
Funder (Gov ’t)/(Private Foundation): Well at the Humanities Councils...you had to structure your
proposal...I was always busy on the phone telling people how to write it In a way that would
pass through the world of the humanities... instead of saying “I want to do a film that will...” I
would say, ”WelI don’t start with - ”1want,” start with, you know, humanities language and
humanities thinking... [which is] far less personal, much more infused with a sense of the state of
the scholarship in the area that is under investigation, much more able to delineate the issues, you
know, the proverbial sentence with a lot of semicolons, you know? One of the things about a
foundation is that it’s very much like being an editor at a publishing house. There is a time
when the things that you have been specifically involved with...you’re carrying them, in
effect, into a meeting with your peers... you don't want them to say something like “well 1don’t
know, this to me is sloppy thinking...and they really should have x involved with this or y,” and so
you try to cover that base before it gets there.
PUBLIC RELA TIONS STRA TEGY
Funder (Corporate) : We have to look at the impact on the image and the reputation of General
Motors. I mean, truly there is a connection as to being a good corporate citizen, but you ’re
being a good corporate citizen to improve your image and your reputation. If it’s the kind of
material that’s going to be viewed that might severely have an affect on our customer base, have
an affect on our employees negatively, or have an effect on our shareholders, we would want to
shy away from it.
HUMANITARIANISM
Funder (Gov’t): Some people make claims that it [humanities funding] produces a better society
and it stimulates civic discourse and citizenship, a sense of belonging, and creates a more rational,
secular, civic society. I buy into that personally but I don’t insist upon that. What / do believe is
that it enriches people’s lives to have a broader awareness o f other times and places...
EDUCATION
Funder (Gov’t): The NEH should do what it can to stimulate the creation o f new knowledge, do
what it can to get that new knowledge and old knowledge into a form o f educational
experiences, both in the classroom and less formally in museums and libraries. Public
educational experiences. And that it ought to do what it can to bring the joys of the humanities to
as broad an audience as possible. The humanities are difficult to understand. It’s not a word that
we use often and very few people can automatically know what you mean. You may see it in a
college catalog and in fact in the congressional authorizing legislation, rather than try to define it,
they simply list a lot of disciplines. The humanities are history and the study of English, the study
of literature, philosophy, the study of religion, that sort of thing. It’s a list of things. But / think
the humanities are what we can learn from the human experience about the human condition.
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WHAT LEGISLATIVE WORKERS SAY ABOUT THE LEGISLATIVE ROLE:
VARIOUS ASPECTS
CULTURAL FUNDER
Legislative W orker. I actually think that it is the role o f government to provide [cultural
funding]... I mean, this is a country of immigrants... from living overseas for ten years, what I saw
was the most amazing thing that culture does to you. It shapes you without you even knowing it...
I don't know what it is, but it’s got to be culture... It’s one of the few things that we all share in...
I think it’s important to have the government take a position. It’s one o f the few places where
there is a true need for funding from the U.S. government They [conservatives] don’t think that
the government should be in the business of funding any of these programs that shape culture.
That the private market can do that, and this is not true. The private market can’t.
CONTROLLING BUREAUCRACY
Legislative W orker. I guess the umbrella is that we need to make certain that our bureaucracy

does not continue to grow and that state rights are kept intact. So everything kind of falls in line
with that. Obviously, making sure that people’s constitutional rights are protected.

EDUCATION
Well when I started this job one of the things I said to myself was, "Why are
we funding arts and humanities?” But I almost don’t want to say that anymore because I don’t feel
that way for the same reason that the madding crowd feels that way. It’s not a question, in my
mind, of pornography or the occasional bad grant that comes through that bothers me. It’s really
more o f a question ofpriorities. I never thought that [arts and humanities funding] was a real
priority. I don’t necessarily have a problem with saying this is not necessarily an appropriate
function of government, not a critical function of government... I would like to see the emphasis
be on education...
Legislative W orker.

CATALYST
Legislative W orker. One o f the major roles that the federal agencies play is as a catalyst, there’s

some guidance —not in terms o f dicatates —in terms o f organization, in terms o f money
raising... if an activity or an entity receives some money from the NEA —and I think this would
be true from the NEH also - that the stamp o f approval makes it a lot easier for those
organizations and individuals to go out and raise money from foundations and people in the
private sector because they figure that grant recipients have gone through a pretty rigorous review
process and there’s definitely some merit there. That’s one of the biggest... those are probably a
couple of the biggest items that I’ve referred to with the federal role... Some of the conservatives
like to say that we don’t need federal support because the private sector will make up for it, but
statistics do not bare that out. I can’t realty explain this but i f you track budgetsfo r the N E A
and N E H with overall supportfo r the arts as federal budgets were going up for these agencies
overall contributions were going up, and in the pastfew years as they’ve plateaued and declined
that situation has been mirrored with giving from the private sector.
LEVERAGE
Legislative W orker. It’s not really the dollar amount that we give it’s that the money we give fo r
the arts and humanities has helped leverage money from corporations. The whole idea is that it
leverages dollars elsewhere. I think that has really been the focus of trying to keep funding when
they were trying to eliminate it... From my understanding, from my conversations with our locals,
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that's pretty much the norm. I f they get a small grant it’s easier to say look, we’re halfway there,
and it’s a lot easier to leverage dollars.
Legislative Worker. They use government funding to leverage other money... The fact that the
government provides money gives incentive for them to do something.

The following breakdowns (constructed in conjunction with the self-perception
breakdowns above) were designed to provide a sense o f stakeholders' perceptions of each
other, since relationships that develop have much to do with how stakeholders perceive
each other. These breakdowns were also helpful in terms of organizing interview
material, which I did primarily through the script. I originally intended to send these
breakdowns to interviewees (along with the role descriptions above, which did go out),
but ultimately I narrowed the package so as not to overload interviewees with material.

PERCEPTIONS OF OTHERS
PRODUCERS’ VIEWS OF OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
HISTORIANS
As Factual Advisors:
Indeed every single one o f my films has been advised by a panel o f distinguished academic
historians for historical facts and accuracy, so what we’re not talking about is bending any truths
to present some kind of emotional version of the past that is somehow diminished by that
sentimentality. But in fact, merely a way to arrange a presentation of the facts - it is, indeed,
narrative history.
As Analysts:
Bennett Singer: The historical advisor’s concerns are often completely and diametrically
opposed to the filmmaker’s concerns because they’re saying, “You left out the thing on the
moral majority”fo r instance, or “you left out the given fact that has some importance in the
overall historical narrative. ” Whereas for the filmmakers that is important but it’s not supremely
important, these things that are incidental to the central thread. I do think a lot of stories get boiled
down to this sort of basic elements of drama...
As Interpreters:
Meredith Woods: Sometimes i f it’s not done well historians make you feel like they want you to
see something in a certain way. You feel like there is too much interpretation. That's what I
feel as a viewer. I sometimes want to draw my own conclusions, and sometimes I do want
historians to tell me what to think or what that particular moment means. But that’s just... it’s like
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being ten steps back from an experience as opposed to being two steps back. It can be a little
distancing.
FUNDERS
As Professionals
Robert Lavelle: Usually, the program officers that I have been familiar with don’t think in
idealistic terms per se. They ’re usually well-intentioned people who want to do good. They ’re
also career-oriented professionals who know that they’re not representing themselves
professionally, ethically. That’s not their role, to represent their own beliefs. They’re
representing the beliefs o f the foundation and it’s much more diluted and amorphous, and that
gives them a responsibility to be very sensitive to the goals of the foundation. And part of the
people who set the goals are the boards of directors and the president of the foundation, and then
of course [they must see that] the charters and the mission is accomplished as well. So they’re in a
very precarious position. As a grantee, you don’t even like to ask them to do anything that’s going
to make them uncomfortable.
As Activists:
Bennett Singer. It varies from funder to funder, but some o f them have an activist agenda, some
of them want to feel that there’s value in historical preservation and documenting stuff that
happened in the past. And a lot of them have a political agenda or political motives.
Meredith Woods: I think by and large foundations have an agenda too. I don’t know about the
NEH at all, but I think any foundation is looking for putting a stamp on society in terms of its
legacy. The foundations that have done media funding have been trying to advance some sort
o f social agenda o f what they think, holding up values that they want people to pay attention to
as well as getting their name out, as well as doing good work. / think it’s part o f the agenda o f
a lot o f foundations. I think films have sometimes been a vehicle for that. But I know a lot of
foundations are pulling away from media funding and I think that’s because media funding is so
expensive that you feel like you could do more good... If you’re going to give a million dollars or
half a million dollars, making film is really expensive. A Blackside hour runs at least a half a
million dollars if not more. That’s a lot of money and I think foundations feel like now they can
do other good and not fund films. Getting your film seen, distribution is a complicated thing for
independent filmmakers.
As Shapers:
Barbara Abrash: You always write proposals to somebody in terms o f their guidelines...you
have to make it sound tike it’s an interesting and compelling story. You have to highlight
certain things that you think the funder will be interested in. If you have a funder who’s
interested in Western history, you want to emphasize that you’re doing Western history. If you
want somebody who’s afraid that you have a controversial subject, you want to be sure that you
have advisors who will keep it on the straight and narrow. It’s everything from the length of the
film to the form of the film.
LEGISLATORS
As Potential Inspiration:
Michel Negreponte: I think we should have an equivalent of the Minister of the Arts like they have
in France and other European countries. I think it should be inspired, not dictated, but inspired on
a federal level within the White House. And the absence o f NEH and NEA [funding] seems to
suggest that Washington, the federal government, has no rote in the arts, and / think they
do...I do think that thefederal government has a role and they should allow people to know,
young people in particular, that a life in the arts is possible. And the lack o f funding seems to
suggest to young people interested in the arts that a life in the arts is impossible and that’s
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really sad and distressing...Not only as a source o f inspiration but I also think they should put
money directly into cultural and art institutions because I think it gives people a sense o f
possibility. And where else does one get that from? To say that we can just shove this over to the
private sector is naive because there will always be commercial constraints in the private sector
that lessen those possibilities...
As Political Infrastructure:
Rose Rosenblatt'. Sitting on top of all of this are the people who run the NEH, and they are
government-appointed, and they have liaisons and connections to the political infrastructure, so
that who appoints the head o f the NEH, that is a very critical position, so if it's Lynne Cheney or
Sheldon Hackney it makes a very very big difference as to where the center of the NEH is.
SPECTATORS
As Responsibility:
Alex Lorton: As a filmmaker, you are entrusted and you feel responsible for your audience. In
looking at an event, you have thought about it, you’ve labored over it to figure out what is most
important. What is the most important thing in the event.. .So, it begins with a responsibility to
your audience. You don’t make a film in the one hour it takes to look at it, or in the two hours,
you make a film over months or years and you have time to study it and figure it out and do your
work, and figure out what seems to be the essence.
As Motivation:
Robert Lavelle: For me, there’s no reason to do a project i f it’s not going to leave people with
hope. There’s no point in us doing a project if it’s not going to make people feel that, in their
lives, they can feel a little bit more empowered, maybe learn a lesson or two, or at the very least
be inspired to do something, whatever it is, whatever it is that they ’re facing in terms o f history,
so that they view history not as something that happens that is done by great people but that is
something that they are a part of.

HISTORIANS’ VIEWS OF OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
PRODUCERS
As Storytellers:
Dr. Nan Woodruff1.Historians are more empirically based and we’re used to working with hard data
and archives and trying tofollow through stories in a far more detailed way, whereas documentary
film editors have got to tell a story but they’ve got to tell a story in a way that will engage an
audience. So they try to get the big picture and they try to develop a storyline but they have to do it
in a far more dramatic way than what we do... It’s like comparing apples and oranges. They just do
something differently and I think when they do it right they do as good job as we do. We’re both
trying to do the same thing, which is to get the story as accurate as we can. They do it more visually
with narrative and we do it straight outright in using documents...
As Emotional Communicators:
Dr. Steven Mint:: Filmmakers are ju st much more skillful than most teachers are in conveying
emotion - I mean, some of the very best teachers can do this, but most can’t. And so, you can get the
kind o f emotional power that is in —you can ’t duplicate that in the classroom. But, the biggest
danger —dangers, I think, are falling into sentimentality, sort of sanitizing the past, making it seem like
the past was a lot less complicated...
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FUNDERS
As Bureaucrats:
Dr. Alan Kors (Professor o f History, University o f Pennsylvania): / do think that bureaucrats always
act like bureaucrats. That is to say that their primary obligation is keeping their salaries and bases
and chances to preside over something expanding impact and in that sense everybody learned a
lesson, rightly or wrongly, from the NEA/NEH. So I suspect that any public agency in the wake of
controversies...is going to seek to avoid those controversies that it fears that those who fund it are
going to find offensive.
As Conservative Obstructionists:
Dr. Alan Brinkley (Professor o f History, Columbia University): It doesn’t take much imagination
to think o f whole categories o f topics that just wouldn’t be o f interest to corporate funders.
Similarly with the NEH, I think histories at the left probably are less likely to get NEH funding than
they might once have gotten. Any kind of radical history, any kind of history that...gay history
certainly would be something that NEH would feel queasy about and probably all corporations would
as well. Anything that seems in any way subversive to conservatives would probably be hard to get
funding for today.
LEGISLATORS
As Philistines:
Dr. Warren Breckman (Professor of History, University of Pennsylvania): I think it’s really a
question of a deep conviction about the irrelevance and marginality o f the humanities...I think we
would be giving ourselves too much credit if we thought that we had Jesse Helms awake at nights
(chuckles). I think that the humanities are a relatively easy target... There is a certain hostility
towards elitism. But I also think it's an easy target for the budget cuts.
As Rhetorical Tricksters:
Dr. Jackie Jones (Professor o f History, Brandeis University) : Too often the right-wing holds up
really ridiculously sounding projects, projects that might or might not have validity within their
own disciplines, and then ju st holds them up fo r ridicule and says, “Look what the taxpayers are
spending their money on? Look at some o f the ridiculous postmodern fantasies that they indulge
in and they call scholarly work. It’s just an outrage. ” What’s neglected is the fact that a lot of stuff
is much more mundane and down-to-earth and would not provoke taxpayer outrage. But it’s easy
enough to point to certain examples and then say, “Look, slash the whole budget. ”
As the American Mainstream:
Dr. Gita Singh (Assistant Professor of History, University o f Pennsylvania): I think there has been
a general atmosphere within which something like the NEH...and what goes on in places tike
Washington, the need to defend what is seen as America, and the need to defend the core values
o f American culture when there’s afeeling that academia tends to be radical comparatively. I think
those may be the kinds of forces that led to those kinds of cuts.
SPECTATORS
As Students:
Dr. Sheldon Hackney: We certainly see it on college campuses if you teach college students because
they respond to visual images much more readily. And maybe they always have, but they’re
visually literate now in a way that people o f my generation are not. They can read film and pictures.
It’s because they’ve been watching since their earliest days. But it’s also true that good films
communicate along dimensions that printed text and spoken words cannot. It’s more immediate, it
gets to emotional levels that are very hard to reach any other way, and it’s lasting. ..it’s also easier to
manipulate. Since young people grow up watching television and films they ’ve come to trust it in
a way.
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FUNDERS’ VIEWS OF OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
PRODUCERS

As Authors:
Woodward Wickham (MacArthur Foundation): Thefilmmaker has sovereignty or the last word. So
the filmmaker is the author.
As Accommodating Grantees:
Jay Kaplan (NY Councilfor the Humanities): Filmmakers all want to tel! us that they’re completely
linked to the humanities, that they’re all emerging out of this vast scholarly apparatus, and they
they 're completely neutral in their interpretations and sanitized and will never embarrass us in any
way. I think that given the public controversies, filmmakers - especially those who haven’t had a lot
of contact with our particular funding agency - try to approach us in a way that sort of clears up the
act. Others who have a different interpretation o f what we’re about because we’ve taken some risks
in film funding in the past come in as though - and they’re equally wrong when they approach us
- as though we have some sort o f social agenda that automatically puts us in their camp and then
if they demonstrate their social commitment in their proposal that they ’re automatically going to
be receivingfunding. That also doesn’t stand them in good stead. Really, I think we’re quite honest
about accepting diverse points of view as long as a strong intellectual argument can be mustered on
their behalf. We’re looking for that kind of coherence and consequentiality in the applications we
review.
HISTORIANS
As Source of Legitimacy:
Woody Wickham (MacArthur Foundation): Almost the first question we ask is “Is this going to be
sound history reflecting the best current practice in history, and the best current analysis in
history? ” We do not rely on thefilmmaker and his or her analysis and grasp o f history to reassure
us on that question. It’s the historians that we look to and usually there’s a panel of eight or
eighteen historians and sometimes other social scientists. We work hard to leam among those who
are the two or three that are really active on the project. It has happened that we’ve called people, a
historical advisory panel, for a history documentary only to leam that the person we’re calling because it’s usually somebody we know from some other connection —hasn’t heard of the project and
is just on the list for convenience.
As Board of Governors:
Jay Kaplan (Director, NY Humanities Council): We look to make sure that the film is advised by
people competent in the subject matter and with specific experience in the field. And we look to
see in what ways they’re actually involved in production. Rather than just attaching their names, w'e
prefer those applications where it’s clear that the scholars are playing a more genuine role in
interacting with the filmmaker. First and foremost we have to make sure that the representation of
history as it’s known in the scholarly community is accurately reflected in the film proposal that we
receive and that the producer or whoever is writing the application to us has done his or her homework
in researching the subject and presents it to us in an informed way that takes account of the
scholarship. We try to guarantee it by, as I ’ve said, associating thefilmmaker with historians who
will, in some way, function as a board o f governors, and by giving grants to filmmakers that we trust
either because they’ve established a reputation that they themselves want to guard as credible in the
funding community.
LEGISLATORS
As Adversaries:
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Holly Tank (former NEH Program Officer): When Gingrich came in there was a whole wave o f new
freshman Republicans congressman who thought that the states could do this just as well, or the
private sector could do ju st as well There’s been attention there fo r a long, long time, but it had
sort o f simmered down until this Republican wave came in. When they did, and they started
looking at cutting back, [they asked] “Do we really need an endowment?” then I believe this whole
business o f “what does the Endowment do and what do we fu nd?” and social history, and
multicultural history, all these controversies came to the fore as reasons to help eliminate the
Endowment so that there wouldn’t be any government sponsored culture To our surprise
sponsored culture. To our surprise, both Lynne Cheney and Bill Bennett who had been chairman of
the Endowment, testified against us and said that the private sector could
do just as well. This was in direct contrast of course to when they would go up to the Hill and ask
for more money for next year. So this took the staff by surprise Not too much surprise because we
kind o f knew what was coming, but this was what happened. I think it’s just a conservative
backlash.
As Controllers:
Janet Stemburg (Former Program Officer, NY Councilfor the Arts, Rockefeller Foundation): It’s not
aboutfilmmakers and scholars it’s about politics. I served on an NEH media panel and it was a very
good panel and it ranged from whoever was the head of history then at Columbia to I can't think
who...and when everyone’s discussion and votes were tabulated the highest ranking was Barbara
Kopple’s film on the meatpacking strike in Minneapolis, American Dream... After all of the
discussions were over, everybody left feeling great, cause they just loved and I just loved Barbara’s
film and it was nice to know that you could fund it. And so I ran into her about two months later and
I said “oh, I was so pleased, congratulations.’’ And she said, “I didn’t get the grant.” It had been
turned down by the chairman’s office. By Lynne Cheney. So the panel process was completely
overruled. And it could be fo r no reason really. I mean the reason ostensibly given and here is
definitely a political take on this is that scholarship, as you know, scholarship like anything else
is afootball, and so in this case it was used to say “oh the scholarship wasn’t good enough. ” But
that is code, just like the word “excellence” was in that period, particularly in the Bill Bennett
period, as codefor saying that we don ’t agree with its politics.
As Rubber-Stampers:
Woodward Wickham (MacArthur Foundation): Government agencies matter to us at MacArthur in
so fa r as their supportfo r film or their decision not to support it bears on the question o f whether
the budget needed will ever be accumulated.
SPECTATORS (add to script)
As Valued Audience:
John Santos (Ford Foundation): I ’m interested in trying to encourage greater concern on the part
o f the producer for audiences, partly because I know that a tot o f the stuff that I did as producer
I wasn’t that concerned about audience. I just was going to do my thing. I would roll it out there
without much sense o f what people had to do to get really involved in it. I feel differently about
that now. I ’m interested in finding ways in terms o f working with grantees to encourage them to
be very keen to think about building their audiences and being savvy about broadcasting politics,
and exploring opportunities for broadcasting their material perhaps even beyond even PBS venues,
into cable or commercial networks. So rather than just thinking in terms of entertainment, I’m
thinking more in terms of what kinds of styles of production, what kind of technical approaches and
on air looks are likely to attract larger audiences.
As a Public/Citizens of a Democracy:
Woodward Wickham (MacArthur Foundation): We need to make choices. This arises, historically,
from the foundation’s concern about public information and an informed public as a necessary
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condition for a healthy democracy. The roots of our grant-making in film and video are not a
commitment to art and the role of the artist in society, but rather a commitment to and a concern about
the availability of either truthful information or alternative perspectives on pure reality as a necessary
condition for a functioning democracy. Now the result is that we provide a lot of support to people
that a lot of other people would consider artists. But our emphasis is on the independent filmmaker
as a source of alternative perspectives on events and so forth. Our purpose is to help make sure the
information and perspectives are available to the public through film s that would not ordinarily
be provided through commercial channels.
As Human Beings:
Jay Kaplan (Director, NY Humanities Council): It enriches people’s lives to have a broader awareness
of other times and places.

LEGISLATORS’ VIEWS OF OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
PRODUCERS
As Educators:
Anonymous Staff Assistant, House Appropriations Committee: I think that [documentary
filmmakers] can serve a tremendous role... I think historical documentaries are fabulous because
we have a whole generation o f people now fo r whom the Vietnam War is ancient history and
something before that, they just don 7 have a clue and no desire to learn. A lot o f people aren 7
going to sit down and read a book but they may sit down and watch a TV show for half an hour
or an hour, although it's PBS [chuckles]... I f you look at the impact o f the Civil War series, I think
it's been just marvelous to expose millions ofpeople to that part o f our not so distant history Just
the interest that he generated, I think, was fabulous.
As Artists:
Sharon Goldenberg (Legislative Aide to Rep. Sidney Yates [D-Illinois], Ranking Minority on the
Interior Subcommittee o f Appropriations): That’s what art does. It makes people talk and think.
That's the role o f the artist, supposedly. That’s my perception of it. My take on what I hear.
HISTORIANS
As Problem-Solvers:
Barbara Wainman (Ass’t to Rep. Ralph Regula [R-Ohio], Chairman o f the Interior Appropriations
Subcommittee): I think history and knowing about our past is critical to existing and dealing with
the future and to being the people that are going to craft the solutions. Saying what didn’t work
too. That old adage, “you leam from your mistakes” is certainly true. If you know none of this you’re
just destined to repeat old mistakes and all of that past is very important in a local context, in world
context and in your daily life.
FUNDERS
As Cultivators:
Anonymous: It’s hard to encapsulate, but I think the people who support a vibrantfederal presence
in the arts and humanities would talk about the uplifting quality, the opportunity to reach children
and have them use their creative juices instead o f some o f their violent impulses. The ability to
broaden one’s horizons and hopefully make one more tolerant of other ideas and beliefs. Those would
all be the plus side of those who are supporters. On the anti-arts and humanities side the argument
has changed over the years, even in the past two or three years. For the longest time it was “you’re
supporting garbage, Mapplethorpe and Serrano and all that.” It’s such a small amount that you really
can’t go after that.. .so now the latest argument from the guy from Michigan that some o f that
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crowd are trying to use are, “Look, the NEA is badly managed and we ought to get rid o f them
because they’re badly managed. ” So it’s changed over time because their targets and ideas, reasons
why it ought to be killed just haven’t been effective.
As Dictators (gov’t funders’):
Anonymous Legislative Aide (Staff Assistant to Senator Jesse Helms [R-Alabama]): It has to do with
state’s rights, it has to do with individuals. As it gets bigger and bigger, it gets more and more out of
touch with the needs of the people and it’s the people that have the most money and talk the loudest
that have their interests protected. Your ideas of culture and my ideas of culture might be two
different things, and again, why should somebody have to pay for somebody else’s other idea of
culture? Why should it be mandated that each American contribute a certain chunk of money which
they may never even see? It’s ju st something, again, adding to our bureaucracy and having the
government dictated what we can have and what we can’t have. Well, the American people need
to decidefo r themselves. We shouldn’t force it upon them. How wouldyou define culture? Whose
definition would be the one? Would it be the person who spoke the loudest and went to such and
such a school? I’m sure there’s going to be many who would disagree. Why would they have to pay
the money?
SPECTATORS
As Citizens:
Anonym ous Staff Assistant [D] with the House Appropriations Committee'. You look at the lives
people lead and the hours that people work, and if they can get away from that fo r awhile and
enjoy maybe try to pursue something on their own it’s wonderful...Hopefully it broadens their
horizons, takes them out o f their mundane existence. It lets them be creative, either participating or
watching or listening, be it painting or dance, or music, or poetry, writing, other kinds of expression.
It isn’t always, but it certainly has the capability and hopefully the objective of being uplifting, of
opening people to new ideas and hopefully making them a little bit more tolerant instead of just
plowing around doing the same old thing all of the time. Sometimes life can be pretty nasty, brutish
and short, even in this day and age. One of the things they tried to do so much with both the arts and
humanities programs was expose the kids to some of these efforts. There have been some studies
made - and I don’t know that any of them have been conclusive —but studies that show that children
who are encouraged to participate in artistic endeavors o f any kind, musical, dance, what have you,
tend to be less violent So I think that’s certainly a plus.
As Voters:
Anonymous: You look at the polls around the country and even if you’re somewhat suspect ofpolls,
these are so fa r in support o f the arts that it’s in the 65 to 75 percent range ofpeople who’ve said
they support federal funding fo r the arts and humanities. That’s why these guys are afraid of a
straight up and down vote in the house. They know they’ll lose it... I think part of it, too, is just some
of the conservatives want a scalp. They want to be able to say that they terminated something or killed
an agency.
As Taxpayers:
A nonym ous : It has to do with state’s rights, it has to do with individuals... This is fo r the Middle
American whose taxes are going too high, they’re trying to save money. Why should their tax
money, if they view it as wasteful, be spent on such and such?
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